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CHAPTER EIGHT

PATTERNS

OF POPULATION

AND DEPOPULATION

8.1

CHP~GE - I : GROWTH

IN THE CASE STUDY AREAS.

Introduction

The analysis
Nottinghamshire,
particular

of the pattern of population
and North Norfolk

importance

general demographic
case study areas.

Consequently

the analysis is

The first, in this chapter, examines

patterns

and processes

operating within

The second, in the following

specific elements
two areas.

is a broad subject and one of

to this study.

split in two sections.

change in both South

in the structure

chapter,

the
the two

looks at

of the rural populations

of the

In the first section we are looking at the case study

areas as whole, whilst in the second we are concerned principally
with the individual

villages within the two areas, and in particular

with those settlements
questionnaire

survey

chosen for the 'in depth' study of the
(see Chapter Six).

We have previously
contrast between

noted in Chapter

the study areas of South Nottinghamshire

Norfolk is in their different
proximity

Six, that the significant

degrees of remoteness,

to major urban centres.

as measured

South Nottinghamshire

part bounded by the urban centres of Nottingham

and North
by

is in

and its adjoining

suburbs which together go to form Greater Nottingham.

In addition.

the case study area is adjoined by a number of other large urban
centres: Derby, Loughborough,
Furthermore,

Leicester

Granthan, Newark and Melton Mowbray.

is less than twenty miles travelling

distance
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from many of the villages in the south-west of the area.

In com-

plete contrast, the closest large urban areas to the case study
area of North Norfolk are Norwich and Kings Lynn.

All of the set-

tlements in this area are more than twenty miles travel from either
of these centres, and in many of the more remote villages this distance is closer to forty miles.

An

effect of this difference in

relative remoteness of the two study areas is the fact that the
South Nottinghamshire

area has continued to expand its rural pop-

ulation in this century (with the single exception of the 1911 to
1921 inter-censa1 period when there was a very small decrease),
whilst the North Norfolk area has shown a continued decline in
population

in four of the last six inter-censal periods.

. d'1cate th at th1S
" 1S a progress1ve
'd
for North Norfolk 1n

general terms, therefore, South Nottinghamshire
and North Norfolk a remoter rural area.

Projections

tren . I

In

is a growth area

The definition of these

terms requires further explanation.

The terms 'growth' and 'remoter rural' areas have become
commonly used in rural and related studies.

By their nature, and

often by their subsequent use, the terms imply a polarisation
population

of

trends so that a given rural area is either a remoter

rural area where in its constituent settlements are progressively
declining in population,
village populations

or it becomes a growth area in which the

are increasing.

Whilst these descriptions may

be true for those rural areas under the most intense development
pressure and for those in the remotest highland regions, there are
many areas which assume an intermediate

status.

Some rural studies,

however, have tended to misuse this pressure/remote

concept in a

way that encourages a perception of polarising population trends.
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2

Figure 3.2, taken from Thorburn

,and

Figure 3.1 from an HMSO

Planning Bulletin 3, are examples of spatial interpretations
the growth/remote distinction.

of

Masser and Stroud have written:

"The results of the surveys suggest that a distinction may be drawn between villages that are
close enough to large urban areas, or motorways,
to attract commuters,and villages virtually dependent on agriculture that are beyond the reach of
daily commuters. ••••• This dominant feature,
growth, distinguishes the metropolian village
from the village beyond commuting range which
usually has the opposite problem - decline" 4

This is an over-simplification
England.

of the rural population trends in

In practice, the demographic fortunes of the different

settlements in a given rural area tend to be mixed.

Certainly,

overall propensities towards population growth or decline exist
but there may be considerable variation within these general trends
both in time and space.

This chapter seeks to examine in detail

the nature of the contrasts both between and within the case studies
of one remoter rural area, North Norfolk, and one pressure area,
South Nottinghamshire.

8.2

The distribution of the rural population

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 have shown the rank-size relationship
for settlements in the two case study areas.

The relationship for

both areas is distorted by the nature of the data source.
basic unit for the representation
district.

The

of census data is the enumeration

In rural areas this unit mostly coincides with individual

parish areas or, in the case of larger villages and small towns, with
parts of the parish area.
the rationalisation

But in the case of the smallest settlements

of data representation has led to many small
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villages

and hamlets being merged into joint enumeration

compr1s1ng

two or more parishes.

In consequence

of Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are not necessarily
villages

districts,

the civil parishes

the same as the separate

and hamlets of the case study areas.

In South Nottingham-

shire there are four hamlets which have been amalgamated with the
enumeration

districts

therefore excluded

(civil parishes)

of other settlements

from Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

and are

In North Norfolk this

figure 'is much larger, partly as a function of the more dispersed
settlement pattern, with no less than twenty-two
and hamlets being excluded

Table 8.1 illustrates
study areas.
distortion

small villages

from separate consideration.

the settlement

The data ip this table

size range for the two

is subject to the same statistical

as noted above, as is the spatial representation

data in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
these statistics

of this

Even allowing for these distortions,

indicate that the rank-size rule (see Chapter

Five) is not strictly followed because there are more settlements
with between 100 and 500 popUlation
hurtdred.
observation
categories

than those with less than one

In fact, little significance

as it is due largely to the choice of the popUlation
and to their relatively

arbitrary nature.

To amplify

of settlements

between three

this we can examine the distribution
composite

should be attached to this

categories:

and large villages

small villages

and hamlets, medium villages,

(including the small towns of the areas).

is also a typology closer to the simple constructs
theory which review the settlement
villages,

This

of central place

pattern as consisting of hamlets,

towns and larger urban centres.
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Small villages and hamlets are most conveniently
those with less than 500 population.
500 and 2,000 population

defined as

Medium villages have between

and large villages over 2,000.

sions are, in the author's experience
most appropriate population

These divi-

of the case study areas, the

thresholds for these settlement categories.

Using this very simple settlement typology we find that in the North
Norfolk area there are more small villages

and hamlets

(thirty-one

from the table, fifty-three when this figure is adjusted to take
account of those small villages and hamlets that are not separate
enumeration

districts in the 1971 census) than medium villages

(seven), and more medium villages than large villages
South Nottinghamshire

the structure of the settlement pattern fol-

lows the same principle, with thirty-eight
lets (forty-two when adjusted),
large villages.

(two). In

small villages and ham-

fourteen medium villages, and six

This analysis indicates that in both of the case

study areas the distribution

of settlement sizes follows a simple

central place pattern of size ranking.

There are some important differences between the settlement
size range of the two areas.
ulation of settlements

Table 8.1 indicates that the pop-

in North Norfolk tends to be smaller than

those in South Nottinghamshire.
greater propensity

In the former area there is a

towards smaller villages.

Within North Norfolk

the largest settlement is Fakenham with a population
4,467.

In South Nottinghamshire

populations

in 1971 of

there are six settlements with

larger than this, ranging from East Leake with 4,720 to

Radcliffe on Trent with 7,702.

At the other end of the settlement

size range the same principle is followed, although this may partly
be the result of the stronger tendency towards settlement nucleation
in the South Nottinghamshire

area.

This is a very simple distinction
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between the two areas and is exactly what would be expected between
a remoter rural area, and one where there has been, and is, great
pressure for developing existing settlements.

We can further develop this difference by measuring
degrees of population

concentration between the two areas.

feature ~s also of more direct relevance to this study.
Nottinghamshire

nearly two-thirds

This

In South

(61.3%) of the population of

the area are concentrated into the six large villages
2,000 population)

the relative

of the case study area.

(i.e. over

In North Norfolk the

case. study area encloses only two settlements of this size,which
together account for 34.4% of the population of the area.

This is

a very important difference because, as we shall amplify in Chapters
Ten and Eleven,the

shopping, social and amenity facilities of these

rural areas, and some employment opportunities,
focussed on large villages.
that there are proportionately

are increasingly

This population distribution suggests
fewer people in North Norfolk that

are able to enjoy adequate rural facilities, by virtue of living
in large villages, than in South Nottinghamshire.

It is worth

stressing that this distinction is a function of the settlement
patterns of the two areas and has no direct relationship

to the

relative degrees of remoteness of the two areas from major urban
centres.

Within these two areas the influence of population dis-

tribution can be seen to reinforce different levels of social provision brought about by their proximity to major urban areas.

Table 8.2 shows the change s in this aspect of population concentration in the two areas in the twentieth century.

The concen-

tration percentage is simply calculated as a comparative statistic
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to that of 1901.

This statistic is based on ranking

parishes (related to the 1971 pattern)

of civil

according to population S1ze.

The summation of the populations of those civil parishes falling
1n the upper decile of this ranking is expressed as a proportion
of the whole population of the relevant study area.

Consequently:

P ) x 100
n

T
Where PI' P2, etc are the populations of those civil parishes in the
upper decile of the settlement ranking, and T is the total population
of the study area (based on 1971 boundaries).

We can also express this another way by taking the concentration percentage of 1901, for both areas, to be a base index of 100.
Fro~thiswe

can calculate the concentration percentage of subsequent

censuses as related indexes.

Both the concentration percentage and

the Indexes are shown in Table 8.2.

These are elementary statistics but they are valuable for this
purpose of historical comparison.

An

alternative method would be

to base the statistics on the proportion of the whole population
living in large villages as identified by a specified
population.

threshold

The problem with this technique, and the reason it was

not used here is that a threshold relevant to 1901 would have little
relevance to the situation in 1971, and vice versa.

This is part-

icu1ar1y apparent in the growth area of South Nottinghamshire,
although less of a limitation to North Norfolk where the distribution of settlements in the size range has not changed as dramatically.

For example, in 1901 there ,were 3 civil parishes with more

than 1,000 people in North Norfolk, in 1971 there were the same
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number

(the same three centres).

there were five civil parishes
thirteen in 1971.
and represented

In contrast in South Nottinghamshire

above this threshold in 1901, but

Consequently,

the approach outlined previously,

in Table 8.2, is considered to be the most suitable

to use as a statistical

indicator of population

concentration.

Table 8.2 shows that whilst the concentration
the two areas are very different,
settlement patterns
North Norfolk),

due largely to differences

in the

the rate of change up to 1931 is very similar.

the index fal~from

1S

for

(and notably the more d~spersed pattern in

In the 1931 census the situation changes.

Nottinghamshire

percentages

In North Norfolk

106.7 in 1921 to 103.6 in 1931, whilst in South

it rises from 106.7 in 1921 to 112.7 in 1931.

no obvious reason to explain this difference,but

ation of the North Norfolk population

There

further examin-

trends indicates that this may

be largely related to the impact of national economic recession on
two of the principal centres of population
study area.
engineering

concentration

in this

Certainly in Melton Constable a run down in the railway
yards in the late 'twenties led to a severe reduction

in local employment

and this quite probably may have been a key

factor in the depopulation

of the parish recorded in 1931.

second centre, Wells, the cause of the same phenomenon

In the

is unclear,

although we may suggest that the national economic recession over
this period may have had considerable

influence on the prosperity

of this small, middle class, coastal resort, but this is, of course,
only speculation.

After 1931 the concentration

index continued to rise for the

North Norfolk study area, although there does seem to be a slight
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dacrease between 1961 and 1971.
something of a di1emma,since

This most recent trend creates

it is in this period that we would

expect the impact of selected village development policies in North
Norfolk to exert considerable

influence.

The difference between

what we may have expected as a result of planning policies geared
towards population concentration,

and what the statistics in Table

8.2 show, can be explained by the impact of the movement of large
concentrations of armed forces, and related

personne~,to

new army and air force bases in the study area.

and from

Further details

of these movements are discussed later in this Chapter, but for the
time being it is important only to note that some of the smaller
bases were closed

between 1951 and 1961, whilst the distribution

of personnel in the remaining bases was rationalised between 1961
and 1971.

These movements of military personnel have disguised

any longer term trend towards concentration

in the civilian pop-

ulation of this study area.

In fact,there is some evidence to indicate that the degree of
population

concentration

dramatically

since 1961.

in North Norfolk has continued to rise
The proportion of the total population con-

stitued by the two largest civil parishes in the area, Fakenham and
Wells, neither of which are affected directly by movement of military personnel,has

increased from 21.7 per cent in 1951 to 26.8

per cent in 1961 and 34.4 per cent in 1971.

This indicates that in

the period of selected village development, there has indeed been
an increase in the rate of population

In South Nottinghamshire

concentration in North Norfolk.

after a period of stabilisation of

the trend towards concentration,

the index continues to rise from

112.7 in 1951 to 129.0 in 1961, with a slightly larger increase to
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147.0 in 1971.

This intensification

the introduction

of the trend coincides with

of selected village development

policies with

the Nottinghamshire County Development Plan of 1952, and the
of this policy in the study area with the Plan

reinforcement

for rural Nottinghamshire
from 1966.

(Part IV):

Sbuth Nottinghamshire

Due to these policies, the pressure for development

in the study area which experienced

a more widespread

the 'sixties, was largely concentrated

8.3

Population

surge in

on the selected centres.

Change

Table 8.3 indicates the pattern of population
two case study areas.

change in the

These patterns are expressed

graph form in Figure 8.3

in simple

The graph for South Nottinghamshire

shows this area to be one of almost continuous population

growth,

whilst the graph for the North Norfolk area indicates a more
irregular pattern of both growth and decline.

Figure 8.3 in fact conceals a more persistent
the decline of population

in North Norfolk.

trend towards

The first decennial

change at the beginning of the centry, 1901 to 1911, shows a
slight increase of population
the population
inter-censa1

in North Norfolk.

Subsequently,

shows a decline between 1911 and 1931.

In the

period of 1931 to 1951 this trend towards depopul-

ation in apparently reversed, with the area showing an increase
of over 4,800 people.

This increase in population may be largely attributed
the movement of military

and associated personnel

to

to the area
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during the Second World War.

In this small area of Norfolk

there

were, at the end of the war, five major air bases5 of Allied Bomber
Command:

Pudding Norton,

and Sculthorpe.

Bunkers Hill, Little Snoring, West Raynham

Only the last two bases remain in use;

as an.-RAF base, and Sculthorpe

as a non-operational

West Raynham

base for the

United States Air Force (with a small facility at Little Snoring).

There were, in addition,

large army bases at Stiffkey

(closed

between 1951 and 1961) and for more limited periods at Melton Hall
and Holkham Hall.

At the time of the 1951 census many of these

bases were still occupied.

By 1961 only the RAF base at West

Raynham and the USAF base at Sculthorpe
facility

at Little Snoring and married

Consequently,
depopulation
essentially

with a small

quarters at Pudding Norton.

the apparent reversal of the trend towards

in North Norfolk between 1931 and 1951 seems to be
a legacy of the strategic

during the Second World War.
underlying

remained,

demograph1c

the influences

importance

It is difficult

of the area

to deduce what the

trend was in this period.

At the best

of war, not the least of which were the creation

of the army and air bases and also the renewed value of food
production

in agriculture,

may have caused a temporary revital-

isation of the area which might in turn have caused a deceleration in the rate of depopulation
Whilst this is an important

of the non-service

feature of the demographic

of this study area, it is important
it as a distortion
population

decline.

popUlation.
fortunes

that we should recognise

of a longer term trend towards continual
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After

the war and following the closure and reduction of bases,

there was a clear resumption
in the census statistics.
population

of the trend towards depopulation

Furthermore,

after 1951 the rates of

decline were much higher, culminating

in a loss of 3~8l

people between 1961 and 1971, fifteen per cent of the total 1961
population

of the area.

This confirms the

sence as a short term distortion

military

pre-

of long term trends, so that the

decline between 1951 and 1971 might be seen as a reversion to 'normal'.

As such we should be careful about drawing conclusions

the apparent increase in the rate of depopUlation

The pattern of population

after 1951.

change in South Nottinghamshire

very different to that of North Norfolk.
lighted by considering

In 1901 the pop-

ulation of the two areas was roughly the same (North Norfolk

had experienced

21,789).

is

The contrast is high-

change over this century.

and South Nottinghamshire

from

22,056

By the 1971 census North Norfolk

a net loss of p,early two and a half thousand people.

In the same seventy year period South Nottinghamshire

almost

trebled the size of its resident population, with a total enumerated
population

in 1971 of 57,308 people.

South Nottinghamshire

ienced only one period of net population

decline.

exper-

In the 1911 to

1921 inter-censa1 period the whole area showed a net loss of 164
people.

As even this represents

cent of the 1911 population,
trend towards depopulation.

a total decline of only ~.7 per

this cannot be seen as a significant
Nonetheless,

this change is important

as it interrupts an otherwise continuous pattern of growth in the
area.

The change probably represents a stabilisation

tion during and immediately

of the popula-

following the First World War.
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The subsequent growth of population

in South Nottinghamshire

is largely a product of two periods of development.
in the years preceding
inter-censal

the Second World War, is reflected

of the enumeration

population

in this period.

districts

in the area increased their

The pattern of growth, however, was

more highly localised than this might suggest.
v1ce personnel

people.

in the

growth of over 8,000 people between 1931 and 1951.

Forty-one

accounted

The first,

Movement of ser-

at the air bases of Newton,Syerstone

(for Flintham),Langar,

for a net increase of nearly two and a half thousand
Other major foci were To11erton with an increase of 766

people, Radcliffe

on Trent with 938 increase, East Leake with 955,

and Ruddington with a total population

gain of 1,466 people.

The

second major period of growth was in the 'sixties and early 'seventies.

This is represented

in an inter-censal

and 1971 of over eighteen thousand people.
growth was again highly concentrated.
twenty-three

of the enumeration

net decreases

in population

the thirty-one
inter-censal
Radcliffe

The location of this

During this period, in fact,

districts of the area registered

(although this was a reduction

districts which lost population

period, 1951 to 1961).

(1,864), Bingham

Major centres of growth were

(2,596), Keyworth

This degree of concentration

policy of the County Planning Department
development

from

in the previous

on Trent with an increase of 1,234, Ruddington

East Leake
(4,422).

increase between 1961

(1,680),

(3,102) and Cotgrave

is largely a product of the
of focussing major residential

on these six selected villages 6.

Despite the fact

that all were large communities

in 1961, these decennial growth

rates represent major expansion

of each of the communities,

with

net increases of 19.1%, 32.6%, E8.77., 105.7%, 117.0%, and 689.9% respectively.

The exceptional

by the development

increase at Cotgrave is accounted for

of a major mine by the National

Coal Board
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together with residential estates for the miners.
been substantial private development

There has also

at Cotgrave 7.

of very high growth rates on the communities

The

influence

of selected villages

will be discussed in Chapter Twelve.

8.4

Population

Change: the villages

The previous section has shown the overall demographic
of the two case study areas in this century.
as an area where there is a persistent
decline.

Sounh Nottinghamshire

fortunes

North Norfolk emerges

trend towards population

in contrast, experienced

growth of population with a brief period of stabilisation

a steady
during

the 1911 to 1921 inter-censal period, and with two peaks of growth,
during the years that immediately preceded the Second World War,
and during the 'sixties and early 'seventies.
patterns of population

These general

change are made up of the individual exper-

iences of the numerous settlements

in the two areas.

It remains

to examine, briefly, how well the patterns in the areas as a whole,
fit the situations in the individual communities.

There are sixty-two distinct settlements

in South Nottingham-

shire and a further sixty-two in North Norfolk.

Clearly it is not

practicable

change in the

to examine the pattern of population

twentieth century in detail in all the settlements.
the individual fortunes of settlements

We can examine

in a simple fashion by

recording the number of inter-censa1 periods in which the individual
civil parishes experienced

a net loss of popUlation.

summarises this information.

Table 8.4
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Table 8.4 shows that in North Norfolk
population

the general pattern

decline is fairly closely reflected

civil parishes.

Nonetheless,

have experienced

neL population

six inter-censal

periods.

ber of the settlements
not as persistent

in the individual

nearly a quarter

of the civil parishes

decline in only three or less of the

This indicates

that in a substantial

of the area the pattern

of depopulation

terns of separate

settlements

for the study area.

decennial

patterns

enumeration

first complete

recording

twentieth
decennial

net gains in population

century inter-censal
period following
districts

(85), Tattersets

(198).

pat-

to move closer to the general patThe

than in any

periods.

In the

the Second World War there

indicating

population

increases:

(a net increase of 820 people), Little Walsingham

Fu1modeston
thorpe

population

This is shown clearly in Table 8.5.

were only six enumeration
Fakenham

How-

for 1951 to 1961 and 1961 to 1971 show fewer

districts

of the previous

numis

as that for the case study area as a whole.

ever, there seems to be a trend for the individual

tern

of

The increases

(222), Pudding Norton

(130)

(221), and Scul-

in the last three civil parishes were

at least partly a result of the movernentof service personnel

and

their families

per-

in the area.

In the most recent inter-censal

iod there were again only six districts
population.

These were Fakenham

(18), Stibbard
the increase
personnel

recording

(714), Hempton

(6), Langham .(4), and Tattersets

at Tattersets

was largely accounted

and their families

associated

a net gain in
(41), He1houghton
(614).

Once again

for by service

with the RAF base at

West Raynham.

Table 8.5 gives further evidence of the post-war deterioration
of the population
tinguish between

fortunes

of individual

those civil parishes

settlements.

We can dis-

in which the population

loss
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~s slight and others in which the net loss is more pronounced,
measur~ng

the percentage

change.

In this case we are using the

ten per cent figure as the appropriate
is shown in Table 8.5.
has been a decennial

statistics

threshold.

This division

From this we can see that since 1951 there

trend towards individual enumeration

recording more extreme depopulation
that date.

in the 1951 to 1961

than in those for the most recent inter-censa1

This may reflect a marginal improvement
tunes of some settlements.

in the demographic

To put this in perspective,

even if this were the case it represents

ulation increases.

districts

than was the situation before

This trend is more exaggerated

moderate depopulation

by

period.
for-

however,

a trend towards a more

rate in the survey area and not towards pop-

This point is emphasised by Figures 8.4 and 8.5.

In South Nottinghamshire

most of the enumeration

districts

follow the general pattern of growth for the survey area as a whole.
This is illustrated

in Figure 8.6.

twenty-one enumeration
population

Of more note, however, are the

districts which record a net decrease in

over the period of 1901 to 1971.

a very large number of depopulating

This would seem to be

civil parishes

for an area in

which the total population has increased by nearly three-fold over
the same period.

We have already seen that the South Nottinghamshire

survey area has shown a steady increase in population

over this

century with the single exception of the small enumerated decline
in the 1911 to 1921 inter-censal
of the individual

period (see Figure 8.3).

civil parishes follow this pattern.

shows that forty-six of the fifty-eight
net depopulation
iods.

Few

Table 8.4

districts have recorded

decline in more than oneof the inter-censa1 per-

Furthermore, well over half of the districts

have recorded net depopulation

(thirty-seven)

in three or more of the six inter-

censal periods of the twentieth century.
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The twenty-one districts which record a net decline in their
population

over the course of this century range in size from

Widmerpool,

with a population

with only twenty-three
show persistent
districts

of 370 in 1971, to Wiverton Hall,

people.

depopulation

Of these civil parishes fourteen

over this century.

The remaining seven

all record a reversal of the trend towards decline, in

the last inter-censal

period, 1961 to 1971.

growth in these seven civil parishes

The recent population

follows an interesting pattern.

We shall see later the strong association between recent popUlation
growth and the choice of selected development
Nottinghamshire.

villages in South

Yet none of these seven villageswere

planned growth by the county planning authority.
recent reversal of their population

chosen for

In each case the

trends was brought about by

'piecemeal' private housing development within the villages.
provision

of mains drainage, in Willoughby

example, was the only contribution

and residential

Otherwise both capital

development, were largely restricted

in these settlements by their classification
authorities,

on the Wolds, for

to the development of these vil-

lages that was made by the local authority.
investment

The

8, by the planning

as 'Group One' villages:

"Villages being entirely within the Green Belt,
where new development or re-development will be
allowed only in very exceptional circumstances",
or as 'Group Five' villages:
"Settlements beyond the Green Belt likely to
maintain their present population, to show only
slight growth or growth to the limits of existing approvals".

In addition, two of the villages were classed as 'Special Amenity'
villages, in which "very strict control of all new development" was
to be enforced.

In simple terms these villages were either restricted
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development

centres or conservation villages.

Consequently,

their

growth in the 'sixties was achieved without the direct encouragement
of the local authorities.

The scale of the growth in many of these

villages was outside the policy guidelines established
ning classification

(as quoted above).

in the plan-

The growth of these villages

was therefore largely due to the inability of the local planning
authority, at the time, to regulate the surge of development in these
settlements.

Most of the settlements in the enumeration districts which have
shown persistent decline over this century, have experienced quite
considerable depopulation.

Eleven of these districts show losses

of over twenty per cent of their 1901 population.
has lost more than half of its base population.

Only one, however,
This is the small

hamlet of Saxondale which has decline from ninety people in 1901
to forty-twain

1971 (64.4% loss).

Population decline in the twenty-

one civil parishes showing depopulation over the century does not
give a corelation to population size.

However, in the fourteen

districts with persistent depopulation

there is a significant negative

correlation to size (Spearman's Coefficient
ificant at the 95% confidence level).

=

0.49, which is sign-

In simple terms, there is

a significant tendancy in the fourteen districts for the highest
rates of depopulation

to be experienced by those with the smallest

popUlation.

The severity of population decline in the depopulating
enumeration districts of North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire
remarkably similar.

In the Norfolk case study the mean decline

between 1901 and 1971 of those civil parishes recording a net
decrease, is 35.0 per cent.

In South Nottinghamshire

it is only

is
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a little smaller with a mean of 27.0 per cent.

Studies by

Jackson 9 in the North Cotswolds, and Dunn in Herefordshire

10 have

indicated that settlements on the fringe of 'growth' rural areas may
experience rates of depopulation as severe as those expected of
the remoter

rural areas.

The results of the comparison between

Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

bears out this observation.

The pattern of growth in the thirty-five enumeration districts
of South Nottinghamshire which record a net increase in population
over this century, exhibits a far greater range of population change
than in the twenty-one depopulated districts.

Only six of the

'growth' districts show a minor change over the course of the century (i.e. below ten per cent).

A further thirteen districts record

net changes of between ten and one hundred per cent.

The major feature

of demographic growth in the area are the sixteen civil parishes
which have more than doubled their populations over the course of
the twentieth century.
or medium villages.

Many of these sixteen districts are small

The village of Aslockton has expanded from

a population of 372 in 1901 to 1,011 in 1971.

Part of this increase

may be accounted for by the establishment of an 'institutional'
population at a new detention centre built on the fringe of the
village inthe

'sixties.

Most of the increase, however, is related

to private residential development within the settlement,

Another

example is Bunny, a village of 205 people in 1901 which had expanded
to 600 by 1971.

The village has experienced substantial private

residential development in both the inter-war and post war periods.

The largest enumeration districts of the 1901 census tend to
be those which have experienced the largest growth, both numerically
and proportionately,

in the 1901 to 1971 period.

There were eight
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districts with enumerated populations

of over 500 people in South

Nottinghamshire

of these had more than doubled

in 1901.

their populations.

By 1971

S1X

Five of these by having net increases of over

two hundred per cent (Bingham - 215.0%, Radcliffe on Trent - 266.2%,
East Leake - 438.8%, Keyworth - 629.3%, Cotgrave - 617.3%).
perspective,

In

there were only four other districts in the study area

whose 1901 to 1971 increases were on this scale (Shelford - 279.0%,
Stanton on the Wolds - 294.9%, Normanton on the Wolds - 801.9%,
and Tollerton - 978.2%).
populations

None of these last districts had large

at the beginning of the century, their respective enum-

erated populations

in 1901 being 386, 98, 209, and 156.

Of these

civil parishes the net increase at Shelford has been largely associated with the establishment
of that enumeration district.

of RAF Newton within the boundaries
In all the remaining districts the

increases have been a product of residential development.

There is a strong positive correlation between the population
size of individual enumeration
of the proportional

districts in 1901 and the magnitude

increase in population between 1901 and 1971.

The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient gives a positive index
of 0.70 for this association

(this is significant at the ninety-

nine per cent confidence interval).

To this we can add the evidence

that there was a significant negative correlation between 1901
population size and the magnitude of proportional
South Nottinghamshire
1901 and 1971.

decreases in those

districts with persistent depopulation between

This strongly suggests that there may be a broader

relationship between population size and population change over
this period.
relationship

The rank correlation coefficient measures this
as a positive correlation of 0.42 (which is significant

at the ninety-nine per cent level).

The demographic fortunes of civil
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parishes in South Nottinghamshire

are strongly related to the pop-

u1ation size of individual enumeration

districts.

In North Norfolk the same correlation
which is not significant

and suggests that there

between settlement size and population

is +0.14,

no association

lS

change in the study area.

We have already seen that the demography
area has been profoundly

coefficient

of the North Norfolk study

influenced by movement of military and

associated personnel both in and out of the area.

Whilst this

has a wide impact in the area,the influence of service personnel has
been particularly

focussed on the enumeration

Raynham, Scu1thorpe, Tattersets,
population

districts of West

and Pudding Norton.

of these districts was fairly small.

concentration

In 1901 the

Consequently

of large numbers of service personnel

the

in these dis-

tricts has had a distorting effect on the relationship between
civil parish size and
enumeration

population

change.

Eliminating

districts from the correlation

rank correlation

these four

analysis gives an adjusted

coefficient of +0.44 (significant at the ninety-

nine per cent confidence interval).

This indicates a significant

association between civil parish size and population

change over

the course of the twentieth century in both of the study areas.

This analysis reflects the findings of other research related
to rural population

change.

Johnston

11

found that population

change in Nidderdale was related to the settlement pattern and to
suburbanisation,

with a positive correlation

ulation change and village size.

of 0.65 between pop-

In addition Edwards 12 reached

similar conclusions on the influence of settlement size.
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There is some evidence that the association between civil
parish size and population

change is altering.

1971 inter-censal period the correlation
Nottinghamshire

coefficient

was +0.75, whilst the adjusted

four 'RAF' civil parishes)
In South Nottinghamshire
and this is interpreted
village development
population

For the 1961 to

coefficient

for South

(excluding the

for North Norfolk was +0.16.

the association
as a reflection

seems to be intensified

,

of the impact of selected

policies, which has focussed considerable

increases on the large, 'key' villages.

In North Norfolk

there has been a reversed trend so that in the most recent intercensa1 period there was not a significant

relationship

civil parish size and population

This may be a result of

essentially
area.

change.

between

short term changes in the demographic pattern of the

Alternatively,

this reversal may indicate that in this

period of extensive and pronounced population

decline 1n the area,

factors other than settlement size are becoming more important in
determining

population

changes.

One important factor may be second

home ownership in the villages.

This has been a long and involved analysis of population
in the individual villages of the two study areas.

The use of enum-

eration district census data has limited the application
ysis but it is unlikely that the alternative
electoral register to assess population
Dickinson
study.

change

of the anal-

technique of using the

change, as illustrated by

13, would have been as convenient or effective for this

The census analysis has focussed on the demographic pattern

in the case study areas and on changes in that pattern.
not discussed the underlying

We have

causes of such changes, these having

been discussed at length in the wide literature on rural depopulation and, more recently, on metropolitan

growth in rural areas.
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A select bibliography which includes some of this literature is
presented at the end of this thesis.

One point that emerges from

the foregoing analysis needs to be highlighted within the context
of the earlier discussion of 'growth' and 'remoter' rural areas.
It is clear that North Norfolk is an area of persistent population
decline.

Yet despite this propensity a wide variety of the census

enumeration districts in the study area have, at some time in the
course of this century, experienced net population increases.
Furthermore, seven of the forty census districts have shown a net
population increase from 1901 to 1971.

Given mobility of population we need not expect all of the
settlements in an area to show similar trends all the time.

In

North Norfolk there is, indeed, some diversity in the demographic
fortunes of settlements, although the general trend is definitely
towards steady depopulation.

The Same diversity can be seen in the

growth area of South Nottinghamshire.

Few of the enumeration

districts in this study area have not experienced population decline
at some time in the twentieth century.

No less than twenty-one

enumeration districts, covering about one in three of the settlements
in the area, have shown net depopulation in this period.

Further

evidence for this diversity in demographic fortunes in the individual settlements is provided in the surge of rural development experienced

in South Nottinghamshire,

in the sixties and early seventies.

Between 1961 and 1971 the population of the study area increased by
over eighteen thousand people, a factor of nearly fifty per cent
(46.4%).

Yet during this period twenty-four of the enumeration

districts in the area recorded a net decrease in population.
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This diversity
of the study areas.

1S

an integral element of the rural demography
It is in part a reflection of the individuality

of settlements

and the variations

in phy~ica1, social and economic

circumstances

in the study areas.

In part it is a product of the

factors that generate population

changes, for these may exert a

broad influence throughout rural areas (the decline in primary
employment for example), or may be highly localised (such as the
establishment

of RAF bases, or those of the other armed services).

It is as well to bear this diversity in mind when using the terms
'growth' or 'remoter' rural areas.

8.5

Population change: the spatial pattern, 1951 to 1971

Demographic

changes in the two case study areas in the last

inter-censal period exhibit some interesting spatial patterns.

Figures 8.6 and 8.7 show the pattern of population growth and
decline in the civil parishes of South Nottinghamshire.

Both of

these diagrams show that there is a broad geographical division
between those civil parishes which have gained population and those
which have declined, which corresponds to the Fosse Way, the line
of the old Roman road being clearly shown in the parish boundaries
in the centre of the study area.

There is no suggestion that this

boundary has any real significance to the demographic

trends of

the area,but it does serve as a convenient division between the
eastern and western parts of the study area.

To the east of the

Fosse Way there are twenty-four civil parishes of which only
eight have shown population increases over the period 1961 to
1971.

Of these eight, Bingham is a major growth village and three

others (Aslockton, Kinou1ton and Whatton) are classified as minor
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growth villages.

The general pattern for the civil parishes east

of the Fosse Way seems to be population decline.

This may partly

be a result of the greater distances between these parishes and the
main centres of employment

(notably Greater Nottingham).

More

directly one of the obvious reasons why few of the villages in this
area have increased their population

is because very little or no

residential development has occurred in most of them, the exceptions
which prove the rule being the eight civil parishes which have
recorded net population gains, because all but one of these has
experienced
iod.

significant development

over the last inter-censa1 per-

This low degree of residential development

is partly a pro-

duct of limited demand, but is also a result of the established
planning policy of severely restricting development

in small set-

tlements, most of the villages in the area beiqg small ~n size as
compared to the generally larger settlements in the west.

To the west of the Fosse Way the pattern is rather different.
In this half of the study area there are thirty-four civil parishes
of which only eighthave recorded population declines over the intercensa1 period.

Decline in these settlements also seems to be

directly related to planning policies for village development
South Nottinghamshire.

in

In three of the civil parishes the residual

population is very small indeed (Kneeton 65, Thorpe 42 and
Saxondale 42).

In these parishes, whilst the planning policy does

not seek actively to 'phase out' these settlements,

there is a

very strict restriction on all new residential development.

In

one of the other two civil parishes, Stanford on Soar, further
development is effectively ruled out by the planning committee,
through the physical limitations of the washlands of the River Soar.
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Of the four other civil parishes west of the Fosse Way which have recently lost population,

one, Kingston,

is particularly

notable. This is a

coniervation village as defined by the local planning authority,
but development

is also severely restricted by the fact that much

of the undeveloped

land both within and peripheral

lS owned by a local estate.

to the village

As in many other estate-held

areas

this has clearly tended to restrict flexibility in marketing
potential residential

land.

It would, therefore, seem that the spatial pattern of demographic
change between 1961 and 1971 is strongly related to development
restrictions

in local planning policies.

partly a product of the geographical
ln South Nottinghamshire,

This in turn, however, is

pattern of settlement sizes

which indicates a far higher proportion

of small villages and hamlets in the east of the area than in the
west.

Figures 8.6 and 8.7 also show the relative intensity of population growth and decline in the South Nottinghamshire
area.

In Figure 8.6 the only clear observation

case study

is that civil parishes

with growth villages experience very high rates of population

growth.

This is not a perfect association because the civil parish for Cropwell Bishop, designated as a major growth village, actually recorded
a ilight decline over the period.
designation

of the settlement

This was due partly to the late

(it was re-classified

village in 1966), but more specifically

to technical and adminis-

trative delays relating to the construction
lative estate in the centre vf the village.
pleted until after the 1971 census.

as a major growth

of a very large specuThe estate was not com-

With the single exception of

the village of Radcliffe on Trent, all the other growth villages
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record inter-censal
Furthermore,

growth rates in excess of twenty per cent.

of only nine enumeration

districts with growth rates

of over forty per cent, six are selected villages and of the other
three, two are minor growth villages.

This indicates that in the

study area the highest rates of population growth are strongly
related to development

control policies operating in the area.

Another notable observation from Figure 8.6 is that none of
the civil parishes immediately adjacent to Greater Nottingham
has a recorded popUlation increase of over forty per cent.

This is

a product of the Green Belt policy enforced in this part of the
study area.

The pattern of development

in the area as a whole, as

illustrated by population changes, shows that development pressure
has tended to leap-frog over the Green Belt.

More recently there

have been direct demands for developing parts of the Green Belt,
notably at Ruddington, but it is unlikely that this represents
a major change in the pattern of development in the area.

The intensity of depopulation
indicate any remarkable patterns.

as shown in Figure 8.7 does not
The most intense depopulation

is

in the civil parishes to the north-east of the area and also in the
two small hamlets of Tithby and Wiverton Hall.

The village of Colston

Bassett is an unusual addition to this group but its demographic
unes have been influenced

fort-

by a restricted development attitude

on the part of the estate which owns much of the land in the village.

We have seen from Chapter Three that one of the major elements
of the concept of selected village development, is that the concentration of development and facilities in a few 'key' settlements
will indirectly diminish depopulation

in smaller surrounding villages
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and hamlets.

Figure 8.7 shows little evidence that selected villages

in South Nottinghamshire
fashion.

have moderated local depopulation in this

Indeed, four of the seven civil parishes which record

population losses of over twenty per cent between 1961 and 1971, are
almost immediately adjacent to selected villages.

There is no clear spatial pattern in population growth or
decline in the North Norfolk case study area.

Both Figures 8.4

and 8.5 show just how extensive the process of depopulation has
become.

Only six of the civil parishes in the area recorded

increases in their resident population between 1961 and 1971.

Of

these both Helhoughton and Tattersets were the product of the movement of service personnel to RAF bases and married quarters.

The

location and movement of forces personnel and their families is
still an element of critical importance to demographic change in
North Norfolk but it remains a process over which the local planning authorities can have little or no direct influence.

Population increases at both Fakenham and Hempton are related
to the selection of the former settlement as the major growth centre
for this area.

We have noted before that Fakenham has been the focus

of a great amount of public and private investment as testified by
the new industrial estate and a number of new estates of both private and local authority housing.

Hempton, the adjacent civil

parish, is virtually contiguous with Fakenham and has consequently
shared in that settlemen~s growth (see Appendix 5: Map 2).

The last two settlements which have experienced population
increases are in some ways the most interesting.

Langham and
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Stibbard

have, indeed, barely increased their populations,

recording

inter-censal growth rates of 1.4 and 2.0 per cent respectively.

In

both settlements this has been the result of a small amount of new
housing, which has been permitted by the local planning authority
as limited infill development.
amount of modernisation

There has also been a substantial

of village property and this has had a

small but important effect on the local population.
the modernisation

In some cases

may take place without the property having

changed hands, and in other cases the process may follow as the
occupants change from an elderly village couple to a non-local
couple.

In neither of these situations will the change alter the

village population.

In other cases unoccupied housing or former

single person dwellings are occupied by young families; very often
the size of the family itself is a motivation

for the modernisation.

In these cases the local population is obviously increased.

In

Langham and Stibbard small scale development of new housing and
modernisation

of existing property have both been important in

increasing the villages' total popUlation.

The same process, on a

similar scale, has been happening in some of the other villages in
the study area, so it seems odd that some of these have not also
increased their popUlations.

There is no clear answer to this

apparent dilemma. However, both Langham and Stibbard are living
examples of how a more flexible policy of development control can
assist a community in reversing a process of depopulation.

There are no striking patterns in those civil parishes experiencing growth or decline.

Only Fakenham

(19.0%) and Tattersets

(164.6%) have recorded net increases between 1961 and 1971 of over
ten per cent.

One notable feature of those districts which are de-

populating is that selection as a growth village does not itself
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convey an immunity from the process.

Both Wells and Briston/

Melton Constable are selected villages but both have lost population
over the period, although at a much lower rate than for most other
settlements

(5.9% and 5.3%' respectively).

The situation of both of these settlements g~ves a good indication of the depth of the problem of population decline.

There has

been considerable housing development in both Briston/Melton Constable and Wells, a direct result of the planning status of the
centres, but in both,the trend
stemmed.

towards depopulations has not been

This may partly be because~

housing remains unoccupied.
ulation rate

quite large proportion of the new

In Briston/Melton

Constable the depop-

has been reduced from 11.9 per cent in the 1951 to

1961 period, to 5.3 per cent in the last inter-censal record. In
Wells, however, the degree of depopulation has marginally intensified from 3.9 per cent between 1951 and 1961 to 5.9 per cent in
the subsequent ten years.

In Wells it is difficult to assess the

significance of changes in the local tourist industry, and in the
status of the centre as a small coastal resort.

The situation

in these two selected centres is substantially different from that
in Fakenham, the other selected village.

The same development

control policies have been applied to all three centres by the
local planning authority.

The difference, however, remains and

this must be assumed to be a result of the concentration of investment and capital principally in one of these centres, Fakenham.

There is one notable feature of the spatial pattern of intensity of depopulation in North Norfolk.

This is the distinct ring

of civil parishes around Fakenham which record the highest rates
of depopulation.

This may be due partly to chance or it may be
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associated with Fakenham's status as the principal growth centre
of the area and as a centre of substantial pppulation growth.

If

this is not a product of coincidence then Fakenham seems to be
having a reverse effect on the surrounding villages than is anticipated in the concept of selected village development.

We shall see

in the subsequent chapter that there is some evidence for considering that Fakenham has expanded at the expense of 'satellite' settlements, notably by drawing in local residents to the large local
authority housing sector in Fakenham.

It is worthwhile comparing

this observation to the situation in South Nottinghamshire where
four of the seven civil parishes experiencing the highest rates
of depopulation are located adjacent,or nearly adjacent to selected
villages.

More studies are needed to see if this is only a local

process or whether it is part of a more general observation on
the

development of selected villages.

We should note, however,

that this is not the case for all the selected villages in the study
areas.

In North Norfolk the selected centre which combines the

villages of Briston and Melton Constable is surrounded by a number
of civil parishes which have experienced fairly low rates of depopulation.

Once again, however, it is difficult to assess whether

this is chance or the result of selected village status or perhaps
of some other factor.

B.6

The concentration of population increases

Earlier in this chapter we discussed the spatial concentration
of population in the two study areas.

There we were concerned only

with the concentration of the total resident population, the results
being summarised in Table B.2.

A fundamental aspect in the demography
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of the two areas has been the location of population
As long ago as 1950 G. Duncan Mitchell
concentration
phenomenon

that increasing

of the rural population would become a widespread

in England.

rural communities
centration

14 predicted

increases.

He also warned of the social dangers to

of too r~pid concentration.

assumes a particular

The degree of con-

significance

to this study because

the concept of selected village development,

as it has been devel-

oped by many planning authorities,

seeks to bring about a reorgan-

isation of the rural settlement pattern by concentrating
a few selected centres.

It is important, therefore,

to what extent the total inter-censal

growth on

to examine

increase in population

1n

the civil parishes of the case study areas has been focussed in a
few parishes.

Duncan Mitchell's

statement should not be misunderstood

implying that concentration
a recent feature of rural

of population

as

increases is essentially

population movements.

1950 there were factors other than development

Certainly before

control and selected

village development which brought about a degree of concentration.
The development

of housing estates was an important factor, and was

a function the~as

now,of building economies and, to a more limited

extent, of advances in construction

technology.

Many of these rural

estates, being built on the urban fringes, have subsequently become
incorporated
environment.

in the urban margins.

Tollerton in South Nottinghamshire

of a large 'extra urban' estate.
popularity

Others remain in their

is a good example

The influence of fashion, the

of individual settlements

at a given point in time,

would also have been important as an agency of population
tration.

rural

The block release of development

concen-

land, as whole fields

were marketed, would have had a similar effect.

In addition, one
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cannot ignore the influence of movements
whose impact on population
ised.

Nonetheless,

ulation concentration

statistics

of armed forces personnel

then, as now, was very local-

there were also factors working against popin rural

of this in the contemporary

areas.

One of the common legacies

village-scapes

of both North Norfolk

and South Nottinghamshire

is found in the provision of inter-war

local authority housing.

The demand for public housing was probably

more dispersed in this period, and without effective
(and the local government financial yardstick
housing development)

planning regulations

to local authority

council housing become relatively dispersed.

In North Norfolk it is a recurrent feature of village morphology
that a small inter-war council housing estate is located on the
fringe of most villages.

This morphological

seen in South Nottinghamshire,

feature can also be

although it is not as widespread.

Clearly this process would have worked against increased population
concentration.

There is a need for a quantitative
of concentration

of population

twentieth century.

increases over the course of the

This can be most simply done by representing

the increase in population
percentage

comparison of the extent

in a few specific centres as a rate of

of the total increase.

a number of methodological

However, this technique creates

problems.

First, how should one chose

those civil parishes in which there is a high degree of population
concentration?

In this situation an absolute threshold, for example

of an increase of 1,000 people in a given inter-censal period,
would be quite meaningless
seventy year period.

in taking account of variations

There are other possibilities

over a

such as a vari-

able threshold, but the one that has been considered most satisfactory was using a simple percentage

definition.

In fact, it was
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decided to use two categories

of settlement: major growth settle-

ments in which the inter-censa1

increase was over five per cent

of the total increase in the area, and minor growth villages with
a threshold of two per cent.

These percentages

on the basis of examining contemporary

The second methodological
population

were chosen

growth villages.

problem was the basis of the total

increase for the areas.

The simple choice for this

was the net increase of the inter-censal period, but this was unworkable

~n North Norfolk where the trend has been for net depopu-

lation.

Consequently ,it was necessary

to take the gross population

increase, i.e. the sum of the increases in population inthose
enumeration

districts recording absolute increases.

This gave

us a very simple basis for comparing the degree of concentration
of population
century.

increases in the six inter-censal

periods of this

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 8.6.

In North Norfolk the degree of concentration

has been consis-

tently high throughout this century, reaching a peak of 100 per
cent in 1911 to 1921 and again in 1951 to 1961.

The number of

major growth centres has varied little between the inter-censal
periods with the notable exception of the last, 1961 to 1971, in
which there were only two such centres identified by this analysis.

Over the course of the century there has also been a wide distribution

of major and minor growth centres in North Norfolk.

In

all some twenty-six of the forty civil parishes in the study area
have at one

time or another been identified as growth centres, but
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only ten of these have been so classified in more than one
inter-censal period.

It is these ten centres which are considered

to be the principal growth centres of North Norfolk in the twentieth
century.

The pattern of growth centres in North Norfolk is strongly

related to the movement of armed forces personnel to the area, with
six of the ten principal growth centres being so created.

Of the

other four principal centres only Fakenham and Hempton, which as the
approp r.iate map (Number Two) in Appendix Five shows are almo st contiguous settlements, record persistantly high rates of population increase.

Although the rates of concentration shown in Table 8.6 seem
to have varied little during the twentieth century, there has been
a notable change in the pattern of population concentration in the
last two inter-censal periods.

Broadly, fewer centres are accounting

for much higher proportions of the gross increase in population. In
1951 to 1961 there were six major growth centres and these together
accounted for all of the gross population increase in the study
area.

This process seems to have been accelerated in the following

inter-censal period, 1961 to 1971, since only two centres, Fakenham
and Tattersets, together accounted for 95.1 per cent of the gross
increase.

The overall rate of concentration is remaining roughly

the same ,but the trend seems to be for this to be maintained by
fewer growth centres.

Consequently, in locationa1 terms population

growth in North Norfolk is becoming more concentrated.

This process is partly the result of more extensive depopulation
outside the growth centres but it is difficult to determine whether
this is the cause or an effect of the trend towards fewer growth
centres.

The rural settlement planning policy has had an important
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effect in the case of Fakenham.
capital investment

This policy has encouraged both

and physical development

at this small market

town, and has resulted in growth at that centre which has been
quite out of scale with the demographic patterns and processes
the area as a whole.

1n

This one' centre has accounted for over half

of the gross population

increase in the study area (51.1%).

The other major component of population

concentration

between

1961 and 1971 was the 'armed forces' civil parish of Tattersets.
We have already seen that in the past the movement of service and
related personnel and their families to North Norfolk has been an
important aspect of population

concentration.

This reached a

peak between 1931 and 1951 when, through the impact of the Second
World War, population

increases in all of the growth centres were

either largely or totally the result of armed forces movements.
Since the Second World War there has been a concentration

and ration-

alisation of service bases and married quarters in North Norfolk, as
in many other parts of the country.

Consequently,

in 1951 to 1961

only three of the six growth centres were affected substantially
by net in-migration

of service personnel

and their families, and

in the following inter-censal period this number fell to two.
is notable that the high rate of concentration

It

at Tattersets between

1961 and 1971 (44.0% of the gross increase of the study area) is
a direct result of the rationalisation

The pattern of concentration

of population

civil parishes of South Nottinghamshire
in North Norfolk.

of RAF facilities in Norfolk.

increases in the

is only slightly less than

The peaks of concentration,

as measured by this

analysis were in 1911 to 1921 and 1951 to 1961, as in North
Norfolk, with 90.8 and 92.6 per cent respectively.

Whilst there
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has been a progressive

1ncrease 1n the concentration

rate since

1921 to 1931 up to 1951 to 1961, with the rate stabilising in the
most recent inter-censal period, we can see that the concentration
of population

growth in South Nottinghamshire

was as much a feature

of the 'pre-planned' period as it has been of the last two intercensal periods when development control has sought to concentrate
population

increases on the selected villages.

seen, this is also a feature of population

As we have already

growth in the civil

parishes of North Norfolk.

As with North Norfolk the number of growth centres has varied
little over the course of the century.

However, the distribution

of these centres in South Nottinghamshire
was the case in the other study area.

has been less wide than

In South Nottinghamshire

twenty-six of the fifty-eight parishes have been identified as
centres of growth 1n one or more inter-censal periods.

The pattern

in North Norfolk was for the growth centres identified in one intercensal period to be largely different from those in the following
period.

Whilst this is partly true in South Nottinghamshire

there

is also evidence to suggest that there is more continuity between
growth centres and particularly

the major growth centres.

In North

Norfolk only five centres were identified as growth centres in three
inter-censa1 periods and none in more than three.
analysis for South Nottinghamshire

In contrast the

shows that eight civil parishes

are growth centres in three or more inter-censal periods and four
are so identified in five periods, with two (Ruddington and Radcliffe
on Tren~ in all six inter-censal periods.
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Most of the major growth centres identified
period have a long history of population

in the 1961 to 1971

concentration.

Only Cotgrave

does not act as a growth centre in three or more inter-censal periods.
More remarkably,

four of the most recent major growth centres (East

Leake, Ruddington,

Bingham and Radcliffe)

centres in the 1901 to 1911 period.

are also the major growth

This continuity of major

growth centres is certainly related to the selection of growth
villages by the local planning authorities
two most recent inter-censal
more extensive

depopulation

periods.

in the planned period, the

But, as with the influence of

in North Norfolk, it is difficult to

determine whether this is the cause, or an effect of the continuity.

The tradition of growth would not have been a direct influence
on the selection of the more recent growth villages.
may have been an indirect effect.

In Chapter Six we found that the

critical factors in the selection process were:
of educational
availability,
Obviously

However, there

the provision

facilities, the provision of public utilities,
and freedom from physical constraints

land

to development.

the last three of these factors were important to the

developer in the pre-planned

period.

To some extent they were

implemented by building regulations but more significantly
common sense building economics.

by

Then, as now, it was preferable

to

develop in large residential units, i.e. estates, and it was clearly
more sensible to develop on a site which was accessible by, or near
to, existing public utilities

(thereby reducing cost overheads).

This at least partly accounts for why certain centres are repeatedly
identified as growth centres in this analysis.
were established

Once basic facilities

at a location then it tended to induce a develop-

ment spiral, which could continue as long as land free from constraints
to development was available at that centre.

Consequently,

the
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introduction

of 'designated' growth villages in the planned period

has only tended to re-inforce the earlier spatial pattern of concentrating population growth.

This continuity of the major growth centres explains an important feature of the distribution
shire.

of population in South Nottingham-

Figure 8.2 shows the concentration of population

in six

principal centres: East Leake, Ruddington, Keyworth, Cotgrave,
Radcliffe, and Bingha~.

With the single e~ception of the mining

centre of Cotgrave, these concentrations
continuity of major growth centres.

are the effect of this

It also explains why there

are so many very large centres in the area, whose social, economic
and physical characters are those of large villages, whilst their
population sizes are approaching the urban scale.

It

is important

to add that experience in other 'pressure' areas indicates that
continuity of growth status on the scale that it has been experienced in South Nottinghamshire

may not be a common feature of other

rural areas in England.

The analysis of the concentration of population increases in
the civil parishes of North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

indi-

cates that the planning policy of selected village development has
not introduced

a new element of population concentration

demography of the two areas.

In both study areas the concentration

of growth seems to be a long standing phenomenon.

What planning

policies have changed is the scale of concentration.
Norfolk the overall rate of concentration

In North

remains the same, but

this is being maintained by fewer growth centres.
Nottinghamshire

in the

In South

the number of growth centres has remained fairly
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constant and the rate of concentration,

as measured

has risen only slightly in the planned period.
centres are maintaining
population

Consequently,

whilst the

has not changed greatly in either of the study

areas, the actual scale of population
markedly.

However, these growth

this rate despite a dramatic increase in the

of the area (see Table 8.6).

rate of concentration

in the analysis,

In South Nottinghamshire

the selected village development

concentration

has increased

this is largely the result of

concept, whilst in North Norfolk

this planning policy together with the effects of rationalising
RAF bases and facilities,

8.7

Population

are crucial factors.

and residential

development

In many areas of demographic

study there is an important

difference between the interests of the geographer and those of the
professional

planner.

aspects of demographic
context.

The geographer's

interest focus on the spatial

studies, specifically within a more academic

In contrast, the planner's

interest is in development,

and his perspective must be essentially
in such studies the geographer

1S

practical.

Furthermore,

concerned principally with popul-

ation, whilst the planner must be more interested in buildings.
These interests, particularly

in the area of residential

develop-

ment, are rarely clear cut and are generally overlapping,
is an important difference
importance when considering
specification

to be recognised.
rural growth.

this will be interpreted

but there

This is of considerable

Without any additional

as popUlation

growth to the

social scientists, whilst to the planner it will imply development,
usually residential

development.

The conflict is, therefore, between

people,and homes,and it is very important when considering
growth to see there is a real

rural

distinction between these aspects; an
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increase in the number of houses in a given settlement does not
necessarily

mean an 1ncrease in the resident population.

In a hypothetical

rural population

system where there is no

change 1n the number of dwellings in the system, where all dwellings
remain occupied, and where there is free movement of occupants
between houses, it is still possible for the total population
that system to decline.

of

The most obvious factor in this would be

changes in the size of households brought about by more dwellings
being occupied by couples without children or by single persons.
This is a characteristic

feature of rural settlements

in which the

age character of the community becomes increasingly elderly.
are other factors which could cause the total population
system to decline.

There

of this

If some of the houses were bought as second homes

then it is likely that their occupants,

through week day absence,

would not be included in the census figures for the total population
of that system.

It is clear that in the two study areas, many small villages
are affected by elements of this model.

There is a trend towards

the resident P9Pulation becoming increasingly
second home ownership is not extensive

aged, and whilst

in either of the study areas,

it does occur (see, for example, Plate 8.1), particularly
Norfolk

15

Consequently,

in North

it is possible, and in many villages this

is evident, for a settlement to experience

depopulation without

showing any marked features of physical decay brought about by long
unoccupied

property.

This features obviously has important con-

sequences for the planning of these settlements.
perspective,

To put this in

the research in North Norfolk focussed on individual

studies 6f five rural settlements.

Only one of these, Fakenham,
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Plate 8.1

Second home ownership in Stiffkey, Norfolk

Whilst second home ownership is extensive in some
Norfolk villages, this was not the case in the study
villages, although a few examples, such as the cottage
shown above, were identified. This plate indicates the
modernisation of second homes which was a characteristic
feature of the second homes that we did locate.

Plate 8.2

Estate cottages at Sharrington, Norfolk

These are semi-detatched, partially modernised properties.
Of the four homes shown in this photograph, two were
unoccupied at the time of the questionnaire survey in
this village.
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in the last census (1971),

recorded a net 1ncrease 1n population
and all of the others were experiencing
ulation.

varying degrees of depop-

Yet in only one of these depopulating

settlements was there

any substantial evidence of unoccupied property:
village of Sharrington.

This

was the

Here about one in three of the dwellings

1n the settlement were unoccupied.

These properties were all owned

by a local estate which reserved the houses for estate workers and
their families and otherwise pursued a restrictive
Consequently,

letting policy.

much of the property was not occupied

in Plate 8.2).
this scale.

(illustrated

This was the only case of real physical decay on

In the other depopulating

settlements unoccupied

property in the village core was uncommon, although such dwellings
were more widespread

outside the physical core of the settlements.

One notable feature that emerged from field studies in both
study areas, but particularly
for many settlements

in North Norfolk, was the propensity

to record trends of depopUlation

despite the

fact that new housing had been built (see, for example,Plate
and subsequently

occupied, in these centres.

apparently contradictory
development

The coincidence

features of depopulation

of the

and residential

in the same settlement can be explained largely by the

same processes
population

8.3),

as examined above:

an increasingly elderly resident

resulting in smaller household

degree of secondhorne ownership

sizes, and a limited

(in North Norfolk).

We have already

seen how a small village affected by either or both of these processes is likely to be characterised

by population

situation a limited amount of new residential
reduce the degree of depopulation
In practice,

decline.

In this

development might

but it need not reverse that trend.

the amount of new housing that would reverse the demo-

graphic trend could be very small but this is less true in North
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Plate 8.3

Recent residential

infil1 in the village of

Blakeney, Norfolk
These bungalows were built between inter-war bungalow
development along the coast road, and form part of
quite extensive private housing infilling in this
village in the mid and late 'sixties. Nonetheless,
although th~s housing is virtually all occupied, the
civil parish lost population between 1961 and 1971 (a
net loss of 31 people).

Plate 8.4

Development

in Normanton

on Soar, Nottinghamshire

These private houses built in the late 'sixties on an
or char d and former pas tureland on the north bank of the
River Sbar, are part of more substantial development,
mostly by infilling,in this 'non-selected' village
during this period.
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Norfolk where many of the new houses in such settlements
occupied by retired or ~etiring' couples

are

(as evidenced by the indi-

vidual village studies).

There are over a hundred restricted
hamlets

development

villages

and

in the two case study areas, but in only fifteen of these

was there no or very little Tecen~

16

development.

These were

mostly very small villages or hamlets, the notable exception being
the village
age

of Holkham in North Norfolk which was an estate vill-

whose ,owners enforced a strict policy of limited development

the settlement.

As would be expected, very limited development

was more common in North Norfolk
Nottinghamshire

on

(nine settlements)

(six settlements).

than in South

The pattern of development

in

the other villages was rather different between the two study areas.
In Norfolk only six settlements

other than the growth centres, had

more than ten recent housing units.
'restricted development'

villages

In contrast, over half of the

and hamlets in South Nottingham-

shire had over ten new units (see, for example, Plate 8.4).
small amount of development

in most settlements

function of the type of development.
infil1 sites within the sett1ement~
are an element of new development
settlements

is largely a

Most developments
existing

The

are on

structure.

Estates

found only in three of these

in North Norfolk and in twelve in South Nottinghamshire.

It is obvious from the field studies that although North Norfolk is experiencing

widespread

depopulation

of its villages,

this

has not meant that new housing provision has been scarce in the area.
Furthermore,

this seems to be a continuing phenomenon

ple, Plate 8.5).
settlements

(see, for exam-

The same seems to be true also of the depopulating

in parts of the South Nottinghamshire

study area.

The
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Plate 8.5

New development

in Brinton, Norfolk

This small village provides an interesting example of
development in this remoter rural area. Although the
civil parish of which this settlement forms a part, lost
population between 1961 and 1971, there were three new
houses constructed and occupied during this period
(representing ten percent of the housing stock). This
photograph indicates that this process carries on, and
that small depopulating non-selected villages are not
excepted from development pressure.
Plate 8.6

Georgian cottages in Brinton, Norfolk

This row of cottages in the centre of the village provide
a good example of under-utilisation of housing resources
in many smaller villages in North Norfolk. At the time
of the household survey the three homes shown in the photograph were occupied by one retired couple, and by two
retired single person households.
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other aspect of this phenomenon

is that depopulation

civil parish does not necessarily

in a given

mean immediate physical decay.

The example of North Norfolk indicates that depopulation
a widespread
this

1S

under-utilisation

of housing facilities

leads to

(an example of

shown in Plate B.6) and not to extensive unoccupied property.

This is certainly the case now, but one must express concern for
the future of these settlements whose residents'

age structure

(see

the following Chapter) is such that in the immediate future many
of the houses will become vacant and may subsequently

remain unoc-

cupied and thus decay (see Plate 8.7).

The process of development in 'restricted development'
m North Norfolk gives rise to a planning oilemma.
selected village development were interpreted
would be a theoretical
non-agricultural

residential

development

clear that such an interpretation

interpretation

If the policy of

strictly, then there

case for refusing planning permission

Since most of these settlements

of population

villages

decline.

in such settlements.

are losing population now, it is
would lead to an intensification

There is also the fact that such a strict

would not necessarily

benefit the selected villages

since much of the infilling development
'location tied' housing.

to all

in the small villages is

Many of the new bungalows

and houses are

bought by retired or 'retiring'couples, often from outside the county,
who wish to live "in a quiet house by the coast" or "in a small
village/community"

(these motives were mentioned

spontaneously

and time again in the interview survey in North Norfolk).

time

It is

likely that many of these households would not be prepared to move
to a bungalow on an estate in Fakenham or Wells.
from this study that a degree of development
classified as 'restricted development'

It would seem

in the small villages

is a desirable feature.

This
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Plate 8.7

A cottage in Stiffkey, Norfolk

Evidence for the future decay of village properties in
North Norfolk is illustrated by this cottage in
Stiffkey. At the time of the household survey in
September, 1975, this house was occupied. It has subsequently become vacant and has apparently been awaiting
a new occupier for over two years. This photograph,
taken in February, 1979, shows the subsequent decay of
the house, which further reduces its marketability and
the likelyhood of attracting a new occupier. In this
way vacant, unmodernised (or partly modernised)
property· may be permanently lost to the housing stock
of the villages.
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observation

applied as much to South Nottinghamshire

North Norfo1k~

as it does to

Indeed, this would need to be an integral element

of any development

control policy that sought to limit depopulation.

This does not imply a policy of free development
merely a flexible interpretation

in rural areas,

of the policy of selected village

development.

8.8

Summary

The two study areas, South Nottinghamshire
are respectively

examples of growth and remote rural areas, the

growth area being characterised
remote area by depopulation.
~s a considerable

and North Norfolk

by population

increase and the

This study shows, however, that there

degree of overlap between the population

trends

of the two areas.

The distribution

of settlements

in both study areas broadly

follows a central place structure in respect
However, there are more large settlements

of settlement sizes.

in South Nottinghamshire

than in North Norfolk and these centres have greater resident populations

(according to the 1971 census) than the comparable centres

in North Norfolk.
rural population
Nottinghamshire.
social provision

As a result, the degree of concentration
in these large settlements

of the

is much higher in South

This has an important bearing on the level of
in the study areas, because the larger centres

tend to have better facilities than smaller settlements.
quently, in these two study areas the distribution

Conse-

of population

tends to reinforce the rather different levels of social provision,
in the areas, that has been brought about by differential
to urban areas.

access
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With the single exception of the 1911 to 1921 inter-censal
period South Nottinghamshire
growth.

has experienced

progressive

population

This contrasts with the situation in the North Norfolk

case study area which has experienced

a persistent

trend in popul-

ation decline, ameliorated only by the influx of members of the
armed forces to the area during the Second World War.
total popUlations
22,000 pppulation.

In 1901 the

of the two areas were very similar, at about
The contrast between the two areas is borne

out by the fact that by 1971 the Nottinghamshire

study area

had

increased its total population by over 35,000 people, whilst North
Norfolk had recorded a net decline of over 2,000 people.

In North Norfolk the great majority of civil parishes have
declined in population over the century, although in some of these
settlements

the trend has not been as persistent

as in the area as

a whole.

Since the Second World War depopulation

has become more

extensive

in this area, with fewer civil parishes Yecording inter-

censal increases.

However, in 1961 to 1971 there was a trend for

the rates of depopulation

to be slightly more moderate

in many of

the civil parishes of the area.

In South Nottinghamshire

the demographic

fortunes of the con-

sistuent civil parishes have been more varied,and

fewer than a

quarter have mirrored the trend of the area by recording continuous
or near continuous population

increase,

In fact, over a third of

the civil parishes in South Nottinghamshire
depopulation
of population

have recorded net

over the course of the twentieth century.
loss in these depopulating

parishes

The rate

is very similar

to that in the declining North Norfolk parishes between 1901 and
1971.

There is a positive correlation between settlement size and
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population

trends in South Nottinghamshire,and

tion can be seen in North Norfolk

if allowance

effects of armed forces movements

1n the area.

The spatial pattern of population
shire shows an east-west

distinction,

a similar associa1S

made for the

change in South Nottinghamwith the eastern part of

the county, the more remote from Greater Nottingham,
more depopulation.
Nottinghamshire

The highest rates of population

recording
growth in South

are focussed on the selected villages,

fore seem to be largely influenced by development

and there-

control policy.

This is not so true in North Norfolk where two of the selected
centres have lost population

between 1961 and 1971, despite con-

siderable residential

development

at these centres.

In some of

the selected villages

in these two study areas population

seems to have had an adverse effect on the demography
rounding villages, which have experienced
of depopulation.

comparatively

growth

of surhigh rates

This is exactly the opposite effect of that which

the concept of selected village development

was meant to achieve,

In both of the study areas there has been a highly localised
pattern of population

increase throughout

the six inter-censal

iods of this century, with very few centres accounting
high proportion

of the gross population

adoption of selected village development
has not introduced

considerably

apre-existing

centres of population

between inter-censal

in the two areas

process.

The location

growth has varied quite

periods in North Norfolk.

is less true in South Nottinghamshire
for continuity

The

a new element of con:entration of population

growth but has perpetuated
of the principal

for a very

increase in the areas.
policies

per-

of centres, particularly

This

where there is more evidence
of the major growth centres
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which can be seen to have changed little over the last seventy years.

In both of the study areas we can distinguish
growth

and population

between residential

growth, and in a number of the smaller settle-

ments we can see that depopulation

has been recorded despite a small

number of houses having been built in the settlement. This distinction
is brought about not by extensive

unoccupied

by changes in the the age structure
person households),

property, but principally

G:>ringingabout more single and two

and to a limited extent also by second home owner-

ship (in North Norfolk only). Consequently,
of selected village development

a flexible interpretation

policies in necessary,

so as to allow

a limited amount of new housing in 'restricted development'
if the rate of depopulation

in these settlements

villages,

is not to be intensi-

fied.

In conclusion,

selected village development

policies can be seen

to have had a profound influence on the distribution

of population

in the

two study areas. The planning policies applied to the study areas have
ev i
i
generally been very success f u 1· 1n ac hd1ev1ng
thee1r

ting residential

development

i
.
0b Ject1ve

on a few selected centres

doxically they have often been less than successful
lopment in the 'restricted development'
tion concentration
village developemnt
demographic

settlements).

is not a new phenomenon

17

0f

(although para-

at limiting deveAlthough popula-

in the study areas, selected

can be seen to have had a unique contribution

processes,

specifically

tion into the selected centres.

concentra-

in the scale of population

to

concentra-
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14. G. Duncan Mitchell,
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and rural social structure'.

SocioZogicaZ Revie~~ 62, (1950), pp. 69 - 85.

15.

Conversation

with specific villagers

parish councillors,
interviews,

and also conversation

during the household

indicated that second home ownership was not extensive

in either of the study areas.
positive

such as the vicars and

In South Nottinghamshire

second home was identified.

In North Norfolk

more second homes, but in none of the individual

is subjective

there were

study settlements

were there more than four second homes positively
method of assessment

only one

identified.

This

and is certainly subject to

bias; however, it does give us a broad insight into the scale of
this phenomenon

16.

in the study areas.

In the field surveys the definition

of 'recent housing' was

units built in the villages or in the surrounding
after 1960.

parish during or

Assessment was made by field observation

and is con-

sequently subject to a degree of error.

17.

This is, of course, not the only objective of selected village

development
philosophy

policies. Another principal motivation
of selected village development,

behind the

such as it is, is that

the selected villages should act as centres of social and economic
provision

intermediate between

as to enhance the distribution

smaller villages and the towns, so
of facilities

in rural areas. We have

already commented in Chapter Seven that a general lack of consideration over the locationa1
policies,

strategy of selected village development

acts as a constraint

The subsequent

discussion

on tbe achievement

of this objective.

in Chapter Ten to Twelve will suggest that in

some respects selected village develop-ment is less successful
ing socio-economic

objectives,

particularly

in fulfil-

in the pressure areas.
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Table 8.4

Inter-censa1 population

decline in the civil parishes,

NORTH NORFOLK
Number of intercensal periods in
which civil parishes decline in
population

Number of
civil
parishes

1.

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

of all
civil
parishes
%

Number of
civil
parishes

of all
civil
parishes
%

6

4

11.1

0

0

5

12

33.3

1

1.7

4

11

30.5

17

29.5

3

7

19.5

19

32.6

2

2

5.6

9

15.6

1

0

0

8

13.7

0

0

0

4

6.9

58

100.0

36 1

Total

1901-1971

100.0

This omits the four civil parishes in the North Norfolk study area

which were not added to the North Walsingham
boundary

Rural District until the

revision of 1951.

The civil parishes are defined as the individual enumeration
as given in the 1971 census. Where one settlement
enumeration

districts,

districts

consists of two or more

as happens with some of the larger villages, data

are compounded so as to give a statistic for the settlement as a whole.
The same convention applies elsewhere
use of civil parishes.

Source

Censuses,

1901 to 1971.

(unless otherwise stated) to our
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Figure 8.3 : Change in the total population of the case study
areas, 1901 to 1971.
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Figure 8.4

Population

growth in the

civil parishes of North Norfolk,
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village
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Figure 8.5
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Figure 8.6

,/, Chang.
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'I.

Figure 8.7
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CHAPTER NINE

PATTERNS OF POPULATION
THE STRUCTURE

9.1

CHANGE - II:

OF THE RURAL POPULATION

Introduction

This chapter forms the second part of the analysis of popu1at10n changes and patterns
chapter was concerned
area as a whole.

in the two case study areas.

with the broader elements

As such the information

The previous

in each case study

was drawn principally

from the 1971 census and from previous census returns, with data
from the individual
extent.

village

studies being used to a more limited

In this chapter we are concerned with more specific

aspects of the population
sources of information

analysis and, consequently,

are the questionnaire

the twelve individual village

A feature of particular
structure

concern to this chapter is the age

of the rural population,

The residential

in South Nottinghamshire

structure

examined by looking at tenancy,
mobility,

which is the only analysis

and is based on the enumeration

1971 census.

surveys carried out in

studies.

covering all the civil parishes
Norfolk,

district

classes.

returns of the

length of residence,

and reasons for moving to the respective

and examine the distribution

and North

of the survey villages

Finally we look briefly at the social structure
villages

the principal

is

residential

villages.

of the individual

of social and socio-economic
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9.2

Age structure in the villages of the study areas

Information

on the age structure of civil parishes can be

obtained from the enumeration
These statistics,

district returns of the census.

as was noted in Chapter Six, are available from

the Office of Population

Censuses and Surveys

General's Office), and may be purchased
their computerised

records.

(formely the Registrar

as off-file

The statistics

listings of

for any given administ-

rative county area are extremely bulky and are rarely held by
academic or public reference
planning

authorities

libraries.

However, many local

hold copies for their own use, and are often

quite willing to allow genuine researchers
For this study both the Nottinghamshire

access tothese records.

and Norfolk County Planning

Offices were very helpful in allowing the use of their enumeration
district volumes.

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 illustrate
the individual civil parishes

in detail the age structure of

in the two case study areas.

would be expected there is a great deal of variation
parishes. and consequently
the two Figures

the presentation

As

between civil

of this information

tends to obscure any general patterns

in

that might

exist within the areas.

However, five important general observations

can be discussed

more fully:

(a)
Norfolk.

The significance

of more aged profiles

in North

366

(b)

Social attrition

of the young and middle aged adult

population.

(c)

The relative importance of the youngest age group in

the profiles.

(d)

The distorting

influence of military personnel and

their families.

(e)

The influence of major selected centre~ on age profiles

in neighbouring

(a)

The significance

civil parishes.

for more aged profiles in North Norfolk

There is evidence for more widespread dominance of the older
age groups in the age profiles for the North Norfolk civil parishes.
In eleven of the forty civil parishes in this study area, the sixty
to seventy four years old age group is the dominant class of the
profiles.

It is interesting to note that of the six civil parishes

closest to the coast, four show distinctly

'top heavy' age profiles.

This may be associated with the movement of retired or retiring
households

to coastal settlements.

This is apparent in the selected

centre of Wells and in the small holiday centre of Blakeney,where
substantial new housing development

has encouraged

ion, but in Wiveton and Stiffkey this phenomenon
profiles may be as much a reflection

this in-migrat-

in the age

of 'social attiction'

fifteen to forty-four year old age groups.

in the
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In South Nottinghamshire

'top heavy' age profiles are rare,

although several civil parishes suggest disproportionalely
numbers of older residents,
Granby.

large

for example Car Colston, Bradmore and

Only in three of the fifty-eight

area, does the sixty to seventy-four

parishes

in this study

year old age group dominate

the age classes.

(b)

Social attrition of the young and middle aged adult population

A second phenomenon which deserves
l

social attrition

special comment is that of

of that sector of the rural population

here by the fifteen to twenty-nine,and
old age groups.

represented

thirty to forty-four year

In North Norfolk twenty-two

of the forty age

profiles show that the thirty to forty-four year old age group
has the smallest share of the pvpulation
of age.

under seventy-five

In a further five civil parishes the fifteen to twenty-

nine year old age group fills this role.
interpreting

age groups.

Nonetheless~given

trends in North Norfolk

(as discussed

civil parishes

in these two

in Chapter Eight) it is fair

is probably a

of this phenomenon.

ical distinction

population

very important

There is an interesting

geograph-

in this study area, between the twenty-seven
indicating

some evidence in their age profiles, and

the thirteen where neither the fifteen to twenty-nine
to forty-four

migration

the nature of the general population

to assume that social attrition
determinant

We should be wary of

this feature as evidence of geographical

from these parishes, of the indegenous

population

years

or thirty

year old age groups have the smallest share of the

under seventy-five

are concentrated

years old.

in the south-west

Eleven of these thirteen

corner of the study area.
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This feature is assisted by the presence
(Tattersett,

Helhoughton,

particularly

influenced

and their families,
and West Raynham.
ical distinction
opportunities

of four civil parishes

Raysham and Pudding Norton) which are
by concentrations

associated

with the air bases at Sculthorpe

Nonetheless,

it is possible

may also be associated

at Fakenham,

of rrnlitary personnel

with the expanded

these age groups in the surrounding

In South Nottinghamshire

the retention

this phenomenon

In six of the fifty-eight

thirty to forty-four

age

of many people in

in the age profiles
civil parishes the

group has the smallest share of the

under seventy-five

years of age.

In rather more parishes,

ten in all, this is related to the fifteen to twenty-nine
This, however,

some evidence

is a simplistic

that social attrition

age group in the indigenous

population,

This seems to be more apparent
local opinion associates
This evidence
possible

difficult

and there is

task).

masked in Figure

and conversat-

more widespread.

in the non-selected

this with disadvantaged

villages where

housing opportunities.
it was not

this, perhaps by a study of selected

that had recently

left the villages

(a notoriously

This study suggests that such social attrition

may be characteristic

households

maybe

age

of the young adult

is only based on local opinions,and

to substantiate

individuals

assessment

from the survey in the study villages

ions with the villagers,

at

settlements.

is less widespread.

group.

job

and the level of social provision

that centre, which has influenced

population

that this geograph-

of the non-selected

9.2 by the in-migration

to vacated private housing,

infiUdevelopment.and

property

villages,and

that it is

of young middle class
and to occasional

conversions.

new
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(c)

The relative importance

of the youngest age group in the profiles

Another important general feature is that despite the apparent
trend in North Norfolk towards an increasingly
there is still a sizeable proportion
age group, the under fifteen's.

aged population structure,

of residents

In an elementary

in the youngest
model of a balanced

age structure the youngest age group will be larger than any older
group.

This is a simple assessment

and it does not take account

of different migration pattern~ or changes in the crude birth rate,
but in nearly a half of the North Norfolk civil parishes
this feature is not apparent.
South Nottinghamshire

A similar phenomenon

parishes with relatively

youngest age group.
Norfolk,where

selected villages
Norfolk

civil parishes.

(Melton

show the highest proportions
An exceptional

example is Tattersett

in South Nottinghamshire.but
Constable,and

between proportions

is less than fifteen

in South Nottinghamshire
development.

in only two in North

of 'under fifteens' and the

tested but shown to be of little significance.

villages~where

in both areas was
Of more importance,

was the location of recent

This explains the situation

in the selected

the survey indicated that private housing on the new

estates was dominated by younger middle class households
children.

in North

Fakenham).

location of primary or first school facilities

residential

of residents in the

A similar feature is apparent in all of the

The association

particularly

Civil

large numbers of armed forces personnel

nearly a half of the population

years old (43.2%).

is apparent in

where the youngest age group is not the

largest in twenty-two of the fifty-eight

and their families,

(eighteen)

The relationship

also explains the differences

often with
between

370

selected villages.

For example, East Bridgford

centre with the least recent development
census.

is the selected

at the time of the 1971

This was due, in part, to the centre of the village being

designated

a 'special amenity' area and being subject to strict

development

control policies.

East Bridgford

centre with the smallest proportion

is also the selected

of 'under fifteen~

In contrast the four selected villages

in South Nottinghamshire

with the greatest amount of recent residential
1971, all show the highest proportions
Cotgrave

(35.9%), Keyworth

(28.4%).

This relationship

villages.

(31.3%),

development

up to

in this youngest age group,

Bingham

(30.3%) and East Leake

may also be seen in some non-selected

For example, Thoroton is over two miles from the nearest

primary school but over a third of the population
parish

(22.2%).

(35.27.) is less than fifteen years old.

of the civil

The survey in this

study village showed that this was largely related to a small
estate of detatched
and occupied

houses built in the village in the late sixties,

(at the time of the questionnaire

survey) mostly by

families with young children.

The association
is more obscure
suggested,

between new housing and the youngest age group

in North Norfolk.

In fact, as we have already

in some of the coastal settlements

new housing has led to an intensification
retired and retiring households.
examination

of the in-migration

Nonetheless,

of
of

the results of this

support the concern which planners place on the provision

of primary educational
development,

the construction

facilities

since such development

proportionately

for substantial

residential

is generally associated with

more children in the incoming households.
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(d)

The distorting

influence of military personnel

and their

families

We have already commented on the impact that the presence of
armed forces personnel
profiles.

and their families may have on local age

In North Norfolk this is most apparent in the civil

parishes of Tattersett,
In South Nottinghamshire
parishes of She1ford

Helhoughton,

Raynham and Pudding Norton.

the same influence can be found in the

(associated with RAF Newton) and Flintham

(related to neighbouring

RAF Syerstone).

This influence

is mostly

associated with the presence of married quarters in the appropriate
enumeration

districts.

See for example Plate 9.1 showing RAF

married quarters at Newton airbase.

A similar effect may also

occur in the age profiles for civil parishes near military bases,
where experience

in the North Norfolk survey indicates that many

armed forces households purchase houses despite their international
mobility.

(e)

The influence of major selected centres on age profiles
neighbouring

in

civil parishes

An interesting

feature in North Norfolk, which is not apparent

in South Nottinghamshire,

is that the six civil parishes immediately

adjacent to the major selected centre, Fakenham, and with the single
exception of Hempton, all show more balanced age profiles than are
characteristic

of other non-selected

villages

in the study area.

This is not apparent with the three other selected villages in
North Norfolk.

One isdrawn to the conclusion

that this may be a
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Plate 9.1

Married

quarters at RAF Newton,

South Nottinghamshire

This study has shown that in the same way as concentrating residential
development on selected centres may distort the age profiles for the
local rural population, then so too does the rationalisation of those
military facilities located in rural areas, which brings about an
increased concentration of armed service (and related) personnel. This
is probably most accute for those facilities which incorporate married
quarters. This photograph illustrates part of such quarters at RAF
Newton. The distorting effect which this facility has on the local
'civilian' population may be seen in the age profile for the civil
parish of Shelford (in whose enumeration district Newton lies) shown
in Figure 9.2.
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direct result of the scale of capital investment
effect on social provision
opportunities.

and the expansion

If this is the case,then

selected village development
local govern~ent
concentration

policies

and its

of local employment

it underlines

the need for

to be associated with broader

policies of substantial

of job expansion

in Fakenham,

capital investmen~

and the

schemes at all selected
centres in
,

remoter rural areas.

This general examination

of the age structure of individual

civil parishes indicates that there may be some important distinctions between those settlements

selected by the planning authorities

as growth centres, the selected villages,
the areas.
detail.

and other settlements

Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show these distinctions

in

in more

The two diagrams show the composite age profiles for

selected and non-selected

settlements

in both of the case study

areas, contrasting

these with the profiles in 1971 for England and

Wales as a whole.

In North Norfolk the selected and non-selected

profiles are very similar, although we should bear in mind that
for the selected villages we are merging distinctly
profiles.
profiles

In contrast,

in South Nottinghamshire

are rather different.

The difference

different

the two age
in the distribution

of the age groups in the two profiles are not great but there are
two important features.
children

Firstly, there is a larger proportion

in the selected centres

selected villages

(23.7%).

of

(28.3%) compared to the non-

Figure 9.4 shows that the proportion

in the selected villages is greater than in England and Wales as a
whole.

The second feature is the large proportion

people in the non-selected
(17.6%) of the non-selected

profile.

of more elderly

Nearly eighteen per cent

pop~lation

are sixty years of age or
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over, compared to only 13.1 per cent in the selected centres.
is an interesting

difference

since specialist

provision

This

for the

elderly, such as old peoples bungalows

and flats and local authority

funded homes, are largely concentrated

in the selected villages.

The difference

reflects how the development

these centres has outstripped

of housing estates in

the rate at which special accommodation

for more elderly people has been constructed.
these elderly proportions

in South Nottinghamsire

the respective proportions
Norfolk.

profiles

are lower than

of 23.1 and 24.0 per cent in North

There is consequently

proportions

However, both of

a big difference

of the elderly population

between the

in the selected village

for North Norfolk and South Nottinghamsire.

higher proportion

in Norfolk may be partially

higher rate of in-migration

accounted for by a

of more elderly people for retirement,

to the selected centres in the study area.

If this is the case

there is no direct evidence for it in the questionnaire
of reasons for moving to home villages.
this chapter, retirement

The much

analysis

As will be seen later in

is not very important as a specified

reason, with only 1.5 per cent and 2.8 per cent respectively

in

the selected centres of Fakenham in Norfolk and East Leake in
South Nottinghamshir~giving
discount the possibility

this reason.

This, however, does not

that retired or retiring people move to

the centres for other reasons.

9.3

Tenancy in the study villages

One element of the household
ination of tenancy patterns.
examination

questionnaire

survey was an exam-

This is an important aspect of the

of the rural population

in the study villages,

because
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the balance of owner-occupied

and rented

(particularly

ority rented) property may substantiailly
structure,

and in particular

influence

the social structure

local auth-

the demographic

of the individual

settlements.

In all but one of the twelve study settlements,
households

formed hal~ or more than half of the surveyed households.

The exception
hamshire,

was the village

of Barton in Fabis, in South Notting-

where only thirty per cent of the surveyed households

were owner-occupied.

This single exception

high rate of local authority
rate of owner-occupation
with eighty per cent.

of approximately

was a result of a very

tenancy in the village.

is in the Norfolk village
With the exception

the rate of owner-occupation

Norfolk

owner-occupied

sixty-two

The highest

of Great Ryburgh,

of these two settlement~

is very close tothe 'area' averages
and sixty-seven

and South Nottinghamshire

per cent in North

respectively,

as shown in Table

9.1.

The proportion
peaks of forty-four
Barton respectively,
Nottinghamshire
variation
Norfolk

of rented property

and fifty per cent in Stiffkey

reaching

(Norfolk) and

with a 'low' of only eleven per cent in the

village

of Thoroton.

around the 'area' averages
and twenty-seven

case study.

is more variable,

There is considerable
of thirty-three

per cent in

per cent in the South Nottinghamshire

This variation

reflects

the uneven distribution

local authority

housing within the study areas.

in the previous

chapter that modern

tend to be highly concentrated

We have noted

local authority

on a few specific

both of these case study areas these settlements

of

developments

settlements.

In

are those chosen
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by the local planning authorities
association,

as selected villages.

whilst not coincidence,

is not a result of joint

policies between the planning and housing departments
local authorities.

Nonetheless,

This

the concentration

of the

of modern

local authority housing on selected villages has tended to
reinforce
areas.

the concept of selected village development

in rural

In contrast the pattern of local authority housing before

the Second World War was more highly dispersed, and this has to a
large extent resulted in the current

uneven distribution.

For the purposes of this study the rented tenancies
ated both the public and private sectors.
both furnished and unfurnished,

incorpor-

Private rented property,

was far less common in both of the

study areas than housing in the public sector.
separate figures for the privately

Since there are no

rented tenures,it

is not

possible to analyse this element of property tenure objectively.
However, from the individual village
the settlements

studies it was apparent that

of East Bridgford and Thoroton, both in Nottingham-

shire, held more privately rented tenures than the other settlements studied.

In both of these cases the appropriate

have chosen to retain and, in some cases, subsequently
their properties,
subsequently

usually former tied cottages.

to modernise

These are

used as a regular source of income, yet keeping them

as a capital investment,
cottages.

landowners

by letting the properties

as unfurnished

In contrast, the general pattern in the other study

villages seems to have been for the landowners
property as it became vacant, and unnecessary.

to have sold such
Conversations

with farmers in the study areas suggest that this more general
pattern is partly a reflection

of the capital investment
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requirements

of modern agriculture,

surplus property

in an attempt to raise capital for new machinery

or other farm goods.

In other cases the property owner simply

lacks the finance or inclination
and consequently

with the landowner selling off

to modernise

these properties

markets the houses before their condition

deteriorates.

The other tenancy sector identified
tied cottages.
agricultural

in the village studies was

These were mostly the traditional

tenures of

labourers but included other occupation-tied

tenures,

such as the village vicarage where it was occupied by tbe incumbent priest.

Once again the proportion

villages varied considerably

of 'tied' tenures in the

between extremes of twenty per cent

in Barton and none at all in the Nottinghamshire
of East Leake.

This feature in East Leake reflects a real distin-

ction between selected and non-selected
tenancies.

selected village

settlements

in 'tied'

The other two selected centres in the individual

studies have 'tied' proportions

of one per cent in Fakenham, and

three per cent in East Bridgford,

in contrast to over ten per cent

in seven of the nine non-selected

villages.

This difference

largely a product of the amount of recent development
taken place in these selected centres,

is

that has

in both the public and

private housing sectors, which has tended to swamp the small 'tied'
housing sector.

In addition there may be an actual reduction

numbers of tied houses,as residents

change to the greater security

afforded by the local authority housing in these villages.
farmers and other landowners may also be reluctant
tied cottage when a convenient
available.

in

local authority

Many

to maintain

a

substitute may be
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It is difficult

to identify general tenancy contrasts

than those discussed.

other

There is a slight tendency for the owner-

occupied sector to be smaller in Norfolk than in Nottinghamshire,
this presumably
development

being a simple function of more extensive private

of housing in the pressure area.

Correspondingly,

the rented sector is a little larger in the remoter area.

It is worth noting that second homes were initially classified
as a separate tenancy category in this analysis, but whilst a few
second homes were identified,

it was not possible to interview

their householders.

9.4

Length of residence

In the questionnaire

survey. length of residence

villages was examined on three levels:
household

head in the house;

three elements,

village;

length of residence

in the study

length of residence of the
and county.

Of these

in the home village is the

most important to this study.

The average length of residence

in the house for both study

areas is over ten years (North Norfolk;
years), although there is considerable
average with standard deviations

12.4, South Notts: 10.6
variation

about this

of 11.3 and 9.8 years respectively.

Length of residence

in the house shows the lowest averages in

selected villages.

In South Nottinghamshire

ments have averages of under ten years:

only three settle-

the two selected villages

of East Leake (9.5 years) and East Bridgford

(8.3 years) and also
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the minor growth village of Kinoulton
Norfolk

(8.3 years).

In North

the lowest average is for the growth centre of Fakenham

(10.2 years).

The pattern is, therefore,

in the house generally
This distinction
residence

for the length of residence

to be slightly higher in North Norfolk.

is expanded when we consider

the pattern of

in the village and in the home county.

The questionnaire

surveys in the North Norfolk

found the average length of residence
just over twenty-three

years.

study area

in the 'home' village was

Only one settlement

in the five

study villages had an average of below twenty years and this was
the growth centre of Fakenham
South Nottinghamshire

(19.9 years).

In contrast,

in the

survey only two of the seven study villages

had averages of above twenty years, the average for all South
Nottinghamshire

being slightly less than sixteen years.

The

pattern would seem to be for a longer period of village residence
in the remoter of the two study areas.

However, it would be

unrealistic

to this distinction

to attach much significance

it may be distorted by a number of factors.

In particular,

since
as we

have earlier noted, the North Norfolk area has a higher proportion
of more elderly people than South Nottinghamshire

and this may

partly account for the higher length of residence

average in the

former area.

The average length of residence
villages varies quite considerably

in the individual

study

within both of the study areas.

One of the factors which seems to bring about this distinction
differential

growth.

In South Nottinghamshire

is

the lowest average

is in the selected village of East Leake (12.1 years) where there
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has been substantial

residential

growth within the last ten years.

Second to East Leake is the smaller settlement

of Kinoulton,which

is a minor growth village.

is not a selected

vil1age,but

it has experienced

consequently
Leake.

As such, Kinou1ton
considerable

shares the residential

average of 'village' length of residence

have low length of residence

and

growth characteristic

It is, therefore, not surprising

the growth centre of Fakenham.

development

of East

to find that the lowest
in North Norfolk

is in

However, not all 'growth' villages

trends.

In the Nottinghamshire

study

village of East Bridgford the average of nearly twenty years is
comparatively

high for the area.

There is a considerable

difference

in the pattern of length of residence
counties.

In North Norfolk

one years,whi1st
eight years.
respondents

between the two study areas
in the respective

the average is a remarkably

in South Nottinghamshire

This difference

high forty-

it is less than twenty-

is reflected

in the proportion of

that had lived in the 'home' county all of their lives.

In North Norfolk this covered nearly two-thirds
household

'home'

(62.6%) of the

heads, and less than forty per cent in South Nottingham-

shire (38.9%).

The apparent difference

be largely accounted

between the two areas may

for by the geographic

in respect of other administrative

location of the areas

counties.

Residential

mobility

is not contained by county boundaries, and it follows that the much
closer proximity

of other counties to the South Nottinghamshire

area (notably Leicestershire

and Derbyshire)

the average for length of residence
area.

would tend to lower

in the county, in that study
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The length of residence
between newcomers

information

to the villages

allows us to differentiate

and other, old established,

residents.

This is a valuable

behavioural

patterns of village households,

in the subsequent
communities.

aid in interpreting

some of the

which will be discussed

chapters, and is commonly used in studies of rural

Unfortunately,

the actual distinction

between these

two length of residence groups is not clear, and it may of course,
be perceived

differently

Broadly, the newcomer/old

by different members of the local community.
established

distinction

has three import-

ant features:

(a)

It has a temporal element related to the amount of time

that a given family, or individual,

(b)

has been living in a village.

It has a social dimension which is both cause and

effect of a simple 'them' and 'us' division
community.

in the village

This is a very flexible element, and it was

evident from the village studies that a family could overcome
the time barrier of how long they had lived in their village
by successful social interaction

withfue established

villagers.

(c)

It has a spatial element related to the part of a

village in which a given family lives.
principally

in the larger villages,

Fakenham, where recent residential
concentrated

in large estates.

This aspect is shown

notably East Leake and
development'

has been

A family living in or near

one of these estates would tend to be automatically
as a newcomer

classed

to the village, even though many of the new
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estate families had lived in the village previously.
phenomenon

This

may also be seen in some of the smaller settlements.

In the village of Kinoulton,
shire, recent residential
exclusively

for example, in South Nottingham-

development

has taken place almost

in the eastern half of this linear village.

Consequently,

many of the established

of the settlement

residents

in the west

look on the other half of the village as

'where the newcomers

live'.

For the purposes of the later analysis it is important
we should be able to define the newcomer
The most convenient

that

and old established

groups.

criterion for this is the temporal element.

The various village studies indicate that the best division
ten years residence
satisfactory

in the community.

This is not a completely

division because, by implication,

social and spatial dimensions
distinction.

the social dimension
seem to differentiate

it ignores the

of the newcomer/old

In practice, however,
is important,

established

in those study villages where
this ten year division does

between the old established

and newcomer

groups, with the exception of a few individual households.
addition,

is

as most of the post war estate development

In

in both of

the study areas has been built since the mid 'sixties, this ten
year division also satisfies the spatial dimension

at the time of

analysis •.

Nonetheless,
delineation

this ten year division

is obviously not a perfect

of the newcomer and old established

study villages.

groups in all the

This is most evident in the smaller study villages

in the case study areas.

In these settlements

the ten year
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division represents

a broadly

length of residence

groups, but cannot account for some of the

households

heads interviewed

communities

accurate distinction

who had been living in the respective

for up to twenty years but still considered

as newcomers.
established

In the larger growth villages
groups were fairly accurately

and even in the smaller settlements

household

heads were the exception

less, these exceptions
references

to 'newcomers'
chapters

as references

should be considered

The proportion
North Norfolk

of households

40.5 per cent and 57.1 per cent.

Norfolk

study settlements
established

East Leake, East Bridgford
of newcomers

households.

With the single exception

the newcomer

of

varies little between the

In fact, in the

there is a clear difference

bet-

balance in the smaller villages
Only in the settlements

(63.6%) and Kinoulton

of

(63.7%) does the

rise above a half of all the interviewed

This seems to be related to the selected village/

growth village
development

in the

rises from forty per cent in Normanton

and that in the larger settlements.

proportion

as newcomers

samples are, respectively,

to over sixty per cent in East Leake (64.1%).

ween the newcomer/old

in this and

This is not the case in South Nottingham-

shire where the proportion

Nottinghamshire

subsequent

as temporal term~ and not

classified

(15.0%) the proportion

study villages.

residents

Nonethe-

social groups.

and South Nottinghamshire

Great Ryburgh

and old

such interviewed

and consequently

or 'established'

to homogeneous

the newcomer

rather than the rule.

are significant

themselves

defined by the ten year

threshold

following

between the two

status of these three settlements,

in all three centres has resulted
group.

since substantial

in an expansion

of

This is not so in the Norfolk growth centre,
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Fakenham, where the proportion

of newcomers

(46.2%) is considerably

less than in the South Nottinghamshire

growth villages.

because much of the recent residential

development

been local authority housing,

This is

in Fakenham has

including old people's bungalows,

and the survey suggests that many of these properties

have been

occupied by people who were already living in Fakenham.
ly, the newcomer proportion

Consequent-

has not expanded greatly, as might have

been the case if all the new housing had been occupied by people
previously

living outside Fakenham.

Just as the balance of newcomers

and old established

residents

is important to the societal structure of the different villages,
then so too is the social class structure of the two length of
residence

groups.

We will examine later in the chapter the over-

all social class structure of the study villages,
used in the survey for assessing
individual households;
with examining
established

the class classification

the social class make-up of the newcomer

groups.

of

for the time being we are concerned only
and old

This aspect of the analysis becomes even more

important when we consider Pahl's2 assertion
newcomers

and the method

that the entry of

into villages has generally polarised

structure of the local communities,

redefining

the rural class
it along 'national'

3

class lines.

In both of the case study areas the old established

population

shows a slight but definite bias towards working class households,
with a little above forty per cent of the old established
holds interviewed

being classified

newcomer households

the opposite

as middle class.

is the case.

house-

In the

In North Norfolk
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slightly over two-thirds

(67.9%) of the newcomers

whilst in South Nottinghamshire
ninety per cent (88.7%).
reflected

this proportion

were middle class,

rises to nearly

The area totals for North Norfolk are

fairly closely in the individual village

case study.

The only exception

where the established

of newcomer households

by most of the study villages.
even here two-thirds

seems to be weighted

In South Nottinghamshire

working class proportion

more variation

is the village of Great Ryburgh,

population

middle class families.

studies for that

the very small
is a feature shared

The only exception

of the newcomers

towards

is Barton and

are middle class.

There is

when we consider the South Nottinghamshire

lished households,

where the proportion

estab-

that is middle class

varies from one hundred per cent in Wysall to under ten per cent
in Barton.

Consequently,

the proportion

does not reflect the real situation
of the individual villages.

for the area as a whole

in the established

population

There is an important difference

between the pattern in the selected villages

of East Leake and

East Bridgford, where about a quarter of the established
holds are classified

house-

as middle class (26.3 and 25.0% respectively),

and in the other smaller villages where, with the notable exception
of Barton, there are more middle class than working class established households.

The difference

is principally

accounted

for by

the existence of large local authority housing estates in both of
the selected villages,
established

working class households.

The differences
newcomer

and, in Barton, housing a large number of

between the social class structure of the

and established

groups in both of the study areas,is an

important aspect of 'tomorrows' rural social structure.

Even
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allowing for different

patterns of residential

groups, and therefore different
established

households

mobility

in the two

'survivor' rates, it seems that the

of the future will be dominated

by the

middle class families.

Middle class domination

of the newcomer group has been most

apparent in South Nottinghamshire
role of the private developer

where it largely reflects the

in residential

expansion.

Both case

studies show that recent private housing is almost totally occupied
4
by middle class families •
private developer

Consequently,the

in residential

growth of middle class households

dominance

expansion has encouraged
in the study area.

Norfolk the private developer has shared development
local authority housing projects.

of the

In Fakenham,

the

In North
with the

in particular,

much

of the new housing is local authority property, built in association
with the settlement's

'growth centre' status

5

Consequently

in

Fakenham the newcomer group is, socially, more heterogeneous.
There are other factors involved outside the simple provision of
local authority housing, but this analysis does highlight

the

implications

in rural

residential

9.5

of the role assumed by the private developer
development.

Residential

Mobility

In this study we are concerned principally
of residential

(a)

mobility

in the two case study areas:

Rural-to-rural

of households.

with three aspects

mobility,

or inter-village

movement
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(b)

Urban-to-rural

mobility,

where the previous place of

residence was in a town or city.

(c)

Non-Iocal-to-Iocal

households

previously

mobility,

with the movement

living outside a defined

These are not the only aspects of residential

'local' area.

mobility

that are of

interest.

Of particular value would be a study of migration

households

out of the villages

be of particular

in the case study areas.

feature of the demography

obvious may be the use of an out-migration

to a spatial consideration

Less

we must remember

conceals a very real depopul-

involve profound methodological

this study the analysis of residential

is

study for the other

.
. h i1n certa1n
. occupat1ona
.
I groups 6 •
at10n
W1t

restricted

This would

of the area.

However, in South Nottinghamshire

that a rapidly increasing population

migration

of

interest for North Norfolk, where depopulation

such a widespread

case study.

of

But studies of out-

difficulties,

and in

mobility must necessarily
of movements

be

into the study

area as d1sclosed by the previous place of residence of the survey
respondents.

The basic pattern of in-migration
9.2) is illustrated
geographical
Kingdom.

tiers:

by examining household movements

(68.0%) of the

gave their previous place of residence

county of Norfolk.
of the respondents

within three

the county, the region, and the United

In North Norfolk over two-thirds

respondents

villages

to the study villages (Table

as within the

This included a fairly substantial

proportion

(15.3%) who had lived in the respective

all of their lives.

study

The most notable feature of the

spatial pattern of residential
it was dominated by movements

mobility within the county, was that
within the case study area.

well over half (57.3%) of all the respondents
villages

in North Norfolk had previously

of the case study area.

In all,

in the five study

lived within the boundaries

This is an interesting

statistic and is

given added importance when we consider that only a very small
proportion

of respondents

had previously

lived in Norwich

Clearly, the dominant pattern of residential
North Norfolk case study villages
distance,

rural-to-rural

suggest that migration

is

movements.

mobility within the

one of relatively

short

There is no evidence to

to villages from the Norfolk

anything but minor importance

(2.3%).

towns is of

in the overall pattern.

notable that this feature of residential

mobility

It is also

is found in all

the study villages of North Norfolk, with each having half or more
than half of its respondents

previously

living within the case

study area.

The pattern of mobility within Nottinghamshire
different.

In the South Nottinghamshire

is rather

case study a slightly

lower proportion

of the respondents

had formerly lived within the

county (59.8%).

In addition, whilst previous place of residence

the villages of the case study area, dominates
of mobility

of the households,

the proportion

dominant as that in North Norfolk.
smaller proportion

of respondents

of their lives (9.3%).

from within the county.
insignificant,

the general pattern
(34.9%) is not as

It is also apparent that a
had lived in their villages all

The principal difference

study areas is in the significance

in

between the two

of urban-to-rura1

migration

In North Norfolk this movement

is almost

but in complete contrast nearly a quarter of all
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the South Nottinghamshire
of the Nottinghamshire
totally accounted

respondents

had previously

towns (22.7%).

for by migration

This movement

In perspective,

however,

it is quite remarkable

pressure

area bounded partly by a major conurbation
inter-village

is more important

was almost

from the Greater Nottingham

area, with twenty per cent of all the respondents.

million people,

lived in one

that in South Nottinghamshire,

migration

of half a

from within the study area

in the pattern of mobility

bution of !qcttingham and its adjacent

than the joint contri-

suburbs.

This feature is true

for all but one (East Bridgeford) 'of the study villages,
must cause us to question
residential

mobility

the validity

in pressure

a

and it

of the traditional

areas as dominated

view of

by short

distance urban -to-rural movements 7•

The second tier of the mobility
ment from within the respective
study these are the standard
(for South Nottinghamshire)
This tier represents

analysis is focussed on move-

regions.

For the purposes

of this

economic regions of the East Midlands
and East Anglia

(for North Norfolk).

medium distance migration

which, whilst not

'local' in nature, is not as 'alien' as migration

from outside the

regions.

The two regions are of a similar spatial size but very

different

population

million population8)
East Anglian

density, with the East Midland region
having about double the population

(1.7 million)

region.

Consequently,

to the South Nottinghamshire

of the

one might expect

that the East Midlands would be a more important element
pattern of migration

in the

study villages,

than would the East Anglian region be for the corresponding
Norfolk case study.
South Nottinghamshire

(3.4

North

In fact, this is so with 78.0 per cent of the

respondents

formerly

living within the region
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compared to 70.4 per cent for North Norfolk.
however,

that the regional contribution

from within the county.
(respondents

is dominated

The net contribution

by movement

of the regions

formerly living within the region but outside the

county) is very different
Norfolk,

We have already seen,

for South Nottinghamshire

and North

as shown in Table 9.2.

In the remoter of the study areas the net regional contribution
is only 2.4 per cent of the respondents,
hamshire

the proportion

part, this difference

is nearly twenty per cent ~8.2%).

In

is a product of the influence of Leicester

on the South Nottinghamshire
the respondents

whilst in South Notting-

villages, with 8.1 per cent of all

coming from that city.

reflects a major difference

But the difference

also

between the two areas in the signif-

icance of medium distance movements.

In North Norfolk,mobility

seems to be polarised between the two extremes of short distance
movements

from within the study area and long distance movements

from outside the East Anglian region.
movements

do seem to be of greater significance

Nottinghamshire.
villages.

In contrast, medium distance
to South

This feature is more variable within the study

In North Norfolk three of the five sampled settlements

have net regional contributions
over ten per cent (11.8%).

of nil, whilst one, Brinton, has

In South Nottinghamshire

is almost as great with the villages

the variation

of East Bridgford, Kinoulton

and Wysa11 having five. per cent or less (see Table 9.2) and East
Leake, Normanton

and Thoroton having over twenty per cent.

are no obvious reasons to explain this variation

between the

villages, with the single exception of Normanton

on Soar, in

South Nottinghamshire.

The massive net regional contribution

There

in
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this village

(45.0%) is a simple function of the geographical

location of the settlement

on theRiver

Soar (Appendix 5: Map 10)

which at this point separates Nottinghamshire
Th1s close location to Leicestershire
Leicester

and Loughborough

and Leicestershire.

is reflected

are more important

to the village than Greater Nottingham

in the fact that

sources of migrants

or even the South Notting-

hamshire villages.

Migration

to the study villages

regions is more significant
Nottinghamshire
cent.

for North Norfolk than for South

with respective

The geographical

outside the respective
This longer distance

from outside the respective

proportions

of 29.6 and 22.0 per

origin of migrants to the study areas from
regions is shown in Figures 9.5 and 9.6.

in-migration

was related to movements

from

other English counties, with Scotland and Wales being comparatively
unimportant

sources, and movement

of all households

from outside Great Britain

(2.3%

in North Norfolk and 1.6% in South Nottinghamshire)

also being relatively unimportant.

These rates can be directly compared to the results of some
other studies which have calculated
villages

the proportion

of residents

studied coming from outside the 'home' region.

influential

study has been that of Pah1

9

coming from outside the South East region.
10

in Hertforshire

settlement

The two principal

villages

The study of the
indicated a similar

process with only eleven per cent of residents
the South East.

The most

who found a comparable

rate of only sixteen per cent of residents

village of Ringmer in Sussex by Ambrose

in

comparable

coming from outside
studies of rural

outside South East England are those of Radford in
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'
11
12
Worcesters h~re ,and Emerson and Crompton in Suffolk
•

villages

studied in Worcestershire,

approximately~3

of the residents had lived previously
region.

In the two

twenty per cent

outside the West Midlands

In Suffolk, social surveys in eight rural districts

that the migration
proportions
thirty-seven

found

rate from outside East Anglia accounted for

of between twenty-two per cent (three districts)
per cent of the populations,

average of twenty-eight

per cent.

and

with an aggregated

The range of these studies is

too narrow to allow us to make any accurate general observations
about the relative importance of long distance migration
pattern of residential

mobility

is an apparent distinction,

in rural areas.

outside the region are consistantly
than for those in Hertfordshire,

The rates for migration

from

higher in the Suffolk studies,

Sussex, Worcestershire

This is reflected

and South

in the North Norfolk rates

where· the village rates vary from twenty-three

The geographical

there

in remoter rural areas and in those

thought of as 'pressure' rural areas.

ington to thirty-seven

Nonetheless,

which is amplified by the results of

this study, between mobility

Nottinghamshire.

in the

per cent in Sharr-

per cent in Stiffkey.

pattern of mobility

from outside the region

shows a more diverse pattern of source areas for South Nottinghamshire than from North Norfolk.
come from fifteen different
Nottinghamshire

In North Norfolk residents have

counties

twenty-two different

in England, whilst in South
counties are represented.

In part this difference may be accounted for by the larger sample
size (of interviewed

householders)

allowing for this distortion

in the latter study area, but

it seems likely that a real difference

exists between the two case studies.

The difference

is shown
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visually

in Figures 9.6 and 9~6.

Not only is the pattern of source areas less diverse
Norfolk, but there is also a notable concentration

in North

on movement

from

the South Eastern counties and from Greater London in particular.
Approaching

ten per cent (8.6%) of all residents

Norfolk sample had lived previously
London is of .more
mobility

importance

in the North

in Greater London.

Greater

to the structure of residential

in the North Norfolk study villages than the nearby regional

capital of Norwich

0.3% of all residents).

shire also the principal

In South Nottingham-

source region is the South East, but here

it provides only seven per cent of all residents

in the sample,

compared to over seventeen per cent in North Norfolk.

The difference

between the two areas cannot be explained by a simple distance decay
function, because both are a similar distance from the South East
Region

(for example Fakenham

in Norfolk,is

whilst East Leake in South Nottinghamshire
difficult

to evaluate the significance

development
influences

in Norfolk.

Certainly

ments at Thetford
may have encouraged

movement

developed

of the 'London overspill'

But we

that the planned overspill develop-

(and also to a limited extent at King's Lynn)
additional movement

there has been no comparable

is the

It is

there have been no direct

into the South Nottinghamshire

importance

is 114 miles).

of this movement on the North Norfolk villages.

cannot ignore the possibility

Certainly,

120 miles from London,

from London to the county.
'overspill'
area.

to influence

Of more direct

industrial estate at Fakenham.

This was

in the sixties as a major element in the 'growth centre'

status of the settlement.
of industrial

The estate has since attracted a number

concerns including a large process and packaging
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unit for a national

frozen food conglomerate.

holds which have moved to the study village
either moved with the industrial
the companies.
in management

in North Norfolk have

concerns or have come to jobs in

In each case these were householders
or senior supervisory

the distinctions

are comparatively

small.

with positions

functions.

Table 9.2 shows the differences
Generally

Many of the house-

between the study villages.

between the North Norfolk settlements
Certainly

there is no significant

erence between the pattern of migration

diff-

to the selected village of

Fakenham and those of the other, non-selected

villages.

The

influence of the industrial estate at Fakenham would seem to have
been spread over a number of villages
to this settlement

alone.

village differences

in the area and not confined

In South Nottinghamshire

the inter-

are greater, but few general observations

be made on these differences.

The village of Normanton

can

on Soar

displays a markedly different pattern because of its proximity
theNottinghamshir~Leciestershire
worth noting that differences

border, as noted earlier.
in the contribution

the county' to the mobility patterns,are
tance of individual

settlements

centre which dominates
South Nottinghamshire

not related to the dis- the

sources of this sector.

there is a distinction

of residents coming to the settlements

It is

of the 'rest of

from Greater Nottingham

the migration

to

In

between the proportion

from outside the region in

the major growth village of East Leake, and the same proportions
from other villages which are consistantly
exception of Normanton.

lower, with the

However, as the other selected village,

East Bridgford, does not share this distinction
assess its actual significance
division.

it is difficult

in the selected/non-selected

to

village
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At the beginning
of residential
significance
mobility,

of this section we introduced

mobility

in rural areas that were of particular

to this study:

rural-ta-rural

and non-local-to-local

mobility.

mobility,

in both areas is dominated by rural-ta-rural
the case only for migration

over ninety per cent (92.8%) of inter-county

in the county.

is that mobility

movements,

within the county.

those born in their existing

urban-ta-rural

The general impression

that may be formed from the foregoing discussion

settlements

the three aspects

In North Norfolk

migration

'home' villages)

but this is

(excluding

is from other rural

In South Nottinghamshire

the proportion

is smaller at about sixty per cent (61.9%), but this is largely a
product of the importance of movement

from within the case study

are~ because outside the study area migration
Greater Nottingham

is dominantly

from

and to a lesser extent from the other Notting-

hamshire urban areas.

Nonetheless,

South Nottinghamshire

rural-ta-rural

as we have earlier noted, in
movements

from within the

case study area are a more important feature of mobility within
the region than migration
the study villages.
Greater Nottingham
Nottinghamshire

of families from Greater Nottingham

In only one village, East Bridgford, was
a source of more households

villages.

Generally population

'pressure' areas is seen as having principally
with local urban centres in particular,
'Green Belt' legislation,

than the South
pressure in
external causes,

often being confined by

creating demand for housing in the rural

area, supported by an employment pattern dependant
to the towns.

shows that the pattern of mobility

than migration

on commuting

The evidence from the South Nottinghamshire

with inter-village,

to

example

is much more complex than this,

short distance movements,being

from the local urban areas.

more important
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The pattern of mobility from previous places of residence outside the county areas, is rather different
pattern shown in local, intra-county,
areas non-local movement
to-rural migration.

14

to the rural-to-rural

movements.

In fact, in both

to the study areas is dominated

The actual proportion

the area from urban sources is remarkably

by urban-

of non-local moves into
similar for the two case

study areas, 73.6 per cent in North Norfolk and 72.7 per cent in
South Nottinghamshire.

The third aspect of mobility
research

is non-local-to-local

concerned with the migration

of particular

movement.

Here we are principally

to the study villages

formerly resident outside the county area.
this aspect of mobility represents
surveyed households,

help to put these proportions

In both study areas

a substantial

in perspective.

resident outside the county

was substantially

of the

15

Pahl found that
in Hertfordshire

• The equivalent

were

pro-

by Ambrose in the Sussex village of Ringmer
less, twenty-nine per cent

of the Worcestershire
migrants

proportion

The results of other studies may

sixty-one per cent of his rural respondents

portion established

of households

32.0 per cent in North Norfolk and 40.2 per

cent in South Nottinghamshire.

previously

concern to this

16

•

Radford's

villages of Martley and Kempsey

17

from outside the county composed approximately

"1
cent an d thi1rty per cent 18 respect1ve

f h
y, ate

study

found that
forty per

"
populat10ns.

Th i1S

would suggest that Pahl's figure is atypical of most rural settlements, although it may well apply to other settlements

in counties

on the edge of Greater London or other very large conurbations.
Nonetheless,

even though Pahl's proportion

seems to dwarf those

found in North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

this should not
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obscure the fact that a comparatively
resident population

large proportion

of the

in the study villages have moved to their

present homes from outside the county.

The structure of residential

mobility

to the case study areas

from outside the county areas may have some profound
the social cohesion
the migrants

If we consider

from outside the county to be the true immigrants

the communities,
considerable

of the village populations.

in the sense that they are non-locals,

Consequently

these households

difficulty

in identifying

with the social values of

to the villages who had previously

county, might see the immigrants
outsiders

to the community.

as different

village residents
lived in the

to themselves,

This is a highly generalised

and it is clear from the village
urban families are apparently

as

argument

studies that some immigrant and

successful

with social life in the village.
successful

of both

Such immigrant households may find

'village' life, but more important the established
and newcomers

from

are not only

immigrants but also urban, and many may be independant
local and rural influences.

to

it is of

importance that they are also predominantly

urban locations.

considerable

influences on

in involving themselves

Most, however, are less than

19 and this introduces an important element in the

structure of rural communities,

which may adversely effect their

social cohesion.

It should be noted as a final comment
is also quite extensive

that urban experience

in the local rural population,

i.e. those

who have lived in the village all their lives or who were formerly
resident

In villages wi thin the county.

In North Norfolk over
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sixty per cent (61.1%) of the respondents

had lived in a town at

some point in their lives, rising to over seventy per cent (72.9%)
in South Nottinghamshire.
varies considerably
ha lf or more

9.6

0f

The proportion

with urban experience

between the study villages but in every case is

the samp 1ed popu 1·atlon 20 •

Future mobility from the study villages

Respondents
whether

in the household

questionnaire

survey were asked

they thought that they would move from the village at some

time in the future.

Those household heads who thought that they

either would or might move were also asked the probable reason for
their move.

This section of the questionnaire

give an accurate assessment

of migration

was not intended to

from the villages

in the

future but it did provide a simple tool with which to contrast the
individual villages and also the different
the communities.

The results are summarised

Broadly, there is little difference
areas.

in Table 9.3.

between the two case study

In North Norfolk nearly two-thirds of the sample (65.6%)

considered

that they would not move, whilst in South Nottinghamshire

this proportion
(59.1%).

social and age groups in

was still well above a half of the householders

There is a slight difference

considering

the proportion

of household

in the two areas when
heads who thought that they

either would or might move in the future, with a greater proportion
in South Nottinghamshire
leave the village.

expressing

a more positive intention to
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Within these general patterns
the different

social and age groups.

and North Norfolk
propensity

there are some differences

between

In both South Nottinghamshire

the 'newcomer' households

showed a greater

to move, with around a half of the newcomers,

in both

areas (47.2% in North Norfolk and 56.7% in South Nottinghamshire),
saying that they would or might move from the villages.
pares to proportions
respectively)

of about twenty per cent, (20.6% and 18.9%

in the old established

not an important differentiation
class and working

households.

Social class is

in North Norfolk, with middle

class households

of future migration.

This com-

This is not

showing very similar patterns
in South Nottinghamshire

50

over half (50.9%) of the middle class households

where

in South Notting-

hamshire

considered

compared

to less than twenty per cent (19.0%) of the working class

households.

that they would or might leave the villages,

To some extent these different

may reflect the traditional

propensity

social class attitudes

for local authority

housing

tenants to be less mobile, due partly to social values such as the
importance
housing
villages
working

of kinship ties, and partly to both real and perceived

constraints.

In three of the South Nottinghamshire

(East Bridgford,
class households

Kinoulton
interviewed

and Normanton)
expected

none of the

to leave the village.

In East Leake only one in lseven (14.3%) of the working
holds considered
the situation

that they would or might move.

in the other South Nottinghamshire

where the working
was essentially
workers

class households

class house-

This contrasts

to

study village

seem to be less rooted.

This

a product of the young and middle aged agricultural

in these settlements

who rarely saw themselves

on the same farm for the rest of their lives.

as working
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As might be predicted,

expectation

of leaving the village was

strongly influenced by the age group of the household
Generally,the

proportion

of respondents

head.

that anticipated

in the village was lowest in the under thirty-four

staying

age group (42.9%

in North Norfolk and 42.4% in South Nottinghamshire)

and highest in

the oldest, the sixty-five and over group (75.5% and 83.0% respectively).

Generally,

the older the age group the higher the propen-

sity to stay in the village.

The reasons for future migration

from the villages were

extremely varied and it is clear, in retrospect,
accurate picture of motivation

that to obtain an

for future moves from rural settle-

ment one would have to interview a much larger sample of households.

This survey allowed us to identify twenty-six distinct

reasons although only a handful of these were mentioned
than two or three households

in either of the case study areas.

Table 9.4 shows the full response pattern.
factor seems to be employment
a half of the potential

by more

The most important

and in South Nottinghamshire.

future migrants

(41.3%) considered

Nearly
that a

geographical

or functional

their move.

This was by far the most important reason in South

Nottinghamshire,with

change of job would be the reason for

the second most frequently mentioned

'to be near family', accounting
potential m1grants.

factor,

for under seven per cent of the

There is some evidence to suggest that the

reasons given for future moves from the villages
related to the age of the household

head.

are strongly

Employment

is more

important for the younger, under forty-five

age groups, whilst a

desire to be nearer the family is mentioned

exc~usively

residents over fifty-five years of age.

by
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The situation
future migration
principal
Norfolk

in North Norfolk

is rather different.

rates are remarkably

Whilst the

similar in both areas, the

reasons for future moves seem to be different.
the most important

with village

facilities.

factor is a perceived

dissatisfaction

Over a quarter of all those households

who thought they would or might leave the village
the reason.

Understandably,

small villages

In North

gave this as

this reason is most important

of the case study.

in the

We shall examine social provision

in detail in Chapter Eleven, but for the time being we should note
that there is an important degree of dissatisfaction
in those villages

that are not in the 1mmediate hinterland

range of facilities
respondents

with facilities

provided

indicated

in Fakenham.

that dissatisfaction

Conversations

and with schools, principally

long commuting

to the secondary

Employment
possible

with

was mostly associated

with shopping facilities
distances

of the

with the

schools of the area.

was only the second most important reason given for

future migration

from the North Norfolk villages

(19.0%)

and the third reason was moving house to be nearer the family
(11.9%).

Table 9.3 shows the differences
In North Norfolk

the porportion

between the study villages.

of households

expecting

to leave

the village varies very little, with the notable exception
Stiffkey,

in which nearly two-thirds

of the village

sample consid-

ered that they either would or might move from the village
future

(62.4%).

The lowest rate is in Fakenham

Ryburgh only slightly higher

(30.0%).

of

in the

(26.1%) with Great

Since. poor facilities

is
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the primary reason for potential migration,
these two villages
facilities

are probably related to better access to

in these settlements.

is greater variation
ween the highest

In South Nottinghamshire

between the study villages.

there

The range bet~

(Kinou1ton, 63.7%) and lowest (East Bridgford

24.2%) future migration
but whereas

the lower rates in

rates is very similar to North Norfolk

in the remoter case study area all but one of the

study villages

are close to the minimum rate, in South Nottingham-

shire they are spread between the two extremes.
the lowest rate of the Nottinghamshire

As with Norfolk,

study villages

is in a

selected village, but the larger selected village, East Leake,
has a much higher future migration
may suggest that future migration
of facilities,

rate (40.6%).
is independent

in the South Nottinghamshire

seem to be confirmed by the additional

This would

evidence that the second
(30.8%),which has

in the seven study villages

of this case study area, and geographically

9.7

of the provision

villages.

lowest rate is in the small village of Thoroton
the lowest standard of social provision

This fact

is the most isolated.

Reasons for moving to the study villages

The complex nature of reasons for moving to the villages made
it advisable to phrase the appropriate
interv.iew with reference

question in the household

to a limited number of pre-coded

answers.

By doing this one may gain a more useable analysis but at the
expense of constraining

the detail of the householders

As we wished to have as much detail as was practical
this questionnaire

used no less than twelve pre-coded

reply.
to obtain,
responses.

The results for the study areas are shown in Table 9.5.
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In both case study areas the principal
the study villages was employment
in South Nottinghamshire).
dual villages

(29.8% in North Norfolk and 32.4%

This pattern is reflected

with nine of the study settlements

important factor than employment.
and Sharrington
Kinoulton

reasons for moving to

in North Norfolk

in the indivi-

having no more

The exceptions

were Stiffkey

(6.2% and 7.7% respectively)

in South Nottinghamshire

(13.6%).

This does seem to be

broadly related to the distance of these settlements

from the

nearest major urban centre (Kings Lynn and Nottingham,for
respective

and

the

study areas) which is a simple function of the focus

of opportunities
Employment

these towns21

in the two local labour markets,on

as a reason for moving to the villages

seems to be most

important in the large selected centres of Fakenham
East Leake (42.5%).
considerable

(38.5%) and

In Fakenham this is no doubt related to the

expansion

in employment

facilities

that has occurred

in the settlement

since the mid-sixties,in

'growth' policy.

This does not explain the situation in East Leake

where employment

is even.more

has been no widespread
detail in Chapter Ten).
Pahl 22 that one

0f

'association' with the

important as a factor but where there

provision of new jobs (discussed in more
This may support the idea popularised

by

.
hous
i
. th e new
the most 1mportant
ous1ng
groups 1n

rural housing estates are what he terms 'spiralists':
middle class households

young,

in the lower career grades of their

occupations

who, through career demands, are highly mobile.

Observation

in the villages of the study area indicates that such

households

do not live exclusively

in the growth villages, many

have homes in the smaller settlements,

but that in the growth

villages with their extensive new housing,
proportionately

more numerous.

these families are

It is difficult,

however, to
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assess this phenomenon

objectively.

The second principal
in South Nottinghamshire,
('liked the particular

reason for moving to the study villages,
was related to the particular

house").

This was for the major reason in

about one in seven of the South Nottinghamshire
although less important in North Norfolk
importance

house

households

(9.2%).

(14.6%),

The actual

of this factor in the individual villages varied con-

siderably from one to another.

This variation

does not seem to be

related to any single factor, such as the physical attractiveness
of the settlements,

type of housing or the age structure of

respondents.

The third factor was being born in the study village.

In

North Norfolk this was the second most important reason for moving
to the villages

(15.3% of households)

the fourth principal
variation

being most often mentioned

social

by working class house-

and less frequently by their middle class counterparts.

Table 9.5 shows the importance
to the study villages.

housing",
housing"),

"liked particular
is considerably

as a composite

it is worthwhile

factor ("cheaper

house", and "to obtain local authority
more important

than in North Norfolk

simple reflection

of the other reasons for moving

As a general observation

noting that housing considered

~8.0%)

There was considerable

in the relative importance of this reason to different

households,
holders,

factor (9.3%).

and in South Nottinghamshire

(17.6%).

in South Nottinghamshire

This may, of course, be a

of greater pressure on housing facilities

in
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the Nottinghamshire

case study area.

Many of the other pre-coded

reasons for moving to the villages were infrequently
the surveys.
vation.

There were two important exceptions

Retirement was of little significance

moving to the South Nottinghamshire
importance

(15.0%).

In perspective,

major 'stated' reason for in-migration
North Norfolk.

cally the countryside

to the study villages

case study area.

and Kinoulton

(31.8%).

for the massive proportion

restricted

than that in much of

In South Nottinghamshire
to two settlements,

There is no apparent
in the latter village,
this reason was almost

to young and middle aged, middle class

who were newcomers

to the settlements.

There were fewer variations
study villages,

in

in North Norfolk, although aestheti-

although here, as in the other villages,

households

(17.6%) and

however, this is not a

this factor was of importance principally

exclusively

as a reason for

Brinton

here is more attractive

the South Nottinghamshire

explanation

to this obser-

The second factor was "to be in the countryside".

This was of little importance

Barton (15.0%)

in

villages but it was of some

in two of the Norfolk settlements,

Great Ryburgh

mentioned

between the social groups in the

in their reasons for moving to the village.

We

have already noted that being born in the village was associated
more with worki.ng class households,

as was "to obtain a local

authority house", which was to be expected.
house" was principally

"Liked the particular

a middle class response, but otherwise

were no other major social class distinctions.
have little influence except for retirement
village",

there

Age also seemed to

and "born in the

also to a limited extent for the "to be in the country-

side" reason.

There were few apparent distinctions

between the
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newcomer and old established

households,

in both case study areas.

This is in contrast to the results of the surveys carried out by
Radford

23

24

and Ambrose

, who both found that certain housing factors

were more important for the newcomers,

There is no clear evidence

that this is apparent in the case study areas of this survey.
Nonetheless,

we can certainly

agree with Radfords observation

reasons for moving to the study villages

that

seem to more related to

,
,
house, rather than to a speClif lC
i Vi'II age 25
moving
to a given

9.8

The social structure of the village populations

We cannot leave a discussion
detailed

change withQut a

look at the changing social structure of rural communities.

This single subject has probably
town and country planners,
aspect of population

generated more interest amongst

academics,

and l~ymen, than any other

change in the countryside.

course, been a substantial
topic.

of population

amount of literature examining

The work of Pahl is the most extensiv~but

. h ton 28 ,an d Conne 129 •
CriC
that the social composition
is related principally

A recurring

feature of these studies is

of rural communities

is changing.

This

compon-

brought about by changing patterns of

particularly

in relation to the journey to work,

of commuting patterns

in local economies has

brought about a dramatic and rapid transition
rural settlements.

amongst other

to the expansion of the adventitious

ent of local populations

The development

this

.
26
27
have been those of Duncan-Mitchell
,Thorns
,

notable contributions

personnal mobility,

There has, of

in the demography

of

This is most evident in those rural areas that

are part of the hinterland

of major urban areas.

As early as 1963
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Bracey was able to summarise this:

"
the bogey of rural depopulation which has been
with us in Great Britain for a whole century has been
banished:
most rural areas within thirty kilometres
of a sizeable town now report increases in their
resident population".
30

This has not been true for many of the remoter rural settlements,
as we have seen in the previous chapter for the example of North
Norfolk, but even here commuting may have had some effect in reducing the scale

of depopulation

in some settlements.

There have

been a variety of individual village studies which have shown the
influence of the movement of commuting households
trends

31

•

on population

Here we are concerned only with the influence on the

social structure of the villages.

The development

of commuting

in rural England is seen as going

hand in hand with an expansion of the middle class component of
rural society.

Pahl has summarised

this process most effectively:

"It seems that the traditional world of a small,
established middle class with a large working class
population has been invaded by a new middle class
cornm~ting element so that now the middle class group
is numerically the greater".
32

This has been accompanied
which have reinforced
class division.

by structural

the significance

The traditional,

changes in rural society
of the middle class working

historical

structure of rural

. 33 may be genera l'
. 1e status h1erarc
.
hy rang1ng
.
soc1ety
1se d as a s1mp
from the village squire, parson and schoolmaster

at the top to

the farm worker at the base, although this is a simplistic
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assessment.

Stratification

was based essentially
. 1 status.
SOC1a
villagers'

did exist 1n this social system but it

on individual

or familial status and not

H·
.
arr1S 34 has descr1bed

and 'other villagers',

the system in terms of 'real

these groups being defined by a

'core' group of the village community.

In principle

actually cut across social class, although

in practice social class

was not important simply because of the relatively
middle class families in the villages.

these divisions

small numbers of

Consequently,

the work by

Pahl and others has shown that the social structure of many English
villages has been rearranged
class dichotomy.

to a more abrupt middle class working

This has been interpreted

as a transformation

rural society to correspond more closely to conditions
in the country - a process of urbanisation

In order to examine the contemporary

elsewhere

in the countryside.

social structure of the

study villages in North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire,
be able to identify the basic social groups.
used two methods in interpreting
Registrar General's

ful general tool.

social stratification.

of socia-economic

we must

Other studies have

(now the Office of Population,

Surveys) classification

of

The

Censuses and

groups is the most use-

This is a simple and academically

typology based on the easily identifiable

acceptable

criteria of occupation.

The problem comes when one attempts to translate this classification to the more appropriate

social class divisions.

purposes of this study we are concerned

only with two social class

groups, the middle class and working class.
more complex stratification

For the

It is doubtful

based on upper middle class, lower

middle class, etc, such as that used by Emerson and Crompton
is of any real, significance.

if a

This simplified

35

,

the methodological
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problem.

The basis of the social class classification

. R
.
,36
stu dy lS unClman snow
assigned.

.
establlshed

used in this

concept that class is self-

This means that differentiation

between middle class or

working class status is not possible on formal criteria such as
occupation

or income.

Fortunately,

the survey method used in this

study was easily adapted to incorporate
This was essentially

a subjective

an informal assessment.

assessment

interview based on a number of factors:

housing tenure, house

37

location, occupation

of household

ideal classification

simply because it was based on a subjective

evaluation,

head

at the questionnaire

,etc.

This was not an

but as the assessment was made by the same person in

every interview any error was uniform throughout
studies.

In practice,

the actual assessment

the village

of social class was

very simple in nine cases out of ten, with housing, occupation,
general discussion

and

being the most useful criteria in helping the

evaluation.
Table 9.6' shows the social class structure of the twelve study
villages.

In both of the case study areas middle class households

are the more numerous.
one village,

Sharrington,

This is less evident in North Norfolk where
shows a distinct working class dominance

and another, Stiffkey, shows a even bala~ce between the two social
class groups.

In fact, the most polarised

social structu~e

North Norfolk is in the 'working class' quasi-estate
ton.

village of Sharring-

It is notable that there is a parallel community

village in the other case study area.

in

to this

This is Barton in Fabis

where the social class ratio is very similar.

Barton-is not an

estate village but it does retain a relatively

large proportion

of households

in agricultural

with Sharrington.

Otherwise

work, a feature which it shares
the two settlements

have very little
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in common to explain their similar social class structure.
Nottinghamshire

the middle class dominance

is more pronounced.
two-thirds

of most of the villages

In all of the villages,

of the interviewed

households

the village of Wysall, this proportion

In South

except Barton, over

were middle class.

was ninety per cent.

In one,
With

the exception of the two 'working class' villages of Sharrington
and Barton and of the almost socially polarised

community of Wysall,

it is notable how similar are the social structures of the other
villages, within the two rather different

study areas.

village contrast, however,

The selected villages of

is important.

One inter-

Fakenham, East Leake and East Bridgford tend to have relatively
higher proportions

of working class households.

This is explained

by the tenancy structure of these settlements which each have large
local authority housing estates, functioning

as important sources

of housing for many working class households.

Table 9.6 shows the South Nottinghamshire
more middle class households
interesting
Previous

sample has proportionately

than North Norfolk, although it is

that the gap between the two study areas ~

not wider.

studies which have examined the social class structure of

contemporary

rural settlements

in England, have related the numer-

ical dominance of the middle classes to the relative proximity of
urban areas.

However, this study shows that this phenomenon

not confined to the 'pressure' rural areas.

is

North Norfolk is a

remoter rural area, yet only one of the five study villages has
more working class than middle class households.
simple explanation

for this social structure.

commuting to workplaces

There is no
There is some

in either Kings Lynn or Norwich, although

this may involve a daily journey, by private car, of over fifty
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miles.

But such work patterns

(discussed in Chapter Ten) are not

common, and where they exist are related equally to working class
and middle class households.

Consequently,

of middle class commuting households

a simple in-migration

cannot explain the social

. Nart h Nor f 0lk • B·
s t ructure 1n
1e 1kus 38 and at hId
ers, have exp ore

t he

association between second home owners and change in rural settlements in remoter areas.
homes may significantly
holds in such villages.

It is clear from these studies that second
expand the numbers of middle class houseThis may be happening

in North Norfolk but

if so it cannot explain the dominance of middle class households

in

our survey since we were unable to interview any second home
occupiers in any of the five village studies.

The movement of retired or retiring households
is a more important factor.

to North Norfolk

Many of the households heads inter·

viewed in the Norfolk villages were retired (35.6% of the sample,
compared to 17.4% in South Nottinghamshire).

The highest rate was

in Brinton where nearly sixty per cent of the households were
retired.

Furthermore,

in four of the five study settlements virtual-

1y all of the retired households were newcomers to the communities
and were middle class households.

The exception was Fakenham,

where although there were several retired households who were also
middle class newcomers,
retired households

there was also a group of old established,

(mostly widows) who were of middle class status,

and a number of retired, working class newcomers,

mostly living in

the local authority purpose built housing in this selected centre.

Another important factor has been the movement of professional
and managerial

staff to (or with) the publishing

and industrial
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concerns that have developed
such households

at Fakenham.

were interviewed

some chose to live in Fakenham
property

in the surveys, it seems clear that
itself whilst others purchased

in smaller settlements.

this rather specialised

Whilst only a handful of

Consequently,

in-migration

structure of local communities,

the influence of

to the area, upon the social

may be diffused beyond the boundaries

of Fakenham.

Another aspect of the social structure of the case study
villages may be measured by using the official socio-economic
categories.

This gives a more detailed classification

based on seven socia-economic
by the occupation

measure of socio-economic

as it is

classes, which are objectively

of the household

head.

However,

class

defined

this is a

class and not of social class in the

study villages.

Table 9.7 shows the detailed
the seven study villages.

socia-economic

The differences

class structure of

between the two study

areas reflect the fact that there are proportionally
class households
Consequently

in South Nottinghamshire

more middle

than North Norfolk.

Classes It II and III combined, form under forty per

cent of the North Norfolk sample (35.9%), but about sixty per cent
(59.9%) in South Nottinghamshire.

These represent

the non-manual

classes, but cannot be compared directly to the middle class social
group because the latter will include a number of households
manual class IV (Skilled manual occupations,
eta.).

Correspondingly,

Foremen,

in

Supervisors

Classes IV, V and VI are more important

in North Norfolk than South Nottinghamshire.
Forces and others unclassified)

represents

Class VII (Armed
a small proportion

of
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the households

in both areas, although there ~s evidence to suggest

that several houses in Fakenham are owned by RAF personnel,but

are

occupied by tenants whilst the owners are posted to bases outside
Norfolk.

This socio-economic

class structure reveals an interesting

point about the social class structure.
non-manual

The gap between manual and

class groups is wider than the difference

middle class and working class groups.
number of manual households,
cation, are defined as
to Class IV households

Thi~ suggests that a

in the self-assigned

middle class.

between the

class classifi-

This is related in particular

in North Norfolk, with a substantial

portion of these being classified

as middle class.

that there is an important difference

pro-

This suggest

between the social composit-

ion of the middle class group in the two case study areas.

This

may go some way to explaining

the middle class dominance

Norfolk,

expansion at Fakenham has provided

since the industrial

in North

jobs for skilled manual workers which may in turn have encouraged
skilled personnel

to move to the area, and to correspondingly

influence social structure.

The differences

between the socio-economic

the twelve study villages

class structures

are quite considerable.

part to the detailed nature of the classification,

This is due in
and also to the

necessarily

small sample size in the village studies.

effectively

means that we can make no general observations

differences

between the individual

Classes.

of

This
about

In the following

section, however, we shall discuss at length the inter-village
contrasts between the combined Classes I and II group.
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9.9

Social Polarisation

In 1971 Ambrose

found that the 'most striking characteristic'

of the social structure
the 'preponderance

of the village

of Ringmer,

(53%) of the total population

. 1 c 1asses I and II 39•
SOC1a
isolated occurrence,

in Sussex, was

who fall into

Table 9.7 shows that Ringmer is not an

since eight of the twelve study villages

North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

have comparable

in

proportions

of between nearly forty and eighty per cent.

Socia-economic
and also managers

Classes I and II include professional
and employers

workers

in industry and commerce.

This is

only one sector of the middle class since the two groups exclude a
wide range of other occupations

in the intermediate

non-manua1

class (III), and some in the skilled manual class (IV) which may
be considered

as middle class in status.

Consequently,

structure where over forty per cent of household

a social

heads are in

group I and II indicates an important degree of intra-class
tration.

The author has examined this at some length40 and suggests

that within many rural communities
I and II is associated
isation.

concen-

this concentration

with a process of middle class social polar-

A separate paper is included as Appendix

more detailed

of classes

examination

of the methodological

Six, giving a

problems of assess-

ing the effect of the process on the social structure

of individual

villages.

The term social polarisation

is taken from the terminology

some urban studies which have examined a similar process taking
41

place in many urban areas, notably parts of inner London

•

of
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Polarisation,

of course,

but this process

implies a movement

Whilst there is a similar phenomenon

is taking place in a very different
the urban literature

problems

limited.

Pahl

different

context:

structure

of some villages

ised.

is represented

Our use of the term is
social polaris-

in the context of rural planning

planning.
existed,

rather surprised

,who

policies.

to give the impression

that we

been unrecogn-

the process with a number of profwith, or actively working

although

a number of planning

at the scale of the process

that a social process

the rural communities

43

In each case a general awareness

and South Nottinghamshire

acceptance

social groups,

by an article by Hall

planners who are concerned

the phenomenon

of the social

a social process which has previously

rural settlement

to the

in a rather

the redefinition

into two fundamental

The author has discussed

essional

Norfolk

to describe

it would be misleading

are discussing

Consequently,

in the rural context are extremely

has used the term 'polarisation'

the process

Nonetheless,

and

the process.

The only specific work concerning

ation in villages
discusses

spatial context.

class and the middle class.

very different.

mechanisms,

other than as an introduction

of examining

Studies of the process
42

in urban areas,

is of limited value in seeking to understand

rural social polarisation,
methodological

only

and it is in this context that we

it does seem to be the result of rather different

the working

social extremes,

in both urban and rural areas is characterised

by middle class social polarity,
use the term.

towards

themselves.

studies.

indicated

in,
of

officers were
by the North

There is also a wide

such as this is occurring

within
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Table 9.8 shows the changing socia-economic
two case study areas.

This indicates

portion of the population

classified

in neither case is the decennial
portion of, Socia-Economic

structure of the

large increases in the proas Classes I and II.

However,

change in, or the absolute pro-

Classes I and II, so great as to justify

the use of the term social polarisation.

Table 9.7 illustrates
villages.

the socio-economic

structure of the study

This table goes some way to explaining why the social

structure of the study areas taken as a whole indicates, at best,
only a very moderate

trend

indicates a wide variation
in the proportion

44

towards social polarity.

between the individual village studies

of households

classified

in Classes I and II.

However, both of the major selected villages,
Fakenham, exhibit relatively
explanation

The table

East Leake and

low social polarity proportions.

The

for this must be partly associated with the nature of

the lecal authority programme

of capital expenditure

in housing.

We have already shown that since the Second World War such programmes have tended to focus local authority housing in the selected
villages.

As a direct result of this policy the social structure

of selected villages
classes

generally

(Socia-Economic

shows a large sector in the manual

An equally import-

Classes IV, V and VI).

ant feature is the high proportion

of households

III, as is particularly

evident in East Leake.

such simple explanation

for the preponderance

classed in group
There is no

of this group in some

selected villages, but since the great majority

of these households

live on the private estates of low to medium value housing that are
a characteristic

of many selected villages,

causal relationship

one may assume that a

may exist between these households

and the
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type of property
questionnaire

that they chose to live in.

The evidence

in the

survey considered in the section on "reasons for moving to

the village'

indicates

portionately

more respondents

Leake or Fakenham,
"cheaper housing"

that this relationship

does exist with pro-

in class III living in either East

giving either "liked the particular
as their principal

house" or

reason for coming to the

village.

As a consequence

of these housing factors,

selected villages

tend to have a lower degree of social polarity,

although it would

be a mistake

to consider

that very few households

Classes I and II live in selected villages.

of Socio-Economic

Selected villages,

the nature of the development

policies

the largest rural settlements

in a given area.

applied to them, are amongst
This is certainly

true in both North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire.
the social structure

Consequently

of selected villages will disproportionately

effect the statistics
record.

by

for the whole area, as given in the census

In South Nottinghamshire

for example, there are siK major

selected villages which together account for nearly two-thirds
(61.3%) of the total rural population

of the area in 1971.

Herice,

selected villages will tend to mask a process of social polarisation
in the official

statistics for the area as a whole.

An examination

of social polarisation

requires a simple evaluation
social polarity

of what is a significant

and what is not.

measure.

In addition,

research makes it difficult

degree of

The degree of social polarity

in England and Wales is wholly unsuitable
comparative

in the case study areas

to being used as a

the lack of strictly comparable

to construct

our own yardstick,

but
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experience

of rural social structures

suggests that a combined proportion,
approximately
line.

outside the study areas
of Classes I and II, of

forty per cent can be taken as a reasonable

guide-

Using this working guideline, we can see that the most

remarkable

feature of the statistics

in Table 9.7 is not that

one settlement has an eighty per cent degree of polarity,

but

that eight, three in North Norfolk and five in South Nottinghamshire, show signs of significant
statistics

are representative,

social polarisation

social polarisation.

If these

it indicates that middle class

may be a comparatively

widespread

phenomenon

in rural areas.

There is some difference

between the degree of polarity in the

two study areas, with four of the five highest polarity scores
(the proportion

of the respondent

samples, classified

in Socio-Economic

from the Nottinghamshire
reflection
areas.

households,

villages.

of different employment

in the village

Classes I and II) coming
This is partly a simple

opportuuities

between the two

North Norfolk is a more remote rural area than South

Nottinghamshire,

with limited opportunities

market for employment

associated with Classes I and II.

not the case in South Nottinghamshire

of social polarisation

be limited by local employment
and professional

sectors.

Consequently,

the

in the remoter rural area may

opportunities

in the commercial

Both long distance commuting and second

home ownership would be methods of bypassing
limitations,

This is

which lies within commuting

distance of a number of large urban areas.
development

in the local labour

local employment

but these were both shown to be limited in the

village surveys.

The other major bypass to shortage of local
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employment

is provided

Socio-Economic

Classes

erable importance

by the movement

I and II to the villages.

to the development

North Norfolk, with a positive
proportion

of households

retired households
correlation

In contrast

Nottinghamshire

villages

of 0.90 between

study villages

the

(Spearman's

This is a statistically
the same correlation
gave a coefficiant

aspect of social polarisation

of

rank

significant

test in the South

of -0.07, which is an

between

These results indicate that retired households

the two variables.

are a very important

in the remoter rural area, North

Norfolk, whilst in South Nottinghamshire
in the development

they assume no particular

of the process.

The very high degree of polarity
of Wysall

in

in Classes I and II and the proportion

almost perfect measure of no association

significance

of

This is of consid-

of social polarisation

correlation

in the Norfolk

cocfficiant).

association.

of retired householders

in the Nottinghamshire

village

(80%) is worth special comment. This may be best inter-

preted not as a 'freak' cas~ but as an example of a settlement
which the process of polarisation
than in other study villages.

in

has developed more extensively

Field studies indicate that there

are some villages which may show even greater degrees of polarity
than Wysall.
of Widmerpool,

In the South Nottinghamshire
a neighbouring

almost total polarisation.

settlement
Such villages

ion rather than the rule, but nonetheless

study area the village
to Wysall,

is approaching

are very much the exceptconstitute

an important

aspect of the process of polarisation.

To examine the mechanisms
necessary

of rural social polarisation,

it is

to look at the pattern of housing in those settlements
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which are more likely to show a marked degree of polarity,
selected villages.

In the survey villages,occupation

and privately rented accommodation

are generally

ance, as we have earlier discussed.

the non-

tied housing

of limited import-

In addition the local authority

sector is now largely focussed on the 'selected villages.
remainder of the housing stock in the non-selected
considered

The

villages

can be

as falling into four groups:

(a)

Pre-19l8 housing

modernised.

(b)

Pre-19l8 housing

non-Cor partly) modernised.

(c)

Post-19l8 housing

low/medium market value.

(d)

Post-19l8 housing

higher market value.

This is, of course, a highly simplified view of the rural housing
system but it does provide a useful general, reference

system.

The 1918 division is based on the working threshold adopted by the
major building societies.

The structure of housing within these

divisions will vary from one village to another, but as a general
rule only in the selected villages will property in the third
sector be extensive.

This is not the case for all selected

villages,

but it is so for most.

post-l9l8

property of low Dr medium value is less common.

partly because the post-Second

In most non-selected

This is

World War period of increased dev-

elopment pressure on many rural areas,has

come at a time when

rural growth was being largely concentrated,
classification

villages,

through settlement

systems on selected villages.

Entry into the other three housing sectors increasingly
requires a relatively

large capital investment,

or a relative
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degree of affluence,
partly modernised

or both.

property was available

villages at a moderate,
is now very limited.
ownership

Certainly modernised

property or

in some of the survey

or even low market value, but such property

In addition,

the practical

loans, often excludes households

operation of home

of moderate

income from

owning such property.

The conversion

or modernisation

of older property

in ~illages

may be seen as a way of overcoming high property values or limited
opportunities

of lower value modernised

modernisation

of property is subject to development

buildings

housing.

However, extensive
control.

are 'listed' and require special consideration,

Often

and others

must conform to the high standard of layout and design in 'conservation' villages

(where planning controls over design, approach

those used in the National Parks).
the cost of modernising
to consult an architect,

These restrictions

village property.

Often it may be necessary

to employ specialist

labour (e.g. a

thatcher) and to use high cost, specified materials.
in addition to the basic costs of modernisation.
the process is an especially

grant'.

capital and that of home ownership
modernisation

This will be

In consequence,

costly investment, with or without the

limited help of an 'improvement

speculative

influence

The problem of accessible

loans, means that most non-

is undertaken

by middle class households

of at least moderate affluence.

When this is combined with the relative scarcity of more recent
low or moderate value housing, and the high market values of other
newer property in the non-selected

villages,

then we can see that

the structure and operation of the housing system in these villages,
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increasingly
I and II.

favours the occupation

groups in Socio-Economic

This is a highly generalised

Classes

account, and the village

surveys indicate that Classes I and II do not have a monopoly
vacated property,

of

or of the limited amount of new housing.

If Classes I and II do not generally have a monopoly on house
vacancy or construction,

then a stage can exist at which a near

monopoly may be reached.
at the time of the survey.
intensification
ments.

This was apparently

the case in Wysall

This would logically lead to a rapid

of the degree of polarity in the affected settle-

This may come about for a number of reasons.

Firstly,

there may be a threshold point above which the demand for living
in a particular

settlement

is increased, partly because of the

ascribed status of the village

(a good address), partly through a

desire to be with social peers.

Secondly, increased demand may

come about through a perception
a village.

of high environmental

quality in

Thirdly, demand may increase as the amount of property,

or suitable property, in a settlement becomes more limited.
is apparently
in Plate 9.2.
planning

the case in the village of Widmerpool,

This

illustrated

Also, and this is a more direct influence of the

system, there is some evidance to suggest that the strict

control of development
designation,

that is implied by 'conservation

village'

is associated with a measure of security to property

values, and this may generate increased demand.
increased demand is reflected

In all cases

in higher property values which may

be brought about by the simple association
demand, or by the action of estate agents

45

between supply and
or developers

46

this situation a spiral can occur which may lead to degrees of
polarity as high as, or higher than, that in Wysall.

In
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Plate 9.2
The old school house in Widmerpool,
Nottinghamshire

South

This small Nottinghamshire village developed in the late
~ixties with considerable residential infilling within
the settlement, of higher value property. This quite
rapid development has effictively exhausted potential
development land within the village. This situation
had led to increased pressure on the few established
cottages and terraces in the villages which remained
largely unmodernised. The former school house shown
above was,one of the last properties in the village to
be converted or modernised. This process in Widmerpool
in the last ten years, seems to have been largely
associated with increased middle class social polarity
in the village.
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There is no suggestion
result of planning practice.

that social polarisation

is a direct

Clearly a limited degree of polarity

is to be expected in many rural areas, the general extent of this
being a function of many factors, notably commuting
in the local labour market.

The contribution

and opportunities

of the planning

system

is through the principle

of settlement

categorisation.

differential

opportunities

between selected and non-

development

selected settlements.
housing in non-selected

Within these constraints
villages,

This creates

the structure of

and the complex operation of the

'private' housing market have the effect of localising

social polar-

isation in many, but not all, small and medium sized non-selected
villages,

resulting in an intensification

in those communities.

If settlement categorisation

uted a system of differential
degree of polarity
more widespread

polarisation
instituted

development

in individual

had not instit-

opportunities,then

the

settlements might be limited by

housing opportunities

side Classes I and II.

of the degree of polarity

for occupation

groups out-

It would be naive to assume that social

would not exist if development

control were not

through settlement categorisation.

Fashionable

villages

would still exist and the same problem with financing housing modernisation would still occur, but the effect of social polarisation
on many smaller villages would be less than it is now.
effectively

summarised

47

Hal1

has

the influence of the planning system:

"These changes, amounting to a large scale piece of
social engineering, have never been consciously
willed by the planners - still less by the village~s
themselves.
They are the unforseen consequences of
concentrating growth in selected settlements."
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We have discussed

social polarisation

not only is this an important
contemporary

feature of the social structure

rural settlement,

to this research

at some length because

but it is of additional

importance

since the process has been indirectly

encouraged

by the planning policy of selected village development.
seem appropriate,

It would

in this context, to consider briefly the influence

of social polarisation
specifically

of

on rural settlements.

This was not examined

in the two case studies but some general observations

were suggested

by the field studies and questionnaire

interviews

in

the study villages.

The principal
structure

drawback

along the lines presented

leads to a further reduction
available

to a polarising

to the young,

of the social class

in this analysis,

in the amount of property

'indegenous'

population

It is a feature of selected village development

is that it
that may be

of the villages.
that non-selection

means no, or very few, new houses, and this may have the effect of
forcing some of the younger population
upon marriage.
by generating

Social polarisation

away from the village,

can only intensity

market forces which makes most property

for those young members of the settlements

often

this process
too expensive

who may wish to remain

in the village.

Preservationists
polarised

structure

environment

would argue that the development
in rural settlements

of a socially

would tend to protect

quality and, where relevant, ~e architectural

of villages.

Field surveys in the study villages

heritage

indicate that

this may be the case, with most conversion

and modernisation

properties

high standard.

being undertaken

to a generally

the

of

It is
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clear that in many individual
requirements

cases this is taken well beyond the

that might be imposed by the local planning

In many cases, particularly

in North Norfolk,

authority.

social polarisation

has resulted

in the preservation

have decayed

through neglect or through the lack of the capital or

the motivation

to improve them.

There are consequently
process of polarisation
this by referring
museum pieces',
vation~and

of many houses that might otherwise

both advantages

and disadvantages
48

in rural settlement.

to polarised

although

communities

Hall

as 'upper middle class

in England,
situation

None-

in some vi1lages,is

price that has to be paid for the preservation
heritage

obser-

of the situation.

theless, it may be that social imbalance

quality and architectural

has synthesised

this is both a highly generalised

a slightly unfair description

to the

the

of environmental

in many of the smaller villages

in both remote and pressure

areas alike.

Whatever

it seems clear that middle class social polarisation

a process which deserves more detailed

the
is

analysis and further research.

9.10 Summary

This chapter is the second part of the analysis of population
changes and patterns

in the case study areas.

concerned with information

relating

the study areas and specifically

Here we are principally

to the individual

in

to the case study areas.

The age structure of the village populations
important contrasts

villages

indicates

between the two case studies and between

some
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An important feature of many villages 1n North

individual villages.
Norfolk

is the characteristicly more aged profile.

related to a process of 'social attrition'
aged adult population,

supported

of the young and middle

in some villages

of retired and retiring households.

This may be

by an in-migration

In North Norfolk there is some

evidence

to indicate that the more balanced

parishes

surrounding

unities

created through the 'growth' centre policy.

phe~omenon

age profiles of civil

Fakenham may be associated with new job opportThe same

is not apparent with the major selected centres in South

Nottinghamshire.

The tenancy s t ruc t ura
occupied households,

with only one study village having fewer than

half of the interviewed
proportion
Ryburgh.

in both study areas is .dominated by owner-

households

being so classified.

The highest

was eighty per cent in the Norfolk village of Great
The rented sector, which includes local authority housing,

was of more variable significance,
per cent of households

forming between eleven and fifty

in different villages.

This seems to be

largely a function of the uneven distribution

of local authority

property

in both case study areas, brought about largely through the

concentration

of this housing on estates in selected villages.

most of the study villages
ificance, particularly

'occupation

tied' housing is of less sign-

in the tenancy structure of selected villages.

The general patterns of length of residence

in the case studies

shows that North Norfolk has mPre longer stay households
Nottinghamshire,

In

than South

although this may be partly caused by the more

elderly age structure in that area.

There is also a tendancy for
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selected villages
non-selected

to have shorter length of residence patterns

villages,

selected centres.

although there is some variation

settlements

residents.

between newcomers

to settlements

and

From this we can see that the only

with a preponderance

selected villages,

between

The length of residence data also gives us the

basis for forming a distinction
old established

than

of newcomer households

although Fakenham is an exception.

the study areas are predominantly

are the
Newcomers

of middle class status.

to

This is

directly related to the balance of new housing in the study villages,
which is, with the single exception of Fakenham,
with private developments.

Consequently

strongly associated

only in Fakenham, where

there has been an important expansion of local authority housing,
in addition to considerable

private development,

can the newcom~r

group be said to be socially heterogeneous.

Residential

mobility within the two case study areas is domin-

ated by short distance migration

and in both areas the most import-

ant single source is short distance

(local) rural-to-rural

mobility.

There are, however, some important contrasts between the two areas.
In North Norfolk over half of the surveyed households
lived within the boundaries

of the case study area.

with about a third of the households
In South Nottinghamshire

distance movements,

local urban-to-rural

migration

is far

although even here it

than local rural-to-rural

movement.

Medium

from outside the county but within the region,

are important only in South Nottinghamshire.
migration,

This compares

in South Nottinghamshire.

more important than it is in North Norfolk,
is of less importance

had previously

Long distance

however, is important to both study areas, though more
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significant
migration

in North Norfolk.

The source areas in this pattern of

are shown in Figures 9.5 and 9.6.

concentration

on Greater London and the South East as a source of

long distance migrants

to North Norfolk, with a more diverse

pattern in South Nottinghamshire.
are similar distances
explaination

These indicate a strong

Since both of the study areas

from London it is difficult

for this contrast.

to find a simple

It does seem probable, however,

that this may at least partly be related to qualified
manpower

migration

and skilled

to the industrial estate at Fakenham.

The pattern of future mobility

in both case study areas is

broadly similar, although there are important differences
reasons given for possible/probable
Nottinghamshire

employment

future movement.

with village facilities,

schools and shopping facilities,

was the principal

fact may have important implications

notably

factor.

This

for the future planning of

in the remoter of the two study areas.

The reasons for coming to the villages
important differences
Norfolk,

In South

is by far the most important factor,

whilst in Norfolk dissatisfaction

resources

in the

show some small, but

between South Nottinghamshire

although in both areas employment

and North

was the principal

What does emerge from both study areas is that residential
i~n to the villages

is principally

factor.

migrat-

related to factors associated

with individual houses or to a broad geographic

area, and rarely

to what may be called village specific factors.

MOst of the study villages
Nottinghamshire,

in both North Norfolk and South

show a preponderance

of middle class households.
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This may have been expected in South Nottinghamshire
surprising

in North

Norfol~

importance

of the in-migration

but is a little

This would seem to underline

the

of retired or retiring householders

(who are generally middle class) in North Norfolk and also the
rather specific migration

of professional

to the new or expanded industries
dominance

and managerial

in Fakenham.

is greater in South Nottinghamshire

bias to non-manua1

occupations

households

The middle class
and shows a stronger

than North Norfolk, where skilled

manual workers are an important element of the middle class.

Pah1 and others have shown that the middle classes have come
to constitute

an increasingly

large proportion

of the rural populat-

ion in England.

This research,

in both North Norfolk and South

Nottinghamshire,

shows that there are important developments

taking

place within this general process that are leading to a concentration on just the professional,

managerial

the middle classes in many villages.
here

as social polarisation,

and employing sectors of

This process is described

after a comparable urban phenomenon,

and the results of this study indicate that social polarity within
the middle classes may be a comparativ~ly
social structure of rural areas.

widespread

Furthermore

feature of the

this analysis indicates

that the operation of the policy of selected village development
an important

is

factor in the process.

In general this chapter has shown some important differences
between the two study areas but also some interesting
Of equal significance
selected settlements.

similarities.

are the contrasts between selected and nonThese contrasts are frequently

a direct
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product of the different

development

opportunities

patterns that occur in the settlements.
the studies that different
profoundly,

and development

It is quite clear from

patterns of residential

development

can

and very rapidly, affect many aspects of the social

structure of rural settlements.
an important consideration

This influence might be seen as

in the regulation

of residential

ment in rural areas, although in the contemporary
there is no established
allows for this.

mechanism,

develop-

planning system

legal or administrative,

which
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1.

The causes of this social attrition are related to a number of

factors, notably to relative deprivation
opportunities,
areas.

in social and housing

and to changes infue employment
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general perspective
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structure of rural
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For a
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Political
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so, since many
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naire interview) to 'fit into the village' •

20.

Variations

between the villages are largely related to the

social structure of the sample population,
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holds show much higher rates of urban experience

than working class
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21.
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This
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villages.
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Table 9.1

The tenancy structure of the study villages

Tenancy structure of sample households

(%)

Owneroccupied
households

Households
with rented
tenancy 1

Occupation
tied
households

Total

Brinton

64.7

23.5

11.8

100.0

Fakenham

60.0

38.5

1.5

100.0

Great Ryburgh

80.0

15.0

5.0

100.0

Sharrington

53.8

30.7

15.4

100.0

Stiffk.ey

50.0

43.7

6.2

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

61. 8

32.8

5.3

100.0

Barton in Fabia

30.0

50.0

20.0

100.0

East Bridgford

69.7

27.3

3.0

100.0

East Leake

67.9

32.1

-

100.0

Kinoulton

68.2

18.2

13.6

100.0

Normanton on Soar

75.0

15.0

10.0

100.0

Thoroton

76.9

11.5

11.5

100.0

Wysall

70.0

20.0

10.0

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

66.8

27.1

6.1

100.0

1. Households with rented tenancy include both the local authority
and private rented (furnished or unfurnished) housing sectors.

Source: Questionaaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 9.3

Future migration

from the study villages

Households perception of migration

(%)

Will
move

May
move

Will
not
move

Don't
know

Total

Brinton'

5.9

29.4

52.9

11.8

100.0

Fakenham

16.9

9.2

73.8

-

100.0

Great Ryburgh

10.0

20.0

70.0

-

100.0

7.7

23.1

69.2

-

100.0

Stiffkey

43.7

18.7

37.5

-

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

16.S

16.0

65.6

1.5

100.0

Barton in Fabis

35.0

10.0

55.0

-

100.0

East Birdgford

12.1

12.1

75.8

-

100.0

East Leake

23.6

17.0

59.4

100.0

Kinou1ton

36.4

27.3

36.4

-

Norman ton on Soar

25.0

25.0

50.0

-

100.0

7.7

23.1

65.4

3.8

100.0

Wysall

35.0

5.0

60.0

-

100.0

SOUTH

23.5

17.0

59.1

0.4

100.0

Sharrington

Thoroton

NOTTtNGHAM!':IH'R'F.

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5

100.0
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Tab le 9.4

Reasons for perceived future migration from the

study villages
% of area sample who
willimay ~ove from thE
village 1n the future

Reason

1

NORTH
NORFOLK

SOUTH
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Due to change of household heads' workplace.

19.0

41. 3

To retire/for retirement •••••••••••••••..•••

7.1

4.8

To be nearer the family ••.••.••••...•.••••.•

11.9

6.7

2.4

1.0

2.4

2.9

4.8

4.8

-

2.9

For a smaller

house

.

For a larger house •••••••.••••••.••••••..•••
To emigrate

.

Dissatisfied with the village community ••••••
Dissatisfied with the village facilities .•.•.
For the children when they become older 2 ..•...

26.2

2.9

2.4

3.8

-

2.9

2.2

3.8

-

1.9

To live in a more 'rural' area ••••••••.•••.••

2.4

2.9

To avoid depreciating house values •.••••••.•.

-

1.0

2.9

.

2.4

1.0

.

2.4

2.9

2.4

1.0

4.8

3.8

To live with relatives ••••••••••••••.••••••••

2.4

To live further away from present workplace

.•

2.4

becomes worse ••••

2.4

-

-

1.9

To live 1n an old peoples home
To be able to purchase a house
To buy a larger

...............

farm

.

I~ the village is further developed
To move closer to current workplace
For a bigger

garden

Marri age

To ob tain a counci I house •••.•••.•••••••.••••
For a change

.

If local trade
If airport
TOTAL

shopkeeper

Castle Donnington

is expanded ..•

.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••

100.0

2.9

100.0

1. As far as possible the phrasing reflects the respondents own terms.
Aggregation of these responses was kept to a minimum because of the
differences of response and the small cell sizes (see text).

2. In each case a reaction against the village/area schools
or against facilities in the village for teenagers.

Source:

Questionnaire survey,1974/5
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Reasons for moving to the study villages

Table 9.5

% of area households

Pre-coded

NORTH
NORFOLK

reason

..........
To a job or to be within commuting
range of workplace ....................

0.8

2.4

29.8

32.4

.......

1.5

4.5

............

9.2

14.6

-

0.8

1.5

0.8

8.4

4.0

6.9

8.9

15.3

9. 3

6.1

3.2

2.3

8.1

18.3

10.9

100.0

100.0

For village community spirit

Property

cheaper than elsewhere

Liked the particular house

........
..........

Wanted to be near to relatives
Wanted to be near to friends

...........
To obtain local authority housing .....
Born in this village ..................

Moved to spouse on marriage

For retirement

........................

..............
..........................

To be in the countryside
Other reason
TOTAL

.................................

Source: Questionnaire

SOUTH
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

survey, 1974/5
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Table 9.6

The social class structure of the study villages

% Households
Midd1e
1
class

t

Working
class 1

Total

Brinton

58.8

41. 2

100.0

Fakenham

52.3

47.7

100.0

Great Ryburgh

60.0

40.0

100.0

Sharrington

38.5

61.5

100.0

Stiffkey

50.0

50.0

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

52.7

47.3

100.0

Barton in Fabis

35.0

65.0

100.0

Eas t Bridgford

66.7

33.3

100.0

East Leake

67.9

32.1

100.0

Kinou1ton

77.3

22.7

100.0

Normanton on Soar

70.0

30.0

100.0

Thoroton

73.1

26.9

100.0

Wysall

90.0

10.0

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

68.9

31.1

100.0

1. For definition refer to the text of this chapter.

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 9.8

structure10f

The socia-economic

.
. 2)
(Bingham Rural D~str~ct

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Year

the case study areas

SOCIa-ECONOMIC

CLASs3

(%)

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

TOTAL
ALL
CLASSES

1961

4.3

14.4

14.5

25.7

21.9

6.5

12.6

100.0

1B.7

1966

6.2

16.6

19.6

27.0

16.0

5.1

9.4

100.0

22.B

1971

6.4

19.9

19.9

33.9

10.4

2.6

6.7

100.0

26.3

NORTH NORFOLK

TOTAL
CLASSES
I & II

(Walsingham Rural District)

1961

1.2

7.9

7.3

23.1

24.6

18.6

17.3

100.0

9.1

1966

1.4

12.1

9.1

30.5

25.8

12.2

9.1

100.0

13.5

1971

2.2

14.9

10.0

30.5

25.8

7.2

9.1

100.0

17.1

ENGLAND AND WALES
1961

3.3

11.1

17.7

34.1

17.0

7.0

9.8

100.0

14.4

1966

3.B

11.0

17.9

32.7

16.9

6.8

10.9

100.0

14.8

1971

4.5

18.2

13.0

31. 7

16.8

6.8

9.0

100.0

22.7

1. The table refers to households by the Socio-Economic Group of the chief
supporter and include retired households. These statistics are therefore
roughly, but not specifically, comparable to those in Table 9.7
2. This represent only a part of the South Nottinghamshire study area
itself (the remainder forms a part of Basford Rural District).
3. The Socio-Economic Classes are based on the standard OPCS classification, as in Table 9.7 also, as defined in:
HMSO, Classification of Occu ations. Office of Population,
Censuses and Surveys 1970.

Source: Census 1961, and 1971. Sample Census 1966.
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Figure 9.3

Age profiles: Selected villages and non-selected

in North Norfolk,

1971

AGE

ENGL&~D ~~D WALES

75

50
45
Male

Female

30
15

o
5

10

%

AGE

,..--t

NORTH NORFOLK:

Selected villages,.... __

75 -

60 45 Male

30 - Female
15 -

o

I I II
%

NORTH NORFOLK:

selected

Ncn-

AGE

villages

75

60
45
Male

30

15

o
Source: Census, 1971

II
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I I I

I

10

villages
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Figure 9.4

Age Profiles:

in South Nottinghamshire,

Selected villages and non-selected
1971
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CHAPTER TEN
SELECTED

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

IN

AND NORTH

NORFOLK - I: PATTERNS
MOBILITY

FACILITIES

OF PERSONAL

AND EMPLOYMENT

10.1 Introduction

This and the following
in the case study areas,
patterns

(Chapter Ten), and the distribution

of use of shopping,

(Chapter Eleven).
the continuity

chapter are concerned with employment

service,

This division,

although

questionnaire

is necessary

breaks
because

that we wish to present from

survey.

In Chapter Three we considered

the development

concept of selected village development.
principle

facilities

it unfortunately

of the related subject matter,

of the large amount of information
the household

and recreational

and

of the planning

We established

that one

which is central to this is that selected village devel-

opment should create or reinforce

the existence

of a number of rural

growth points, based on the selected centres, which act as foci
for the provision
opportunities,

of aocial and economic

for the whole rural population.

physical

development

effects,

to an expansion

employment

facilities,

and the following

the

of their service base and to improved
largely in the manufacturing

1 has examined

at length.

patterns

policies,

industries,

In this chapter

chapter, we shall attempt to evaluate

sion of selected village development
ation of employment

Furthermore,

of these centres leads, through multiplier

opportunities,

which Garbett-Edwards

and employment

this dimen-

through an examin-

and the distribution

and pattern

of

455

use of socio-economic

facilities in the study areas.

The pattern of distribution

in South Nottinghamshire

and North

Norfolk, cannot be interpreted without a detailed examination
pattern of personal mobility of the population.

of the

Consequently,

the

first section of this chapter analyses this at some length.

The consideration

of socio-economic

patterns is consequently focussed

facilities,

and employment

quite appropriately,

ciation with selected village development folicies.

on the asso-

As such neither

this chapter or chapter Eleven,-attempts a complete review of social
and economic facilities
bibliography

(and employment)

in rural areas.

The select

which is attached to this thesis contains references

to material which is more relevant to this (Appendix Eight).

10.2 Personal mobility of households

in the study villages

In this section we examine two aspects of personal mobility:
the pattern of car owners hi~p 2 as sh own b y the household
the distribution

of rural bus services.

As an additional element

in public transport, train services are comparatively
since only three settlements

of the widespread

line.

unimportant

of the 124 in the two study areas

retain a British Rail passenger station.
Grantham to Nottingham

survey, an d

These three are allan

the

This fact, in itself, is a sad example

decay in rural passenger

train services that has

occurred in these study areas as in much of the rest of rural England.
The current system of special public inquiries that must precede proposed railway closures may have introduced a degree of political protection for the remaining rural services but this has come too late
for the villages in North Norfolk, where the only remaining service

456

LS a freight facility between Fak~nham and Norwich.

It is an accepted feature of rural transport studies that the
rate of car ownership, per household,
in urban.

is higher in rural areas than

About half of all households,

nationally,

have the use

of a car, but recent studies by the Department of the Environment
have defined rates of 74 per cent in Devon 3, and 73 per cent in
Suffolk

4

whilst a comparable figure Ln an Oxfordshire

studied by P.E.P., showed 67 per cent

5

parish,

The questionnaire

survey

of the two case study areas indicates a similar rate in the Norfolk
villages, with 76 per cent, and a very high rate in South Nottinghamshire, with 83 per cent.

Table 10.1 shows there are consider-

able variations between the study villages Ln the actual proportion
of households with use of a car.

However, only two settlements

in the Norfolk study, Brinton (70.6%) and Great Ryburgh (60.0%),
and only one in South Nottinghamshire,
record rates below 75 per cent.

Barton in Fabis (65.0%),

The lower rates in these villages

seem to be largely a function of the composition
population

of the survey

in those villages since there were considerable variations

in the rate of car ownership between different social groups in
the population.
households,

There was a reduction in the rate for working class

of which 66.1 per cent and 67.9 per cent respectively

had the use of a car in North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire.
More significant was the considerable
elderly population,

falloff

in the rate for the

so that in the Norfolk study villages fewer than

half of the households whose household head was sixty-five or more
years old had the use of a car (44.9%) and this was only a little
higher for the elderly households

in South Nottinghamshire

This indicates an important social variation

(55.3%).

in the rate of car
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'ownership' which we shall return to later.

The o~curance of low car ownership
surprising.

for the elderly is hardly

Whilst this was not studied specifically

questionnaire,

the evidence from the household

in the

interviews

suggests

there are three principal components of low rates of car ownership in the study areas.

1.

Households which have given up a car due perhaps to

infirmity,

an income which is too low to support a car, or

where the only driver(usually

the husband) in the household

has died.

2.

Households which have never had a car and where

neither husband or wife has learnt to drive (and are too old
to do so now).

3.

Households where low incomes have not allowed the

purchase and support of a car.

The questionnaire
multi-car

surveys also showed a fairly high rate of

ownership, although the variation between the two study

areas was more pronounced

for this aspect of personal mobility.

In

fact, nearly half of the households with a use of a car in South
Nottinghamshire

had two or more cars (42.2%).

villages the rate was substantially

lower (26.0%).

commented on the association between multi-car
. f our Surrey par1S
. h es 6 •
h o 1d status 1n
a relationship

In the Norfolk study
Connel has

ownership and house-

In his study he suggested

between two-car households

and the professional

status
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of the household head.
the comparative

Connel associated

multi-car ownership with

affluence of these professional

both North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire
relationship

betweenmulti-car

ownership

although the middle class households

households.

In

there is no direct

and professional

households,

in the study villages do have

a much higher rate of two or more car ownership.

In fact ,in our

study areas multi-car ownership seems to be associated more with
a real need for more than one car, than as a reflection of the
prosperity

of more affluent households.

This description

of car ownership may seem to suggest a pattern

of high personal mobility in both of the study areas and particularly
in the South Nottinghamshire

villages.

On the face of these stat-

istics this may seem to be true, but in reality the figures conceal
a considerable

degree of immobility

already shown that the proportion

in the population.

We have

of households with use of a car

falls off remarkable for the elderly population.

This is also true

for the late teenage group, although because of the structure of
the analysis and our concern with car ownership per household,we
cannot measure this.

The P.E.P. study in an Oxfordshire

7

parish

showed that nearly half the men (47%) and nearly three-quarters

of

the women (71%) in the 14-24 age group are without their own private
transport.

Other studies have also shown a statistical

between car ownership and the family income level
ation identifies the low income households

8

association

. This associ-

of rural areas as

another group with a lower degree of personal mobility.

Another important feature of the personal transport pattern
identified by the questionnaire
was characteristically

survey was 'daily immobility'.

a feature of car owning households

This

in which
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the husband used the vehicle for daily transport to work leaving
a wife, often with young children, at home in the village without
any means of personal transport, except possible a bicycle.
applied more frequently to young adult households,

This

often those with

the greater transport needs, than to middle aged adult households
in which the wives were often in employment away from the home during
the daytime.

This is not a disabling feature for those housewives

whom it affected.

The shopping survey for example indicated that

such 'daily immobile' households

relied heavily on 'late night'

shopping facilities at local or urban supermarkets.

Consequently,

this partial immobility can be overcome to some degree, but it is
nonetheless

an aspect of comparative personal immobility which may

make many car owning households dependant on other forms of transport from the village during the daytime.

To summarise, in a given rural population there will be a proportion of the total who are in one or more of the lower mobility
groups: the late teenage group, the elderly and retired population
and households on low family incomes.

We can consequently

think

of a residual population characterised by a high degree of relative
immobility brought about by low car ownership rates.
of the pattern of personal transportation

Examination

in South Nottinghamshire

and the car ownership rate, in the context of this residual immobility, suggests that the proportion of households with the use of
one or more cars is approaching an optimum.
phenomenon

This highlights the

that a degree of personal immobility is a persistent

feature of rural society.

To this we must also add the existence

of 'daily immobility' in many car owning households.

The high

rates of car ownership in Table 10.1 can thus be seen to disguise
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the high rates of relative immobility for some sectors of the rural
population.

Pahl has drawn attention to this phenomenon 9 in a

more general context, but Pulling and Speakman 10 have summarised
this in relation to town and country planning:

"The planners' obsession with car ownership per
household totally obscures the realities of
personal mobility. People, not vehicles per household are what matters."

At the design stage of this study we followed the precedents
set by previous research by measuring car ownership per household.
We can now establish this as an ineffective way of measuring aspects
of personal mobility.

However, by using variable transformation

techniques on the computer systems file, we

are able to calculate

an estimate of the proportion of households affected by partial
immobility

(daily immobility of housewives,

etc.,

0

r of households

with teenage members who are without personal motorised transport).
When we add these households to those with no cars or motor cycles,
we can gain a more realistic impression of patterns of personal
',immobility' in the study areas.

In both study areas roughly a

quarter of car owning households

are affected by daily immobility

(26.7% in North Norfolk and 21.5% in South Nottinghamshire).
considered

When

in the context of totally immobile households this shows

that in North Norfolk about a half of all survey households are
affected by total or partial (daily) immobility
proportion

is smaller in South Nottinghamshire

(49.6%). This

(36.5%).

In addition

households where there are teenage members without personal motorised
transportacover

sixteen per cent and seventeen per cent of the

survey households

10

the two study areas.

This puts the pattern of

personal mobility as indicated in Table 10.1 in a rather different
light.
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It is within this context of personal mobility that the
discussion of rural bus services assumes particular

significance,

since, in the effective absence of train services, the bus assumes
an important role as an alternative

source of personal transport

for those households which are wholly or partly immobile.

There is an extensive literature from a wide variety of social,
economic, geographic and planning sources, which has discussed the
decline in rural bus services.
as first examined by Green
increasingly

11

An important feature of this process,

, is that rural bus routes are becoming

focussed on inter-urban routes.

There has been wide-

spread decline in those bus routes with two rural termini (i.e. ruralto-rural bus services), although, as Weekly 12 has pointed out
such services were never very important in rural England
trast to rural-to-urban
of urban-to-rural

services).

(in con-

More importanthas been the decay

routes with a single rural terminus, since these

were important sources of access to shopping and service facilities
in towns.

The Transport Act of 1968 included in its legislation

provision for county councils to support certain 'uneconomic bus
routes' and most rural areas are now affected to varying degrees by
subsidies under sections 30 and 34 of this Act; Mennear
examined a case study of this situation.

Nonetheless,

13

has

there has

been continued decay in the last ten years in rural bus services,
although this seems to have affected the bus companies proper rather
more than the smaller independent rural operators, a point examined
by Evans in some detail

14

The provision of bus services in the two case study areas is
illustrated in Figures 10.1 and 10.2.

The service pattern for

North Norfolk, from the 1976 bus timetables, shows a number of
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important features. Firstly, all of the daily services are based on
inter-urban routes with Norwich, Kings Llyn, Cromer (via Sherringham) and East Dereham as the termini. The only important termini
within the study area are the selected villages of Wells and Fakenharn.
Generally, however,

bus services from the non-selected

villages to the

selected centres are very limited, and this must be an important cons~
traint on the efficiency with which selected centres can act as centres
of

social and economic provision for the population of smaller

settlements. There are no rural-to-rural

services, or urban to rural

services with termini other than Wells or Fakenham. Clearly, then the
process of concentration on inter urban routes is in a fairly advanced
state. In fairness we should note that when service rationalisation
has occurred; the inter-urban services are often re-routed through the
would-be

'deprived' villages. Service decay does not seem to be as adv-

anced for the non-daily services, and services remain to the markets at
Kings Llyn, East Dereham, Holt and the small settlement of Burnham Market.

The market day services are a crucial element in the provision
of bus services to the villages in the study area. There are twentynine settlements which have no regular stage bus services, but anadditional eighteen villages are served onlyby

these market day services.

In fact, only fifteen of the settlements within the survey area have
a daily bus service. This very low network density is illustrated in
Figure 10.1.
The geographical standard of provision in North Norfolk is
thus very poor, with only one settlement in four being on a daily bus
service. This situation of relative deprivation is further compounded
by the poor quality of provision, in terms of service frequency, in
those settlements which do have a daily stage service. Only two of the
services in the area have more than five daily return services, involving
only nine of the villageso There are also no regular Sunday stage services
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in the whole of the area and very few evening services.
quency of buses on many routes is diminished

The fre-

during the school hol-

idays since many of these services are based on transporting
children

(where an official school bus is not provided).

Figure 10.2 shows the contrasting
shire.

school

service in South Nottingham-

The map shows a higher network density than in North Nor-

folk but a number of specific contrasts should be examined.
not only are there urban-to-rural

Firstly,

services with termini in the

selected villages, but there are also rural termini. in the smaller
villages of Redmi1e, Stathem

and Long Clawson.

These are Leicester-

shire villages but the routes to these termini are principally
related to the South Nottinghamshire

villages.

In North Norfolk market day services are an important supplement to the restricted network of daily services.
hamshire

market day buses are comparatively

In South Notting-

unimportant

only three villages which are not on daily bus routes.

and they serve
This is

only partially a consequence of the higher network density of this
study area.

In fact, only nine settlements

are without a stage

bus service.

The quality of service in South Nottinghamshire
better than that 1n the other case study area.
ments within South Nottinghamshire

is also much

Most of the settle-

(thirty-four) have services with

a daily frequency of more than five buses.

Most of the inter-urban

services have an hourly frequency with late evening and Sunday
buses.
service.

Some of the urban-ta-rural

routes also have a limited Sunday

The widespread provision of special school buses (see

Plate 10.1) is also an important feature since this means that none
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of the regular stage services are cancelled during the school
holidays, as is certainly the case in North Norfolk.

There is

thus a profound difference between the provision of bus services
in the two study areas.

It is an interesting feature of both of the study areas that
settlement size seems to have little bearing on the standard of
serv1ce 1n a given village.

This seems to be true for all except

the largest villages, usually the selected villages themselves.

Work on rural bus services 1n North Norfolk has already been
undertaken by Munton and Clout

15

• Their analysis of the routes

in 1970 which by then had decayed considerably,

and their use by

the local population, was subsequently summarised as:

"Further cuts in services would in most cases make
little difference to mobility patterns. However,
there were sections of the community which would
suffer from any reductions, namely the aged and less
affluent who had to rely on public services for
choice in their shopping activities and access to
doctors and dentists and other town based services.
The analysis showed that rural transportation is not
just an interim problem as is sometimes supposed". 16

This summary of the transport situation for the immobile households
of the study area

indicates the seriousness of the situation.

Since Munton's and Clout's work, there has been a minor development
in the North Norfolk situation, brough about by the introduction
of an experimental

community bus service scheme.

The service was

based on six neighbouring villages, four of which lie within the
study area.

The service did not commence its stage operations

(see Plate 10.2) until after the completion of the household survey
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Plate 10.1
inghamshire

A school bus in East Bridgford,

South Nott-

In South Nottinghamshire the catchment areas for secondary
schools and for most primary schools (as with this example
in East Bridgford) are served by school buses contracted by
the Local Education Authority. In North Norfolk specialist
provision of school buses is less extensive, and many of
the existing regular 'stage' services are dependant on
transporting children to school along with adult fare paying
passengers. Consequently, some of the North Norfolk bus
services are suspended during the school holidays, which
services to intensify the very poor provision of public
transport in that study area.
Plate 10.2
A timetable for the community bus service in
North Norfolk posted on Sharrington village hall
ene of the problems of the Norfolk community bus scheme is
efficient communication of the timetable and special excursions. In Sharrington this is approached by notices displayed
outside the village hall and the sub-post office. The primary
stage services started in November, 1975, although there
have been more recent extensions to the timetable as it now
operates (February 1979),and as it is shown in this phot09~~
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1n the study villages, which by chance included two of the sett1ements in the scheme (Brinton and Sharrington)

but it is a sigpifi-

cant aspect of rural transport in the area and, as an experimental
service which has attracted support in other parts of the country,
it is of considerable

interest.

The community bus service scheme

is examined in some detail in Appendix Seven.

The pattern of use of bus services is not considered separately
within these chapters, although we do consider the use of buses in
transport to shops, services, journey to work and recreation.
a general assessment, we can see that buses may potentially

As

be

an important element in filling the transport demands of people
who either do not have a car or who are otherwise partially immobile.

But in the two study areas the actual use of buses does

not reflect this potential,

due at least in part to the poor qual·

ity of the service,particularly

in Norfolk.

This feature is obvi-

ously not confined to the study areas but is a characteristic
of most of rural England.

There does seem to be a case for rethink17
ing the structure of rural transport, as McLoughlin has suggested
,

possibly along the lines of community based services similar to the
community bus scheme (considered in detail in Appendix
based on a collective use of some private cars

18

Seven) or

At the other

, the suggest10n
' by Ben d'
extreme 1S
1xson 19 th at sett 1ement p l'
annlng
should be based on the development

of housing resources on centres

that are located on major inter-urban
to note that whilst rationalisation

routes.

It is interesting

of other rural services such as

church, and education facilities makes the resulting patte~
efficient

(though not necessarily

true for rationalising

more desirable),

the rural transport system.

more

the same is not
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10.3 Patterns of employment

in the study areas

As with the rural traasport problem there is an extensive
mUlti-disciplinary
of employment

literature on the pattern and changing structure

in rural areas.

The decline of the importance

of the primary sector brought about largely by reduction

in the

s1ze of the agricultural

of commuting

workforce,

as a critical aspect of employment
ated this literature.
of these elements

and rapid expansion
for ruralhouseho1ds,

It is not our objective

Of more direct significance

to this study has been the literature

within the context of manufacturing

In the introduction

to this chapter we mentioned

ciation of rural industrial development
Most planning authorities

ment opportunities

pre-

in this subject area.

concerned with rural industrial develppment

sion, particularly

policies.

to discuss either

at length here, although Appendix Eight

sents a selected list of relevant literature

specifically

have domin-

and expan-

industries.

the asso-

with rural settlement planning.

seek to focus improved employ-

on selected villages

and this is almost invariably

thought of, in policy terms, as related to manufacturing

industries.

One might argue against the wisdom of a policy which 1S primarily
associated with manufacturing
increasing
workforce

technological

industries,

and economic

employed in these industries

basis of the population

since this ignores the

constraints
20

on the national

and also the social

in rural areas which looks more to 'white

collar' than to 'blue collar' employment.

Gilg has commented 21

that rural policies regarding employment would be more realistic
if they concentrated

on certain of the service sectors.
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The desire for rural industrial
development

expansion,

of rural settlement planning policies.

report 22 of 1942, whilst it deprecated

that mobile industries

the

The Scott

the establishment

'heavy' and noxious industies in the countryside,

of

recommended

should be located in existing.,or new,small

towns so as to improve employment
ment.

predates

opportunities

There were other sources, contemporary

which also called for the extension

in rural settleto the Scott report,

of selected industries

to

rural settlements;

these included Orwin 23, and the Agricultural

Economics

Institute 24 with which he was associated,

Research

and

also Thomas 25

Contemporary

local planning authorities

accept the need for improved employment
areas ,and in most this is formalised
old county development
structure

opportunities

in rural

as a policy approach in the

plans and reviews, or the contemporary

plans (though at the time of writing for most rural autho-

rities this remains in draft form).
policies

almost universally

The Nottinghamshire

and Norfolk

are fairly typical of the written statements:

For Nottin~hamshire. "Land shall be allocated in
selected v1llages to provide for the establishment
of small employers.
Elsewhere in the rural areas
of the county land shall be made available for small
scale industries where this will not create unacceptable traffic and environmental problems". 26
For Norfolk: "Land will be allocated for all the centres 11sted •••• In other centres, permission may be
given for small scale industrial development in
keeping with the size and character of the settlement .••• Workshop scale industries in the rural
areas will be encouraged •••• Permission for other
industrial development in rural locations will be
given where special justification can be shown, and
will be subject to conditions and agreements to ensure
adequate road access, services and protection of the
landscape." 27
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Such policy statements
organised

may give the impression of a planned and

approach to rural industrialisation.

rarely the case.

The actual approach is usually ad hoc, in

response to specific development

applications,

rities do adopt more positive measures
such as the construction

actuallybringingnew

although a few autho-

through direct involvement,

of advance factory units.

has indicated that such positive measures

measures,

In fact, this is

Garbett-Edwards

are very important

employers to a given rural area.

28

indeed in

Such positive

however, are more usually associated with remoter rural

regions, and the contrast between the two case study areas illustrates this distinction.

In the North Norfolk study area the feature which dominates
new employment

opportunities

(as shown in Plate 10.3).

is the industrial estate at Fakenham,

The recently developed estate built

largely at the initiative of the local authority in association
with its policies for rural employment
prises a number of purpose-built

and settlement planning, com-

factory and warehouse units, each

of several thousand square feet, complemented by a comprehensive
of manufacturing

services.

range

The scheme has been a partial success.

At the time of the field survey (May, 1975) not all of the units had
been occupied.

But firms which had moved to the estate had a signi-

ficant impact on the employment
particularly

structure of the area.

This was

true for the units occupied by the Ross manufacturing,

packing, warehousing,

and transportation

functions

(shown in Plate

10.4) •

There have been no comparable
in South Nottinghamshire

industrial estates constructed

but there has been substantial provision

of new employment within the study area.

This is reflected in,
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Plate 10.3

Part of the industrial estate at Fakertham

The Fakenham industrial estate is a particularly important expression of
the growth centre policy applied to this settlement by local government.
Plate 10.4
Part of the industrial premises occupied by "'Ross'S" on the
Fakenham industrial estate
This single unit has had a particularly important impact on employment
in Fakenham, and neighbouring villages, although speCUlation about relocation of this plant underlines its 'foot-loose' character, and therefore the potentially unstable basis of expanded job opportunities such as this.

J
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for example, the new NCB colliery at Cotgrave 29 , shown in Plate
10.5, which employs a little over one and a half thousand men,
built near the selected village of Cotgrave.

The CEGB power

station built near the small village or Ratcliffe on Soar has also
been a significant development.

In addition, there have been indus-

trial developments at the former RCAF air base at Langar, and
notably the John Deere unit shown in Plate 10.6, although the employ,
"
ment pattern at th·1S slte,
w h'1Ch Wh ee Ier 30 has exam1ned
1n more
detail,

has been rather less stable than at Cotgrave or Ratcliffe.

There is an important locational factor to be realised about
these new major centres of employment in South Nottinghamshir~
Neither the Ratcliffe and Langar sites are located at, or even
near, a selected village.

Cotgrave colliery is adjacent to a

selected village but has been the cause of an interesting inverse
relationship between selected villages and new employment.

The

Cotgrave site was designated by the NCB in 1947 (although the pit
did not actually begin production until 1964).

This was before the

County Council started to use a policy of selected village development, which was introduced with the Nottinghamshire
ment Plan 31 in 1952.

County Develop-

Consequently, the planning decision on where

to locate the pit had nothing to do with selected village policies.
The village of Cotgrave is now a selected centre,but this is principally related to the considerable capital investment in services
and housing that has been associated with the NCB housing estates
built in the village.

In South Nottinghamshire

what new industrial development that

has occurred at selected villages seems to have been on a smaller
scale to that in Fakenham.

Plate 10.7 and 10.8 show examples of
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Plate 10.5

The National Coal Board mine at Cotgrave

This modern NCB development
is the only coal mine in the
South Nottinghamshire study area, and provides an important
source of employment in the area (although opportunities
are largely related to the NCB housing estates at Cotgrave).
Critics of the NCB proposal to develop three pit-head sites
and associated facilities in the Belvoir Vale, have cited
Cotgrave, perhaps unfairly, as a local example of the social
and environmental impact of modern NCB development in rural
areas.

Plate 10.6

The "John Deere" industrial unit at Langar

The John Deere plant is an important industrial development
at the former Royal Canad i.ari Air Force airfield at Langar
(the develop~ent of the site has been examined more fully
by Wheeler - see text). This provides an example of the
importance of employment centres external to the villages,
though not necessarily on 'green field' sites, to the pattern
of rural job opportunities.
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Plate 10.7

A small garment finishing unit at Cotgrave

Although this unit employs only a very small number of
people, mos t ly-women , in'this building, it it indirectly
employs others as 'outworkers', who work at home, in the
village. An important consideration in the development of
this enterprise, was the large number of housewives in the
village without employment - related to the NCB housing
estates.

Plate 10.8
A prec1s1on engineering
premises at East Bridgford

unit in converted

This photograph and Plate 10.7 above, provide two examples
of the characteristically small scale of new employment
opportunities in the selected villages of South Nottinghamshire.
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this in the selected villages of Cotgrave and East Bridgford.
South Nottinghamshire

In

such development seems to be associated with

pri~ate initiatives, with the County Council only acting in a
regulatory role in the context of new industrial employment in the
area.

It is difficult to say whether or not the employers in

such new units as have come to the selected villages,would have
preferred to locate in a non-selected settlement had they a free
choice of location with no planning controls or influences.

A

valuable study of footloose industries in the lower Trent valley
by McNaughton

32

does not shed any light on this situation.

None-

theless, McNaughton found that many of his surveyed units had come
to a specific site because of the existence of vacant, suitable
premises.

Since most of these properties would need planning per-

mission for 'change of use' this would suggest that the local
planning authority might exert an important, although obviously
not an initiatory, influence on the actual location of new industries.

Table 10.2 shows the structure of employment in the case
study villages of South Nottinghamshire

and North Norfolk.

should note that these tables are not representative

We

of the whole of

the case study areas since they are a composite picture of the
study villages only.

The principal distinction between the two area patterns is in
the manual and non-manual sectors of employment outside the agricultural groups, which are considered separately later in this
discussion.

In North Norfolk the 'white collar' groups (classes

1 to 6) constitute about a quarter of all households heads in fulltime employment (25.1%), whilst the same group .in South Nottingharnshire is over double the size (55.5%).

It follows that for 'blue
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collar' workers outside agriculture

and including own account workers

(i.e. classes 7 to 12) the situation is reversed between North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

with the two study areas having pro-

portions of 53.6 per cent and 32.6 per cent respectively.

The cause of this difference between the study areas cannot be
explained simply,but two factors do seem to be of critical importance.

In the Norfolk study villages the 'blue collar' dominance

seems to be partly associated with the concentration of industrial
employment

at Fakenham.

Besides the new factory estate, which we

have already discussed, this selected centre has three other major
industrial
publishers

units: a large printing and distribution centre

for the

of Cox and Wyman (part of this plant is shown in Plate

10.9); a number of centres of automobile repair, several of which
specialise in agricultural engineering;
unit for the Advance Laundry Group.

and a regional processing

In South Nottinghamshire

a

prinicpal factor behind the large 'white collar' sector is the
pattern of commuting

in professional

and other non-manual employ-

ment, to Greater Nottingham and other adjacent large urban centres.
This pattern will be examined in more detail later.

In both study areas the agricultural workforce

(classes 13

to 15) is subsidiary to both 'white collar' and 'blue collar'
employment.

In North Norfolk the agricultural share of the employ-

ment pattern for heads of household is 15.7 per cent, whilst in
South Nottinghamshire

it is 11.8 per cent.

The difference between

the two seems to be largely accounted for by the smaller proportion of 'agricultural workers'

(i.e. staff subsidiary to the farmer

or farm manager) in South Nott inghamshire although this may be a
reflection simply of small farm units).
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Plate 10.9

"Cox and Wyman' sI! publishers

plant at Fakenham

This processing plant provides an important source of skilled manual
employment in this selected centre. Unlike most of the other large
industrial employers in Fakenham, Cox and Wyman are situated on a
site close to the centre of the settlement which may be a constraint
on the development of this plant.
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This picture of employment in the case study villages represents a single time horizon in a quite dynamic situation.

Previous

research by Drudy and Wallace in North Norfolk has indicated some
of the changes that are occurring in the rural employment pattern

33

Their study area, based on the Wells, Holt and Fakenham employment
exchange areas, shows a marked reduction in the importance of agriculture. between 1960 and 1968, with a decline from 3,633 agricultural jobs to 2,734 during the period.
in manufacturing

At the same time employment

rose from 786 jobs to 1,243.

The overall employ-

ment structure recorded a net decline of over seven hundred jobs,
which represented about eight per cent of employment stocks in this
labour market recorded at the beginning of the period.

This goes

to show just how dynamic the employment situation in rural areas
can be.

We should bear ~n mind that the employment pattern discussed
here relates to the heads of household as identified by the questionnaire survey.

The structure of employment for other household

members can be rather different.
detail in Norlolk.

This has been studied in some

A study 34 based on information from the

youth employment officer showed a high propensity for male school
leavers who lived in villages as opposed to the small market centres, to obtain first jobs in agriculture.

For young men living in

selected centres the pattern of first destination was more strongly
determined by the level of education of the individual, with opportunities for the more highly qualified school leaver being very limited in the local area.

Most of the other school leavers (70%)

found first jobs in manufacturing
or local small town.

industries in their home village

The study showed that opportunities for girls

were severely constrained.

This feature applies equally to adult
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women, a factor which became clear in the household
of our survey.

McNaughton,

used or under-used

interviews

however, found that this pool of un-

female labour is a positive attraction for

some footloose industries

35

In this context the establishment

of the laundry processing unit in Fakenham, which almost totally
employs women, is notable.

10.4 Patterns of Employment

the location of respondentJ work places

Tables 10.3 and 10.4 show the workplace

structure fior house-

hold heads in the study villages of North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire respectively.

The actual centres of work used by respon-

dents in the questionnaire

survey varied from village to village.

This seems to be a simple function, as might be expected, of the
geographical position of each village, its socio-economic
and the extent and type of employment
centres.

Nevertheless,

0pportunities

considered more generally,

structure,

in the surrounding
some patterns

do emerge, and Tables 10.3 and 10.4 attempt to show these.

'Home village employment':
workplace
hamshire

The importance of the home village as a

is different for the two study areas.

In South Notting-

there is a notable difference between the smaller villages,

which are important sources of employment

for their resident pop-

ulation, and the larger selected villages of East Leake and East
Bridgford where a smaller proportion

of the respective

household heads in full time employment
in the home village.

samples of

(11.7% and 11.5%) hold jobs

In the smaller villages the proportion

high as fifty per cent in Wysall.

is as

The difference between the small

and large villages is partly accounted for by the relatively

greater
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significance of agriculture as a work source in the small villages.
In both Wysall and Thoroton, for example, over a third of the
working population interviewed

(34.6% and 33.4% respectively)

worked on farms.

the majority of workers in agricul-

Furthermore,

ture lived in the same parish as that in which the farm was based.
There were a few examples of agricultural commuting, although this
was usually associated with agricultural labourers living in local
authority accommodation within selected villages.

In complete con-

trast, the proportion of the surveyed workforce employed in agriculture in the two selected villages was much smaller,

with 2.8 per

cent 1n East Leake and 2.4 per cent in East Bridgford.

This is not to suggest that agriculture is the only source of
home village employment in the smaller villages, because this is
certainly not the case.

In Wysall, for example, the very high

proportion of the workforce who live and work in the village, is
partly associated with the existence in the village (see Plate
10.10) of a small light engineering

company, producing agricul-

tural elevators.

The small 'home village' proportion in the two selected villages

1S

an interesting phenomenon when seen in the context of

the Nottinghamshire

planning policy (which we have earlier dis-

cussed) to encourage new employment opportunities in the selected
centres.

In principle, this concentration of employment opportun-

ities in the selected centres is aimed to improve the employment
base not only of the population resident in the selected village~
but also of the surrounding smaller villages.

Table 10.4 shows

that selected villages are, in fact, rather worse off than the
surrounding villages.
phenomenon.

There are two important factors in this
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Plate 10.10

Wysall Tractor Co., South Nottinghamshire

This small established buisness in the village of Wysall,
specialises in the production of agricultural elevators.
Current planning (and related) legislation and regulations
make it rather difficult for local planning authorities
to encourage the establishment of small scale and workshop
type industries such as this, partic~latly outside the
selected villages.
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Firstly, although there have been new employment opportunities
in both East Leake and East Bridgford, the rapid expansion of the
size of these communities has outstripped the rate of provision of
jobs.

In East Bridgford a precision engineering firm (shown in

Plate 10.8) has become

established, whilst in East Leake there

have been two new factories (knitw~q<, and plastics technology)
and an extension to the processing unit of the British Gypsum plant.
In addition, the latter village has seen an expansion in its 'service' employment as new shops and services have opened.

Nonetheless,

this new employment has not even begun to keep pace with the residential expansion of the settlements.
cates the scale of the problem.

The example of EastLeake indi-

In the last inter-censa1 period

the population of the settlement increased by over two-thirds
(68.7%), a net increase of nearly two thousand people. This rapid
expansion of population would have required about 750 jobs 36
(or'fu11-time equivalent jobs).

Secondly, the provision of new employment in the selected
villages is not associated with the type of employment usually
related to the socio- economic structure of the newcomer households.
In Chapter Eight we discovered that the newcomer group was dominated
by middle class households, and in South Nottinghamshire
characterised by employment in the non-manual occupation

these were
classes.

In contrast, most of the new employment opportunities ~n the selected
villages are semi-skilled or skilled manual in type.

Consequently,

there is a lack of association, in South Nottinghamshire,

between

the type of new jobs in the selected settlements and the socioeconomic structure of the newcomers to the settlements.
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The pattern of 'home village' employment in North Norfolk is
rather different.

With the notable exception of Sharrington, the

smaller non-selected villages all have high proportions of their
workforce employed in the village.

These proportions are generally

higher than those in the comparable South Nottinghamshire

villages,

as might be expected for an area ~n which alternative sources of
employment are limited and rather more remote from the study settlements.

Sharrington may seem to be an exception (see Table 10.3)

to this pattern.

As noted in Chapter Nine, this islike an 'estate

village', where employment is strongly associated with the farms of
the estate.

Since most of these farms lie adjacent to, but not in,

the 'home' parish, there is a very high proportion of the workforce whose workplace is just outside the home village parish.
is reflected by

This

the very large proportion classified as working

in 'the remainder of the study area' (75.0%).

The principle distinction between North Norfolk and South
Nottinghamshire
selected centre.

is the importance of home village employment in the
In Fakenham over half of the workforce inter-

viewed in the survey were employed in Fakenham itself.

This con-

trasts remarkably with the proportions of only a little over ten
per cent in the two South Nottinghamshire

selected villages.

The

reasons for this profound distinction are rather complex but two
factors are particularly important.

Firstly, the County Council have

adopted a more active role in pursuing their policy objective of
improved employment opportunities in Fakenham.

As we have noted

earlier, this has led to the establishment of large manufacturing
units on the new industrial estate on the edge of the settlement.
Consequently, there has been considerable provision of new employ-
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ment in Fakenham.

In addition, the relative scale of residential

development in the settlement has been more modest than at either
East Leake or East Bridgford, with an inter-censal increase of
nineteen per cent (a net increase of under seven hundred people).
Thus, residental growth has not outstripped the provision of new
jobs.

As a result, the situation at Fakenham conforms more closely

to the planners' model of a selected centre,with considerable
development of employment opportunities for both the selected
settlement itself and for surrouding smaller villages.

We should

note here, however, that the balance between residential and
industrial development in Fakenham has been a function largely of
limited demand for new housing in the area acting as a brake on
the rate of growth of the settlement, rather than a conscious
development control policy to restrict the rate of residential development

to the rate of provision of new jobs.

The second critical factor in the Fakenham situation is that
there is a closer association between the type of new job opportunities and the socia-economic characteristics of the newcomer households.

In Chapter Nine we commented that the newcomer group ~n

Fakenham was more socially heterogeneous,

due largely to the

apparent balance between private and local authority development
in new housing.

Consequently, a large sector of the newcomer

population was associated with the skilled and semi-skilled manual
employment characteristic of the new employment opportunities in the
settlement.

An additionally important

feature in this context

was that many of the private houses on the new estates in Fakenham
were bought by respondents in socio~economic

group IV (supervisory

and skilled manual), a phenomenon which was less common in the
South Nottinghamshire

selected villages.
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These two factors together, the balance between new employment opportunities and residential growth, and new employment and
the socio-economic

composition of the newcomer group, largely

account for the high proportion of 'home village' employment in
Fakenham.

We should also acknowledge, as for the smaller Norfolk

study villages, that the degree of self sufficiency in employment
is also related to limited job opportunities elsewhere in the study
area, and to the relative remoteness from urban sources of employment.

Rural employment outside the home village:

The numbers of respond-

ents employed outside the parish boundaries of the home village but
within the study area, are fairly small but are a significant component of the villages' workplace structure.

The importance of

this locational aspect in the North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire study villages is fairly similar, with the notable exceptions
of Barton and Kinoulton in South Nottinghamshire

for which rural

employment outside the parish is unimportant, and Sharrington
in North Norfolk, which we have already discussed.

The locations

of these are obviously quite varied but two important general
observations can be made.

Firstly, 'dispersed' employment sites, located outside the
physical area of the villages, are of considerable importance.
South Nottinghamshire

In

the principal sites indicated in the ques-

tionnaire survey were the RAF station at Newton airport, the British
Gypsum mines at Gotham and Kingston, and the East Midlands Airport
at Castle Donnington.

In North Norfolk the principle sites were the

USAAF base at Scarrington and the RAF station at WestRaynham.

An

interesting feature of these sites is that they were significant
only for those settlements nearest to them.

For example, the East
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Midlands Airport is little more than half an hour's journey by car
from the most distant of the seven study villages in South Nottinghamshire.

Yet of the seven respondents in the sample who were em-

ployed at the airport, all but one lived in East Leake, the
village nearest of the seven to the airport.

study

Consequently, we

should not see these dispersed sites as the only ones of significance in the study areas.
Nottinghamshire

This applies particularly

to South

where, if different study villages had been chosen

for the survey, other similar sites ~ch

as the NCB mine at Cotgrave

or the Langar airfield might have emerged as important ~ispersed '
employment centres.

The second observation is the significance of selected villages as workplaces.

In South Nottinghamshire we have already seen

that the two study villages which are selected centres are of limited
importance as employment sources for their own populations.

For

the five study villages in South Nottinghamshire which are nonselected settlements, the importance of the selected centres as
workplaces

~s correspondingly'small. Only five per cent of house-

hold heads ln full-time employment in these five villages work in
any of the South Nottinghamshire

selected villages.

The comparable

proportion for the four non-selected villages in the North Norfolk
study is thirty per cent.

It is difficult to be precise abbut the

comparative significance of this latter statistic since the sample
size of respondents in rural employment outside the home parish
is quite small.

Nonetheless, the survey does indicate that the

selected centres of Fakehham and Holt, in particular, are important
workplaces.

This is at least partly associated with the County

Council initiative in providing advance factory units and associated services at these settlements.
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Employment

1n the towns:

The significance

of urban settlements

as

workplaces

for the study villages varies considerably between the

two study areas, although this might be expected when one considers
the relative remoteness of the Norfolk study villages from urban
centres.

Consequently,

only seven per cent of the Norfolk household

heads who were employed full-time,worked

in towns, whilst in South

the proportion was a little over a half (51.5%).

Nottinghamshire

In the Norfolk study area only two urban centres were mentioned
as workplaces,

King's Lynn and Norwich, with 6.1% and 1.2% of

employed respondents respectively.

The smaller urban centres adja-

cent to the study area, such as Cromer, Hunstanton, East Dereham,
and North Walsham, were unimportant.

The relative insignificance

of both of the larger urban centres must be largely related to the
distance of these centres from the study villages, with both being
over twenty miles from all of the villages.

The situation in the other case study area is very different.
In South Nottinghamshire

four of the seven study villages, Barton,

East Bridgford, East Leake and Kinoulton, have over half of their
employed respondents working in towns.

The study village with the

lowest degree of urban employment is Wysall where only a quarter
of the household heads in full-time employment, work in towns.
There are five large urban centres on or near the boundaries of
this study area:

Greater Nottingham, Newark, Melton Mowbray,

Grantham, and Loughborough, with Leicester and Derby within a moderate commuting distance of many of the villages in the area.

The

principal urban centre is Greater Nottingham, which was the workplace for nearly a third (30.2%) of the employed respondents
the questionnaire

survey.

All of the other

in

six towns are mentioned
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in the survey as workplaces, but only Loughborough

is of consider-

able importance, with 15.9 per cent of the employed respondents.

The relative importance of the different urban centres varied
with the location of the study villages.

The actual significance

of specific urban centres to individual villages seems to be strongly
associated with the relative proximity of the villages to a given
town and to the employment opportunities elsewhere, particularly
in other nearby towns.

The evidence of the_study of residential

mobility in South Nottinghamshire

suggests that this association

1S

partly related to migration from the towns to the villages with
migrants keeping their urban jobs.

Consequently, Greater Notting-

ham, which is the principal urban workplace of the study, is totally
unimportant for employment in Normanton.

This is partly a

reflec-

tion of the accessibility of this village to Loughborough, which
is only three miles away in contrast to Nottingham's fourteen miles.
There are also a number of newcomers in Normanton who lived previously in Loughboroug~

The significance of Loughborough is des-

pite the fact that it is a much smaller centre than Greater Nottingham, roughly a tenth of the latter's size in the 1971 census, and
offers fewer and less varied job opportunities.

This should be seen

as an indicator of the real complexity of the geography of rural
employment patterns and not as a simple correlation between the
relative importance of a given town in a village's employment
structure and the distance of that town from the village.

As a

reflection of this, the example of Greater Nottingham shows that
whilst there is an association between the relative significance
of the urban centre as a workplace to the study villages and its
road distance from the villages, this is represented by a weak
positive correlation which is not statistically significant.

37
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Long distance commuting to urban workplace is an interesting
if comparatively insignificant feature of rural employment which was
to be found in both study areas.

In Fakenham one respondent com-

muted three or four days each week to his office in London, the
remainder of his working week being completed by working at home 1n
his business as an architectural consultant.

In South Nottingham-

shire there were five similar cases of long distance commuting.
businessmen

Two

living in Normanton worked in London on a similar basis

to the Fakenham architect, by commuting three or four days each
week to their london office and spending the rest of their time
working at home.

For the remaining three respondents long dis-

tance commuting was on a weekly basis, returning home only at the
weekends, and was seen as a temporary arrangement following the
respondent's job change or promotion to a distant location (Northampton for two of the respondents,and

Mobile employment:

Widnes for the third).

This was another interesting feature but this

time one which was of considerable importance to the workplace
structure of some of the study villages.

This type of employment

involved some problems of classification and identification.

Gen-

erally respondents who were coded in this group were senior sales
representatives

or sales managers whose work was related to a

variety of units, often spread over a wide area, and who were not
'based'in a regional or area head office.

The group also included

other employees of companies who saw their workplace as a variety
of units in a given area, people such as company auditors, servicing and display personnel of national retail chains.

Few man-

ual workers were coded in this group, with the exception of some
workers in the construction industry.

Many own account workers

seemed to have a comparatively mobile workbase, but these were
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generally classified according to the location of their office,
which was often at home, and/or of their storage facilities for materials and tools.

As a general rule those respondents with a travelling work
basis were most significant in those villages more remote from
towns.

This is presumably a reflection of the relative independ-

ence of location exercised by such households.

Consequently,

this category was important in all the North Norfolk study villages,
with the exception of the estate village of Sharrington and the
selected village of Fakenham, as shown in Table 10.3.
Nottinghamshire

In South

the category is unrepresented in four of the vill-

ages and is important only in Kinoulton (10.5%) and Thoroton (18.2%).

A general assessment of the foregoing discussion must stress
the quite considerable differences in both the structure of the type
of employment and in the pattern of workplace, between the two
study areas.

The two principal factors in this distinction are the

relative accessibility of the study villages to urban centres of
employment and the significance of selected villages as employment
centres both for their resident population and for households in
surrounding villages.

In the context of the subject matter of this

study, the planning process can do little to influence the former
factor

38

,but

there are policies designed to affect the latter.

It is clear from this analysis that whilst both of the

planning

authorities in the case study areas have similar written policies
in respect of selected village employment, only in North Norfolk
have these policies had an important influence on employment in the
study villages.

In part this is related to the initiatives of the
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Norfolk County Council in direct contrast to the authorities in
Nottinghamshire

whose direct involvement with employment provision

have been associated more with the urban and quasi-urban centres
1n the county.

The general attitude to new employment opportunities

in rural South Nottinghamshire
encouragement,

has been one of regulation and limited

rather than active invol~ement.

This is not a direct

criticism of the planning officers since policies are decided by
their political masters.

Furthermore,we must remember that the

regional and sub-regional employment policies are rather different
in the two study areas.

A very important second element in this difference between
selected village employment expansion in the study areas, is the
extent of residential development in South Nottinghamshire,which
has greatly exceeded the provision of new employment opportunities.
In addition, there is a mismatch between the socio-economic composition of newcomers to the study villages in that area and the
type of new employment which has developed in the villages.
phenomenon is less evident in North Norfolk.

This

This latter factor

underlines the need to inter-relate planning decisions concerning
housing and employment.

Whilst the idea of selected village devel-

opment (and the written statement of many planning authorities)
does stress the importance of the inter~relationship

between

housing and jobs, it is clear that in practice many planning
decisions relating to either housing or employment are taken 1n
isolation.

This may be due to a deficiency in planning practice

or to a real or assumed deficiency in planning legislation.

Which-

ever is the case, the importance of the relationship between housing and jobs needs to be more actively supported in rural settlement
planning.
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10.5 Journey to work in the study villages

We have previously considered the functional structure of workplaces in the case study areas.
a simple quantitative

This section is concerned with

assessment of the pattern of journey to

work in the study villages in terms of the distance travelled
to workplace

and the method of transport.

Table 10.5 shows the structure of journey to work in the study
villages.

It is clear that short distance journeys of ten miles or

less dominate the pattern in both study areas, although this cetegory is marginally more important in the North Norfolk villages. In
neither of the study areas is the importance of this category a
simple association with the degree of employment in the home
villages.

In fact, in Norfolk there is a slight negative correla-

tion between these variables. (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is -0.30) whilst in South Nottinghamshire

the positive

correlation is only slight (coefficient of + 0.48), although neither
of these coefficients is statistically

significant.

The importance

of short distance journeys to work is hardly surprising and is
reflected in the result of similar studies elsewhere in the country.
For example, the study of Hampshire villages by Mass Observation
Ltd. in association with the county planning department
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,showed

that over half of the workforce travelled less than six miles to
work.

Medium distance commuting of from eleven to twenty miles to
the appropriate workplace, is of some importance to both of the
study areas.

In North Norfolk only the study village of Sharring-

ton shows no respondent travelling to work over this distance, asso-
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ciated with this settlements' function as an estate village with all
of the employed respondents working locally.
Nottinghamshire
folk.

The pattern in the

study villages is rather different to that in Nor-

There are considerable inter-village contrasts in South

Nottinghamshire.

In Barton medium distance commuting

1S

of no

importance and in East Leake it is of limited significance.

In com-

plete contrast the village of East Bridgford has over half of all
employed respondents commuting between eleven and twenty miles to
work.

There are very high proportions in Thoroton and Kinoulton

also.

In these latter three settlements the importance of medium

distance community seems to be associated with the fact that
Greater Nottingham,

a prinicpal employment centre

for each of these

study villages, is twelve, nineteen and thirteen miles respectively
from the villages.

Longer distance commuting of over twenty miles to workplace
is of little importance to either study area.

With the exception

of one respondent in Great Ryburgh and two in Normanton, all the
cases of longer distance journeys to work are associated with the
selected villages.
characteristic

As there seems to be no significant shared

between the relevant households or individuals,it

1S

difficult to understand why this association should be anything other
than chance, which it may indeed be.

The method of transport used in the journey to work (Table 10.6) shows
interesting contrasts between the two study areas, and, respectively,
within them.

In the country as a whole recent statistics show that

the private car is the single most important method of transport
on the journey to work (36%) with public buses (24%) and walking
(20%) being the next most important
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The pattern of transport
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to work in the study villages shows few similarities to the general
national picture.

The use of the private

car varies from only a

little over a quarter of the journeys to work of household heads in
Brinton and even fewer ~n Stiffkey 41, to over eighty per cent in
each of East Bridgford and East Leake.

In eight of the twelve

study villages the proportion using cars is over a half of the
employed respondents.

The proportion falls only in those settle-

ments where there is a large proportion classified as working at
home, some farmers and agricultural workers, shopkeepers, etc., and
where a significant proportion of the workforce are employed within
the home village at workplaces which are convenient to walk to.

Generally, walking to work is rather less important than in
the national figures, but the use of public buses is very much less
important.

In the Norfolk study villages no respondent uses the

bus as a means of transport to work.

This is a simple reflection

of the decay of routes and, more specifically, to the complete inadequacy of services with timetabling that is convenient for travelling to work.

The situation is similar in South Nottinghamshire,

alt~ough, as we have already noted, bus services are rather better
in this study area.

It is notable that the two settlements on a

bus service which does have convenient services between seven-thirty
and nine in the morning ,and similarly for buses returning to the
settlements in the evening, (the Nottingham-Loughborough

route) do

make some use of buses for journey to work (East Leake and Normanton).

The specific patterns of transport to work for the individual
villages are shown in Table 10.6.

This shows that excluding those

respondents who 'work at home' the great majority of journeys to
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work are

accounted for by private car and walking.

feature which is generally significant

The only other

is the pedal bicycle although

the survey indicated no cases where respondents

cycled further than

three miles to work.

10.6 Summary

This chapter forms the first section of a two part discussion
of the distribution
facilities

and 'consumer' use of social and economic

in the case study areas.

in particular

This examination

is focussed

on the impact of selected village development

these patterns of distribution

on

and use.

This chapter is specifically

concerned with the examination

of

patterns of personal mobility, without which a discussion of the
patterns of use of facilities would be incomplete,
structure of employment

and workplaces

indicated by the sampled popUlation

and with the

in the study areas as

of the study villages.

There is a very high rate of car ownership in both study areas,
although this is slightly higher in South Nottinghamshire.

The

only study villages where this is not so, and where there is only
a moderate

rate of car ownership in the study households,

whose population

structure is characteristised

are those

by a larger elderly

component.

This study indicates that the elderly are a more dis-

advantaged

social group in terms of this aspect of personal mobil-

ity, as are the 'teenage' group in the village populations
also many housewives

in

one car

households

bile' during the day, due to the breadwinner's
travel to wor~.

and

who are often 'immouse of the car to

It is suggested that it is a reflection

of the real
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needs of mobility in rural areas that many households

are classi-

fied as 'multi-car' owning.

The distribution
hamshire

1S

of public transport routes in South Notting-

fairly comprehensive,

although the quality of these

services as indicated by the frequency of buses on the routes is
often relatively poor.

The best services are those which connect

towns, as are special services between the major urban areas and
adjacent selected centres.

In contrast,

public transport routes in North Norfolk
half of all the settlements

the distribution

of

is very poor and nearly a

have no bus service at all, with many

of the remaining villages being served by a weekly or bi-weekly
market day service.

Inter-urban

ant daily services.

The route pattern indicates that the larger

selected villages,

and Fakenham

routes are again the most import-

in particular,

act as foci for the

bus services.

The North Norfolk study revealed

the existence

of an experi-

mental bus service scheme based on community organisation
a designated

group of villages.

service scheme, has subsequently
from other local authorities
scheme, and its potential

This system, the community bus
attracted

considerable

and professional

planners.

for further development

This analysis indicates that there are significant

system from independent
sequently

bus operators

the system may be applicable

remoter rural areas.

This

Seven.

problems in the

of this idea, notably in terms of community

and also from pressure against the widespread

interest

and application

to other rural areas, is examined at length in Appendix

application

within

extension

servicing
of the

and from trade unions.
only to a few selected

Con-
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The pattern of employment

in the two study areas is obviously

complex, although it is notable that there is a slight 'manual'
bias to the pattern in North Norfol~ whereas the South Nottinghamshire study villages are more characterised
employment.

The structure of workplaces

by 'white collar'

suggested in the study

areas, indicated that in South Nottinghamshire

there is an important

difference between the selected and non-selected
quently, in the smaller villages
ment in South Nottinghamshire,
is very important.
employment

villages.

'home' village employment

which is not necessarily

In the larger, selected villages

is much less important.

urban based employment

Conseand other employ-

agricultural,

'home' village

In most of the study villages

comprises about a half of the jobs of the

household heads.

In North Norfolk urban based employment
ance.

In these study villages employment

is of little import-

in the home village and

other local centres is even more important.

The principle con-

trast between the two study areas is in the significance
principal

selected villages as employment

Norfolk is of considerable

of the

centres, Fakenham in

importance due in part to the consider-

able local authority investment in the new trading estate.
is no comparable

There

investment up to the time of writing in the selec-

ted villages of South Nottinghamshire.
that recent residential development

In addition there is evidence

in South Nottinghamshire

ted villages has focussed largely on the private sector.

selec-

Since most

'new' jobs provided in these centres are manually based, this indicates a mismatch between residential
tunities.

development

In Fakenham there has been a more even balance between

private and public (local authority) residential
consequently

and new job oppor-

development

there is a better match of employment

and

and new housing.
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This study indicates that if selected centres are to function as
significant workplaces then these two factors, capital investment
and the structure of residential development, will need to be
considered in more detail.

Finally, the method of travel towork

in both areas shows a

high degree of dependence on the private car.

Public transport

is of no importance at all in North Norfolk and of very little
significance in South Nottinghamshire.

The journey to work itself,

as the discussion of workplaces has indicated, is strongly related
to distances of under twenty miles.
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Table 10.1

Personal mobility 1n the case study villages

% of all households

Households
Households without car
but with use
with
1
use of car of motorcycle

Households
without use
of motorcycle or
car

Total

Brinton

70.6

-

29.4

100.0

Fakenham

80.0

-

20.0

100.0

Great Ryburgh

60.0

5.0

35.0

100.0

Sharrington

84.6

-

15.4

100.0

Stiffkey

81.2

-

18.7

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

76.3

0.8

22.9

100.0

Barton in Fabis

65.0

-

35.0

100.0

East Bridgford

87.9

-

12.1

100.0

East Leake

83.0

1.9

15.1

100.0

Kinou1ton

86.4

-

13.6

100.0

Normanton on Soar

80.0

5.0

15.0

100.0

Thoroton

88.5

-

11.5

100.0

Wysall

90.0

5.0

5.0

100.0

SOUTH
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

83.4

1.6

15.0

100.0

1. Including those households with more than one car.

Source: Questionnaire

survey. 1974/5
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Table 10.2

Type

1

of employment

2

in the case study samples

of household heads it
full time employment

1%

Employment

1

category

NORTH
NORFOLK

SOUTH
NOTTINGHAMSHiRE

1.

Emplo~ers and managers in governmen t and indus try - large uni ts ••••••••.

4.8

1.0

2.

Employers and managers in government and industry - small units ••••••••

2.4

10.8

3.

Professional

workers

.•.

2.4

2.0

4.

Professional

workers - employees

•.••••.•

9.5

24.0

5.
6.
7.

Intermediate

non-manual

4.8

13.3

1.2

4.4

Personal

••••••..••••.•..

-

1.5

8.

Foremen and supervisors

.••••.••.••••••••

1.2

0.5

9.

Skilled

15.5

12.3

10.

Semi-skilled

22.6

12.2

11.

Unskilled

.

4.8

2.2

12.

Own

.

9.S

3.9

13.

Farmers - managers

.

1.?

-

14.

Farmers - tenants and owner
occupiers (excl. smallholdings)

3.8

S.4

15.

Agricultural

6.4

16.

Armed forces personnel

..................

10.7
3.8

17.

Others

above)

-

-

18.

Unemployed

2.4

1.0

100.0

100.0

Junior

- self employed

•.•••••.•••..••.

non-manual

.

service workers

manual

.

manual

•••••••••••••••••••••

manual

accoun t; workers

,

workers

••••••••••••••••.•••

(not classified

.

...............•......•.....•.

TOTAL

1. Type of employment

based on the standard

HMSO, Classification
Censues and Surveys

of Occupations

unemployed

Source: Questionnaire

of the OPCS:

Office of Population,

(1970).

2. The table refers only to household
currently

classification

heads in full time employment,

and seeking employment.

survey, 1974/5

or
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Table 10.3

Place of work for household

heads1 in the Norfolk

study

villages

% household

heads in full time employment
I=l

0

.u

Locationa1

I=l
0

category

.u
I=l

.r-f

~

j:Q

~
..c::

I=l
<II
..!o:
ell
p..

'fo
.u ~
... >.

~
~
<11
..c::

<11 ::I
<11..0

C,!)~

>.

00
I=l

~

<II
..!o:

.r-f

~c3

4-1
4-1
.r-f

~~

.u

Ul

00

Ul

zz

In home village

71. 4

59.0

63.6

25.0

50.0

56.1

Remainder

14.3

20.5

18.2

75.0

25.0

25.6

of study area

Norwich

-

2.3

-

-

-

1.2

Rest of rural Norfolk

-

4.5

-

-

-

2.4

Rest of urha~ Norfolk

-

9.1

9.1

-

-

6.1

Rest of East Anglia

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rest of Uni ted Kingdom

-

2.3

-

-

1.2

Abroad

-

-

-

8.3

1.2

14.3

2.3

9.1

-

16.7

6.1

.100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Travelling

2

TOTAL

1. The refers only to household heads in full time employment

2. The travelling

category is associated with those respondents

place of work was not fixed. for example. mobile workers
construction

whose

in the

industry. In addition, some regional and area sales

representatives

and similar workers,are

appropriate.

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5

given travelling

status where

SOB

Table 10.4

headsl

Place of work of household

~n the Nottinghamshire

study villages

% household
c.o

o ~

category

,..

.u~
~

I:l

J:Q.,-l

In home village
Remainder

]

III
.,-l

Locational

46.2

of study area

Greater Nottingham

53.8

heads ~n full time employment
I:l

.u ,..

0

I:l

;j

I:l ~

.u

~

0

0

~

.u~

.u~

~'f
~p::a

CIS

III

Ql
~
Ql

~....:I

I:l

.u
0
C

.,-l

:><::

Z

~
~
~

I:l

..c::

E-t

&'

o~~
cnz

0

0

III

11. 7

36.B

25.0

31. B

50.0

21. 8

19.2

16.0

-

12.5

18.2

25.0

14.4

50.0

25.5

-

27.3

25.0

30.2

-

3. 9

-

Rest of urban Notts.

-

-

3.2

Rural Leicestershire

-

-

Urban Leicestershire

-

Rural Lincolnshire

42.1

-

-

-

10.5

-

-

3.2

-

12.5

-

-

-

30.9

-

37.5.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Urban Lincolnshire

-

-

-

-

-

4.6

Rural Derbyshire

-

3.9

6.4

-

-

Urban Derbyshire

-

3.9

1.1

-

-

Rest of Uni ted Kingdom

-

3.9

2.1

-

Abroad

-

-

-

-

-

3.9

-

2

10.5

0.5
2.5
2.5
17. 3

-

-

-

-

1.0

12.5

-

-

2.5

-

-

-

-

-

3.5

-

18.2

0.5

3.5

100.0 100.0 ,100.0 ,100.0 100.0 ,100.0 100.0 100.0

TOTAL

1. The table relates only to household
2. The travelling

heads in full time employment.

category is associated with those respondents

place of work was not fix~d, for example, mobile workers
construction

~E-tcn

11.5

Rest or rural Notts.

Travelling

6~

ZH
::t:H;:Il

,..

ecn

o

0

0

industry.

representatives

In addition,

and similar workers,

appropriate.
Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5

whose

in the

some regional and area sales
are given travelling

status where
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Table 10.5

Journey to work in the case study villages

% of household heads in full time employment
10 Miles
11-20
21-30
Over
Total
and under
miles
miles
30 miles

Brinton

85.7

14.3

-

-

100.0

Fakenham

70.5

15.9

4.6

2.3

100.0

Great Ryburgh

66.6

25.0

8.3

100.0

100.0

-

-

-

100.0

Stiffkey

90.9

9.1

-

-

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

80.5

14.6

3.7

1.2

100.0

-

-

-

100.0

Sharrington

Barton in Fabis

100.0

East Bridgford

34.6

53.9

3.9

7.7

100.0

East Leake

85.1

8.5

3.2

3.2

100.0

Kinou1ton

52.6

47.4

-

-

100.0

Normanton on Soar

68.8

18.8

-

12.5

100.0

Thoroton

63.6

36.4

-

-

100.0

Wysall

83.3

16.7

-

-

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

72.3

21. 3

2.0

3.5

100.0

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 10.6 The method of transport to work for household heads in the
study villages

% of household heads in full time employment
...,Cl)
CIS
>

..-I

(I)

.""...

Q.

~5

..., ...0
...0 CI).o:::l
...,
Q.

~

..-I
CIS

~

..-I Cl)
CIS..-I
~

CJ

Cl)

Il..

>.
CJ

Brinton

28.6

42.9

-

Fakenham

63.6

18.2

15.9

Great Ryburgh

36.4

27.3

Sharrington

75.0

Stiffkey

CJ
...

Cl)

0..-1
""

CJ
o >.

~

CJ

.""

(I)

..-I

.c
:::l

Il..

P
CIS
...

...,

CIS

(I)

>~

.""... ...0
Il..

~

~
0
..c::

...,

CIS

~

...
&

...CIS
CJ

>.

.c
I

...,
1+-4
.....
,..:I

..-I
CIS

...,

0
E-4

-

-

28.6

-

100.0

-

-

2.3

100.0

-

-

-

-

36.3

100.0

-

12.5

-

-

-

12.5

-

100.0

16.7

16.7

16.7

-

-

16.7

33.3

-

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

51.2

19.5

12.2

-

-

2.4

13.4

1.2

100.0

Barton in Fabis

53.9

23.1

-

-

-

23.1

-

100.0

East Bridgford

88.5

-

7.7

-

-

-

3.9

-

100.0

East Leake

SO.8

3.2

2.1

7.5

1.1

2.1

3.2

100.0

Kinou1ton

63.2

21.1

-

-

15.8

100.0

Norman ton on Soar

68.8

25.0

-

100.0

Thoroton

-

-

-

6.3

-

63.6

21.1

4.6

-

-

-

13.6

-

100.0

Wysall

41.6

16.7

-

8.3

-

-

33.3

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

73.3

7.9

2.5

0.5

4.0

0.5

9.9

-

100.0

1. In practice a11journeys to work using public transport were via stage
bus services.

The statistics refer.to the usual, or most common method of transport to work.·

Source: Questionnaire survey, 1974/5
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Figure 10.1

Stage bus services in the North Norfolk study area
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Figure

Source:

10.2

Stage bus services
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

SELECTED SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

FACILITIES

IN

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

AND NORTH NORFOLK -

II: THE DISTRIBUTION

AND USE OF SHOPS, SER-

VICES AND RECREATIONAL

FACILITIES

11.1 Introduction

This chapter forms the second part of the discussion
selected social and economic facilities
We are principally
of distribution
facilities.

of

in the two case study areas.

concerned with specific aspects of the patterns

and use of retailing,

The discussion

service and recreational

as a whole is concerned with all settle-

ments in the study areas ,but in those sections concerned with
patterns of use (the information
questionnaire

for which was collected in the

survey) we focus on the twelve study villages.

As with the previous chapter this examination
the relationship

focuses

of the actual pattern of distribution

sumer' use of facilities,

and of 'con-

to the pattern assumed in the principle

of selected village development,
as additional or even principal

which sees selected centres acting
centres for the provision

ment, and shopping, service and recreational
bouring rural settlements.

on

facilities

of employ-

for neigh-

As such the studies and publications

referred to in this chapter are only those which are specifically
relevant to the subject matter of this text.
substantial
facilities

body of literature

This means that a

concerned with social and econo~c

in rural areas is not referred to here.

is necessitated

by the considerable

This omission

breadth of the subject matter
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of this chapter and the need to concentrate
issues of interest to this research.
literature

A select list of relevant

appears ~n the bibliography

11.2 Retail facilities

Literature

the text on the specific

at the end of the thesis.

~n the study areas

concerned specifically

with the distribution

of

retail services in rural areas and with the consumer behaviour
of the rural population,

is rather less extensive

cerned with social provision

generally.

than that con-

An early and important

study was that by Bracey1 in Wiltshire who examined
services'

separately

of social provision
this literature,

within the broader
in that county.

context of his examination

More recent contributions

both with direct relevance

have been by Giggs, and by Green and Ayton.
retail change and decentralisation
rural environs

2 has highlighted

'commercial

to

to the case study areas,
Gigg,

study of

in Greater Nottingham

and its

two important features of the

retailing pattern in this rural 'pressure' area.

Firstly, between

1951 and 1968 the actual number of retail units in the rural area
increased,

in contrast to a decline in the central city area and

a much smaller proportional

increase in the outer urban ring.

should note, however, that these statistics
changes in the actual floorspace

We

take no account of the

of the 'retailing function.

Secondly, Giggs points out the close association

between new shops

and parishes which have either a large resident population

(usually

in excess of 2,500 people) or are subject to rapid population
growth.

The studies by Green and Ayton

3

have focused

number of retail outlets but on their functions,

not on the

and have related
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the geographic distribution
population

size of villages.

of different

types of shops to the

In this way they have built up a

number of approximate population

thresholds

for the provision of

retail functions to contemporary Norfolk villages.

This work by

the Norfolk County planning Department has become of substantial
importance

to the concept of selected village development

to a minimum settlement

and points

size of at least five thousand people for

the provision of a full range of retail functions and other services.

The concept of selected village development
most local planning authorities,

as applied by

seeks to establish large selected

villages with a full range of 'everyday' shops and services, and
which can function as centres of social provision
settlements.
seek to exa~ne

This and the following

for surrounding

sections of the chapter

how the existing distribution

of retail

facilities

1n the two case study areas relates to the pattern hypothesised
by selected village development,

and how the pattern of rural con-

sumer behaviour of the sampled population
is associated with the actual distribution

The distribution

of the study villages
of shops.

of shops in the two case study areas is

shown in Figures 11.1 and 11.2.

In North Norfolk there are 195

separate retail outlets distributed between thirtrone
and in South Nottinghamshire
ments.

settlements,

227 outlets in thirty-seven

This may seem to be a comparatively

when we remember that the p~pu1ation

settle-

even situation except

of the South Nottinghamshire

case study area (57,308 in 1971) is nearly three times greater
than that for the Norfolk study area (19,800).

Consequently,

the
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overall pattern of provision
population

in terms of number of shops related to

density, is much better in North Norfolk

The geographical

distribution,

however,

4

is less favourable

1n North Norfolk, where exactly a half of all settlements
study area (thirty-one) have no shop at all.
shire there is a marginally
twenty-five

In South Nottingham-

better standard of provision with

of the sixty-two settlements

ference between

in the

having no shop.

The dif-

the study areas can be accounted for by the larger

number of very small settlements

in North Norfolk.

As Bracey

has shown, and as is quite clear from this study, it is these very
small settlements

which are the least likely to have a shop.

This introduces

the issue of population

to retail service provision.
the settlements
published

thresholds

We cannot measure this accurately for

in the study areas since population

on the basis of enumeration

districts,

statistics

enumeration

districts.

ment of population

thresholds by considering

188.

into composite

the distribution

context of the enumeration

and not of individual

In South Nottinghamshire
enumeration

of the parishes

can-

None.theless, we can obtain a crude assess-

shops in the geographic
themselves

for twenty-two

in North Norfolk and four in South Nottinghamshire

not be obtained due to aggregation

are

as discussed in

Chapter Eight, which means that separate statistics
settlements

as related

of

districts

settlements.

the average population

size of those

districts with no shops was 115, and in North Norfolk

In both of these case study areas there was considerable

variation

around this average with standard deviations

South Nottinghamshire

and 93.9 in North Norfolk.

of 87.8 in

The two largest
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districts

at the time of the field surveys with no shop,were Costock

in South Nottinghamshire

with a population

end Barsham in North Norfolk with 313.
variation

in the population

of 495 in the last census,

There was also considerable

size of districts with only one shop.

The average for such districts was 292 in South Nottinghamshire
and 319 in North Norfolk,
118 (Hawksworth)

but this ranged from minimum

and 140 (Wood Norton) respectively,

sizes of 594 (Whatton) and 671 (Raynham).
indicate the actual complexity

sizes of
to maximum

These statistics

of discussing

population

thresholds.

For both of the study areas we could talk of a nominal district
size of two hundred people above which there would be a high probability of having one or more shops, and below a probability
having no retail facilities.
caused by essentially
of settlements,

However,

there is such variation

local factors such as geographical

historical

and local enterpreneurial

evolution

of

and associated

initiatives,

location

factors,

that it is quite meaningless

to think in such precise terms as threshold values for certain
population

levels.

This association
in smaller enumeration
average population
three shops.

between population

size and retail provision

districts is reinforced when we consider the

size for districts with, respectively,

In South Nottinghamshire

two and

the average is 332 for dis-

tricts with two shops with a large jump to an average 1,347 for
three shops.

In North Norfolk exactly the reverse is true with

463 for two shops and a reduction
shops.

Consequently,

in average size to 328 for three

in North Norfolk the average size for dis-

tricts with three shops is only slightly higher than that for districts with only one shop.

The distinction

can be accounted for by local factors.

between the two areas

In South Nottinghamshire
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there are only two settlements
Aslockton,

with population

1,011 respectively.
residential
provision

with three shops, Tollerton

sizes at the last census of 1,682 and

Both settlements

development

and

have experienced

substantial

since the Second World War and in both the

of new shops has tended to lag well behind new housing.

In consequence,

there are comparatively

There is an additional
Tollerton.

factor to be considered

The settlement

area of Greater Nottingham
substantial

few shops in both villages.
in the case of

is located on the edge of the built up
and is consequently

retail provision

very close to the

in that centre and specifically

in

the suburb of West Bridgford.

In North Norfolk

the small average size for those districts

with three shops is partly a function of traditional
retailing

in the area and of tourism.

Hindolveston
surrounding

have functioned
settlements.

Great Ryburgh, Binham and

as local retail centres for smaller

Consequently,

sizes of these centres are relatively
pectively),

although the population
small (415, 278 and 346 res-

they each have three shops.

(272 population)

patterns of

The village of Holkham

is an important tourist centre for the North Nor-

folk coast, based on Holkham Hall and park, and the local craft
centre. This isalso true, albeit in a more limited sense, for Binham
which is adjacent to the monastic ruins at Binham Priory.
of these centres the summer tourist trade seems to maintain
relatively

high level of retail

The association

between settlement

size and number of shops
in South Nottinghamshire

and six in North Norfolk which have more than three shops.
in South Nottinghamshire

a

provision.

is equally confused for the ten districts

example,

In both

For

the village of Gotham (1,684 pop-
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ulation) has twelve shops whilst East Bridgford, only slightly
smaller

(1,343)~ has only five.

In North Norfolk the important

tourist centre and former market town of Little Walsingham
population)

has no ~ewer than sixteen shops whilst Briston (1,137)

has only five.

This is, however, stating the exceptional

and to place the association

here by enumeration
This association

examples,

in perspective we must acknowledge

there is a general relationship

correlation

(570

districts)

between settlement

that

size (measured

and the number of retail outlets.

can be quantitatively

expressed by Spearman's rank

coefficient, which for North Norfolk ~s + 0.55 (the asso-

ciation being distortedby

the low level of provision in some of the

'armed forces' districts)

and in South Nottinghamshire

(statistically

significant

is +0.69

at the 99 per cent confidence interval).

There are two deviations

from this statistical

association

which deserve special comment, both of which relate particularly
to selected villages.

Figures 11.1 and 11.2 show the high concen-

tration of retail outlets into a small number of centres.
principal
that

centres are selected villages,

The

although one must remember

shopping provision is a consideration in the planning decision

to designate such centres as selected villages
Chapter Seven).
population

(as discussed in

In these settlements the relationship

between the

size and number of outlets is of limited value.

is most apparent in South Nottinghamshire.

This

Here the centre with

the most shops is Bingham (population 5,053 in 1971) with thirtyeight outlets ~late 11.1 shows the market square in Bingh~.

Yet

in this study area, Ruddington

(population 6,838), Keyworth

Cotgrave

(7,702) are all bigger centres,

(5,083) and Radcliffe

having twenty-nine, nineteen,
tively.

fourteen and thirty-four

The reasons for this phenomenon

(5,754),

shops respec-

are quite involved, but
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Plate 11.1

The market square at Bingham

The photograph shows a part of the extensive shopping facilities at this selected centre. In the background the new
shopping precinct (shown in more detail in Plate 7.3) can be
seen. Whiist the scale of provision in Bingham is atypical
of most selected villages, it does indicate that rural
retailing facilities are now increasingly concentrated on
selected centres, and particularly the principal selected
villages such as Bingham.
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briefly can be summarised
effectively

as

Bingham's historical

advantage

in

having been a local market centre 5, in contrast to

the geographical

disadvantage

of Ruddington

situated close to the urban periphery
the functional

disadvantage

and Radcliffe, both

of Greater Nottingham,

and also

of Keyworth and Cotgrave, both of which

have recently developed

from smaller settlements,

the provision

of retailing

lagging behind residential

development.

facilities

This is not a surprising phenomenon,
urban context in the development
Nonetheless,

situation

history of the early new towns.

in selected villages

of the retailing

in association with the

facilities

in South Nottinghamshire

of the settlement.

thus highlights

the number of shops in a given settlement
of settlement

departments

designating

development.

This

the fact that

is not simply a function

size but also of location, historical

the pattern of residential
planning

in the

this does show the need for careful phasing of residen-

tial development
improvement

and it is paralleled

tradition and

It would be as well for

to bear all of these factors in mind when

selected villages.

The situation in North Norfolk
centre of Briston/Melton

is similar.

The selected

Constable with a combined population

of

1,782 has only eleven shops, whilst Wells, with only six hundred
more people, has forty-seven

shops.

In addition, Little Walsingham,

with under a third of the Briston/Melton
sixteen shops.

has

This situation is brought about partly by historical

tradition in Little Walsingham,
market centre 6 ,and

Nonetheless,

which was formerly an important

partly by the importance of tourism to both

Wells and Little Walsingham
stable.

Constable population,

in contrast to Briston and Melton Con-

in North Norfolk

the settlement with the lar-

gest number of shops is Fakenham, which is also the largest settle-
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ment 1n the study area with a population

of 4,467 in 1971.

dominance

of Fakenham is shown in Figure 11.1.

retailing

provision in this centre, with seventy-two

much higher than in any comparably
hamshire.
vision

in Fakenham.

geographical

The standard of
shops, is

sized settlement

Plates 11.2 (a) and (b) illustrate

The

in South Notting-

shopping and service pro-

This situation is related to the specific

location of the settlement,

to the relative remoteness

of the area from large shopping centres in towns, and to the historical, and existing,

function of Fakenham as a small market

centre for the northern half of the county.

An

examination

of the pattern of retailing

would not be complete without

some discussion

in the study areas

of the functional

structure of shops in the villages.

From the information

collected

in the field surveys of the villages

a number of important features

emerge which deserve special attention.

in nearly all of the settlements

Firstly,

with only one shop,

this was found to be a sub-post office combined with a general store.
This was true for both of the study areas with only three exceptions
in South Nottinghamshire

and two in North Norfolk.

general stores concentrate
an astonishing

on foodstuffs,

variety of hardware

eral foodstores

goods.

Most of the

although a few also sell
This trend towards gen-

as opposed to general stores proper,may

function of rationalisation

on the part of the shopkeepers

selves partly in response to general demand patterns.
conversations

with some storekeepers

bulk buying procedures

them-

However,

indicate that influences of

in the grocery co-operatives

(Maae~Vivo~

etc), which are now common aspects of rural retaining,
important in this process.

be a simple

may be
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Plates 11.2(a) and'!1.2(b)

Shop and service provision

in Fakenham

These two photographs partially show the scale of provision of shops
and consumer services in the selected centre of Fakenham. Given the
fact that Fakenham is a small market centre and since it is fairly
remote from alternative shopping facilities in urban areas, the
extensive range of facilities in Fakenham (which includes most of the
major 'High Street' chain stores, is nor very surprising, but as with
Plate 11.1 it reflects the increased focus of facilities on selected centres.
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A second feature 1S that duplication
1n centres with fewer than five shops.

of functions is uncommon

Consequently,

a settlement

with four shops would have, perhaps, a general store (cum-sub-post
office), a grocer, a butcher, and a newsagent/confectioner.
grocers and specialist bakers were comparatively
of this order, due presumable

Green-

unknown in centres

to the 'mass' marketing

and to the influence of daily 'doorstep' deliveries

of these goods

from both mobile

shops and milkmen.

More specialised

shops such as furniture stores, hardware

and DIY shops first appear in centres with between five and twelve
shops.

The principal exception

particularly
settlements.

in North Norfolk,

to this are antique shops which,
are a feature of some very small

This 1S presumably

because they are so highly special-

ised that they are afforded a degree of locational freedom.

In

addition many such shops may be run as hobby or retirement activities
by their owners.

They may represent a relatively unstable element

of the retailing structure of these villages.

Duplication

also first

appears at this order of settlements with four of the seven settlements in this group having two or more general stores.

Another important aspect of retailing in the study areas is
the existence of specialised
villages.

food stores, notably butchers,

This is an uncommon feature but one of considerable

importance to the villages, and perhaps neighbouring
involved.

Wysall in South Nottinghamshire

a long established
existence

in small

family butcher's

in this small village

tosurrounding

settlements.

villages,

is such an example.

shop is able to maintain

Here

its

(207 people in 1971) by deliveries

The distinction between this and a

mobile shop proper, is a slim one,but it seems to revolve on the more

COil!:'.

P'

~'~.,b
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of these settlements originally had only two or three shops, the
influence of closures on the communities must have been considerable.
This pattern of closure tends to reinforce the importance of
the larger villages as shopping centres.

11.3 Consumer behaviour and transport to the shops

In order to examine consumer behaviour in the study villages
it was decided to structure the questionnaire

so that the appro-

priate questions related to three orders of goods:

goods bought

daily or almost daily; more specialised goods bought less frequently
but not infrequently; highly specialised goods which were generally
bought infrequently.

It was felt that the best approach to examine

consumer behaviour relating to these orders of goods would be to
discuss certain specific goods which were felt to be representative
of the three different orders.

1.

The following goods were selected:

Lower order goods: General groceries

(eggs, bread,

cheese, etc).

2.

Middle order goods: General hardware goods (e.g.

DIY materials, gardening equipment, kitchen and basic household utensils).

3.

Higher order goods:

Expensive household goods

(e.g. domestic furniture, kitchen/general
equipment,

audio-electrical

The same princi~\

domestic expensive

equipment).

was subsequently applied to the examination of

the pattern of use of consumer services in the study areas.

It was
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limited area covered by this butcher's

van (six adjoining villages)

and by the basis of retailing which is principally
to the butcher/vandriver,or

by personal

order

telephone order direct to the shop 1n

Wysall.

The functional

structure of retailing

differs from that already described
Firstly,

functions

aspects.

is more

Secondly, the character of the individual units is often

rather different.

Purpose built units are not uncommon, particularly

in the selected villages.

villages

in only three principal

the coverage of the more specialised

complete.

measured

in the largest villages

Retail floorspace,

although this was not

1n the field surveys, seems to be proportionately
7

greater in these

Finally, in some of the large selected villages

shopping precincts have been built.
East Leake, Bingham
Nottinghamshire

small

There are examples of these in

(shown in Plate 7.3) and Cotgrave in South

and in Wells in Norfolk.

Such centres are import-

ant in extending both the range and choice of goods in selected
villages.

Whilst purpose built shops, shopping precincts
of existing buildings
of the expansion
villages,

to retailing

and conversion

outlets may be important aspects

of shopping facilities

in large and some selected

the pattern in the smaller rural settlements

thought of as one of decline.

is generally

The field survey in North Norfolk

revealed eleven closed shops in small and medium sized villages
which had stopped trading fairly recently.
common in South Nottinghamshire.

Only in one of these cases did

the closure of a shop cause the settlement
retail facilities.

Such units were less

to be without any

The general effect of closure was to reduce

the range of shops in the individual villages.

However,

as many

c
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felt that this more specific look at consumer behaviour might produce
a more objective

and more accurate picture of the situation.

Tables 11.1 and 11.2 show the locational
surner behaviour

of the sampled populations

South Nottinghamshire.

structure for the con-

of North Norfolk and

In both areas there was a general trend

towards the use of larger, usually urban centres, for more highly
specialised

goods.

However,

the patterns for the two study areas

were so different that this was the only apparent similarity
between the two.

The use of the 'home' village is more important in North
Norfolk

than ~n South Nottinghamshire.

This observation

to the three orders of goods but the distinction
for middle and high order goods.
exaggerate

is more apparent

These general tables, however,

the difference between the two study areas.

the difference

is accounted

shopping facilities

applies

In practice,

for by the use of the extensive

in Fakenham by the resident population.

four smaller study villages

In the

in North Norfolk whilst there is some

use of home village shops, where they exist, for low order goods,
these are of no value in the pattern of purchasing
order goods.
village

In general, however,

the pattern of use of home

shops in South Nottinghamshire

North Norfolk.
of multi-purpose
Nottingham,

middle and high

is less extensive

than in

This seems to be largely caused by the significance
shopping trips to urban centres, notably Greater

and to the specific importance

of the 'Azda' hyper-

market, shown in Plate 11.3, in the suburb of West Bridgford.
the context of this hyper-market,
extensive

car parking facilities

particularly

the accessibility
and ~ate-night'

In

of the centre,

shopping are

important features of its use. Kivell 8 has previously
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Plate 11. 3

The "Azda" hypermarket,

West Bridgford

This is based in one of the GreaterNottingham
suburbs,
but it a very important feature of shopping patterns
in the village households of the South Nottinghamshire
questionnaire survey. Extensive car parking, cheap
petrol (sold as a loss-leader), and late night shopping,
seem to be particularly important determinants of the
populatity of the centre.
Plate 11.4

A developing

housing estate at Kinoulton

The granting of planning permission to this estate was
contingent on the provision of water-borne sewerage to
the village. This was provided by the local authority in
1974, despite local objections based on the implications
for village development. The photograph provides visual
evidence for the association between residential estate
development in villages, with the distribution and avail,ability of spare capacity in water-borne sewerage systems-j
(see also Plate 7.1).
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questioned

the validity of the central place concept of the range

of a good (see, for example Berry 9) in the context or
surner behaviour.
partially

The pattern in South Nottinghamshire

rural conseems

to support this assessment:

"Journeys to shop cannot be resolved simply into
single-purpose trips to the nearest centre which
stocks the required good. Rural people, especially
the more mobile element, will frequently bypass the
nearest outlet of a required good because they know
the same good or service can be obtained more cheaply
at a more distant and usually larger town. In particular it is the mUltipurpose shopping trip to
such larger towns which apparently gives all of the
more commonly required goods and services an identical range in practice".
10

The use of selected villages

as shopping centres shows a

marked aifference between the study areas.

In North Norfolk about

a third of the sample use selected villages and this proportion
remains similar for all orders of goods.
that this proportion

We should acknowledge

is also an under-estimate

of the real signifi-

cance of selected villages as shopping centres, since those residents of the selected villages themselves which use the local shops
are classified as using 'home' village shops.

On this basis, it

is obvious that the North Norfolk selected villages are very important centres for shopping provision.

The actual centre used by

the study villages is largely a function of distance for the lower
and middle order goods, but the better facilities

for higher order

goods in Fakenham seems to dominate the provision

in the

other

two important centres, Wells and Holt.

In South Nottinghamshire

selected villages are rather less

important, even after allowing for the fact that residents of the
selected village of East Leake who use local shops are, as in
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Fakenham,

classified

in the 'home' village category.

For lower

and middle order goods, only twelve per cent and ten per cent of
the sampled population
facilities

in South Nottinghamshire

of selected villages.

use the shopping

For higher order goods the selec-

ted centres are almost unused by the sampled households.
term of consumer behaviour

in the South Nottinghamshire

ages suggests that this relatively
selected villages

study vill-

low degree of use of shops in

is caused in part by significant

village facilities

The pat-

use of 'home'

for lower order goods, but principally

of the general importance

because

of urban shopping centres.

The category of 'other village' use is insignificant
pattern of consumer behaviour

of both study areas.

ual study villages the only situation

in which

in the

In the individ-

'other' villages

.

assumed any importance was in the cases of Brinton in Norfolk and
Thoroton

in South Nottinghamshire.

These were both villages with-

out a shop, and a number of households
studies

(23% and 27%, respectively)

neighbouring

small villages

in each of these village

depended on one or more of the

for lower order goods.

ing to note that this dependence was apparently
hold immobility.

Whilst some households

It is interest-

independent

of house-

who were without a car

relied on such shops, others with one or more cars also used these
facilities.

In one case this was due to the daily immobility

the housewife,

but in others the cause was not apparent.

be that these households who used the shops of neighbouring
ages were examples of what Stone
'ethical' shopping behaviour.

11

vi11and

In most cases the use of 'other

This was not classified

which will be separately discussed
chapter.

It could

has termed 'personalising'

village' shops was brought about by grocery deliveries
relevant shops.

of

from the

as using mobile shops,

in the following section of this
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The pattern of shopping behaviour

which has so far been dis-

cussed has shown that in South Nottinghamshire

the use of urban

centres is extensive, whilst in North Norfolk

towns are markedly

less important

as shopping centres for the rural population

This difference

between the two study areas is highlighted

Tables 11.1 and 11.2.

for higher order goods,

and even here half of the sampled households

p~efer to use the shops

in nearby selected villages, notably Fakenham.

It is interesting

that the use of towns for higher order goods

seems to be independent
proportions

by

In North Norfolk towns only become important

as shopping centres for the study villages

to note, however,

studied.

of local facilities.

of Fakenham households

the

so using urban centres is forty-

eight per cent and in the other study villages
This feature is apparently

Consequently,

forty-nine per cent.

a result of the balance between the facil-

ities for higher order goods in the Fakenham shops and the relatively
good accessibility

of this settlement

In South Nottinghamshire

to King's Lynn.

nearly a half of the sampled pop-

ulation use towns for lower order goods (48.5%), with successively
higher proportions

for middle and higher orders of goods (72.9 and

99.6%, respectively).

This rather different pattern to North

Norfolk must be due primarily,

but not exclusively,

to the greater

accessibility

of urban centres to the study villages

tinghamshire,

both in terms of road distance and bus services.

Although

in South Not-

the structure of consumer behaviour was not consid-

ered in further detail, it is clear from the household
that multi-purpose

interviews

shopping trips are an important feature in the

use of urban centres in South Nottinghamshire.
factor which also deserves special consideration.

There was one other
We have so far
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been looking at shopping patterns 1n the locational

context, as

movement from the home village to a chosen shopping centre.

In

fact, much of the shopping for lower order goods in the Nottingham
shire urban centres is attributed to housewives
occasionally
that town.

and female and

male heads of household, whose place of work is in
Such shopping centres are, therefore,

selected'

by other factors.

This phenomenon

to a large degree, pre-

is insignificant

North Norfolk since towns are relatively unimportant
Nonetheless,

here too, a degree of pre-selection

although this time principally
since many households

as workplaces.

is important,

in lower and middle order goods,

in the Norfolk study villages combine recrea-

tional journeys to towns with some shopping.
towns were rarely the principal
this behavioural

in

In such households,

shopping centres for these goods but

pattern did supplement

their regular use of more

local facilities.

This description

of consumer behaviour in the two study areas

is through necessity based on a composite pattern of the separate
study villages.

There are, in fact, some pronounced

between the study settlements,

differences

as we would expected in a situation

where there was considerable variation between centres in the provision of shopping facilities,and
ping centres.

in the accessibility

The composite pattern nonetheless

to other shop-

reveals some inter-

esting features, notably the importance of the selected villages in
North Norfolk and their relative unimportance
their own resident populations)
significance
important.

(other than for

in South Nottinghamshire.

of urban shops in South Nottinghamshire

The

is similarly

It is notable, however, for both areas that rural

shops outside the home village and selected villages are generally
unimportant

in the locational structure of consumer behaviour.

This
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contradicts

the findings of Weekly 12 and McLoughlin

13, and more

.

h 14 , who recognise a system of functional

interdependence

between local villages of which the use of a large

recently the ~deas of As

village, with wider shopping and service facilities ,forms only a
part.

The evidence of this study suggests that in the two study

areas intra-rural shopping is almost exclusively

related to the

home village shops or to those in larger, selected villages;
neighbouring

villages are unimportant

in this situation.

result may have important consequences
ning philosophy

of 'lateral provision

This

for the 'alternative'
of facilities'

In the questionnaire

survey additional

This material on frequency

is presented

15

,and

and Chapter Five.

information

behaviour was collected to enhance our knowledge
terns.

p1an-

as outlined

by the above authors and more recently advanced by Hancock
which is discussed in Chapter Three,

the

on consumer

of shopping pat-

of shopping and transport methods

in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 but will be only briefly

dicussed here.

The examination
households

of frequency of shopping journeys for the study

shows few surprises.

As might have been expected the num-

ber of shopping trips over a given period of time was inversely re1ated to the order of goods to be bought, as shown in Tables 11.1 and
11.2.

This was true for both case studies and for all settlements,

although there was a slight tendency for shopping frequencies

in North

Norfolk to be slightly lower than those in the study villages of the
other case study area.

There was no significant

statistical

associ-

ation between shopping (requency for a given order of goods, and the
distance of shops from the home village.
to the fact that shopping frequencies

This seems to be related

are largely a function of fam-
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ily circumstances

rather than simple accessibility.

Consequently,

a housewife with a second family car,may visit the local village
shops two or three times each week, and the shops at an urban centres on a further two or three occasions each week.

In contrast,

another household in which both household heads were in full-time
employment, might make a

single multi-purpose

trip to one town once

a fortnight.

The method of transport to shops is more strongly associated
with the distance of facilities from the home.

Generally, movement

is dominated by the car and by walking

(although the latter is exclu-

sively used for home village shopping).

The use of bus services for

shopping trips is relatively insignificant,

accounting for about

seven per cent of all trips in North Norfolk and a similar proportion in South Nottinghamshire.

There are some individual contrasts

to this pattern, notably in East Leake where twenty-two per cent
of shopping trips are by bus, and in the Norfolk village of Great
Ryburgh where the proportion is thirty per cent.

In both these

cases this higher use is related to convenient timetab1ing of a
local service, which in Great Ryburgh is only a market day service
to Fakenham.

This highlights the need not just for buses in rural

areas, but for a timetable structure that provides at least one convenient return service for morning or afternoon shopping.

It may

be, however, that the paucity of services in North Norfolk now makes
such provision logistically impossible.

One final notable aspect of transport to shops is the category
classified as 'collected or delivered' as shown in Table 11.1 and
11.2.

This 'static shopping' may be associated with the delivery

of ordered groceries by local shops (not mobile shops, which are con-
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sidered separately)

or, perhaps, by goods being purchased

of a given household by friends, neighbours
for elderly or infirm people.

or relatives, particularly

Static shopping for middle and higher

order goods is almost equally unimportant

for both study areas.

ever, for lower order goods this phenomenon

related to

How-

is rather more signifi-

cant in North Norfolk than in South Nottinghamshire.
ction is largely

on behalf

This distin-

the village Brinton, where the absence

of a shop or of a local bus service at the time of the survey, and
a population

structure with a high proportion

of less mobile elderly

people, had resulted in a large number of households
ent on mobile shops and shop deliveries

being depend-

for lower order goods.

11.4 Mobile shops and patterns of use by the study households

In

Table 11.1 we see that a small proportion

sampled population
order goods.

are totally dependent on mobile shops for lower

In fact, each of the three households which make up

this small proportion
discussed

above.

is located in the village of Brinton, as

In the other eleven study villages no household

uSeS mobile shops exclusively,
ant supplementary

but they are nonetheless

an import-

feature of the pattern of rural retailing.

should recognise at the start of the discussion
a distinction

of the Norfolk

We

that we are making

between mobile shops proper which travel on routes

between villages
deliver previously

'plying' for trade, and local delivery vans which
ordered goods from shop to the doorstep.

Helle's work on mobile shops in Finland is an interesting
study 16 ,but

there are few works of a similar scale applicable to

this country.

Wheeler 17 has discussed the retailing pattern of

travelling vans and mobile shops in Sutherland but there are no
comparable

specific studies for an English county.

In our two case
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study areas~field work and the household

interviews have established

that mobile shops make weekly visits to each of the study villages,
although the number of shops varies from two (Barton) to five (East
Leake) in South Nottinghamshire

and from one (Stiffkey and Ryburgh)

to four (Fakenham) in North Norfolk.

The large number serving the

two biggest survey villages of East Leake and Fakenham,
be a simple product of the concentration
1n these settlements.

of potential

Since a large proportion

seems to

customers

of the overall

trade of mobile shops is provided by residents of such selected
villages,

it is fair to say that these selected villages are import-

ant to the maintenance

of mobile shops in rural areas.

however, there is no direct relationship
settlement

Generally,

between the size of a given

and the number of mobile shops which visit that centre.

Neither is the number of mobile shops a function of the relative
isolation of each settlement.

In South Nottinghamshire
shops than 1n North Norfolk.

there is a broader range of mobile
In South Nottinghamshire

bread vans visited all of the study villages,
greengrocers'
ger

and butchers'

vans visited all but two of the villages.

visited the larger villages

smaller settlements en route.

in the area

In addition,

travelling
and

A fishmon-

and some of the
there was a 'general'

mobile shop based at Gotham which visited most of the villages
in the western part of the study area and which sold a surprisingly
diverse range of foodstuffs and various hardware goods.
also travelling
villages.

There were

'fizzy-drinks' vans visiting most of the study

These were rather different from the other mobile shops

in that they were based in Nottingham,

whilst each of

the other

mobile shops originated from rural centres either in South Nottinghamshire or over the countybou~dary,

in the North and North East
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Leicestershire

villages.

Finally,

in the study, one must acknowledge

although this was not examined
the contribution

Whilst 1n some of the more remote villages

of the milk-·vans.

in the north-east

the study area the frequency of milk deliveries

of

has been cut to

four visit per week, the milk-van now offers a far wider range of
goods than the basic milk and eggs delivery alone.

Bread vans visited all of the study villages
In addition, there were mobile butchers,
gers visiting

in North Norfolk.

greengrocers

some of the study villages.

and fishmon-

Consequently,

although

the range ;of goods available in the North Norfolk villages was
less extensive

than in South Nottinghamshir~

basic foodstuffs were represented.
only in the largest settlement,
available

nonetheless

We should add,

all of the

however,

that

Fakenham, were all of these goods

from mobile vans.

The frequency of visits varied with the. tyPe of the van or
mobile shop.

The most frequent services were the bakers' vans which

visited each village three or four times each week.

The green-

grocers' mobile shop visited villages between one and four times
each week, depending on the location of the village
the operating routes,and
visited

study villages

frequency

on the operators

in respect of

themselves.

Butchers

about twice each week, which was the same

as the South Nottinghamshire

which were on the fishmonger's

general store.

Those villages

routes tended to be visited only once

each week.

The pattern of use of the mobile shops in the study villages
shows interesting
the individual

contrasts between the two study areas and between

study villages.

Table 11.3 shows that the general
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pattern lS for proportionally

fewer households

in North Norfolk to

use these services, but those which do,tend to use the mobile shops
more intensively
shire.

than the sampled households

in South Nottingham-

In North Norfolk the composite pattern is for a little

under half of the households
(46.6%), but virtually
each week.

to use one or more mobile shops

all of these use the services more than once

This feature of intensive use amongst relevant house-

holds is true for each of the study villages but there are considerable variations

between these villages as to the actual propor-

tion of households

supporting mobile shops, varying from nearly

total support (95.1%) in Brinton to fewer than a quarter of the sampled households
f
ouse

(21.5%) in Fakenham.

In North Norfolk the degree

. h the 1eve 1
lS strong 1y· as soc late d 18 Wlt

vision ln the respective villages,
considerable

0f

.
shopplng
pro-

and this largely explains the

differences between the settlements.

In the South Nottinghamshire

study villages,the

intensity of

use of mobile shops seems to be related to the number of travelling
vans and shops that visit the individual

settlements.

Consequently,

in Barton, with only two mobile shops, there are more households
which use them only once a week or less,than those which use them
more than once aach week.

At the other end of the scale are the

villages of East Leake and Kinoulton with five and three mobile
shops respectively,
households
Table 11.3.

and where the intensity of use amongst those

which support these shops is much higher, as shown in
It is worth noting that there is no apparent associ-

ation between intensity of use and the number of mobile shops in the
study villages of North Norfolk, although one would require a larger
sample of villages to assess this association

fairly.
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The degree of use of mobile shops amongst the sampled households
~s only a little less variable between
study villages

the South Nottinghamshire

and those of North Norfolk.

use are in the smaller villages, notably

(75.0%). Correspondingly,
larger villages,
Kinoulton
between

the lower measures

(75.0%) and Wysall

of use are in the
(45.3%), and

However, whilst there is a general association

settlement

size and use of mobile shops this is not statis-

tically significant.
0f

Barton

East Leake (45.5%), East Bridgford

(40.9%).

th e 1eve 1

The highest degreesof

The same is true

i
..
shono
opp~ng
prov~s1on

for the relationship

an d d egree

0f

use 19.,1n

between

contrast

to the result for North Norfolk.

Dependence

on mobile shops for foodstuffs

limited to the three households

is rare and this is

in Brinton that we earlier discussed.

In the survey as a whole there are many more households

which are

dependent

or neigh-

on 'static shopping' where friends, relatives

bours buy all the groceries
complete dependence
between household

and basic goods.

This low degree of

on mobile shops is supported by the association

immobility

expect that those households

and use of mobile shops.
without personal

One would

transportation

would

show a very high degree of use of mobile shops and travelling
vans.

In fact, the difference

households

of use between mobile and immobile

is not great in either study area.

a little over a half of the households

In North Norfolk

classified

as immobile

(51.7%)

use mobile shops, compared to 46.6 per cent of the whole population.
In South Nottinghamshire

portions

the difference

is roughly the same with pro-

of 54.1 and 52.6 per cent, respectively.

true for all the study villages.

This is not

We have already noted the depend-

ence of some Brinton households

on mobile shops, and in this village

and its neighbour,

there is a strong association

Sharrington,
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between mobile shop and use,and immobile households.

The same

is true for the village of Thoroton in South Nottinghamshire
particularly when one also considers those households which are
affected by the phenomenon of daily immobility, as discussed
in the previous chapter.

It is si gn i f i cant ,.however,

that it

1S

in these villages that 'static shopping' for lower order goods
is less important.

It may be that the degree of use of mobile

shops by immobile households

is at least partly a function of

those social factors which influence the development of 'static
shopping' patterns.

The general impression of the significance of mobile shops to the study
villages

is that they provide an important supplementary

shopping facilities.

source of

However, these shops rarely dominate retailing

patterns except perhaps in the case of a few specific goods, notably milk, but also, for many households, bread and related products.

There is little doubt from the outcome of these results

that use of mobile
ience.

shops is often partly associated with conven-

This point was strongly reinforced by conversations with

housewives

during the course of the household interviews.

respondent

commented:

As one

"He (the baker) comes on Tuesdays and Thursdays and the
greengrocer also on Tuesday. They are not all that
expensive and it saves you a journey into town. The
parking in town is very bad now. What I like about
them is that they come to your doorstep - well almost
and you can take the time to choose. It's so much
easier. "
11.5 Service provision in the study areas

For the purposes of this discussion we shall separate 'services'
into public utilities and community-based

services.

It is true over

a wide part of rural England that the pattern of provision of public
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utilities

to rural communities has changed dramatically

last twenty-five

In 1942 the Scott report

years.

that local authorities
to all settlements

should encourage

of the countryside,

recommended

the provision of electricity

and of gas and water-borne

all of the larger villages.

20

over the

sewerage systems to

This has been achieved throughout much

and in many areas this standard of provision

in respect of the sewerage recommendations

has been exceeded.

has been brought about as many smaller villages have beenjoined
water- borne
no~ogica1

This
to a

sewerage system, made possible largely through tech-

changes in both the laying of large-bore pipes and in the

development

of more compact and efficient treatment plants capable

of serving a large village with several adjacent settlements.

The extension of the mains sewerage system in the rural districts of Norfolk illustrates

this rapid change. In

1950 there

were only twenty parishes in the administrative rural districts of
the whole

county

which were located on the mains sewerage system.

By 1971 this had expanded to 160 parishes.

In the North Norfolk

case study area seventeen of the forty civil parishes now have
a water-borne

sewerage system.

This is a slightly

better coverage

than for other rural areas in the county, representing

a coverage

rate of 42.5 per cent, compared to an average for the Norfolk
rural districts of 30.0 per cent.
gest settlements

In North Norfolk the three lar-

are all on mains sewerage

(Fakenham, Wells and

Briston) but below this the provision of this utility bears little
relation to settlement

size.

This is largely due to the use of

group systems for providing mains drainage.

These are usually

based on a single large settlement taking in a small number of smaller
surrounding

settlements.

In addition, some new schemes are based

solely on smaller settlements,whose

selection is bas~d largely on
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cost effectiveness
potential

in relation to the cost of provision

group schemes.

Consequently,

but the largest rural settlements,
drainage

is a primary requirement

it would seem that for all

for which the provision
for further residential

ment on even a modest scale, the prov1s10n
a function of their geographical

location.

develop-

In addition, Green and
of the local authority

This is particularly

sider the standard of provision

of mains

of mains drainage is

Ayton have pointed out that the initiative
is a critical factor.

in other

evident when we con-

in a given rural district

as a whole:

"Despite the large capital expenditure involved, the
initiative of the Rural District Councils is a more
influential factor than the more logical priorities of
the size of village or the public health requirements
in the county as a whole." 21

We should acknowledge

here that complete coverage of rural settle-

ments by mains drainage systems is not an objective of either planning or public health policies.
has been conveniently

The policy relating to Norfolk

summarised:

"In some small villages and hamlets septic tanks,
which are capable of operating hygienieally and
conveniently in the right conditions, may be considered adequate." 22

In South Nottinghamshire

thirty-five

of the fifty-eight

civil

parishes have mains drainage, but schemes in the design phase or
currently projected
forty-seven.

for construction

As with North Norfolk,

will eventually

extend this to

all of the larger

villages

are covered, although the selected village of East Bridgford was only
covered by a comprehensive

scheme as late as 1974.
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The provision of mains drainage is of much more significance
to rural development

than its function as a convenient public

utility may suggest.
significance
process.

In Chapters Four and Seven we discussed the

of mains sewerage facilities

In practice, the existence

with sufficient

in the development

of a mains drainage system

spare capacity, is probably the single most important

factor in the planning decision to permit even moderate
residential

control

development

in a given settlement.

amounts of

Without mains

sewerage, or without spare capacity in existing plant, development
is effectively

restricted

to minor 'infilling' within the settlement.

The high cost of providing mains sewerage facilities to the
smallest settlements might mean that it is economically

inevitable

that some settlements will always be dependent on septic tanks or
other alternative

facilities.

that this is institutionalising
for rural settlements.
settlements

However, if this is so we must realise
differential

development

This is probably most important for smaller

in remoter rural areas such as North Norfolk.

seen from Chapter Eight that many of these settlements
iencing accelerated
housing,

opportunities

decline and that the construction

almost paradoxically,

are experof new

may reverse this trend.

text we can suggest that the geographical

We have

In this con-

pattern of provision of

mains drainage may, in the future, have important consequences

for

the social and economic viability of many smaller villages in the
remoter areas.

It is one of the peculiar but nonetheless

charac-

teristic contrasts between pressure and remoter rural areas that
the opposite phenomenon

is largely true for pressure areas.

Here

the greater demand for existing, and the limited amount of new,
housin&means

that the absence

of mains drainage in a smaller vil-

lage is often regarded by the residents as a measure of protection
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against further development.
ferent perception
inghamshire

This is a simple reflection

of the development

situation.

of a dif-

In the South Nott-

villages the principal problem of development,

as per-

ceived by residents, is not a lack of new housing assisting in the
physical and socio-econimic

decay of the settlements,

but a surfeit of development
and a loss of 'character'.
Nottinghamshire

as in Norfolk,

causing rapid change in the settlement
Consequently,

village, Kinou1ton,

in at least one South

the recent introduction

of mains

drainage to the settlement brought bitter protests from many residents who saw this as 'the thin end of the wedge'.
tunate testimony

to the situation that in the

It is an unfor-

three years since

the system was completed, one new estate has been granted planning
permission

(see Plate 11.4).

The other principal public utility services are gas, water and
electricity.

In neither study areas was the distribution

mains network studied in detail.

Generally, however, most

large villages were connected to the gas network.
however,

due to the general distribution

tricity supply and to the development
of available

universal,

supply to settlements

any hard-

of the elec-

of new (fuel oil) and the use

(for example, coal) alternative

Electricity

of the

It is unlikely,

that those settlements without gas, experience

ship or inconvenience

of the gas

fuel sources.

in both study areas is now

although it is possible that some outlying and deserted

cottages in North Norfolk are without supplies.
prising when judged by contemporary

standards,but

This may seem unsurto put this in per-

spective is the fact that as late as 1950 as many as twenty per cent
of residential
supply.

properties

in Norfolk were without electricity

Since relatively few of these houses were in towns this
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points to an even poorer level of provision

in the rural parts of

the county.

Mains water supply is now piped to all the settlements,
pective of S1ze, in South Nottinghamshire,
in North Norfolk.

The exception

probably without piped supplies.

and to all except one

is the small village of Dunton

which is still dependent on local wells.
number of deserted un-modernised

irres-

Once again, however, a

cottages in this study area are
In perspective,

however, in 1951

over sixty per cent of the Norfolk parishes were without piped
water supplies.

Community

Services:

services', within

Previous work on what we define as 'community
the two study areas is limited, although the gen-

eral work by Green and Ayton 23 and Maxwell 24 of the Norfolk County
Planning Department,

is useful.

Outside the study area probably

the most notable study, and certainly one of the most comprehensive,
has been that by Bracey
graphical

distribution

25

Probably the key feature in the geo-

of community services, as discussed in these

and other works, has been, and is, reorganisation
tion, notably of educational

and rationa1isa-

and health services, but also of a

variety of other community services.

There is abundant literature

. 26 on V1·11age sch001s, Boston 27
on these topics, for examp 1e, Mart1n
on the public houses and inns of English villages,
Cherry on village churches

28

Whilst the processes of rationalisation
are largely uncontrolled

and Chandler, and

by planners,

and reorganisation

since they are outside the

statutory function of planning legislation,
attracted interest amongst 'rural' planners.

their consequences have
Concern has tended to
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focus on the standard of services that are provided to rural communities.

It is clear, however,

of opinion.

that there is considerable

divergence

One young planner, for example, has written:

"Most retail functions are now served by the small
chain supermarket, which is an improvement and continuation of the old village store concept. There is
additionally purchase of goods from delivery vans and
increasing use of de~p freezers. Most villages can
also function without a bank, since those that use this
service usually have a car and can thus travel to
urban facilities.
Libraries may be replaced with
mobile services ...•
Social organisation may also be
substituted by urban facilities where good accessibility
to towns is found." 29

This is perhaps an extreme view and in the author's experience
atypical of the attitude of practising planners.

is

In contrast, there

is the other viewpoint:

"The basic requirement of a rural community if it ~s
to be viable by modern standards are a primary school,
a food shop, a post office, and a village hall and
also easy access to a clinic, doctor, a secondary
school, and a wider range of shops." 30

We shall see from the subsequent discussion of community services
in the two case study areas that even this fairly moderate
provision

is to be found in increasingly

level of

fewer smaller villages.

For the purposes of this analysis we shall consider the
distribution
functional

(a)

of community services in the study areas within five
divisions:

Health and other services provided by the Regional

and Area Health Authorities.
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(b)

Education and other community services provided by

the local authorities.

(c)

Ecclesiastical

(d)

Dispersed

facilities.

services, i.e. community services, which may

adopt a more dispersed locational distribution,

such as black-

smiths, garages and filling stations, and sub-post offices.

(e)

Other community services.

Health Services:
Figure 11.3.
facilities,

The distribution

of health services is shown ~n

With the exception of three regional psychiatric
the South Nottinghamshire

to primary facilities.

health services are confined

In North Norfolk services are confined tot-

ally to the primary facilities.

In the following discussion we will

see that community services as a whole are concentrated
degree on six selected villages,
Keyworth,

to a high

Bingham, Cotgrave, East Leake,

Radcliffe on Trent and Ruddington,

in South Nottingham-

shire, and on two in North Norfolk, Fakenham and Wells.

This pat-

tern is certainly true for health services in both of the study
areas.

In North Norfolk all of the full-time facilities

are con-

centrated on the two centres with the exception of a district nurse
based in the village of Binham.

There is also a part-time surgery

at Gt. Ryburgh, shown in Plate 11.5.
is a part-time
Aslockton

In South Nottinghamshire

there

doctors' surgery in Orston and district nurses in

and Clipston.

Otherwise,

all of the health facilities

are

located in the six key centres, although one of the regional
psychiatric

units is based on the edge of Radcliffe,

of Saxondale.

in the parish
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Plate 11.5

Doctors'clinic

at Great Ryburgh

Part time surgeries and clinics are an increasingly
uncommon element of primary health care facilities in
both study areas, but this small hut in Great Ryburgh
is the exception that proves the rule.
Plate 11.6

The Boar Inn at Great Ryburgh

The Boar Inn was re-opened as a 'free-house' (i.e.
independant of the major breweries) in 1977 after
several years closure. This provides an unfortunately
rare example of how entrepreneurial initiative may
locally reverse a process of service rationalisation
(in this case by the major brewery combines). It is
probably significant, however, that this has occured
in a village where development control policies have
permitted a significant amount of residential development since the early 'seventies.
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In both areas this concentration

of facilities

for primary

health care in these centres, is partly a function of traditional
patterns of servicing the rural communities,
of financing new health centres.

and partly a result

The selected village development

policy of both planning authorities

and broader area health author-

ity policies has resulted 1n the new health centres being built in
these selected villages.

In addition, we can hardly ignore the

influence of locational inertia since most of these new health centres were built to replace or consolidate

facilities that already

existed in these settlements.

It is not the purpose of this analysis to assess the standards
of primary health care in the study areas.
a particular.issue
hamshire,

which should be highlighted.

there are

and one doctor.

there is

In South Notting-

five health centres and additional surgeries

for four doctors and two dentists.
hasone health

Nonetheless,

In contrast, North Norfolk

centre with additional

surgeries for two dentists

Even allowing for the greater population

South Nottinghamshire

of the

area (three times the size of North Norfolk),

this points to poorer provision of health facilities in the remoter
areas.

This difference

households

is intensified when we consider that many

in the South Nottinghamshire

Greater Nottingham,not

study villages

tended to use

only for the more specialised health facil-

ities but also for primary health care.

This pattern of use obviously

reduces the pressure on the facilities within the study area.

Education

and other local government

services:

Figure 11.4 shows

selected local government services in the study areas.

This is the

service sector which we would expect to show the most marked concentrationon the selected villages,

since it is this sector over which
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local authorities must have the most direct control in the location
of new facilities

and the reorganisation

of existing services.

Fig-

ure 11.4 indicates that this is indeed the case. With the exception
of primary schools, the only facility to be located outside the
six Nottinghamshire

villages which we shall refer to as the prin-

cipal selected villages,
ton.

is the Catholic secondary school at Toller-

Not only is this a long established

school, pre-dating

porary planning policy, but it is also, significantly,
pendent school.

contem-

a semi-inde-

In North Norfolk there is also only one facility

located outside the two principal

centres of Fakenham and Wells.

This is the secondary school at Briston.

It is significant, how-

ever, that the school is located at Briston since this village,
like Tollerton,

is a smaller selected centre.

The distribution

of primary schools

is due largely to historical
schools and in particular
schools.

1S

rather different.

patterns in the foundation of village

to the early political organisation

Many village schools were established

organisations

This

of

by church or related

which were very active in nineteenth

century education,

or by local school boards which under the Elementary Education Act
of 1870 had responsibility
all children.
authorities

for providing elementary

The subsequent less autonomous organisation

was not established

In South Nottinghamshire

by local

until the Education Act of 1903.

there are thirty-existing

of which eighteen were built before 1903.
established

education for

primary schools,

The proportion

of older

schools in North Norfolk is even higher, with seventeen,

out of the twenty-one existing schools.

The size of the schools shows very different patterns for the
two study areas.

In South Nottinghamshire

only six

of the primary
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schools have fewer than fifty pupils, whilst in North Norfolk
rises to fourteen.

this

In fact, in North Norfolk only two of the schools

that are located outside the selected villages have more than
fifty pupils.

The fact that many rural schools are in buildings

established

before 1903 31 and have fe\,yerthan fifty pupils, particularly

in

North Norfolk, means that the distribution

of primary facilities

is likely to continue to be rationalised.

This is because national

government

has made it an educational

priority

for local government

to replace old, inadequate primary schools, with 1903 being established as a guide line.
pupils are increasingly

In addition, schools with fewer than fifty
seen as economically

the practical minimum size is considerably
pupils.

It seems inevitable

schools in thenon-selected
closure.

inefficient, although
lower at about thirty

that many of the smaller primary

villages

of North Norfolk are faced with

This may not be so, due to the increased costs of 'busing'

school children to other schools, which is an inevitable
of the closure of established
p henomenon

schools.

Martin has studied this

' more deta1'1 32• More recently in Norfolk the threat
1n

to small village schools has been intensified
County Council to restructure

by the decision of the

primary education by creating

schools' for children between eight and twelve years old.
context it seems that the process of rationalisation
facilities

result

'middle
In this

of primary

in North Norfolk is far from completed.

An additional feature which Figure 11.4 does not show, but
which is an important aspect of the distribution
ities, is the concentration
tian of new schools.

of capital investment

In North Norfolk

of primary facilin the construc-

there have been two new
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primary schools built since the Second World War, both of these are
located in selected villages,
pupils.

and both have over two hundred

The location of these schools is partly a reflection

policy of concentration

of capital investment

but also partly a consequence
school facilities

of the

in these villages,

of the greater demand for primary

1n these large villages.

In South Nottinghamshire

there are twelve new primary schools of which nine have been built
in selected villages.

The three schools built in non~se1ected

tres have been developed to replace overcrowded

cen-

and inadequate

older schools both in the 'home' village, but also, by enlarging
the catchment area of the new schools, in a few surrounding
ments.

In this way the construction

settle-

of new primary schools 1n rural

areas is often part of a process of rationalising

educational

facilities.

Ecclesiastical
Figure 11.5.
provision,

facilities:
This shows

Ecclesiastical

facilities are shown in

a very much more dispersed pattern of

with apparently few aspects of nucleation,

in complete

contrast to the provision of health, education and other local
government

facilities as previously

distribution,

studied.

The cause of this

as with primary schools, is essentially

one of histo-

rical legacy but also of social patterns of worship in respect of
individual

communities.

When analysed in detai~ the location of ecclesiastical
ities shows some interesting
more casual examination.
the distribution
ations.

of

facil-

features which might be missed by a

Firstly, there is a distinction

between

Anglican churches and those of other denomin-

In South Nottinghamshire

there are fifty-one Anglican churches

of which nine are located in selected villages.

In contrast, ten
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of the nineteen

'other' churches are located in selected villages.

The same distinction

is apparent in North Norfolk with ratios of

four out of thirty-seven

Anglican churches and five out of fourteen

'other' churches in selected centres.
ever, suggests that this increased

The locational pattern, how-

concentration

of non-Anglican

churches on selected centres is not associated with the planning
status of these settlements but more with their population
several medium sized non-selected

size, since

centres in both study areas, for

example Gotham in South Nottinghamshire

and Blakeney in Norfolk,

also have churches of other denominations.

Figure 11.5 also shows the distribution
the study area

of settlements

with no active church or chapel.

in

Some of these par-

ishes have never had a church, for example the small hamlet of
Craymere

Beck, near Briston, in Norfolk,

or the dispersed settle-

ment in the parish of Thorpe in South Nottinghamshire.
cases, however,

these settlements

do have a church or chapel

which through physical decay or reorganisation
'closed' by the church authorities.
are three settlements

processes has been

In South Nottinghamshire

Furthermore,

this does not

describe the pattern of church and chapel closures in

the study areas since many settlements

which do"have an Anglican

church also contain a chapel of one of the other denominations
is now closed.

This is particularly

We can see, therefore,

which

true for South Nottinghamshire

where there are a large number of closed Methodist

distribution

there

in the latter category, whilst in North Nor-

folk there are no fewer than fifteen.
completely

In many

chapels.

that there is reorganisation

of church

in both study areas, although there is no evidence to

suggest that this is concentrating

facilities

on selected centres,
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as seems to be occuring for other community
isation has been facilitated

by the development

parishes by the church authorities.
Anglican

churches

small catchment

area of parishes

of 'combined'

each rural vicar has a

and responsibility

for perhaps

This is also a feature of reorganisation

in South Nottinghamshire,
North Norfolk

This reorgan-

This is most apparent for the

in North Norfolk,where

three or four churches.

services.

although it is less extensive here.

In

the whole of the study area is covered by eleven

combined parishes, with some overlap with adjacent parishes outside
the study area.

This indicates a considerable

degree of rational-

isation of church facilities.

Dispersed

Services:

the study areas.

Figure 11.6 indicates

services in

Having examined in detail the distribution

health, educational

and other local authority

iastical facilities,
tribution

'dispersed'

of

services, and eccles-

it was considered useful to evaluate the dis-

of a group of services whose locationa1

may be thought of as relatively

dispersed.

characteristics

For the purposes of this

analysis this group included public houses, post office and subpost office facilities,
cultural machinery

garages and associated

repairers,

smiths, and both sub-divisional
the most part the information

agricultural

automobile

contractors,

black-

and local police stations.

of

but as some of these facilities were difficult

to identify in the field (notably agricultural
data were supplemented
cial' directory

For

on the location of these services

was obtained by field work, as with the other examinations
service provision,

and agri-

by reference

contractors)

these

to the most up to date 'commer-

that we could find (albeit not a comprehensive

one), the 'yellow pages' supplement

to the telephone directory.

the case of the location of police facilities

In

the relevant in for-
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mation was supplied by the Nottinghamshire

Combined

Constabulary

and

by the Norfolk Police Authority.

In this examination
services

the degree of concentration

in the selected villages,is

of these

assessed by a crude index of

the number of units in the defined selected villages
total number of units in the study area.
technique

and although

centration

This is an elementary

it does give a guide to the degree of con-

in these centres it does mean that the relevant

for the two study areas are not directly

There are sixty-one
twenty-eight

indexes

comparable.

public houses in South Nottinghamshire

and

in North Norfolk, which are located in thirty-four

and twenty-one

different

in the Nottinghamshire
the settlements

settlements,

study area

are without

tion in North Norfolk
therefore,

divided by the

respectively.

Consequently,

a little under a half of all

a village

pub, whilst the same propor-

rises to nearly two-thirds.

We can see,

that village pubs are rather less common than a popular

image of rural life might suggest.

It is certainly

true that at

one stage in fairly recent history public houses were more widely
distributed

in rural areas put as with many other services there has

been an erosion

of this distribution

ation of the pattern.

brought

about by rationalis-

The cause of this rationalisation

recently been attributed

to the large brewery

combines 33 which

have taken over small and medium sized local breweries
quently reorganised

their distribution

has

and subse-

of public houses so as to

avoid overlapping

facilities where demand, either in the village

or from customers

coming from other villages

support two or more pubs.

and towns, cannot

Whilst other factors are important

the decay of the distribution

in

of village pubs this is undoubtedly

a major factor in one of the study areas, North Norfolk, where
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Watneys have recently reorganised the distribution of public houses
following the take-over of local breweries.

It is significant that

where new rural pubs are established or occassionally reopened 1n
Norfolk they tend to be independent concerns i.e. 'free houses'.
There is one such example in North Norfolk at Gt. Ryburgh, shown in
Plate 11.6.

Figure 11.6 shows that there is some degree of concentration
of pubs into a few centres.

This 1S partly a legacy, once again,

of a traditional and long established pattern

with public hous~s

being grouped on the market centres of the areas.

This may explain

why, for example, Little Walsingham, the former Norfolk market
centre, has two pubs whilst other settlements such as Sculthorpe,
of a similar size, have none.

This also partly explains the remark-

able concentration of pubs in Fakenham which has one in six of all
the North Norfolk pubs, five in all.

In contrast, similarly sized

centres in the other study area, for example East Leake and Cotgrave, have only three and two pubs respectively.

The degree of

concentration of this service in the selected villages in South
Nottinghamshire

is 0.45 (where 1.00 would be complete concentration)

and in North Norfolk, 0.36.

The locational pattern of post office facilities is more highly
dispersed than that for public houses.

In South Nottinghamshire

there

are thirty-three post offices and sub-post offices with no settlement having more than one unit.

The same is true in North Norfolk

where there are twenty-eight post offices.
Nottinghamshire

Consequently, in South

a little over half of all villages have a post office

(53%) and in North Norfolk a little under a half (45%).

This wide

distribution of post office facilities is almost totally a function
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of the role of many village shops as a general store cum-sub-post
office.

In South Nottinghamshire

there is an effective threshold

for settlement size of about two hundred population for the provision of this service, although some villages with a sub-post
office are less than this size, for example, Hawksworth
tion 134 in 1971).

(popula-

In North Norfolk the threshold is slightly higher

at two hundred and fifty population

34

As a result of this dispersed pattern the concentration index
for post office facilities is relatively low for both areas, with
0.27 in South Nottinghamshire

and 0.14 in North Norfolk.

This is

one of the few services the distribution of which, particularly
in respect of smaller and medium sized villages, has not notably
decayed in recent years.

To a large extent, however, the fortunes

of the village post office are bound together with that of the
village store, where they exist, and if there is any widespread
concentration of retailing outlets

on

larger villages at the expense

of smaller settlements, it seems almost inevitable that postal
services as provided by the village store, would also decay.

The distribution of garages in the two study areas is an
unusual pattern.

In South Nottinghamshire

there are twenty-seven

garages located in seventeen settlements, and in the other study
area twenty-three in thirteen settlements.

Clearly this is a less

dispersed service than either pubs or post offices.

The actual

locational pattern of ga~ages in both study areas seems to be a
function of two factors.
is important.

Firstly, the size of the settlement

The indexes of concentration on the selected centres

of both areas, which are all larger villages, are fairly high with
0.59 in South Nottinghamshire

and 0152 in North Norfolk.

In addition
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many of the garages located outside selected centres are associated
with medium sized villages.

For example, in South Nottinghamshire

there are eleven garages in non-selected

settlements, and six of

these are located in settlements with over 1,000 people.

The second factor is the distribution of garages in respect
of the principal traffic routes of the two areas.

This is not

immediately apparent from Figure 11.6 but a more detailed study of
the location of garages and also of their individual sites, shows
that there is an association between garages and certain routes.
In South Nottinghamshire

the A.60 Nottingham to Loughborough road

and the A.52 Nottingham to Grantham road are particular significant,
although the major trunk road, the A.46(T),
important in this association.

In Norfolk

surprisingly is not
the A.I065 Fakenham to

Norwich road and the A.149 coast road, which are summer tourist
routes, are sigpificant.

It would be misleading to suggest that those garages located
in the larger villages were based principally on automobile repair
and thus were 'population' related services, whilst those in smaller settlements were located on major routes and functioned largely
as filling stations for through traffic.

Nonetheless,

extent this distinction is reflected in the field.

to some

There are

now relatively few village garages located in smaller settlements
off major routes.

Equally the traditional rural phenomenon of the

village blacksmith or store selling petrol is now comparatively
rare in the study areas.

The distribution of police services, along with many other
public services, has been affected by reorganisation.

This was
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caused principally

by a manpower

crisis 1n the early 'sixties

which tended to focus limited resources on the urban 'problem'
areas, at the expense, albeit indirectly,

of rural policing.

In

addition, the concept of 'Unit Beat' policing was developed in this
period, partly as a response to the manpower problems.

This basic-

ally took the policeman off the 'beat' and put him into a vehicle,
which increased his mobility.

This concept greatly affected the dis-

tribution of police resources in rural areas, firstly by increasing the number of parishes that a given policeman

could cover, and

secondly by reducing the number of policeman needed at a given point
since cover for an 'off-duty' policeman

could be provided by a

single larger station often many miles away and usually in an
adjacent town.

The outcome of these changes was that most of the different
Police Authorities

of the respective English counties adopted a

system of rural policing which was rather more dependent on the
resources of any adjacent urban areas.
at sub-divisional
headquarters

The rural unit was usually

level, covering a large area.

The sub-divisional

would be a medium sized station located in a geograph-

ically convenient
police facilities.

large village or small town, usually with existing
In addition, there were a number of small police

stations which were generally single police houses with a small
office added to the building.

In South Nottinghamshire

the sub-divisional

located in the selected village of Bingham.

headquarters

Whilst this is not

central to the study area, it is so for the sub-divisional

area,

which does not coincide with the local government boundaries.
North Norfolk the headquarters

are

is located in Fakenham.

In

In addition,
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there are twelve minor stations in South Nottinghamshire
North Norfolk.

and six in

These minor stations are mostly police houses as

already described

(see Plate 11.7), although there are two excep-

tions of purpose built stations in the selected villages of Ruddington and East Leake in South Nottinghamshire,and

in Wells in Norfolk.

Although there has never been a time when every village had a
resident policeman,
reduction

the present pattern rep~esents

in the distribution

a considerable

of police services in the study areas.

It is clear from the existing pattern that facilities have also
been concentrated

on the larger villages and in particular

those

amongst them which are selected villages.

Consequently,

centration

is 0.69 and for North

index for South Nottinghamshire

the con-

Norfolk 0.43.

The two remaining
cultural contractors.

'dispersed' services are blacksmiths

and agri-

We should bear in mind that the farrier

based 'service' aspects of the blacksmith may be subservient
to the 'non-service'

workshop.

Figure 11.6 shows that these two

rural services are the only ones which have a genuinely dispersed
distribution.

There are only two blacksmiths

South Nottinghamshire
Norfolk.

In South Nottinghamshire

There are five agricultural
shire and six in North Norfolk.
contractors

ted villages.

in

and there are none at all located in North

the small villages of Scarrington

hamshire

now operating

the blacksmiths

are located in

and Colston Bassett.

contractors

in South Nottingham-

In fact, two of the South Notting-

and two in North Norfolk are located in selec-

This means very little, however,

agricultural machinery

since unlike the

repairers and dealers who are mostly found

in the large villages or in the towns, the agricultural

contractors
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Plate 11.7

The police house at Great Ryburgh

This is an example of the small rural police station,
usually consisting of a single police house and a one
room office (often converted from a pre-existing police
house and rarely purpose built), that is integral to the
re-organised distribution of police services in rural
areas.
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are often farm based.
capital investment
specialised

Presumably

this is related to the high

of many contemporary

mobile machinery

and equipment,

farmers to contract out this equipment
these agricultural

Other services:

farming enterprises

contractors

which encourages

formally.

are highly specialised

Figure 11.7 shows the distribution

services.

is involved including

of other serfour sections

a very broad functional

commercial

between
range

services such as banks, domestic

services such as plumbers, professional
agents, solicitors

services.

We do not attempt to distinguish

the services involved here,since

services

and insurance brokers),

retail services such as dispensing

(including estate

and simple 'High Street'

chemists and hairdressers.

Whilst each of these services will tend to have individual
requirements,
remarkably
principal

we can see that the composite distribution

simple pattern which is highly concentrated

shows a
on the

there are 115 'other' services of which

99 are located in the six principal
noting, however,
tly established
North Norfolk

selected villages.

It is worth

that only four units are located in the most recenof these settlements,

there are fifty-eight

located in Fakenham and Wells.

the village of Cotgrave.

units of which forty-seven

In North Norfolk

outside the two principal

It is also worth commenting

of 'other' service provision
East Bridgford, To11erton,

In
are

the supplementary

selected centres are princi-

pally associated with tourism. for example
Blakeney.

locationa1

selected villages of the two study areas.

In South Nottinghamshire

facilities

some

In many cases

vices which have not been included in the previous
on community

in

the two restaurants

at

on the much lower density

in the smaller selected villages

of

and Cropwell Bishop in South Nottingham-
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shire with three, two and no units respectively,

and Briston/Melton

Constable in North Norfolk which has none.

All Services:

Figures 11.8 and 11.9 show the composite pattern

for service provision in the two study areas.
expected

following the previous discussions,

pattern shows a significant

In elementary

Nottinghamshire

of services on

on the 'principal' saected

terms, there are 372 service units in South

as defined on Figure 11.9 of which 241 are located

in the nine selected villages
This represents

we can see that this

degree of concentration

the selected villages and in particular
centres.

As might have been

(209 in the six principal

an index of concentration

total concentration).

centres).

of 0.65 (where 1.00 is

In North Norfolk there are 241 units of

which 111 are located in the selected centres (ninety-four in the
principal

centres) representing

an index of 0.46.

Although the

indexes for the two areas are not strictly comparable
earlier),

this nonetheless

points to a significant

difference

between the two study areas, with service provision
case study being more dispersed.

in the Norfolk

We should note, however, that

this is not due to relatively better provision
medium sized non-selected

(as discussed

in the small

villages in North Norfolk.

evidence of this analysis is that standar~of
ably similar for these villages in both areas.

and

Indeed, the

provision

are remark-

The difference

is

largely accounted for by the different density of selected villages in the two areas, with nine selected centres in South Nottinghamshire and only three in North Norfolk.

The same situation is

true when we consider the principal selected centres in which most
of the selected village services are focussed, with six in South
Nottinghamshire

and two in North Norfolk.
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lt is interesting

to contrast this distribution

in the study areas to that for retail facilities
and 11.2).

In South Nottinghamshire
is represented

North Norfolk 0.67.

We can see, therefore,

of rationalisation

vice provision
'principal'

(diagrams 11.1

the concentration

in selected villages

processes

by an index of 0.78 and in
that although various

are increasingly

on s~lected villages,

concentrating

and in particular

less than for retail provision.

study areas although more markedly

Finally,

the
is

so for the remoter case study.

it is worth noting that in some rural areas there are

vision on selected centres.

For example,

impetus from an outspill of urban residents
suburbs and from Loughborough,

of service pro-

in South Nottinghamshire

many of the surviving village pubs have received

considerable

from Nottingham

to countryside

pubs.

any future plans of the local and national breweries
isation of services.

There are also significant

the field of public services.
contribution

to the development

We discussed

of Henry Morris's

and its

This may affect
for rational-

developments

in

in Chapter Three the

idea of village colleges

of the principle of selected village development.

ideas have recently received a boost as more village coll-

eges have been established
In addition,

umberland

ser-

This is true for both

moves towards limiting the extent of concentration

Morris's

of shops

selected centres, the actual degree of concentration

significantly

conceptual

of services

by the Cambridgeshire

Education

the policy towards rural education employed

seems to owe much to Morris's

ideas.

Authority.

in North-

This authority

is not developing village colleges as such but it does ensure a
continuity

of function with the closure of some small village schools

by retaining

the building and maintaining

tional uses such as field study centres

it for alternative
35

educa-
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11.6 Patterns of use of community services in the study villages

This section attempts to examine some aspects of the pattern
of use of community services by the respondents
population of the twelve study villages.

in the sampled

As with the similar sec-

tion for the use of shopping facilities, we are concentrating
attention on the three specific examples, one of each of lower, middle and higher order services.

(a)

These are:

Lower order services: Post office and sub-post office

facilities.

(b)

Middle order services: Use of banking facilities

(this need not necessarily
holding the respondent's

be the location of the branch

account,_ but is defined as the

location of the branch or branches whose facilities are most
frequently used).

(c)

Higher order services: Use of primary dental care

facilities.

The principal concern of this section is to examine the geographical
component of the pattern of use of these services, with supplementary analysis of frequency of use and the method of transport to
the specific location(s).

Tables 11.4 and 11.5 show the locational structure of the pattern
of use of the sampled population of, respectively, North Norfolk
and South Nottinghamshire.

The use of postal services indicates

a very strong association with facilities in the home village.

This
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1S

true for both study areas with proportional

cent and 71.2 per cent respectively
Nottinghamshire.

in North Norfolk

and South

Two of the study villages had no post office or

sub-post office in the village itself.
these settlements
in neighbouring

rates of 77.8 per

It is notable for both of

that there was considerable

settlements

postal facilities).

use of the facilities

(56% and 54% respectively

of use of

It is clear then that the use of this lower

order good is strongly related to local facilities.

This is much

more strongly so than for lower order shopping goods as shown by
Tables 11.1 and 11.2.

The remaining use of postal facilities

in the study villages

shows a rather different pattern for the two study areas.

In North

Norfolk most of the remainder of post office use is associated with
facilities

in the selected villages

of Fakenham, Holt and Wells.

Post offices in towns are not used at all, and the use of other
non-selected

settlements

outside the home villages

is limited to

the village of Brinton which does not have its own sub-post office.
In South Nottinghamshire
facilities

the principal

outside the home villages

focus of use of postal

is in the towns.

to be a function partly of the workplaces
holds

of some

and of married women in particular,

day time facilities near their workplace.
households

limited

heads of house-

who use convenient
In addition, in some

the use of post offices was part of a mUlti-purpose

journey to town, principally
villages

This seems

for shopping. The use of selected

in South Nottinghamshire

for this lower order good is very

(excluding the resident population

whose use of local facilities

is classified

of such villages,
as 'home' village use).

The use of middle order services as represented
facilities,

by banking

shows a very different pattern between the two study areas.
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In South Nottinghamshire

use is strongly associated with urban

sources.

This, once again, is partly a function of the location of

workplace

of many heads of household.

Remaining use is almost

totally related to banks in selected villages although the system
of classification

used for Table 11.5 means that residents of the

selected village of East Leake who use village banks, are classed
as using 'home' village facilities
There are two interesting

and not selected village banks.

cases, however, of housewives

Bridgford who relied respectively

on

in East

a local publican and the

village butcher for cashing personal cheques.

In contrast to the South Nottinghamshire

pattern, the use of

banks in North Norfolk is almost totally related to selected ~illages, although for the same reason as in Table 11.5,residents
selected centre of Fakenham
'home village' use.

using local banks are classified as

This distortion

village' use of banks.

of the

totally accounts for 'home

Use of urban banks was important for

one household, where significantly

only

the household head worked in

Kings Lynn.

In North Norfolk the use of urban centres for community services is important only for higher order services, in this case
dentists,

if the three service examples are representative

community service use.

Even here the proportion

is less than a quarter of all the respondents

of all

of urban users

(22.8%).

Most of

the use of dental facilities is associated with selected villages.
If we include the residents of Fakenham that use their local surgery, this proportion
(76.9%).

accounts for over three-quarters

of all use

The actual selected centres used bears little association

with geographical

proximity.

The surgery in Fakenham is now turning
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away most new applicants to its list.

Consequently,

many of the newer

residents both in Fakenham and in the other study villages must
travel some distance to the nearest
ham.

Others use urban-based

alternative

surgeries

surgery in Sherring-

in either Cromer or King's

Lynn.

In contrast,
1S

in South Nottinghamshire

largely related to the towns.

use of dental facilities

Selected villages

account for only

14.8 per cent of all use, including residents of East Leake using
their local surgery and which are classified
It is interesting

as 'home' village users.

to note that in East Leake a similar situation has

arisen as that in Fakenham, with new residents not being able to
obtain a place on the list of the local surgery.
seems to have been precipitated
of the existing

by the movement of one of the partners

surgery to new facilities

most of this dentist's patients

in Loughborough.

transferred

may be that this figure under-represents
villages

In East Leake this

Since

to his new location, it

the normal use of selected

for this service.

An interesting feature can be seen by contrasting the patterns
of use of shopping and service facilities

in the study areas, Tables

11.1 and 11.4 for North Norfolk and Tables 11.2 and 11.5 for South
Nottinghamshire.
facilities
shopping

This shows that for both areas the use of urban

is more apparent for all orders of goods/services
than for the use of community services.

sis it is difficult
distribution

to say whether

of facilities.

From this analy-

this is cause or effect of the

It would seem that for lower order

services the apparently reduced significance
associated with the wide distribution
facilities,

in

of urban centres is

of the test service, postal

whereas for middle and higher order services this feature

is related to increased importance

in the use of selected villages.
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The frequency of journey's to use these community services broadly
follows the expected pattern, so that frequency is inversely related
to the order of the service.

Both of the case study samples indi~

cate that there is no direct relationship

between the distance travel-

led to a 'service centre' for one or more of the test services, and
the frequency with which that service is used.

This would be expec-

ted for the higher order service of dentists since constraints
use of this facility are both behavioural

on

and physiological.

How-

ever, for banks and post offices we might expect households

that

are near to such services to use them with consistently higher
frequencies

than households which were more distant from them.

In

fact, this was not the case, which reflects the findings of the
pattern of frequencies

for different orders of shopping goods.

The

cause for this is similar to that for the frequency of visiting
shopping centres.
.household

The frequency of use of services is related more to

circumstances,and

is not a simple function of distance

to service centres.

The method of transport to services shows some significant
differences
accounted

between the two study areas, although these are largely

for by the different locational structure of service use

in the two areas.

There are also major distinctions

between the

method of transport for shopping and for service use.
North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire

more respondents

In both
walk to

their post office than would do so to purchase the comparable
order commodity,

general groceries.

lower

In North Norfolk this is also

true for respondents visiting their dentists.

This increased signif-

icance of walking is largely at the expense of using cars.

This

tends to suggest that the simple reason for this rather different
pattern is that centres used for postal services are more accessible
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than those commonly used for general groceries.
to by the proportions

of respondents

using 'home village' facilities

for lower order goods and services.

The difference

order service of dentists is principally
respondents

This is testified

accounted

for the higher
for by those

in Fakenham who use the local surgery, most of whom

walk to that location.

There are also some minor differences

between

the patterns of transport to service centres in the other transport
codes; buses, motor cycles, push cycles and similar.
the comparatively

small samples of respondents

cannot attach statistical

11.7 Recreational

significance

facilities

The distribution

However, given

in these codes we

to these differences.

in the case study areas

of recreational

study areas is shown in Figure 11.10.
that any picture of recreational

facilities within the case
We should realise, however,

facilities

be incomplete without acknowledging

in rural areas would

the contribution

of adjacent

urban centres in terms of basic and more specialised

facilities.

This description,
in

however, is only of facilities which are provided

the study areas.

For most settlements

is provided for 'organised' recreation
hall.

In some of the larger settlements

the only facility that

is the village or parish
other facilities may

include community centres which have the facilities

for a much

larger range of activities than simple village halls, swimming pools,
sports centres and golf courses.
of recreational

This is not an exhaustive

facilities provided in the two study areas.

list
There

are other 'facilities' for angling, sailing, walkin~ riding, etc.,
but we are here focussing on organised recreation
facilities,

for which specific

even if it is only the village hall, are needed.
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The pattern of distribution
broadly

similar.

paratively

The only facility for which the pattern is com-

dispersed

ever, the dispersal
twenty-one

shown in the two study areas is

is the humble village hall.
is far from complete.

of the sixty-two settlements

In South Nottinghamshire

in the study area have no

place of assembly, but this rises to thirty-one
in North Norfolk,
The difference
trasting

and hamlets.

between the two areas is largely related to con-

settlement patterns.

We have earlier commented that there

more very small villages

than in South Nottinghamshire,

clusively

of the settlements

exactly a half of all the villages

are proportionately
Norfolk

Even here, how-

and hamlets 1n North

and the field survey con-

shows that it is these settlements

that are least likely

to have a village or parish hall.

The distribution

of settlements with two or more places of

assembly is strongly related to the larger villages in the study
areas.

This is also true for the other recreational

shown on Figure 11.10.

An

interesting

exception

facilities

to this general

rule is the community centre located in the village of Field Dalling
in Norfolk.

This is a fairly small centre compared to those at Faken-

ham and Wells, but it does have a wider range of facilities

than

is seen in the other village halls.

This centres is shared with the

neighbouring

It is a

apparently

village of Saxlingham.
through the generosity

of a local benefactor.

two community centres in the Norfolk
the selected villages of Fakenham,

shown in Plate 11.8, and Wells.
Constable,

however,

as such although the two settle-

ments jointly share four places of assembly.
shire there are eight community

The other

study area are located in

The smaller selected centre of Briston/Melton
does not have a community centre

new building provided

In South Nottingham-

centres, seven of which are located
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Plate 11.8

The community centre at Fakenham

This is one of a number of places of assembly in this
selected centre, although the facilities it offers are
more extensive than those of a simple village hall.
Such centres are almost exclusively located in the
selected villages, in both study areas. and provide
another example of the concentration of capital investment
by local authorities, in the selected centres. This
photograph provides an intere~ting contrast,tothe
village ~all at Stiffkey, shown in Plate 11.10.
Plate 11.9

The sports centre at Bingham

This sports centre incorporates an indoor swimming pool,
and is part of the capital investment programme for this
selected village. The centre has been built adjacent to
the secondary school (to the right of the photograph) and
consequently functions as both a school and a community
facility. The swimming pool in particular, is very popular
in survey households of neighbonring villages.
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~n selected centres.

The exception

in the village of Gotham.
it is nonetheless

Whilst Gotham is not a selected village

a large settlement with a population

at the 1971 census.
Nottinghamshire

is the British Legion centre

of 1,684

Only two of the selected centres in South

do not

villages of Ruddington

have

community centres.

These are the

and To11erton which respectively

and one places of assembly.

have three

These are the selected villages

located closest to Greater Nottingham,

a factor which may have some

bearing on the lack of a community centre in these settlements.
This certainly seems to be true in Ruddington where proposals

to

extend and convert the present village hall into a community
centre were met with some opposition

in the villag~ particularly

from some older residents who considered that younger residents
and teenagers from the village could continue going to dances and
other activities

in Nottingham.

There was also a more widespread

concern that a community centre with licensed premises might
attract

'undesirable attention'

from the nearly Nottingham

suburb

of Clifton.

The location of golf courses is something of a surprise.
represent

the facility in Figure 11.10 which

These

should be the least

tied to the large or selected villages and yet each of the three
courses in South Nottinghamshire

and the one in North Norfolk are

located within or adjacent to a selected village.

The location of

the North Norfolk course at Fakenham is even more surprising since
golf facilities must be a tourist resource, yet Fakenham is about
ten miles away from the focus of tourist interest, the North Norfolk coast.

Since most of these courses are old established

certainly pre-date the designation

of these settlements

and

as selec-

ted centres then the association becomes even more mysterious.

If
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this distribution
conclude

of golf courses is not atypical we can only

that although courses need not be locationally

centres of population,

they nonetheless

tied to

closely follow this associ-

ation between the greatest density of demand for use and site.

There are two sports centres in South Nottinghamshire,

at

Bingham and East Leake, and Qne in Fakenham in North Norfolk.
location of these centres, not surprisingly,
centres.

This is partly a reflection

for the concentration
ted centres,
built.

of investment

is tied to selected

of local authority policies
and capital expenditure

on selec-

since each of the centres has been fairly recently

Equally fundamental

has been the association between these

centres and one of the principal

components

of demand for them, the

local secondary schools, as indicated by Plate 11.9.
complex

The

The sports

at Bingham also contains an indoor swimming pool, the only

public indoor pool in the study area.

Together,

the sports cen-

tre, swimming pool and community centre make Bingham something
of a recreational

centre for the settlements

in this study area.

The same is even more true of Fakenham

in North Norfolk.

There are

two indoor swimming pools in Fakenham,

although one in the grammar

school has only very limited public access and is consequently
represented

on Figure 11.10.

not

The other is privately owned but is

open for general public use on at least three nights each week.

Fakenham

is also unique amongst the settlements

areas in that it retains a cinema.

of the study

Until recently there was also

another in Wells which was kept open largely by the summer tourist
trade, but this has recently been converted
Fakenham

to a bingo hall.

cinema apparently remains relatively

the only one within a reasonable

travelling

The

popular since it is

distance of most villages

in central North Norfolk.

In the following section we shall discuss at some length
the pattern of recreational
context the distribution

activity in the study areas.

of places of assembly is probably

important feature of the location of recreational
study areas.

In this

facilities

The Scott report of 1942 acknowledged

of a social centre for a village community.

the most
in the

the importance

Nonetheless,

since then

the only new centres to have been built in the case study areas,
other than the centre in Field Dal1ing, have been located in the
selected villages.

Figure 11.10 shows that many settlements

in the

study areas, and most villages with less than two hundred population,
have no place of assembly.
gerate the provision
is represented

Furthermore,

Figure 11.10 tends to exag-

of places of assembly because in many cases this

only by the occasional

use of the local primary

school, if one exists (or of a specialist hall such as the St. John's
Ambulance

halls which seem to be widespread

might be interpreted
'village colleges'
however,

in North Norfolk).

as a move towards Henry Morris's

as discussed

in Chapter Three.

This

concept of

In practice,

this does not reflect a formal approach towards the joint

use of limited facilities

from local authorities

but an ad hoc use

of the only available place of assembly which is totally at the
discretion

of the local headmaster

the use of these alternative
ities are not available,is
local leadership

or headmistress.

facilities,

Furthermore,

where purpose built facil-

strongly related to the initiative

of

in the communities.

Finally, we should comment that in some villages which do
have a purpose built village or parish hall the actual facilities
are almost archaic.

The village hall in the study village of
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Stiffkey,

for example, is a wooden building with one function room

of approximately

thirty-five

is leaking, no effective
facilities.

feet by twenty feet, with a roof that

space heating and no internal toilet

This is shown in Plate 11.10.

that one of the villagers

It is hardly surprising

commented:

"I don't go to anything in the village.
I don't think
there is anything. Have you seen the village hall
it was built for the home guard or the women's
institute?
I don't think anyone's used it since. There
aren't any toilets so I suppose that you wouldn't be
able to if you wanted to organise a dance. Anyhow
it would be too small."

The field survey of North Norfolk

indicated that there were other

halls in a similar or worse state of repair.
Nottinghamshire

was probably

cult to assess this by a

The situation in South

a little better, although it is diffi-

quick external examination

but even here it is clear that the facilities

in the field,

of several village

halls were quite outdated and often inconvenient.

11.8 Patterns of use of recreational

The information
questionnaire

ation is thus restricted

recreational

in the study villages

for this analysis was collected via the

in the household

collected provided

facilities

interview surveys, and the examin-

to the twelve study villages.

The data

for a very detailed look at the pattern of

behaviour

in the studied communities

but we are restric-

ting this analysis, for the time being, principally

to the locational

aspect of this activity because in the context of this thesis we
are concerned less with the social details of what people do,than
with the geographical
relatively

aspect of where they do it.

detailed behavioural

Nonetheless,

approach is justified

this

in obtaining

a
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Plate 11.10

The village hall at Stiffkey

The photograph illustrates the rather decrepit state of
the village hall in Stiffkey. This is not characteristic
of the standard of the places of assembly of those villages
which have such facilities in North Norfolk and South
Nottinghamshire, but it does indicate the archaic form of
many of these halls.
Plate 11.11

The former 'Wheelwrights Arms' at Stiffkey

This former public house is one of many 'victims' of
service rationalisation following the take-over of local
brewers by one of the large brewery combines (in this case
Watneys). It is now converted
to a private house, although
its previous function is betrayed by the Inn post on the
left of the photograph. Such pubs were an important focus
of community activity and interaction and as a result their
closure has an effect on the local society above and beyond
that of the loss of the only licensed premises in the village.
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comprehensive

and objective picture of recreational

the study villages.

Molyneux has summarised

activity in

the reason for this

type of approach:

"It is impossible to understand the orlglns and
maintenance of service and amenity patterns without
examining in detail the communities on which they
operate. The community is both a generator and
consumer of services and amenities." 36

It was obvious whilst the information was being collected that
we would need to devise some simple but effective way of quantifying recreational
decided

activity in the study villages.

Eventually

it was

that the most flexible approach would be to introduce a

scoring system at the level of each activity within each household.
Furthermore,

this also had to account for the numbers of household

members being involved in different

activities.

In order to do

this a score of one point was given for each household member
taking part in each mentioned

activity.

based for subsequent quantitative
ary technique

This formed the data

evalutions.

This is an element-

and therefore one which has faults.

Principal amongst

these is the fact that this system of scoring does not take into
account variations
Consequently,

in the frequency with which activities

take place.

a household member going swimming once a month was

scored the same as another person going to a social club regularly
three or four times each week.
the quantification
both the simplicity

This is a significant

but one that is necessary

omission from

in order to retain

of the technique and its flexibility.

tion, by leaving out consideration

of frequency we overcome

In addia prin-

cipal problem in data quality which was evident in the survey.
households

were able to describe infrequent recreation

itative terms ("rarely", "only occassionally",

Many

only in qual-

etc.), being unable
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.
.
to put a quant1tat1ve

, tag '(" mont hI""
y,

. every two months",
once 1n

etc.), on what was often irregular activity.
enabled quantitative

evaluation

This scoring method

of the three components of this

analysis:

(a)

The use of recreation

(b)

The use of recreational

(c)

Variations

centres.
activities.

in the activity rates of different house-

holds and different sub-groups of the sample populations.

Each of these components will be considered

The centres of recreation

use of the 'home' village

The number of different
for recreation

separately.

centres used by the sampled populations

seems to be largely a function of the size of the

'home' settlement

and of its geographical

clearly shown in South Nottinghamshire.
largest settlement,

location.

This is most

Table 11.6 shows that the

East Leake, records the use of twenty different

centres, whilst three of the smaller settlements,

Barton, Normanton

and Wysall, record seven, eleven and seven respectively.
not a very surprising phenomenon

This is

although to explain it we must

examine the pattern of use of the different centres.

Generally,

activity in the study villages was focussed on just three or
four centres.

Consequently,

seven South Nottinghamshire
activity is concentrated
settlement
exception

Table 11.6

shows that in six of the

villages over three-quarters

on the three principal

(from 75.4% in Normanton

of formal

centres for each

to 87.2% in Barton).

The

is Thoroton, with only 48.6 per cent in the three prin-

cipa1 recreational

centres.

This is a special case which will be con-

sidered separately later in this section.
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Recreational

activity 1n settlements

other than the three prin-

cipal centres for each village is usually of minority
use of these supplementary

appeal.

centres seems to be related to a wide

variety of social factors rather than to simple geographical
economic constraints.

The

For example, one respondent

or

in East Leake

regularly went small bore shooting with the rifle club of Sutton
Bonnington,

because that was the club to which his brother belonged.

A widow in the village of Normanton never went to the Women's
Institute meetings
meetings

in that village but regularly travelled to the

in Kinoulton, because she had been born in that village

and liked to preserve her contacts with that community.
were commonplace

in the recreation

Such cases

survey and it follows that the

larger the settlement then the more cases there are likely to be,
and therefore the more supplementary

centres of recreation that

are used.

There are two exceptions
Nottinghamshire.

to this general principle in South

The first is the village of Thoroton which we have

already distinguished

from the other study villages.

the smallest of the study villages with a

Thoroton is

population of ninety

at the last census.

Yet this village records the second highest

number of recreation

centres (eighteen).

There are no formal recre-

ational activities in the village and the resident households
to use several of the neighbouring
tions to compensate
Consequently,

large.

used by the Thoroton respond-

The second exception is East Bridgford

which records the.~se of only
to Normanton

in various combina-

for the inadequacies of their own settlement.

the number of centres

ents is relatively

settlements

tend

nine centres.

This is in contrast

and Kinoulton which are both much smaller villages

yet both record eleven

recreational

centres.

This contrast
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is largely due to comparatively

little use of local villages,

seems to be associated with the concentration
to the community

in the large selected village

which

of activity external
of Bingham, which,

as Figure 11.10 shows, is an important site for recreational
facilities

in South Nottinghamshire.

The association

between the number of recreational

and the size of the settlement
Here

the exception

is broadly true in North Norfolk.

is the village of Stiffkey which records

more centres than the selected village of Fakenham,
Table 11.6, which is a much larger settlement.
to the similar situation

villages

of formal activity in their

between the number of centres and

size is also distorting

which may give the impression
different

This is related

by using a variety of local villages.

This same association
settlement

as shown in

in Thoroton, with the Stiffkey households

apparently making up for the inadequacy
own settlement

centres

recreational

the results shown in Table 11.6

that the most intensive use of

centres is shown by the large, selected

of East Leake and Fakenham.

However, if we allow for the

influence of the larger sample sizes in these settlements
culating the mean number of centres used per household,
that the reverse is the case.
shown in Table 11.6.

intensity

we find

The results of this analysis are also

There is a marked difference between the inten-

sity of use of different
villages

by cal-

centres in the South Nottinghamshire

study

and those in North Norfolk, but in both areas the lowest
i. found in the large selected villages,

1.6 and Fakenham with 1.3.
might have expected,

East Leake with

The highest intensity is found,

in the two villages

of Thoroton

whose situations we have already discussed.

as we

and Stiffkey,
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Table 11.7 breaks down the pattern of use of different
into: the 'home' village, which includes the activities

centres

of selected

village residents which take place within their home community;
selected villages;
however,

other villages;

that the specialised

is examined more thoroughly

and urban centres.

use of urban centres for recreation

in the following

In eight of the study villages
recreation

1S

Brinton and Stiffkey in Norfolk

section of this chapter.

the most important centre

the home village itself.

Nottinghamshire.

The four exceptions

and Thoroton

In Brinton and Thoroton,

to three households
locally.

of

are

and Wysall in South

this is simply because

the village does not support any formal activities.
the only activity classified

We should note,

In Thoroton

as based in the home village,

refers

who keep their own horses ane exercise them

In Brinton no activities

are based in the village.

In

Stiffkey, as we have already noted, there are very few formal
activities

taking place within the village, due partly to the com-

plete inadequacy
age hall.

of the only meeting place in the village, the vill-

The recent closure of the public house in Stiffkey, which

had supported some local activities,

has also had

some influence.

The pub was sold by the brewery and converted to a private house as
shown in Plate 11.11.

The situation in Wysall is rather different.

Here the low 'home' village share of the activity score (25.9%)
seems to be largely a result of the itolation of the newcomers
the village from community life.
villages,

organisations

residents

to

either did not 'fit in' with the village

or that they made less attempt to take part in vill-

age based activities.
evidence

It was common in the other study

in both study areas, for long established

comment that newcomers

to

For the most part this study found little

to support this judgement.

The village of Wysall, however,
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was a notable exception.

Certainly, the incidence of people saying

that newcomers made no attempt to join in with village activities,
was much higher in Wysall.

More important, however, the quantita-

tive evidence from the household activity scores supports this.
of the ten newcomer households

Eight

in Wysall ha d no recreation within

the village, in contrast to only four of the ten established households (three of which were elderly households who had no activities
anywhere).

The cause of this apparent isolation of the newcomer households
from village activities in Wysall is partly self-imposed,

since

most of these newcomers are members of relatively affluent professional households whose established recreation patterns are
partly urban based, and partly associated with a wide geographical
distribution
phenomenon

of professional

and social contacts.

As such this

seems to be related to the process of social polarisation

which is taking place in this village and which was discussed in
Chapter Nine.

Paradoxically,

however, in the neighbouring village

of Widmerpool where the process of social polarisation has gone
even further, quite the opposite seems to be true

37

since there is

a very strong involvement of newcomers in this village's activities.
The difference

seems to be related to the social cohesiveness of

the two villages

(this will be discussed in the following chapter),

and to the leadership of village organisations

and their function.

In Wysall the village based activities are supported and run by the
established

residents.

Whilst these residents do seem to be keen to

attract newcomers to the village clubs and organisations

there is

an acknowledged desire to keep the running of the clubs to themselves.
In addition, the organistion of the only meeting place in the village, the hut

of the bowls club, is controlled by the established
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residents and consequently newcomers may be actively discouraged
from organising alternative formal activities which would need to
use this hut.

For those settlements in which the home village is the chief
source of recreation the actual share of the villages' activity
score varies from 40.0 per cent in Sharrington to 75.8 per cent in
Fakenham.

With the exception of Sharrington, all of these settle-

ments have over half of their total activity scores associated
with the home village.

Table 11.7 suggests

that the actual impor-

tance of these settlements as a source of recreation for their
resident populations is largely, but not completely, independent
of the size of the settlement.

This is perhaps a little surprising

since, as we shall later discuss, the range of activities available
in the larger villages and particularly

in the large selected settle-

ments, is far greater than that available in smaller villages.

In

North Norfolk the settlement which is most self sufficient in
recreation, Fakenham with 75.8 per cent of its total score, is
also the largest.

In contrast, in South Nottinghamshire

the lar-

gest study village, East Leake (64.9%) is only the third most
'self sufficient' with two much smaller settlements, Kinoulton and
Barton ha~ing higher proportional scores with 72.7 and 69.1 per cent
respectively.

Kinoulton's high proportion is due partly to its

greater isolation from towns and selected villages.

This may have

had the effect of concentrating recreational activity on the village.

Whether this is the case or not, the village does have a high

degree of involvement in the limited local recreational activities.
The role of the village primary school seems to be particularly
important to recreation in this village.

The school has come to

act as a mother institution to a number of activities, due largely
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to the v1gorous

leadership of the parent

PT A runs a range of support activities

teachers association.

that would do justice to a

school many times the size of that at Kinoulton.
association

The

In addition, this

has developed ~ popular village sports club which uses

the fairly limited school facilities and also those at the sports
centre in the selected village of Bingham, through the use of the
school mini-bus.
developed

Most important of all, however,

the PTA has

a very high degree of support amongst village families.

This fosters a community interest long after the children of
some households

have left the village school, and is an important

factor in the concentration

of activity on the village.

In Barton also, the principal

cause of the concentration

activity on the 'home' village is an imaginative
ership.

and vigorous lead-

In this case it is the result of what has been observed

as one of the traditional
village,

of

sources of leadership 1n the English

the vicar and his wife.

In Barton the vicar has corne to

the village quite recently, but in a short time he and his wife
have encouraged
also established

the revitalisation
new ones.

of old village activities and

As with ehe PTA in Kinoulton this local

initiative has been critical in developing

a high degree of involve-

mentin a fairly limited range of village recreational

This elementary

activities.

analysis indicates that in the study villages

two factors are of critical importance in the development
supported

recreation pattern within the horne village.

of a well

Firstly, a

convenient meeting place is essential, whether this be a village hall
as in Barton, a community centre as in Fakenham, or the use of the
local school as in Kinoulton.
the contribution

Secondly, even with a meeting place

of local leadership and initiative

is especially
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important as the examples of Barton and Kinoulton suggest (and also,
in a negative sense, the situation in Wysall). MDlyneux's recent
study

38

has examined the importance of leadership in village

activities in more detail.

Use of urban centres:

Towns are generally not very important as

centres for recreation for the study villages in either case
study area.

In North Norfolk they contribute 8.6 per cent of the

recreation score and in South Nottinghamshire

16.7 per cent.

There

is, however, considerable variation between the settlements as to
the recreational role of urban centres.

In three of the study vil-

lages, Fakenham (5.1%), Great Ryburgh (1.6%)
their si~ificance

and Kinoulton (2.3%)

is slight, whilst in complete contrast in Brinton

(35.sr.) and Wysall (46.6%), towns are, collectively, the principal
sources of recreation.

The significance of urban centres does not

seem to be associated with geographical proximity.

Barton, for

example, is situated on the edge of Greater Nottingham and yet has
proportionally

less

of its recreation in urban centres (11.5%)

than the average for the South Nottinghamshire

study villages.

In

contrast, Wysall, which has a much more intensive use of urban
recreation, is twice the distance from the nearest urban centre than
is Barton.

This is not to suggest that towns are generally unimportant
to rural recreational, for they do satisfy a rather different recreational demand than other centres.

Urban centres are more import-

ant as sources of specialised recreation.

These are mostly sport

facilities, but include other specialised activities such as going
to the theatre, or concerts.

Unlike the use of rural centres,

there appears to be no locational tie to particular urban centres,
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except possibly 1n the case of self-styled patrons of particular
theatres.

This is highlighted

by the recent development

of a sports

centre in the selected village of Bingham in South Nottinghamshire.
Four of the study villages are closer to this centre than to
similar facilities in the nearest town, and in each case Bingham
has become the principal focus of sports activities

for these

settlements.

Use of selected villages:
study villages

In North Norfolk the evidence from the

suggests that selected villages are an important

source of recreation

for the rural population.

of use, as measured by proportion

The actual degree

of total recreational

score, is remarkably even between the four non-selected
villages, varying from 30.0 per cent in Sharrington

activity
study

to 38.8

per cent in Stiffkey.

In the South Nottinghamshire

study villages there is a far

greater variation, with a range of between 4.5 per cent.in Barton
to 38.6 per cent in Thoroton. Recreation based in selected villages is important only to three South Nottinghamshire
East Bridgford
Kinoulton
villages

villages,

(14.1%), which is itself a minor selected village,

(17.8%) and Thoroton (38.6%). In each of these study
the selected centre which is most important is

Bingham.

With East Bridgford and Thoroton this is the only selected village
to be used for formal recreation.
the most accessible to Bingham.
but not exclusively,

These three study villages are
The use of Bingham is largely,

associated with the recently developed sports

complex and swimming pool, which have previously been mentioned
are shown in Plate 11.9.

and

At the time of the survey this was the

only rural sports centres to be developed in South Nottinghamshire.
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although since then the development of another, although smaller,
centre has commenced at East Leake, as shown in Figure 11.10.

It

would seem from this evidence that the use of selected villages as
recreation centres is dependent largely on reasonable accessibility
from surrounding villages, and on the provision of adequate
facilities.

The importance of adequate provision of facilities in selected
centres is highlighted by the situation in the selected village of
East Leake.

Table 11.7 shows that there is a high degree of use of

home village facilities by residents of this village.
also considerable use of facilities in Loughborough
extent in the neighbouring
also Gotham.

There is

and to a limited

small villages of Costock, Bunny, and

The use of these other centres is associated with a

process of recreational overspill.

This is particularly true for

many of the youth facilities in East Leake, including the youth
club, the scout packs and brownie's group.

Here the rather rapid

development of East Leake since the mid-~ixties

(the settlement

increased its population by over two-thirds between 1961 and 1971
alone) has been an important factor.

The incoming households

have mostly been young middle class families, often with children,
which have placed considerable pressure on many of the formal
leisure activities and organisations in the village.

Consequently,

there are now long waiting lists for the scout and brownie groups.
This has resulted in an overspill of recreational demand to some
of the surrounding villages, but particularly to Loughborough.
same process can also be observed, to a more limited extent, in
East Bridgford.

This overspill is often an important element

in preserving some recreational activities in smaller villages.
For example, the scout pack in Newton seems to have been in some

The
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danger of being disbanded through lack of support, but the overspill demand from East Bridgford has fostered its survival.

The overspill of recreational demand from East Bridgford and
East Leake is not necessarily a characteristic of all selected
villages.

There is no

suggestion that this is occurring in

Fakenham, and this may explain why this selected centre has a
significantly higher proportion of 'home village' recreation than
either East Leake or East Bridgford.

The difference between these

centres is accounted for by the very different rates of growth,
with development in East Leake and East Bridgford

having been at

such a rate that it has outstripped the provision of local recrea, 1 f aC1'1"
t10na
1t1es 39

Given this phenomenon occurring in some rapidly developing
selected villages,we can see they are ill-prepared to act as foci
for the provision of recreational facilities for smaller settlements.

This is not the case in North Norfolk where the provision

of recreational

and leisure facilities has not lagged behind

residential development, largely due to a rather more moderate
growth rate (Fakenham, for example, expanded its population by

19.0 per cent between 1961 and 1971), and where, presumably, there
is spare capacity in selected village facilities and organisations
which can be, and is, used by the rural population of the surrounding non-selected

study villages.

Bingham, in South Nottingham-

shire, fills a similar role, although the growth rate in this
selected village between 1961 and 1971 was veryhigh
Nonetheless,

(71.1%).

the development of the sports centre complex and

swimming pool and supplementary recreational facilities has meant
that despite this growth rate Bingham too has maintained some spare
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capacity in its facilities and organisations.

The same is not

true for East Leake and East Bridgford, as we have seen, and this
largely accounts for the differential rate of use of selected
villages as recreational centres in South Nottinghamshire.

Use of Other villages:

In most of the study villages, with the

exception of Great Ryburgh in Norfolk and Kinoulton in Nottinghamshire, the use of 'other' villages is of some significance to the
recreational pattern of the sample households.
MacGregorE

40

This supports

analysis of rural recreational patterns in contem-

porary England, which has underlined the significance of intervillage links and sharing of facilities.

In this way the fund

raising dance held by one village is supported by households from
surrounding settlements, and the darts team of one village public
house may draw upon several local villages for its membership.
Consequently,

there is a degree of functional interdependence

in the use of recreational facilities between villages, that is
certainly not important in the patterns of use of shopping and
community service facilities.

Material written about social activity

in rural areas of the period before the rapid post-l945 changes,
indicates that many village social and leisure contacts were eharac.
. I
41
ter~sed by petty local r~va ry
•

Despite this it seems likely that

a degree of functional interdependence has always characterised
twentieth century rural recreational patterns.

In three study villages, Brinton, Stiffkey and Thoroton, the
use of villages other than selected centres as recreation centres,
is much more extensive, with respective rates of 29.4, 27.8 and 45.6
per cent.

In each of these three villages the extent of use of

recreational facilities and organisations in the home village is
much smaller than for the other study villages, particularly

for
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Brinton

(0.0%) and Thoroton

(4.3%).

We have already discussed

the situation in these villages and have noted that the sampled population of these centres seems to look towards the organisations
facilities

of neighbouring

of their 'home' villages.

villages to compensate
In perspective,

and

for the inadequacy

it is worth noting that

it is only in these villages where there is little or no development of recreational

activities,

that functional interdependence

with other non-selected

villages, becomes of considerable

The use of recreational

activities

The number of different recreational
the village surveys varied from fifty-nine
sixteen in both Brinton and Sharrington.

importance.

activities mentioned

in

in East Leake, to
Although this describes

the breadth of activity in the sample populations, it does underestimate

the extent of activity since often the same recreation

was carried out in more than one centre; this was particularly
true for members of the survey households

going to dances and

those which regularly visited public houses.

Consequently,

a

further statistic was calculated, which is shown in the sixth column
of Table 11.8.

This represents

the total number of recreational

activities mentioned by sampled households
villages,

in the respective study

and this double counts, or triple counts, as relevant,

those activities which are duplicated between two, three or more
centres.

The contrast between this statistic and that representing

the number of different activities, which excludes duplication
between

centres (as shown in the first column of Table 11.8) indi-

cates an interesting difference between the two case study areas.

In North Norfolk there is very little duplication
indicated by the five village studies.

of activities

In contrast, in five of the
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South Nottinghamshire
erable duplication,

study villages there is evidence of considparticularly

in East Leake.

This is probably

related to the situation in this selected village,
earlier where rapid residential
the recreational

organisations

development

has 'swamped' some of

and facilities

in the settlement

causing some residents to look to neighbouring
alternative

settlements

for

facilities.

Obviously,

the actual patterns of recreation

plex since they are both extensive
centres; nonetheless,

and overlapping

some general observations

There is a strong positive

in the survey.

are very comdifferent

can be made.

correlation between the size of

study villages and the number of recreational

Norfolk

as discussed

(Spearman's rank correlation

activities mentioned
coefficient for North

is +0.95 and for South Nottinghamshire

be expected since we would anticipate

+ 0.96).

This is to

that the larger the population

of a given communit~ then the larger the number of activities that
are likely to manifested.

Nonetheless,

this has considerable

cations for the pattern of recreation in the study villages.
in the largest settlements,
villages,

impliOnly

in this case the two biggest selected

can the 'home' village provide the facilities or organ-

isations for well over a half of all recreational

activities mentioned

by the sampled populations

East Leake pro-

vides facilities

of those settlements.

for over two-thirds

(69.5%) of its mentioned

activi-

ties, and Fakenham slightly more than seventy per cent (72.4%). In
a second group of medium sized villages,

including the smaller selec-

ted village of East Bridgfot.d (50.0%), together with Great Ryburgh
(45.5%) and Kinoulton
the mentioned

(52.9%), the provision

activities.

is for about a half of

In all of the other study villages this
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proportion

1S much smaller as can be seen from Table 11.8.

This

indicates that there is a very intensive use of the limited facilitites 1n some of the smaller study villages, since, despite providing facilities for a more limited proportion
activities,

of residents'

some communities, notably Barton in South Nottingham-

shire, still exhibit a high proportion of 'home' village based
recreation

(see Table 11.7).

Activities that take place outside the home village are
usually of minority appeal.

We have discussed this briefly earlier

in this chapter but a case study may help us to examine this phenomenon in more detail.
Nottinghamshire,

In the village of Kinoulton, in South

there are nine activities within the village and

only three of these are used by fewer than three of the interviewed
households.

Two of the 'internal' activities, the village sports

club and regular dances, are mentioned by over a third of the
village respondents.

Another thirteen activities take place outside

the village, including five which duplicate internal activities.
Only one of these 'e~ternal' activities, the visits of the sports
club to the swimming pool at Bingham, is mentioned by more than
one respondents.

This phenomenon is most apparent in the large

and medium sized settlements.

In the smaller study ~illages

the

more limited range of internal facilities results in a greater
degree of dependence on other centres to increase the breadth of
available activities, and consequently minority use of external
activities becomes less distinct in these villages.

It is interesting to note that external activities were very
often sports based, the actual proportion varying from 31.0 per cent
of all external activities in Barton to 74.4 per cent in Wysall.
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This variation was a reflection partly of the age structure of the
samples and, in the case of the two largest selected villages,
also of locally provided facilities.

In most of the study villages there was a general concentration
of activity on a few principal recreations.

This is illustrated in

the last column of Table 11.8 by the proportion of the total village
score accounted for by the five principal activities.
tion seems to be
by respondents,

This propor-

independent of the number of activities mentioned
although one might have expected that in the larger

settlements with a more diverse range of facilities and organisations
this proportion would be less than in smaller villages.

This is

clearly shown in the North Norfolk study villages where, with the
single exception of Sharrington,

this proportion is fairly even

despite considerable differences

in the number of activities men-

tioned by respondents in these villages.

The nature of these principal activities suggests that some are
of recurrent importance in the different villages.

The Women's

Institute is a principal activity in six of the nine study villages
in which it exists.

Dances are equally important.

These are

regularly held in nine of the villages, the exceptions being
Thoroton, Brinton and Stiffkey which lack facilities to accommodate
dances, and are principal activities in six of these settlements.
Evening classes are of similar importance to five of the study villages although there is some difference between the case study areas,
since four of these villages are in South Nottinghamshire.

This

may reflect a different policy on the part of the local education
authority in respect of adult education, since in South Nottinghamshire there does seem to be more extensive provision of evening
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classes at village primary schools.

Finally, the local public house

and swimndng pool are each principal recreations

to five of the

study villages.

In the selected villages virtually all of the principal activities take place within the village itself.

In the smaller villages

the extent to which principal activities are focussed on the village
is much more variable.

This seems to be a function of the devel-

opment of organisations

in the villages, the provision and use of

facilities and, of course, of the significance of leadership
within the recreational

Variations

and social structure of the villages.

in the activity rates of households

ln the study villages

A useful measure of the level of activity of households in a
given village is the mean household activity score.

In addition,

one can assess the variation of households around this mean by
calculating

the standard deviation for the same group of households.

Both of these statistics

for each of the study villages, are shown

in Table 11.9.

The mean household score varies from only 1.00 in Brinton to
4.85 in Barton.

There is a significant difference between the two

study areas, with a tendency for a higher level of activity in the
sampled households of South Nottinghamshire
than in North Norfolk (2.47).

(composite mean

=

3.52)

In fact, the village with the

highest activity rate in North Norfolk , Great Ryburgh with a mean
score of 3.15, is exceeded by all but two of the South Nottinghamshire study villages.
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Within the two study areas there is little association between
the level of activity as measured by the mean household score, and
the size of the village, except in the special cases of Brinton
and Thoroton which are the smallest study villages in the respective
case study areas, and which do not support their own formal organisations or activities.

There is some evidence of an association between the level
of activity and the leadership within a village.

Leadership is

not an easily measured feature, and its influence on individual
communities can best be studied by detailed village studies of
greater depth than those in this analysis.
in Kesteven illustrates this approach

42

Molyneux's research
Our analysis has indi-

cated that two villages in this study are particularly influenced
by vigorous and imaginative leadership, Barton and Kinou~ton,
and it is these two villages which have the highest mean household
scores.

At the other end of the scale, both Thoroton and Brinton

are obvious examples of villages which are lacking leadership and
these, respectively, have the lowest scores for the two study areas.
We have looked at leadership in the village of Wysal1.

In this

settlement no single person or group of people have succeeded in
gaining the support of all the conflicting social groups 1n the
village.

We have seen this in the context of the newcomers and

old established residents, but there is also a more sectional
conflict between the Methodist and Anglican groups in the settlement.

Consequently the village of Wysall lacks a common leader-

ship and it is notable that this village exhibits the second
lowest mean household score of the South Nottinghamshire
villages.

study
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The standard deviation of household scores from the mean, which
is also shown in Table 11.9, is very high.

In most of the study

villages this statistic is nearly as large as the mean itself, which
reflects the quite considerable differences between individual
households

in the intensity of their recreational behaviour.

We can look at the two extremes of activity by exam1n1ng
those households

1n which there is no fo~a1

recreation outside

the home, where the score is nil, and those where there is a high
level of activity as indicated by those with scores of ten or
above.

The last two columns of Table 11.9 indicate the proportion

of village households which fall within these two groups.

In the North Norfolk study villages nearly thirty per cent
(28.7%) of the sampled households

said they had no recreation out-

side the home, compared to under sixteen per cent in South Nottinghamshire.

In the South Nottinghamshire

study villages there was

less variation around this mean, with a range of from 9.1 per cent
(East Bridgford) to 23.1 per cent (Thoroton), than in North Norfolk
where the proportion of households with no activity scores ranged
from 15.0 per cent in Great Ryburgh to 58.8 per cent in Brinton.

Households with no recreation outside the home were often
elderly respondents
no measurable

living on their own.

Nonetheless,

there was

tendency for study villages with a high proportion

of elderly households, to have higher 'no activity' rates. In fact,
in Great Ryburgh quite the opposite is the case.
nearly twenty per cent of the popUlation were

In this village

sixty-five years of

age or more (18.8%), but the density of the elderly population here
has supported the development of a limited range of activities and
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organisations
households.

within the village of particular

appeal to these

More important, these activities are well attended by

the elderly households and this is a contributory
relatively

factor to the

low 'no activity' rate in the village.

At the other end of the adult age range it was quite common
to find young married couples with young children with little or
no recreational

activity outside the home.

Such couples often

commented in the surveys that their children restricted their
activity to home based leisure pursuits.
it was found that neighbouring

Yet in several situations

households 1n, apparently, exactly

the same situation, had comparatively

active social lives, although

they too would often comment on the constraints placed upon their
social life by their family circumstances.

This brief examination

suggests that the degree of activity of a given household is a
product, principally,

of the social values of that household and

not of any single factor such as age, family structure, or length
of residence in the village.

In South Nottinghamshire

there were only ten households

(4.1

per cent of the sample) with activity rates represented by scores
of ten or more.

In North Norfolk the number was even smaller with

only one such high activity household

(0.8 per cent of the sample).

This suggests that either the supply and organisation of recreational activities in both study areas is so inadequate that it is
curtailing the activity of many households, or that most households
manifest

fairly limited recreational needs.

spread dissatisfaction

As there was no 43 wide-

expressed in the village surveys with the

provision of formal organisations

and facilities for recreation,
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we must support the latter conclusion.

One notable feature of these

higher activity households is that seven of the eleven are living
in non-selected

villages.

more opportunity

One would have thought that there was

for high scores in the selected villages with

their more abundent home village facilities.

This situation may

be a simple reflection of the more intense community involvement
1n smaller villages, a factor which we have previously commented on.

A number of supplementary variables were tested to assess
their significance

in the individual household activity scores.

These variables included length of residence and social class.
Length of residence, as determined by the newcomer and old established groups, as previously defined, had no complementary relationship between the study villages.

Social class may have a more pos-

itive association with recreational

activity since in each of the

study villages the middle class households had a higher average
activity than their working class counterparts

in the village.

How-

ever, it is difficult to attach much significance to this relationship since we cannot determine cause and effect within this association.

A third variable tested was mobility and this indicated a

more definite association with recreational

activity.

In all of

the villages, households with either one or more cars or a motor
cycle, had higher mean scores than households without either.
results for this are shown in Table 11.9.

The

In most of the study

villages the difference between the mobile and 'immobile' groups
is fairly pronounced,

with the possible exception of East Bridgford.

As with social class, the difference is more pronounced

in the

smaller villages than it is in the larger, selected centres.

This

is probably a simple reflection of the range of community activities
in the villages.

In the selected centres there is a broader range
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of recreational

activities and organisations,and

consequently an

immobile household may have a reasonable level of activity without
needin g to travel outside the village.

This is usually not the case

in the smaller study villages despite the often greater intensity
of use of facilities within these settlements.

It is interesting to look at dependence on personal transportation for those activities that take place outside the home villages.

Table 11.10 indicates there is a very high degree of depend-

ence on the private car.

We should note here that all movement of

any member of the household within that households private car ~s
classified as transport by car.

For example, the household head

ferrying his/her son to the youth club in a neighbouring village
is classed as transport by car rather than as a'lift'.

This depen-

dence on cars is apparent in each of the village studies, although
the degree of dependence is from 80.7 per cent of all recreational
journeys outside the village in East Bridgford, to 98.0 per cent
in Wysall.

This feature is similar for both study areas, although

the figures shown in Table 11.10 indicate that the dominance of the
car in North Norfolk is a little more intensive.

This is partly

associated with the poorer public transport facilities in this
study area, reflected in the minimal use of bus services for transport to 'external' recreation.

In South Nottinghamshire

public transport is used for recrea-

tional journeys in only three of the village samples, East Leake
(9.5%), East Bridgford (6.1%), and Normanton

(3.0%).

In North

Norfolk it is used in only one village, Great Ryburgh, and there
only to a minimal extent (4.0%).

This generally low degree of use

is as much a reflection of very limited or non-existent evening
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services as of restricted routes.

The only other means of trans-

port to activities outside the village which is worth separate
mention,

is lifts.

These are mentioned in ten of the villages, and

this reinforces the general importance of the motor car.

Considering
particularly

the relative inadequacy of rural bus services,

in North Norfolk, in terms of convenience and the

very limited evening bus services, it is clear that for many households, whose recreational needs cannot totally be supplied within
the 'home' village, a car is a basic necessity.

Immobility tends

to affect certain sectors of the village population more than
others, particularly within the elderly and teenage population,
discussed in Chapter Ten.
households

as

The village studies show that elderly

are often able to satisfy some or all of their recrea-

tional needs by using existing facilities and organisations within
the home villages.

This is apparent in all of the study settlements

with the important exception of the very smallest villages, Thoroton
and Brinton, where there are no formal 'internal' activities of any
kind.

It would be quite wrong to give the impression that as a

result of internal village activities the elderly households which
are immobile are not particularly
that

disadvantaged,

because it is clear

some elderly respondents experience difficulty, whether the

village hall and the whist drive or old age pensioners club, are
800 yards or eight miles away.

Nonetheless,

this problem is very

different to that of the other major disadvantaged

group, the teen-

agers, who are often isolated and physically remote from their
potential sources of recreation.

Formal recreational facilities for children (other than the
very young) and young adults, were only available in the three selected
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villages

and also in Kinoutlon, whose situation we have earlier

discussed.

Even in these settlements

provision

was very limited, with the possible exception
quently, teenagers were generally relatively
age recreational

for the teenage group

of Fakenham.

Conse-

deprived of home vill-

facilities which results, in each of the village

studies, in a high degree of dependence on being ferried to activities outside the village via the household
are willing and able to do thi~.
for the recreational

car (where the parents

Inevitably,

opportunities

the overall result is

for that sector of the popula-

tion which has possibly the highest recreational

aspirations

and

needs, to be severely limited.

One of the respondents

in the village of Kinou1ton was the

local authority social worker whose case responsibility
her home and neighbouring
for rural recreation
worth considering

villages. Her experience of this situation

for the young was most interesting

briefly here.

and is

It was her opinion that paucity of

village facilities in particular
restricted

involved

for the teenage group, and the very

bus services during the evenings, was often the cause,

albeit indirect, of children becoming involved in a variety of
social problems.

Furthermore,

she noted that her casebook revealed

only the 'tip of the iceberg' in this context.

It is perhaps a

dramatic irony that only nine months after the author had interviewed this social worker, a teenage girl from that same village
was found to have been murdered whilst

'hitching' a lift back from

a late evening dance in Nottingham.

11.9 Urban based recreation: The example of cinema and theatre going

At the design stage of the survey is was felt that urban recre-
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ation might present special patterns of use which would contrast
to activities and organised recreation taking place in rural centres.

Consequently, we included a special section in the quest-

ionnaire to examine the use of a single, specialised
with a predominantly

urban base.

recreation

The example chosen was cinema/

theatre going.

Table 11.11 summarises the use of cinemas and theatres by the
sampled population.

This indicates a significant difference between

the rate of cinema/theatre

going in the two study areas, and this

is one of the important major differences between the patterns of
recreation in these two areas.

In South Nottinghamshire,

the pro-

portion of village households which do use a cinema or theatre is
over half in all the villages except Thoroton (46.2%) and Barton
(40.0%).
per cent.

In four of the study villages the rate if over sixty
In contrast, in North Norfolk this rate exceeds fifty

per cent only 1n Fakenham

(56.9%), and in the remaining study vill-

ages varies from 29.4 per cent in Brinton to 38.5 per cent in
Sharrington.

This contrast is intensified when we consider that

Fakenham is the only settlement in both study areas to have its
own cinema, and yet the proportion of use is lower in this settlement than

in four of the seven South Nottinghamshire

study villages.

The contrasting rates of use of cinemas and theatres in the
two study areas may be a response to the relative remoteness of
facilities.

We

have already noted that there is a cinema within the

Norfolk study area, at Fakenham, but this is only a 'single screen'
facility in contrast to many urban cinemas which are multi-screen
designs, which obviously offer a greater choice for users.

There

is no theatre wi.thin either study area, as such, although there is
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a small but established amateur theatre group with permanent facilities, at Sherringham only a few miles outside the Norfolk study area.
Otherwise, in both areas facilities are concentrated in the towns,
and this is where the significant contrast between the two areas
is most apparent.

Many individuals or families going to the cinema

from the South Nottinghamshire

study villages, with the single excep-

tion of Thoroton, have about twelve miles or less to travel to the
nearest C1nema or theatre in the major urban areas of Nottingham
or Loughborough.

In North Norfolk the distance from comparable

facilities in King's Lynn or Norwich is roughly double this.

It was thought that the rather more aged population of the
Norfolk study area might significantly affect either the frequency
of attendance at cinemas and theatres or the overall user rate.
hypothesis,

tested by cross-tabulation,

This

was found to be invalid for

all except the most elderly age group, those sixty-five years of
age or over.

The rate of use for this elderly ~ge group fell to

23.4 per cent in the South Nottinghamshire
per cent in North Norfolk.

study villages and 18.4

This may be as much due to the h~gher

immobility rate in these age groups, as measured by car ownership,
as due to a genuine reduction in demand for this recreation with age.

In all, six centres of local cinema/theatre going were mentioned
in the South Nottinghamshire

survey, and five in North Norfolk.

We

were able to assess the relative importance of these centres by
calculating two statistics.

Firstly, the proportions of all 'men-

tions' in the study area, and also the proportion of specified principal centres.

This distinction was necessary because the sample

households in both study areas, but particularly in South Nottinghamshire often gave several centres in answer to the question regarding
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the location of the cinemas and theatres which they visited.

In such

cases respondents were asked to identify the centre which they most
often used, the 'principal' centres.

In South Nottinghamshire

two centres accounted for over three-quarters of all use; Nottingham with 59.7 per cent and Loughborough with 21.6 per cent.

These

were even more important when we consider the use of principal
centres alone, with respective proportions of 70.2 per cent and 18.0
per cent.

In North Norfolk use was again concentrated on two cen-

tres, in this case Norwich (48.0%) and Fakenham (37.2%).

Once again,

the significance of these centres rises when considering the location of principal centres only with respective proportions of
51.8 and 41.1 per cent.

It is interesting that in North Norfolk

the local cinema in Fakenham is subsidiary to the facilities in
Norwich.

The evidence of the household interviews suggests that

this'is related to the greater range of choice in the Norwich cinemasand theatres.

The principal means of transport to the cinema or theatre,
as with other 'external village' recreation, was the private car.
In South Nottinghamshire

85.3 per cent of all journeys to the cinema

were made by private car, and only 7.7 per cent by bus.

In North

Norfolk the dependence on the car is marginally less, 78.0 per cent,
due in part to the 15.3 per cent of visits which are accounted for
walking (this is related exclusively to the use of the Fakenham
cinema by Fakenham residents).

Only 1.7 per cent of journeys to

the cinema and theatre are made by bus in the Norfolk sample. This
again underlines the extreme importance of the private car in
the pattern of recreational activity outside the home villages in
both study areas.
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11.10 Summary

This chapter is the second part of the examination

of selected

social and economic facilities in the case study areas,and
specifically

concerned with the distribution

services and recreational

1S

and use of shops,

facilities.

The pattern of distribution of shops indicates that in terms
of the number of shopping outlets per unit population, North Norfolk is better provided for than South Nottinghamshire.

Nonetheless,

there are more settlements in North Norfolk without any shopping
facilities than in South Nottinghamshire.

The distribution of shops

indicates a general association between settlement size and the
number of outlets in a given village.
exceptions

Ev.an so, there are many

to this general association, notably in the selected

villages, where the number of shops in a given settlement seems to
be as much a product of the geographical

location of that settlement

in respect of urban areas, and of the historical background of the
settlement.

Selected villages, and in particular the large, established
centres which we term the 'principal' selected centres, are the
foci of shopping facilities in the study areas.

In addition, the

more specialised retail functions are almost exclusively

located

in these principal centres.

This study examines the use of shops and services in the study
villages by looking specifically at three 'test' functions, which
are respectively representative
goods and services.

of lower, middle, and higher order

The general pattern of consumer behaviour indi-
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cates that in North Nbrfolk the selected villages are very important shopping centres, with towns only being signficant for higher
order goods.

The pattern is very different in South Nottingham-

shire where towns are important for lower and middle order goods,
and are virtually exclusively used for purchasing higher order
goods.

The use of towns in South Nottinghamshire

is partly related

to the association with workplace, and also to a common household
phenomenon of multi-purpose

journeys to urban centres.

The relative

accessibility of the study villages in South Nottinghamshire

to towns

is a critical determinant of this contrasting pattern.

As an additional component of retailing in rural areas this
study also examines the use of mobile shops.

Mobile shops visited

each of the study villages although their number and function
varied from one settlement to the next.

Dependence on mobile shops

was unknown in the South Nottinghamshire

study villages, and

focussed in only one of the Norfolk study villages.

Use of mobile

shops varied between settlements but generally the rate of use in
North Norfolk is slightly lower than in South Nottinghamshire
although the intensity of use, as measured by frequency of purchasing goods from mobile shops, was greater 1n North Norfolk.

The

general observation is that mobile shops are an important supplement to the static provision of shopping

facilities in both study

areas.

The examination of services in the study areas is divided into
public utilities and community services.
electricity and

piped water-borne

prehensive but nonetheless

The basic utilities of

sewerage systems are less com-

widespread.

We note that the current

and proposed pattern of provision of mains sewerage is an important
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determinant of the distribution of future residential development
in the study areas.

The geographical distribution of mains sewer-

age is strongly associated with the largest villages and all of the
selected centres, but in other villages the provision seems to be
related not to settlement size but to location, and to the initiative
of the local authorities.

Community services are considered separately as: health services; education and other local authority services; ecclesiastical;
dispersed; and other services.

The composite pattern is also con-

sidered to give a general view of the distribution.

This shows a

pattern which is concentrated to a considerable degree on the
selected villages and particularly

the 'principal' selected cen-

tres, as identified in the discussion of retailing facilities.
degree of concentration is greater in South Nottinghamshire

The

than

in North Norfolk, although in both study areas the intensity of
concentration on selected centres is not as great as for retail
facilities.

The study indicates that an important feature of the

various processes of rationalisation

and reorganisation of community

services in rural areas, is the growing importance of the principal
selected centres as locations for service provision.

The use of community services in the study villages is examined by looking at three 'test' services.

The overall pattern of

use bears some similarity to that for retail facilities, with
selected villages being particularly important in North Norfolk
and of limited significance in South Nottinghamshire
are more important.

In both areas,

where towns

however, there is a strong

association between the lower order service, postal services, and
the home village.

This is partially a response to the wide dis-
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tribution of post offices and sub-post offices throughout hath the
study areas.

The pattern of distribution of recreational

facilities indi-

cates that for most villages the only 'facility' is a place of
assembly.

In some villages this may be a purpose built village or

parish hall or converted school or chapel; in others it is represented by the evening and weekend use of the local school.
settlements there is no place of assembly at all.
centres, like a range of other recreational

In many

Larger community

facilities, are

associated with the selected villages.

Recreational
some detail.

activity in the study villages is examined in

The patterns are obviously very different between

the villages but some general observations
the pattern of use of recreational

can be made.

Overall,

facilities is very different

to that for shops and services, since for those villages with a
place of assembly, household activity patterns are generally dominated by 'home' village based activity.

The degree of activity

varies from one village to the next,but is strongly related to
a number of local factors of which local initiative and leadership
are the most important.

In this way the intensity of home village

based activities can be greater in smaller settlements with a limited
range of facilities and activities than in the selected centres with
a much wider range of social organisations

and recreational

Selected villages are important foci for recreational
in both study areas, although in South Nottinghamshire
some selected centres by neighbouring
siderable internal pressure.

facilities.

activity

the use of

villages is restricted by con-

This feature is essentially

a product
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of the provision of recreational facilities lagging behind residential development.

A similar phenomenon was observed in the pro-

vision of retailing outlets to selected centres. This facility lag may
severely compromise the actual socia-economic

role of selected villages.

The use of rural centres other than the home village and
selected villages, assumes a significant role in the pattern of
recreational

activity.

This is generally associated with using

facilities in neighbouring villages.
degree of 'functional interdependence'

Consequently, there is a
in the recreational activity

of the sample population, although this is only of considerable
importance to those villages without any, or only very limited
home village facilities.

The importance of urban centres to recreational activity in
both study areas is limited, and is principally associated with
more specialised recreations.

This study indicates that there is a strong positive correlation between the number of recreational activities generated within
a given settlement and its population size.

There is considerable variation in the activity rates of
different households.

This seems to be associated with the social

value of a given household rather than to a single factor such as
the age of the household head(s), the family structure, or length
of residence in the village.

Mobility does exert a more positive

influence on individual household activity rates which is a reflection of the almost total dependence on the private car for transport to recreation which is 'external' to the home village.

Gener-
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ally, activity rates are lower in North Norfolk than South Nottinghamshire.

Finally, this study examines in detail the pattern of use of
cinemas and theatres, as an example of a more specialised, usually
urban based recreational facility.
1n

South Nottinghamshire

There is a higher rate of use

than in North Norfolk, although vill-

age rates vary quite considerably within the study areas.

Use

is strongly linked to urban centres, and this is apparent even for
North Norfolk where the selected centre of Fakenham has a cinema.
This seems to be associated with the range of choice available
in towns.

As with 'external' recreation in the study villages, the

pattern of transport to cinemas and theatres is strongly associated
with the private car.

Immobility may be a real constraint on

recreational activity of rural households, and particularly
for the teenage

members of many households.

the
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Consumer behaviour

Table 11.1

(a) SHOPPING CENTRES: measured

in the North Norfolk

by the principal

(%)

respondents

General
groceries
Use of urban centres
Use of home village

............

1
•••

0 ••••••••

. ......
...........

Use of selected villages
Use of other villages
Exclusive
Total

"

use of mobile shops •••

•••••••••••••••••••

0 •••••••

study ~area

centres cited by
General
Hardware
goods

Expensive
Household
goods

4.4

19.7

49.4

55.3

41.5

18.4

35.2

38.1

31.6

2.5

0.7

0.6

2.5

0

0

100.0

100.0

100.0

(%)

(b) SHOPPING FREQUENCIES

More than two times per week ••••

24.4

0

0

About twice each week •••••••••••

24.4

0

0

About
ILess
more
Less
.mor e
Less

49.6

0.7

0

1.5

3.8

0

0

87.0

0

0

8.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

once each week ••••••••••••
than once each weeK out
than once per month •••
than once each month but
than once in three months
than once in three months ••

0 •• 0.

100.0

Total .....................•.

(c) TRANSPORT TO PRINCIPAL

SHOPPING CENTRES

...................
Walking •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pedal cycle ·....................
Motor cycle • ••••••••••••••••••••
Bus service ·....................
.............
Collected/Delivered
Household

car

On site •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Lift (from a friend or relative)
Total .•..•••......••

• . • •. • . •

(%)

37.7

57.1

72.8

38.4

28.6

12.7

1.9

0

0

0

0

0

6.9

6.8

7.0

12.0

3.4

1.3

0.6

0.7

0

2.5

3.4

6.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

1. Including residents of selected villages using local facilities.
Source

Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Consumer behaviour in the South Nottinghamshire

Table 11.2

study area

(a) SHOPPING CENTRES: Measured by the principal centres cited by

(%)

respondents

General
groceries

1

72.9

99.6

............

35.5

16.1

0.4

.......

12.0

10.0

0

4.0

0.9

0

0

0

0

••

0

••••••••

Use of selected villages
Use of other villages
Exclusive
Total

•

••

••••••••••

use of mobile shops
Q

•••••

Q

Expensive
Household
goods

48.5

Use of urban centres
Use of home village

General
Hardware
goods

100.0

••••••••••••••••

100.0

100.0

(%)

(b) SHOPPING FREQUENCIES

More than two times per week ••

18.7

0

0

About twice each week •••••••••

17.5

0

0

once each week ••••••••••
than once per week but
than once per month ••••••
than once per month but
than once in three months
than once in three months

52.4

0

0

10.6

23.6

0

0.4

58.1

0

0.4

18.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

About
i;ess
more
Less
more
Less

Total • ••••••••••••••••••••••••

(c) TRANSPORT TO PRINCIPAL SHOPPING CENTRES

(%)

60.8

75.7

86.2

Walking •••••••••••••••••••••••
Pedal cycle •••••••••••••••••••

25.0

11.9

0

0.4

0

0

Motor cycle •••••••••••••••••••

0.4

0.7

0.8

Public bus ••••••••••••••••••••
Collected /Delivered ••••••••••

5.4

7.1

8.3

3.9

2.1

0.8

site o •••••••••••
• • ••
• • • • • • •
Lift (from a friend or relative)

0.4

0

0

3.6

2.5

3.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Household

car •••••••••••••••••

On

Total • ••••••••••••••••••••••••

1. Including residents of selected villages using local facilities.
Source:

Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 11.3

Use of mobile shops in the study villages

Households using mobile shops (%)
More than
once
each week

Village

About once
each week

Less than
once
each week

Rarely

Households
which neveI
use mobile
shops (%)

Brinton

95.1

0

0

0

5.9

Fakenham

21.5

0

0

0

78.5

Great Ryburgh

45.0

0

0

0

55.0

Sharrington

76.9

7.7

0

0

15.4

Stiffkey

68.7

0

0

0

31.3

NORTH NORFOLK

45.8

0.8

0

0

53.4

Barton in Fabis

25.0

30.0

10.0

10.0

25.0

East Bridgford

33.3

6.1

3.0

300

5405

East Leake

36.8

3.8

3.8

0.9

54.7

Kinou1ton

40.9

0

0

0

59.1

Normanton on Soar

35.0

15.0

5.0

10.0

35.0

Thoroton

50.0

3.8

3.8

0

42.3

Wysall

60.0

10.0

0

5.0

25.0

SOUTH
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

38.9

7.3

3.6

2.8

47.4

Source

survey, 1974/5

Questionnaire
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Use of selected consumer services in the study area

Table 11.4

of North Norfolk

(a) SERVICE CENTRES: Measured by the principal
respondents

centres cited by

(%)
Post
Office

Bank

Dentist

0

0.9

22.8

77.8

50.9

43.1

•••••••

20.0

48.2

33~

..........

2.2

0

...........
1
village ............

Use of urban centres
Use of home

Use of selected villages
Use of other villages

..........................

0.2
100.0

100.0

100.0

1.5

1.8

0

About twice each week ••••••••••

11.5

1.8

0

About
Less
more
Less
more
Less

70.9

42.0

0

14.5

34.5

0

1.5

2.7

0

0

17.0

100.0

100 0

100.0

Total

(b) FREQUENCY OF USE (%)

More than two times per week ••

Total

0

once each week •••••••••••
than once each week but
than once ner month •••••••
than once each month but
than onc~ in three months
than once in three months
••••••••••••••••

Q

100.0

••••••••

(c) TRANSPORT TO PRINCIPAL

SERVICE CENTRES

car •••••••••••••••••

Household
Walking

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Pedal cycle

• •

Motor cycle

0.

•••••

0 •••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••

site

o •••••••••••••

• • • • • • •

Q

51.8

53.7

65.2

35.7

35.8

3.0

1.8

0

0

0

0

0

6.3

6.5

3.7

1.8

0

0.7

0

0

1.5

2.7

4.1

100 0

100.0

100.0

•

Lift (from a friend or relative)
Total

•••••••

0 •••••••

0 •••••

0000

(%)

25.9

Public bus ••••••••••••••••••••
Collected/Delivered
•••••••••••
On

0

0

1. Including residents of selected villages using local facilities
Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Use of selected consumer services

Table 11.5

in the study area

of South Nottinghamshire

(a) SERVICE CENTRES: Measured by the principal

centres cited by

(%)

respondents

Post
Office
Use of urban centres •••••••••
1
Use of home villages

·.......

Use of selected villages
Use of other villages

.....

• •••••••

Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bank

Dentist

14.8

56.8

85.2

71.2

29.0

8.4

5.2

14.1

6.4

8.8

0

0
100.0

100.0

100.0

3.2

1.3

0

17.7

4.3

0

51.0

50.8

0

25.7

34.0

0

204

4.0

0

0

5.6

100.0

100 0

100.0

39.3

68.2

87 0

51.9

21.3

2.1

(b) FREQUENCY OF USE (%)

More than twice each week ••••
About twice each week

·.......

About
Less
more
Less
more
Less
Total

once -each week •••••••••
than once eacn week but
than once per month •••••
than once each month but
than once in three months
than once in three months
•••••••••••••••••••••

0 ••

(c) TRANSPORT TO PRINCIPAL

Walking

••••••••••••••••••••••

Pedal cycle

••••••••

Q

g •

•••••••

Motor cycle ••••••••••••••••••
Public bus

••••••••••••••

0 ••••

Collected/Delivered

••••••••••

Lift (from friend or relative)
•••

0 •••

0 •••••

0 •••••

0 ••••

0

1.6

0

0

0.8

1.7

0.4

2.0

5.0

63

1.6

0.8

0

0

0

0

2.8

2.9

4.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

On site ••••••••••••••••••••••

Total

0

CENTRES (%)

car ••••••••••••••••

Household

100.0

0

1. Including residents of selected villages using local facilities
Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 11.6

Centres of recreation

used by the sample populations
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82.6

7
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87.3

13

1.8

47.2

Sharrington

7

L4

7l.3

Barton in Fabis

7

2.2

87.2

~

East Bridgford

9

1.8

87.0

=
til

East Leake

20

1.6

87.1

~
~

Kinoulton

11

1.8

80.7
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2.0
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Normanton
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48.6

Vlysall
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75.9
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E:
0
til

on Soar

This is a descriptive
I

=

mean obtained by:

(rNI + N2 ...... Nn)
n

Where I is the index representing

the mean number of centres used

per household.

NI is the number of different centres used by the
first household, N2 the number used by the second etco, n represents the number of responding

no formal recreation

Source: Questionnaire

outside

households
the home).

survey, 1974/5

(including those with
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Table 11.10

Means of transport to recreation outside the home village

"'0,,",

o ~
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village
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fII

:l ~
o ell

:x:u

,.c: 0

fII
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""'
P<II fII

I:Q
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""'
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""'

0
E-t

-

-

100.0

-

5.6

-

100.0

90.6

-

6.4

3.0

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

95.6

0.7

3.3

0.4

100.0

Barton in F ab is

89.7

-

10.3

-

100.0

East Bridgford

80.7

6.1

10.2

3.0

100.0

East Leake

83.2

9.5

3.5

3.7

100.0

Kinou1ton

95.8

-

4.2

100.0

90.9

3.0

6.1

-

100.0

Thoroton

90.2

-

7.1

2.7

100.0

Wysal1

98.0

-

-

2.0

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

88.1

5.0

4.1

2.8

100.0

Brinton

94.1

-

5.9

Fakenham

97.7

-

2.3

Great Ryburgh

96.0

4.0

Sharrington

94.4

Stiffkey

Normanton

on Soar

1. Including lifts to household membeuw in the household vehicle.

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 11.11

The use of cinemas and theatres by the study villages

% of all households in survey
III
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Brinton
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Fakenham

56.9

43.1

100.0

Great Ryburgh

35.0

65.0

100.0

Sharrington

38.5

61.5

100.0

Stiffkey

31 3

68.7

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

45.0

55.0

100.0

Barton in Fabis

40.0

60.0

100 0

East Bridgford

60.6

39.4

100.0

East Leake

59.4

40.6

100.0

Kinou1ton

63.6

36.4

100.0

Normanton

60.0

40.0

100.0

Thoroton

46.2

53.8

100.0

Wysall

65.0

35.0
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57.5
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Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Figure 11.3

The distribution of health services in the study areas
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Figure 11.4
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Figure 11.5

The distribution of ecclesiastical facilities in the study areas
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Figure 11.6

The distribution of dispersed services in the study areas
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Figure 11.7

The distribution of 'other' services in the study areas
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Figure 11.10

The distribution
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE RURAL COMMUNITIES:
ACTION AND ATTITUDES

SOCIAL INTERTO CHANGE AND

GROWTH WITHIN THE STUDY VILLAGES

12.1 Introduction

It is commonly stated in planning

and related literature

the rate of growth of a given rural settlement,
fast, adversely

affect social interaction

Martin has affectively

summarised

that

may, if it is too

within that village.

this:

"To avoid social divisions and to allow·newcomers
and established residents time to adjust to a new
situation, the allowable rate and scale of growth
should be related to the size of the village and
to its social characteristics." 1

This chapter seeks to examine both social interaction
study villages
the village,
between

and also the attitudes

of respondents

within the
to growth in

as an attempt to analyse aspects of the relationship

residential

growth and social development

in rural commun-

ities in the study areas.

We are broadly concerned with five aspects of social interaction in the respective
of the villages;

study villages:

conflict within the villages;

fit' of households;

the social interaction

and the degree to which household
for friends.

the general friendliness
perceived

'social

of newcomer households;

heads draw on the home village

This may not give us a complete picture of inter-

action in the villages but does enable us to examine some of the
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principle aspects.
necessarily

When considering social interaction we are

drawn to the use of the term 'community'.

Unfortunately,

this term, which is widely used in relevant social science and planning literature, seems to lack a commonly accepted meaning.
Pahl

2

As

has noted, community is a concept with has a high level of

use but a low level of meaning.

Consequently,

it is necessary for

us to examine in some detail the range of meaning of 'community' as
interpreted

from other literature, and also to establish the context

within which the term is used in this research.

The need to look

at the concept of 'community' underlies the whole of this chapter,
but is further justified by its use in planning policies relating
to rural settlement.

As Martin has commented:

"Certainly as a weapon in the planning armoury, it
[community] ranks second only to 'amenity' in terms
of imprecision and, with very little effort devoted
to the choice of supporting words, 'community' can
be guaranteed to draw nods of approval from directly
opposed interests." 3
Attitudes to growth and change in the village as studied here,
were concerned with residential development in two contexts.

Firstly,

the provision of new housing, together with the modernisation

of

older village property which represents an important aspect of village development, particularly

in the smaller villages where oppor-

tunities for building new housing are more limited.
questionnaire
possibility

Secondly, the

survey assessed the attitudes of respondents to the
of further residential development in their villages.

12.2 The concept of 'community' as applied to English rural settlement

In an attempt to identify aspects of a common definition of
'community' ,Hillery 4 examined no

fewer than ninety-four

separate
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definitions
divergence

as used by sociologists.

This highlights

of opinion on what community means.

the apparent

Hillery concluded:

"Beyond the concept that people are involved in
community there is no complete agreement as to the
nature of community." 5

This may have over-emphasised
6

Bell and Newby

in a re-analysis

lished that approaching
incorporate

(a)

since

of Hillery's data, have estab-

three-quarters

of the ninety-four

definitions

three major elements:

A common geographical

processes

(b)

the lack of common agreements,

area within which social

take place.

A sense of social identity, reflected by ties and

bonds between members of the group.

(c)

A group of people inter-acting.

These three common features are probably a better guide to the nature
of 'community' than anyone

individual definition.

This synthesis

also overcomes the need for students of rural communities
a very extensive

literature.

Furthermore,

to review

many of the individual

definitions

assessed in the context of a single quotation from the

.
appropr~ate

source are very ~s. 1ea d·1ng.

For examp 1e. Kon1g
. 7 has

defined community as:

"A more or less large local and social unit in
which men co-operate to live their economic, social
and cultural lives together."
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This may be seen to suggest a degree of self-sufficiency

and auton-

amy which was more characteristic of villages at the beginning of
this century.

Yet Konig later clarifies this:

"In highly developed societies there is no such
thing as an autonomous community which is in any
way self-sufficient and autarchical." 8

If we accept the three common features as outlined above, then
that which must be of most interest to geographers is the spatial
element: 'A common geographical area'.

In the context of modern

rural communities there seem to be some considerable differences
of opinion as to the interpretation

of this feature.

In most planning literature and virtually all written planning
policies, the community is equated with the individual rural settlement.

In fact, in such literature the terms 'settlement', 'village'

and 'community' are inter-changeable.

This, then, is one perception

of the spatial context of rural communities.

It is probably accurate

to say that this attitude is not confined to planning officers but
is widespread within the rural population itself.

. 10 h ave recent 1y d'lscusse d th e eX1S
. t ence
Pa hI 9,an d Martln
of social divisions within established settlements, which are referred
to as 'communities within communities'.

This introduces a further

dimension in the spatial structure of rural communities in that
the physical boundary of the village may contain more than one
community.

This is a direct parallel to the urban situation although,

as Pahl has pointed out, this does not mean that this phenomenon is
.
.
ban Vl'11ages. 11
conflned
to very 1arge, quasl-ur
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Another aspect of this discussion

is provided by Morris's 12

concept of the 'regional community', as discussed ~n Chapter Three.
This suggests that the geographical coverage of a community is not
confined to the built-up area of a given village and its immediate
hinterland, but may also encompass several adjacent settlements.
This idea can be traced back as far as Peake's work during and
shortly after the First World War

13

,although

the term 'regional

community' and a fuller exploration of the concept was uniquely
Morris's contribution.

This idea that a number of rural settle-

ments may compose a single community has recently received renewed
interest through the idea of functional inter-dependence

of vill-

ages, as discussed in Chapter Four, and more specifically with
MacGregor's
ages

analysis of social inter-action in West Country vill-

14

We therefore

have three very different. concepts of the

spatial structure of rural communities, although, as we shall later
discuss, these definitions are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
This is, nonetheless, a very complex situation and one which can
only be interpreted by looking briefly at the nature of the English
village community.

The concept which seems to dominate the layman's perception
of the rural community, and, perhaps equally important, that of
the mass media, is of the 'traditional' village community.

This

has been described in a variety of works but notably, in the aca..
15, L'
. 17• These
de~c. context by W~lllams
~tt l'
eJo hn 16,an d HarrlS
works describe closely knit local societies based on individual
villages, which have a complex network of kinship and social ties
between resident households.

Although these are mostly contemporary
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studies they are based on settlements
the wider body of non-academic

in remoter rural areas.

literature,

In

a valuable illustrative

' tha t by L aur1e
' Lee 1n
"C'd 1 er W1t
'h ROS1e
' , 18 descr1'b'
s t u dY 1S
1ng
a Gloucestershire

village in the 1920's.

We might even see the

popular radio serial 'The Archers' as a contemporary
ation of this view of rural society.
are describing

In perspective.

representthese works

an archaic form of rural society which is restricted

to a few remoter English villages.

Elsewhere

in rural England,

the dramatic social and economic changes which have characterised
village social development

in the twentieth century. and which have

been collectively

termed the 'quiet revolution' by Ambrose

have permanently

altered the nature of village communities.

19

,
These

changes in the nature of rural communities have, perhaps rather
emotively,

been interpreted by a variety of sources as the 'decay'

of the English village community.

For example. Boston 20 has

observed,

"The order with which these things [social and economic
changes] are done is not important. The result will
be just the same. A self reliant and living community
becomes a disconnected collection of dwellings dependent on the nearest urban conglomeration for its economy and social amenities."

This perception

of the impact of social and economic changes

in English villages seem to be heavily influenced by value judgements relating to the type of community which is being changed by
these processes.

The term 'decay' is itself a value judgement

since it implies a movement from a better to a worse situation.
This mayor

may not be true but an analysis of the contemporary

structure of rural communities should be independent
ments.

The English rural community

Having established

of such judge-

is changing, not decaying.

this, we must immediately point out that the sur-
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vival of village societies in some of the smallest rural settlements may indeed be in doubt.

Thoroton, the smallest of the study

villages in South Nottinghamshire,
phenomenon.

seems to be an example of this

Whilst there is social inter-action between many of

the resident households,

there is no evidence of a sense of

identity within the village.

Consequently,

in the terms of the

three elements of 'community' outlined earlier, this means that
Thoroton is not a distinct community.

In contrast, Brinton in

North Norfolk is roughly the same size as Thoroton 21 but the
evidence of the questionnaire

survey and associated household

interviews is that there is a definite sense of identity within
this settlement.
enthusiasm

In Brinton this identity may be related to the

in the village over the organisation of a community

bus service scheme (as discussed in Appendix Seven).

Certainly

there are no other major differences between the two settlements.
Neither have formal organisations

or activities within the village,

or a formal meeting place or hall.

There is no evidence that any

person acts 1n a leadership role in either of the villages.

None-

theless, there is a profound contrast between the two settlements:
Thoroton is not a distinct community but Brinton is.
obvious explanation

There is no

for this difference but the respective village

studies do suggest one factor

which may be of considerable impor-

tance: in Brinton nearly two-thirds of all the village households
are classified as retired (64.7%).

Many of these households are

immigrants of professional or managerial status, and there is
evidence for a considerable degree of informal social interaction
between these households,

and to a more limited extent with some

of the more established village residents.

This may be a root

cause of the 'sense of identity' in the village.
Thoroton is essentially an economically

In contrast,

active village with only
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15.3 per cent of households being retired.
the working households

As the heads of most of

commute to work in Nottingham

rather less opportunity

or Newark, there is

for social interaction between the households.

In addition many wives in Thoroton work full-time outside the village
which, like their husbands, constrains
age.

Furthermore,

Aslockton

leisure time within the vill-

all children go on to either primary school 1n

or the secondary school in Bingham,and many of their social

links are with those communities.

The English village community is changing.
too widespread

The differences

are

to catalogue here, but in this context we should note

that the characteristic
of social inter-action

contemporary

village indicates a lower level

than rraght be expected of the 'traditional'

village structure.

There is also a lower level of self-sufficiency

in economic

The situation in the study villages shows quite

terms.

clearly that there still is social interaction

in the village and,

generally,

As such, and on

there is also a sense of identity.

the basis of the definition of community outlined earlier, the rural
community
exceptions
Thoroton,

is still based on the individual village.

The important

to this principle are some smaller settlements, such as
in which there is no apparent sense of identity.

The community we are referring to is ratber different to that
associated with the 'traditional' village community.
aspect of this difference
cation in the villages.

One important

is the changed basis of socia1~tratifiPahl 22 has discussed the change from a

social system based on status, to the contemporary
in which social stratification

is more closely allied with the

urban dimensions of social class.
based system of stratification

rural community

Pahl has also shown that a class-

seems to promote division within the
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local social system.

In the study villages there is some evidence

to support this assessment.

In the selected village of East Leake

much of the local authority housing in the village is concentrated
on a large estate on the Northern edge of the village.

Whilst this

estate is not an autonomous social unit, there is considerable
evidence to suggest that it is a separate community.
occupies a clearly defined geographical

The estate

area, and there is a con-

siderable degree of social inter-action between residents, although
this seems to be essentially

informal in nature and often allied

to kinship links between estate families.

Finally, and perhaps most

important, there is a sense of identity within this
Significantly,

community.

the estate has a collective identity, being referred

to by residents, and by some middle class established residents
living outside the estate, as 'tin town' after the corrugated
building material used in the construction of parts of the estate.
"Tin town" is an example of a community within a community and
the estate consists almost exclusively of working class households.
This may seem to indicate that East Leake is two communities and
not one, but there is little evidence for a collective sense of
identity in the remainder of the village, which consists principally
of middle class households
Furthermore,

and one smaller local authority estate.

the existence of this social grouping in the larger of

the local authority estates does not detract from the perception
of the whole of East Leake as a single community.

This goes to

underline the suitability of the term 'a community within a community'.

In the other study villages there was no such distinctive
example of social division in the communities.

This may be asso-

ciated with the generally smaller size of most of the settlements,
which might mean that there are too few households
settlements to provide meaningful

in some of the

social groupings within

the
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communities.

However, this was not true of East Bridgford in South

Nottinghamshire

or of Fakenham in Norfolk, which are comparatively

large settlements.

Yet in neither of these villages is there firm

evidence for a community within a community.
this seems to

be

In the author's opinion,

largely associated with the relative fragmentation

of working class housing in both villages, 1n contrast to the
greater nucleation in East Leake.

Clearly, a relatively large and

nucleated collection of houses occupied by social peers would tend
to encourage the formation of a community within a community, although
other factors such

as the impact

of social division, perhaps

between newcomer and established households, may strongly influence
the actual development of a

social group with a common sense of

identity.

We have established

that in most of the study settlements the

village society is still a real social unit, and in one

of the

villages there is strong evidence to suggest that communities within
communities may develop.

The other geographical feature of the rural

community, as referred to earlier, is the 'regional community'.
cannot analyse the significance of this

We

concept in the soical geo-

graphy of the study areas, since our research focussed on the detailed
study of twelve individual communities and not on groups of neighbouring villages.

Nonetheless, our experience in the study areas

does provide us with some information on which we can make some
selected observations about the value of the 'regional community'
idea.

In Chapter Eleven we established that groups of neighbouring
villages often shared recreational facilities and activities with
each other.

In addition, in Chapter Ten We examined the relative
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importance of local villages and other rural employment
the structure of the local labour market.

centres in

These features suggest

that there are social and economic links between neighbouring

vill-

ages, although unless they involve selected villages, these links
are rarely of importance in the provision of shopping facilities and
consumer services.

Probably where evidence for the 'regional comm-

unity' is most apparent is in formal recreational
villages.

activity between

In most of the study villages it was common to find

a village dance or another social event which attempted to draw
support from neighbouring

settlements, or, more occasi'onally,

joint village organisations,

for example, the Gotham and District

branch of the British Legion, the East Bridgford and She1ford
Scout Pack.

The rationalisation

of church facilities creating shared

or collaborative ministries may also have an important influence
on 'regional communities'.

For example, the villages of Normanton

on Soar and the neighbouring

Sutton Bonnington were jointly

ser-

ved by a vicar who lived in Sutton Bonnington, who had encouraged
the development of joint village organisations
and circulated an inter-village magazine.

and who also prepared

Such magazines are not

uncommon in rural panishes and may act as an important agent in
integrating

groups of villages.

We can see that there is a significant amount of functional
inter-action between study villages and their neighbours.
examination

suggests, however, that it would be a mistake to take

these inter-relationships
communities'

This

as evidence of the existence of 'regional

(i.e. spatially distinct groups of villages, which

are inter-acting,

and where there is a sense of identity of the

group within its constituent settlements).

The degree of inter-

action in the study areas is limited and this research, although
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admittedly

considering

this at an elementary

level, can provide

no tangible evidence for a sense of identity of such 'regional
communities' within any of the study villages.

This is even true

for the villages of Thoroton and Brinton which are the settlements
with the greatest degree of dependence on neighbouring
may be that social inter-action with neighbouring
seen as an aspect of the 'extended
households

It

villages is better

community' through which individual

in villages may have social associations with organisations

or individuals

in centres outside the home village itself.

This discussion has uocussed on the geographical
rural communities with specific reference
areas.

villages.

aspects of

to the two case study

We can see that the structure of rural communities

complex subject.

Few planning

is a very

studies and policies attach sufficient

weight to this complexity and others give the impression of a
complete

lack of appreciation

of this.

In either case there is a

need for planning officers to be more pr~cise in the way they look
at rural communities.

This is especially

tinue regarding the maintenance
tant planning goal.

Ironically,

true if they are to con-

of village communities

as an impor-

a recent movement towards a

revision of these planning values seems to have been negative.
Thorburn, now the County Planning Officer for East Sussex, has
stated:

"The maintenace of a vigorous community as a rural
planning goal is misfounde~ ••• Meanwhile I shall
continue to plan villages on the basis of physical
and economic criteria alone, and challenge anyone
to show that this approach is socially harmful." 23
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12.3 The 'friendliness' of the study villages

The question on village friendliness was included in the interview schedule partly as a design mechanism, so as to give respondents a simple question on which they were likely to have clearly
defined Vlews, before the more testing questions on the village
communities which were to follow.

The question also had a more

direct application to the community study, as a general perception
of an important aspect of the social life of the study villages.

The methodological approach to this question, and to the other
questions in the 'community' section of the questionnaire, deserves
special comment.
communities,
manner.

It is obviously difficult to measure aspects of

such as village friendliness, in a completely objective

This survey adopts an analytical

approach which uses

the individual perceptions of household heads, as selected in the
village samples, as an assessment technique.

This has the obvious

advantage of being a simple and convenient approach to use, in the
context of the questionnaire survey to which the study was already
committed.

In addition, the method allows us to measure these

factors in a simplistic, but efficient, quantitative manner, specifically
gories.

the proportions of households in certain response cateHowever, there are disadvantages to this approach, notably

that we cannot assume that what a given respondent says about. for
example, the friendliness of the village, is necessarily correct.
In a purely scientific approach we can see each household head as
an active or passive member of the respective village communities.
As such,he or she may have attitudes and opinions about the village community which cloud an objective assessment of the situation.
There were indeed some interesting examples of this process at
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work in the village surveys, but one will serve as an illustration.

In the village of Thoroton one head of household expressed
her belief that there were clear signs of social conflict in the
village.

The remaining respondents in this village all said that

there were no apparent signs of conflict or tension.

It subse-

quently emerged that some months before the questionnaire study one
local resident had complained of noxious smells from the pig sty's
of a village farm.

The farmer had replied that such smells were

inevitable on hot summer days when the wind was in a certain direction.

Apparently other households in the village had either accep-

ted this explanation or were apathetic about the situation, since
the attempts of the objector to organise a petition to send to the
local authority were met

with very little support.

This was a

petty affair, perhaps to be expected in any working farming community, and one which had essentially been forgotten in the village
outside the objector's household and that of the farmer.
surprisingly,

Not

the household head who had detected signs of conflict

in the village

and the objector of the previous summe~ were one and

the same person.

Consequently, one may doubt the objectivity with

which some respondents assess signs of conflict, or other perceived
social factors, in the villages.

Thus, there isbias in respondents' assessments of the village
communities.

It is as well to be aware of this when reviewing the

results of this section of the village studies, but this does not
invalidate the observations that are made from these results.

This

is because we are using the statistical results less as absolute
measures of 'friendliness' or of social conflict in the villages,
and more as comparative measures with which to compare the study
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areas and the respective study villages.

Furthermore,

of error in the results caused by respondents'
least partly compensated

the degree

bias must be at

for by the fact that each survey must

be open to the same risk of bias (given a 'random' sample).

As with the other sections of the community study, the replies
of the household heads about their perception

of the friendliness

of their village, were recorded on a number of pre-coded responses.
These are illustrated

on Table 12.1.

The pattern of response

was quite similar for North Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire,
the vast majority of perceptions
either very or quite friendly
all households,

in North Norfolk to mention

(40.5%) proportionally

with

'very

more than in South Nottingham-

shire (30.8% of all households).
portion of households

89.5% of

Amongst this group there was a

slight tendency for respondents
friendly'

being that the villages were

(accounting for 90.9% and

respectively).

with

Only a comparatively

small pro-

regarded the villages as 'not very friendly',

7.6 per cent in North Norfolk and 9.7 per cent in South Notting-

hamshire.

Only one household,

in Sharrington.went

that the villages was unfriendly,

so far as to say

and one, in East Leake, thought

the village over-friendly.

Allowing

for a small m&rgin of error, as discussed previously,

there are few significant

differences between the villages.

(64.7%), Great Ryburgh (55.0%) and Thoroton

(53.8%) are the only

villages in which over a half of the interviewed households
the village to be 'very friendly'.

Brinton

thought

Of these it is interesting

to

note that Brinton and Thoroton are the two smallest settlements
in the sample, although there is no suggestion of a negative corre•
,
latl0n
between settlement Slze
an d f'rlen d Lilness 24

The village
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which stands apart from the others is Normanton,
per cent of the sampled population
very friendly'.

in which thirty

thought the village to be 'not

There is no apparent explanation

for this phenom-

enon, but we must note that this does seem to be a genuine reflection of the state of that community.

Not only do the author's

field notes recorded during the interviewing process support this
assessment, but it is also indicative that half of the village
sample (see Table 12.2) considered there to be signs of conflict
or tension in the village.

The structure of the computer analysis allowed us to examine
the response patterns of different social groups in the study
villages.

In this way we were able to examine the influence of

age, length of residence and social class on household response.
In South Nottinghamshire

neither. age, length of residence nor social

class showed any significantly
in their relevant groups.

different patterns of response

In contra&t, in North Norfolk although

age had no apparent influence there were important distinctions
between the social class and length of residence groups. Generally,
working class households were more reserved about the friendliness
of their villages with only 29.0 per cent referring to their village as 'very friendly' compared to 50.7 per cent of the middle
class households.

The impression gained from the interviews was

that this was not a reflection that the working class households
saw the villages as less friendly than their middle class counterparts,
but rather that this was associated with a difference in the value
judgements of the two social groups.

It is interesting to note

that this distinction was not apparent in South Nottinghamshire.
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In North Norfolk there was only a relatively
of households

which considered

or 'unfriendly',
established

the village to be 'not very friendly'

but all but one of these households

residents.

This represents

newcomer

and established

majority

of established

friendly

(85.9% of all established

the newcomers).
established
newcomer

small proportion

residents,
residents

This phenomenon

were old

a difference between the

although we should note that the

still regard the villages
households

as

compared to 98.1% of

may be related to a handful of

residents who are openly resentful of some or all

households

having moved into their communities.

12.4 Conflict and tension in the study villages

Social conflict has become a phenomenon
est in various contemporary

of considerable

inter-

studies of rural society in England.

As a value label, conflict is usually thought of as a negative

feature

of society in the sense that a village with a degree of social
conflict

is perceived

As observers

as less good than one in which there is none.

of, rather than just participants

we may draw different conclusions.

in. social processes

Pahl has commented,

"It has been shown by sociologists that conflict
within a community will not be disruptive if people
feel they can identify themselves with the community
and they are more likely to achieve such identification through the membership of voluntary
associations. Thus, it is argued, the more voluntary
associations there are in a place the more likely
will people identify themselves with that place,
but the more likely will conflicts emerge. This
is a very important point: high organisational
density tends to draw the community into conflict,
but it also acts to regulate the controversy and
contain it." 25

In short, conflict between social groups and voluntary

associations
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may be a constructive social process in that it aids the development in individual households of a sense of identity.

We have al-

ready noted that 'sense of identity' is one of the three foundation
stones of a rural community.

Consequently, conflict may be an

important social agent in maintaining rural communities.

PoppIes tone

26

has taken this argument a step further by sug-

gesting that radical planning policies for rural residential
development should seek to concentrate large groups of newcomers
at particular expanded villages so as to promote conflict between
them and the established residents, so that this in turn will promote a sense of belonging to a particular place.

This is a contro-

versia1 view and not one that is shared by many professional p1anners or by related social scientists.

Nonetheless, Popplestone's

articles do add further weight to the assessment that conflict
may be an important contribution to maintaining village communities.
It is within this context that we can see the analysis of conflict
and tension within the study villages to be a very important aspect
of the community studies of this research.

The general pattern of response from the questionnaire interview indicates a similar, though not identical, situation in both
of the case study areas.

Table 12.2 shows that very few respond-

ents perceived any 'clear signs' of tension or conflict in their
villages.

All of these, however, were in South Nottinghamshire,

a1tho~gh they represented only 2.0 per cent of the sampled households in this study area.

There were also proportionally

fewer

respondents who considered that there were 'some signs' of confliet in the North Norfolk villages (18.3%) compared to South
Nottinghamshire

(24.3%).

This is not a large difference between
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the two areas, but the results of a similar study by Ambrose in
..
.
.
thee vvi
v1llage of R1ngmer
1n Sussex 27. 1nd1cates
that th1s
may repre-

sent a real difference between the 'pressure' and 'remoter' rural
areas.

Ambrose found that twenty-three per cent of his sample

perceived signs of tension in that village.

This compares very

closely to the comparable figure of 26.3 per cent in the South
Nottinghamshire

villages.

The general response is that the great majority of households
perceived no signs of conflict or tension within the villages.

This

group accounts for about three-quarters of all respondents in both
study areas although this varies considerably between the study villages.

Table 12.2

shows a clear difference between the village group

of Sharrington, Stiffkey, East Bridgford, Normanton, and Wysal1,
where a larger proportion of residents consider there to be signs
of conflict than in the other study settlements.

In four of these

villages about forty per cent of the village sample peraeive signs
of tensiOP,but only in Normanton,

which we discussed in the pre-

vious section, does this rise to a half of the respondents.

There

seems to be no common factor to explain why these five villages
should be different from the others.

Certainly there is no evidence

of a direct association between the proportion of newcomers in the
villages, and indications of conflict in the communities.
in contrast to the assumptions made by PoppIes tone
previously.

28

This is

referred to

This is less easy to assess in North Norfolk where

the proportion of newcomer households in the villages is very similar for each of the study settlements.

In South Nottinghamshire

there is considerable difference but there are no signs of any asso-
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Ciation.

The highest proportion

of newcomers

is found in the

selected village of East Leake (64.1%), with similar proportions
in East Bridgford

(63.6%) and Kinoulton

three villages there is a considerable
of conflict.

(63.7%).

Yet in these

difference

in perception

As Table 12.2 shows, about forty per cent of the

East Bridgford respondents

consider there to be signs of conflict

compared to abou t half this proportion
ments with large proportions

in the other two settle-

of newcomers.

Further evidence is

provided by Normanton which is the study village in South Nottinghamshire with the lowest proportion
highest proportion

of newcomers

(40.0%), but the

(50.0%) of respondents perceiving

signs of

conflict,

There is some evidence to support Pahl's description of the
relationship

between voluntary

the community,

associations

as discussed earlier.

lowest density of voluntary

and conflict within

The two settlements with the

associations,

Thoroton and Brinton,

both show little perception of signs of tension, although this
relationship

is less clear for theother villages.

We established

in Chapter Eleven that the villages with the highest density of
voluntary
Bridgford,

associations

were the three selected settlements, East

East Leake, and Fakenham.

Yet of these only the former

indicates a high perception of conflict within the community.

It is worth noting at this stage that there is no evidence
from the computer analyses that opinions differed according to social
status, in life-cycle, or length of residence.

In addition, one

further factor was introduced to the analysis, the location of the
respondent

household in terms of whether located in the village

proper, or, as was the case with many farming households,

outside

the physical boundaries of the village but within the parish.

It

was thought that there might be a lack of knowledge of the social
climate of the village amongst the outlying households.

However,

the analysis indicated no significant differences between the perception of households within the built up area of the village and
those dispersed outside.

The attitudes to conflict in village communities seem to
differ

from that of Popplestone, who considers it to be an impor-

tant p£ocess in the maintenance of communities,which

should be

actively encouraged in certain villages by the 'infusion' of newcomer households.

The same also seems to be true, on the other

hand, for Hall's 29 view of the situation, which considers that conflict may cause a social division between the newcomer and estab~
lished residents of a village in which there is a poor balance of
private and local authority housing.

In either case there is an

assumed association between conflict and length of residence groups
which does not seem to be supported by the results of this analysis.
This is an important point and serves

to underline the real

complexity of conflict in rural communities.

The individual studies of the twelve survey villages indicate
that respondents' perceptions of local conflict are largely related to specific issues.

Such issues may be as minor as in the exam-

ple of the Thoroton household head and the neighbouring pig farmer,
or of wider significance such as conflicting attitudes to the residential development of land within the village of East Bridgford
{where households that are adjacent to the proposed plots are uniformly against the development, whilst most of the other households
assume an apathetic standpoint or actively support the construction

~o

of what the developer refers to as 'prestige' housing).

The exper-

ience of these two study areas suggests that conflict sometimes
corresponds

to the length of residence division between established

and newcomer households, but that this is not always the case.

For

example, in some situations the division may accord with social
class groups (generally a reflection of different social values).
In many cases conflicting groups may cross these divisions.

Even

this simple examination does not account for the fact that many
households

are totally apathetic to most issues causing conflict

within the villages.

For example, in Kinoulton there was some ten-

sion between the newly formed 'Conservation Group' in the village,
which consists of middle class households of both newcomer and
established

status, and the small local authority estate, about

the development of ~ housing estate in the village (shown in
Plate 11.4).
posal,whilst

The Conservation Group strongly resisted this prothe local authority tenants (two of whom hoped to buy

houses on the estate) supported the development.

This might be

taken as evidence of a social class conflict within the village,
but this would be ignoring the fact that many middle class households, particuarly those at the opposite end of the village to
that which the housing would be built,were apathetic to the proposal, as are some working class households living in 'tied'
accommodation

also at this end of the settlement.

This is not to suggest that the length of residence division
is of no importance in social conflict in villages.

There may be

villages as described by Hall in which one or more issues have
split the newcomer and established residents socially.

However,

the evidence from these twelve villages is that such instances must
be comparatively uncommon.

Furthermore,

in most of these villages
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only a very small proportion of householders

perceive there to be

clear signs of tension in the village, whilst the majoirty consider there are 'no signs' of conflict or tension.

12.5 Social integration of households in the community

This study considered two aspects of social integration.
Firstly, the degree to which all households perceived their own
integration

in the community 1n terms of their original aspirations

for social integration; we have called this 'self-assessed integration'.

Secondly, there is the more specific issue of the inte-

gration of newcomer households in the rural communities.

Self-assessed

integration:

Respondents were asked to assess their

own integration in terms of their original aspiration (liDoyou
feel you have fitted into the life of the village
you wished"; "not as fully as you wished", etc.).

as fully as
This question

was structured in this way to avoid the alternative method of respondents having to select one pre-coded category relating to their
integration

('very well', 'quite well', 'not very well', etc) and

the inevitable confusion that would follow, relating to what constituted 'very well', 'quite well', etc.

In addition, it was con-

sidered that a large proportion of households might be classified
as 'not very well' integrated, but that this would have little
meaning since it would include those households which had little
desire to fit in with the village, and others who aimed for a degree
of integration but for a variety of reasons were unable to achieve
this.
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Table 12.3 shows that the great majority of households in both
study areas (93.9% in North Norfolk and 91.1% an South Nottinghamshire) were classified as fitting into the village. 'as much as
(they) wanted to".

Of the small proportion of households distri-

buted in the other categories of response, the most interesting
were those who had not fitted into the village as much as they had
wanted to.

UnfQrtunately,

this proportion is so small (3.8 per

cent in North Norfolk and 4.5 per cent in South Nottinghamshire),
that we are unable to draw any valid conclusions about the households that constitute this group.

Households who had fitted in with the village as much as
they wanted to, mostly fall into two rather different social
groups.

Firstly, there are those households who originally sought

to be integrated to some degree with the village and who have subsequently achieved this.

Secondly, there are those households, and

the survey suggests that these are quite numerous, that have no
desire to fit in with the village and who have social lives which
are partly or wholly independent of the village community.

The

structure of the question means that such households would reply
that they had fitted in to the village'
(in fact, in their case hardly at all).

'as much as they wanted to'
With such a mixed group

there is little point in drawing any general conclusion about the
nature of this response group.

In this context this part of the

community studies, is rather less useful as an aid to the analysis
than might have been hoped.

Some general observations about inter-village contrasts can
be made.

In three villages there is a slightly smaller proportion

of households who have fitted into the village 'as much as they
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wanted to'.

This is most obvious in Thoroton (80.8%) which is

the only village to be studied in detail which has no clearly defined
local community, as discussed earlier in this chapter.

The only

other factor which might affect this is the lack of voluntary organisations in the village.

Yet this feature is shared by Brinton where

94.1 per cent of the households consider that they have fitted in
the village as much as they wanted to.

Normanton

and Stiffkey also have significantly lower proportions

of respondents who are satisfied with their degree of integration.
In Stiffkey (81.2%) this is associated with a small group of newcomer households who are relatively immobile and who are disappointed
with the very limited range of activities in the village, a feature
commented upon in the previous chapter.

In Normanton there is no

obvious explanation for this situation.

One might be tempted to

associate this phenomen with the evidence from the two previous
sections that Normanton is less friendly than other villages and that
it has a higher perception of conflict within the village.

None-

theless, we should bear in mind that the great majority of Normanton
respondents have still fitted in the village 'as much as (they)
wanted to' (85.0%).

Newcomer integration:

The structure of response to this question

shown in Table 12.4, was rather more satisfactory than that in the
previous section, even though a fairly large proportion of responcEnts in
the study villages of North Norfolk (23.7%) were classified as
'Don't knows'.

we

established in Chapter Nine that newcomer households were

an important component of the population structure of the study
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villages,

comprising 40.5 per cent of the households in the sample

population

of the North Norfolk villages,and 57.1 per cent in the

South Nottinghamshire

study villages.

Consequently, the social

integration of these households in the respective communities is
a very important aspect of the community studies.

Lewis 30, for

example, has shown that where there is a generally low degree of
integration of the newcomer households in rural settlement~ this may
influence the survival of the associated communities.

The method used to measure the integration of newcomers in
the community, given the questionnaire

approach, was simply to

ask respondent households for their opinion.
newcomers

All households,

and established alike, were included in this part of

the study.

This approach is testing the respondents' perception

of newcomers' integration which may be rather different in some
cases from the actual degree of integration.

Whilst this is

obviously not the most objective approach, it is the most useful
in the context of our research, since it is how residents feel that
newcomers have fitted in with the village that it the important
phenomenon

to measure.

This question was not included in the original interview
schedule which was tested in the pilot survey of Wysa11.

However,

as the process of interviewing progressed in the pilot study it
became apparent that the integration of newcomers in this village
was an important local issue.

For this reason, the schedule for

the subsequent village studies was revised to include this question.
Unfortunately,
quantitative

through this revision,it was not possible to collect
data on newcomer integration from Wysall and conse-

quently this information is omitted from Table 12.4.
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Coding the responses to this question caused some problems.
Respondents

tended to describe the degree of integration of new-

comers by a variety of labels, usually relating to the perceived
degree to which newcomers were absorbed in the community.

These

were originally classified in six groups: 'Very well', "Quite welt' ,
"Well', 'Not very well', 'Not at all well', and 'Not at all".
Whilst analysing these categories it became increasingly apparent
that these were not distinct categories.

1.

Two errors were involved:

The categories were overlapping.

Depending on the

different values and perceptions of the households, what
one respondent might describe as 'Very well' might be
referred to by another as 'Quite well" or even 'Well'.

2.

The categories are open to interpretive error.

The structure of coding meant that each category included a
number of terms actually used by respondents.

For example,

'quite adequately', 'fairly well', 'pretty well' were all
classified as 'Quite well".

But the assessment of each res-

ponse is subjective and is thus open to misinterpretation.

With these problems in mind, it was reluctantly decided to abandon
the analysis of the degree of integration and to replace it with
an examination

of the elements of integration, classified as

'Adequately' and 'Inadequately' with additional categories for
'Don't know' and 'Uncoded'.

The latter group included a variety

of responses which expressed an observation rather than an opinion
on the absorbtion of newcomers in the village, characterised by
the Great Ryburgh parish councillor who commented:
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"It depends really.
Some of the newcomers fit in and
some don't. It all depends on what they want to do.
There are one or two families that fit in very well,
they join in the old peoples clubs, and one goes to
church most weeks. But that's not what they all
want, especially the younger ones."

The pattern of response

in the two study areas is broadly

similar although one cannot compare the appropriate
from lable 12.4 directly because of the distorting
the large proportion
village

holds who consider that newcomers

variation

in this proporhigher

(20.0%), but probably

is that between the selected

of East Leake, East Bridgford and Fakenham,

selected settlements.

of house-

'inadequately'

There are relatively

(31.3%) and Normanton

the most important distinction
villages

have been integrated

study villages.

in Stiffkey

Inter-

through the proportion

The~e is considerable

tion in the different
proportions

influence of

of 'Don't knows' in North Norfolk.

contrasts are best examined

into the villages.

figures

There are proportionately

and the non

fewer households

in East Leake (2.8%) and none at all in the samples of Fakenham and
East Bridgford, which consider
integrated

that newcomers

have been inadequately

in the community.

On further examination
interpretations

there seem to be two quite probable

of this phenomenon:

Firstly,

the residents

of the

selected villages may somehow perceive a lower level of community
activity to be 'adequate' than householders
and secondly, that fewer newcomers
integrate

into the community.

the first statement,

in the larger villages do not

Whilst there may be some truth in

it is more likely that residents

lages find it relatively
consequently

in smaller villages;

in these vil-

easy to integrate with the community and

only a small proportion

do not fit in with the village.
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In terms of social integration

the only advantage that

smaller villages have over larger, selected settlements,
of their small physical size.
small, nucleated

settlements

more suburban villages,
the integration

Traditionally

is that

the social links in

are more intensive than in the larger,

although this may actively work against

of newcomers

as much as promote it.

The larger

villages, however, have a greater density and variety of voluntary
organisations,

as we discovered

in Chapter Eleven,

act as important agents for integration
addition,

and these

of new households.

In

selected villages have better social facilities to promote

social mixing; community centres, sports and playing fields.
thermore, there are generally higher proportions of newcomers

Furin

selected villages than in non-selected

settlements

(although this

is not true for Fakenham, as discussed

in Chapter Nine) and it is

likely that simple 'weight of numbers' may aid integration.

This is a simplified

analysis of a complex situation and

it may be that other less tangible factors
are significant.

One newcomer

of human behaviour

to the village of Barton commented:

"It's not that we don't want anything to do with the
village. We do. They're very friendly people here •••
too friendly. It you get involved in the village, then
you don't have much of a private life. I think in a
small village you are either totally involved •••
and everyone knows you, or you keep yourself to yourself, as we do. It's too difficult to be in between."

The estates of East Leake may be less attractive than the four-bedroomed luxury bungalows of Barton, but they do allow each family
to preserve whatever degree of anonymity that they may wish to.

As with the previous sections of this chapter, we examined the
influence that social status, life cycle stage and length of resi-
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dence have on the results.

As might be expected, newcomers in

North Norfolk tend to perceive
favourably

than established

'their' integration rather more

residents.

The differences

in the

North Norfolk villages are not great, with 71.7 per cent of newcomers expressing the opinion that newcomers generally have fitted
into the village
established

'adequately', compared to 59.0 per cent of the

respondents.

There is no significant difference between

the opinions of established
hamshire.

and newcomer households

in South Notting-

The only other factor which seems to influence the results

is social class, but the pattern for the two areas is quite contradictory.

In North Norfolk proportionately

more middle class res-

pondents thought that newcomers had been adequately absorbed in the
village,

compared to working class residents,with

portions

of 71.0 per cent and 56.5 per cent.

respective pro-

In South Nottingham-

shire quite the reverse is true with middle class residents showing
slightly less perception of 'adequately'
class households

(76.9%).

(65.1%) compared to working

There is no simple explanation

for this

conflicting pattern.

12.6 Friends in the village

The inclusion of this section in the interview schedule was
. .
.
,
. 31
prompted by the use of a s~m~lar approach 1n Ambrose s analys1s
of the village of Ringmer in Sussex.

Ambrose's use suggested that

this was a valuable method for examining the degree to which households looked to the village for their social ties with other households, and friendships.

This also gives ~s a way in which to

assess the importance of the 'extended community' as a concept
which may be important in the description of local social systems
in rural areas.
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Respondents were asked to estimate the proportion of their
friends which were living in the village.
coded categories of response.

There were five pre-

It was suggested in Ambrose's work

that there might be significant differences between the male and
female heads of households,and

consequently our question was struc-

tured to ga1n the responses of both the households head and their
spouse.

The results for this analysis are shown separately for

men and women in Tables 12.5 and 12.6.

These tables show a small

difference between the two case study areas.

For both male and

female household heads there is a tendency for proportionally more
respondents

in South Nottinghamshire

to have fewer than a half of

their friends living in the village (77.7% and 73.8~ of male and
female heads respectively,

compared to 64.3% and 68.2% in the North

Norfolk study villages).

The villages of Brinton, Sharrington and Kinoulton seem to
draw less on friends within the village than the other study settlements.

The difference is most marked in Kinoulton where 95.2

per cent

of the male heads of household and 90.4 per cent of the

female, have fewer than half of their friends in the village.
distinction

This

is supported by the proportion of village households in

the samples which had no friends within the village, with both
Sharrington and Kinoulton having relatively high proportions.

In

fact, in Kinoulton nearly one in five (19 .O%) of the sample households commented that they had no friends in the village, a
proportion which was the same for male and female household heads.
This proportion was exceeded only in the small village of Thoroton
(20.~% for males and females).

No villages were the counterparts of Kinoulton, in the sense
that they had a very large proportion of households with over a
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half of their friends in the village.
Fakenham,

But in five villages,

Great Ryburgh, East Bridgford, East Leake and Wysall.

this was true for a slightly higher proportion
holds.

of the sample. house-

We should bear in mind, however, that household heads

with over a half of their friends living in the village are still
a definite minority
example,

in these settlements.

In East Leake, for

33.5 per cent of the male households

heads and 32.4

per cent of the females, thought that most of their friends lived
in the village.

There is no single social or economic factor which can explain
why Brinton, Sharrington

and especially

less on village households
villages.
answer.

Kinoulton

should draw

for friends than is the case in other

Their geographical

structure, however, may provide an

°
Ambrose 32 h as d i~scusse d the ~nfluence

of settlement

shape on social networks within rural communities

°

His work

sug-

gest a 'social action space' of about half a mile, although be
stresses that this is obviously not an invariable
personal mobility.
village

limit

given

This would imply that in a long, linear

such as Kinoulton which is nearly a one and a half mile

walk from one end of the village to the other, the shape of the
settlement

alone might influence the degree to which residents

looked to the village for friends.
phenomenon

In a similar way, this same

might explain why few households

in Sharrington have

the majority of their friends from within the village.
Sharrington

is not strictly speaking a dispersed

Although

settlement,

its structure might be best described as a loose agglomeration

of

housing groups in a widely spaced framework of village lanes. This
geographical

factor, however, cannot explain the situation in

Brinton which is a small nucleated
1 and Map 4).

settlement

(see Appendix 5: Map
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It is interesting
in the settlement
proportion
village.

to note that each of the selected villages

sample is described as having a slightly higher

of households with most of their friends living in the
The critical factor here may simply be the population

density within these settlements.
which is the characteristic
in these settlements,as

In addition, the estate structure,

form of development

for recent housing

shown in Plate 12.1 and 12.2, may actively

promote social links since it groups together households

often of

similar peer groups in terms of social status, or length of
residence

in the village.

There is no evidence to suggest that inter-village
might be accounted for by different population
of social class or age groups.
influence

the proportion

have in a village.

This

in terms

Neither of these factors seems to

of friends that a given household will
1S

a little surprising

expect the elderly population,
mobile,

structures

variations

since we might

which is characteristically

less

to look more to the village for its friends than younger

households.

However, length of residence does affect the degree

to which households

draw on the village for their friends,and

it

seems likely that this factor may largely account for the variations between the villages,
the study settlements

since the proportion

does vary, particularly

shire (see Chapter Nine).

of newcomers

in

in South Nottingham-

In NOrth Norfolk only 17.7 per cent of

male heads of 'newcomer' households have a majority of their friends
in the village, in contrast to the established
the proportion

is 51.7 per cent.

households

In South Nottinghamshire

where
there

is a similar distinction with respective

figures of 12.6 per cent

and 37.1 per cent.

is apparent in both of

The same distinction

the study areas when female heads of households

are considered.
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Plate 12.1

Esta~e development

of private housing at East Leake

Estates are the characteristic form of housing development in selected villages, as shown in these two photographs, This research indicates that by
grouping together
similar peer groups according to social and marital
status, age, length of residence etc., this form of development may actively
promote social links between households. This may have an important effect
on the perceived quality of the community
Plate 12.2

Estate development

of local authority housing at Fakertham
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The other factor

which seems to affect the proportion

of

friends in the village, is whether or not the sample households
live within the built up area of the village, or outside it, for
example

in a dispersed farmstead.

small number of households
village,but
household

are classified as living outside the

in all of these both the male and female heads of

have fewer than a half of their friends in the village,

in comparison
household

In the North Norfolk sample a

to 68.2 per cent and 64.2 ?er cent for male and female

heads living inside the village.

feature in South Nottinghamshire

There is a similar

but as with North Norfolk the pro-

blem of small cell sizes restricts us from assessing the general
significance

of this phenomenon.

location of the household

This apparent influence of the

is much as might have been expected,

although this may be interpreted

as further support for Ambrose's

concept of 'social action space' in the context of rural settlements.

12.7 Attitudes

to past residential

The history of development

development

in the study villages

of rural settlements

tieth century varies according to the geographical
individual

villages and to

in the twen-

location of

a wide variety of local factors.

These

combine to make the development history of each village unique.
Nonetheless,

it will be valuable as part of the contextual dis-

cussion to examine some of the general features in the process of
residential

development

in rural areas during the course of the

twentieth century.

In Chapter Two we discussed the development of planning

legis-

lation and we identified the Town Planning Acts of 1909 and 1919 as
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landmarks in the evolutionary process.

Nonetheless,

the titles of

these statutes were particularly apt because their influence on the
control of development in the countryside was largely negative.
This was because by regulating the spatial design and density of new
urban buildings,the

legislation indirectly promoted the trend towards

consuming areas of countryside on the urban fringe that was already
manifested

in the development of 'garden' suburbs and ribbon devel-

opment along major routes to the urban centre.

This legislation

was consequently partly responsible, albeit indirectly, for the
increased rate of consumption of rural land for housing purposes.

In effect, pressure for the development of rural land 'took
off' after these early planning acts.

Between 1927 and 1939 an

annual average of 66,000 acres were urbanised.

The Scott report

33

estimated that about ten per cent of this was returnable to agricultural and related land use, but this nonethless represents a
figure of 60,000 acres per year.

This can be compared to the aver-

age annual rate of ur~anisation between 1947 and 1962 as established
by Best and Coppock

34

,of

roughly 30,000 acres.

Consequently, we

can see that in the later part of the inter-war period rural land
was being built upon at double its present rate of consumption.
Demand for development during this period was largely, though not
exclusively,

expressed in terms of general countryside development

rather than in the context of established rural settlements.

This

is not to say that there was no development in villages and small
country towns.

Indeed the development mosaic that composes exist-

ing rural settlement shows that this was

not so.

But the principle

consumer of development land was the suburban and ribbon development,being built on the countryside of the urban fringe.
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The nature of development

changed after the 1947 Town and

Country Planning Act. Ironically,

if it was the 1909 and 1919 Acts

which fostered a dramatic increase in the development

of the country-

side then it was the 1947 Act which, seeking to regulate this rural
consumption,
controls)

focussed development

on rural settlements.

(albeit under strict development
It is one of the basic principles

of the 1947, 1968 and 1971 Acts that no development be permitted
outside

the built up area of the existing settlements except under

exceptional
sequent1y,
opposed

circumstances

(as outlined in the legislation).

pressure for the development

to the countryside

of rural settlement as

is largely a product of the 1947 Act.

The 'settlement fence' policy followed by development
examined

rural settlements.

development

In pressure

process can be seen in most

and remote areas alike, the great

of housing built in the twentieth century in most villages,

has been erected since the Second World War.
the timing of this contemporary
ent.

development

In the two study areas
surge is rather differ-

There are, of course, considerable variations

ual settlements,
villages

this pres-

on existing settlements.

The impact of this

majority

controls and

critically by Brett 35 has further intensified

sure for development

Con-

between individ-

but generally in the South Nottinghamshire

this phase seems to date from the mid-sixties,

by Plates 12.3 and 12.4.

study

illustrated

At the time of the village surveys it was

evident that there was a general lapse in this process, associated
with a reduction in the national building programme
associated with the oil crisis of 197~and
prices,

and the pronounced

(popularly

the escalation

of oil

depression in the economic cycle which

has been labelled, with hindsight,

the 'recession').

folk the situation is rather different.

In North Nor-

As a remote area the pres-

bIb
r
I

Plate 12.3

Private housing estate at Bingham, pui1t

1967/8

(

It is not possible to represent the chronology of residential development in South Nottinghamshire in just two examples,
but these two
photographs attempt to illustrate by examples of different types of
housing, in two very different villages <the first a selected centre,
the second a restricted development village within the green belt) the
;urge of housing development that occured in many settlements of this
;tudy area from the mid 'sixties to early 'seventies.
)late 12.4

x.

Infilling

development

at Barton, built in the mid-'sixties
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sure for development is considerably less, but nonetheless new
housing is being built (as was established

in Chapter Eight).

In so far as one can identify a 'surge' of development,

it is prob-

ably a more recent phenomenon as indicated in Plates 12.5 and 12.6,
with most related housing being built during the late

'sixties

and early 'seventies, which is significantly later than in the
South Nottinghamshire

study villages.

One further factor should be mentioned in this general chronology of housing development in the study villages.

In both study

areas there seems to have been a specific phase of development in
the late 'forties and very early 'fifties associated largely with
local authority estates, which (as we have previously discussed
in Chapter Eight and Nine) are largely concentrated on the selected villages.

Respondents were asked their opinion on residential development of the villages in the previous ten years.

Replies were

pre-coded to 'generally approve', 'mixed feelings', 'generally
disapprove' and a small proportion of households
were classified as 'don't knows'.

in both areas

Respondents were also asked

the reasons for their opinion.

In both study areas a majority of respondents approved of
past development in the villages, but as Table 12.7 shows there
was an i~ortant

difference between the two areas.

in North Norfolk was for whole-hearted

The pattern

approval, with 90.8 per cent

of the sample population approving the development and only a
small proportion expressing mixed feelings or disapproving
in each category).

In South Nottinghamshire,

(3.8%

although a majority
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Plate 12.5

Private estate development

at Fakenham, built 1969/70

It is not possible to identify a parallel 'surge' of development in this
the remoter of the study areas, as in Plates 12.3 and 12.4, but the two
photographs above and below show two examples of the generally later
construction of post-war housing in rural settlements in North
Norfolk •
Plate 12.6

Infilling development at Great Ryburgh, built in 1974/5
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of the population

still approved

large proportions

who had mixed feelings

(10.1%).

Consequently,

(64.4%), there were significantly
(20.6%) or who disapproved

about one in three of the households

approve of past development

in the South Nottinghamshire

did not

villages,

compared to about one in fourteen in North Norfolk.

There are some interesting

variations

1n the individual study villages.

from this general pattern

In North Norfolk the structure

of response is remarkably uniform, but in South Nottinghamshire
there are three villages where the 'approval' rate is lower than
the mean for the study area.

In the selected villages of East

Leake (60.4%) and East Bridgford
portions

(63.6%) the slightly lower pro-

seem to be a function of the extent or rate of recent housing

development

in the settlements.

Significantly,

however, in these

settlements

there were not more households who actually disapproved,

the difference being accounted for by large proportions
dents expressing mixed feelings.

of respon-

The comment of a housewife who

lived on one of the new estates is characteristic:

"I don't disagree with it, I suppose it's progress
really but I do think it's happened rather quickly.
We had hardly moved into this house and they [the
developer] were extending the other end of the
estate.
But there are better shops according
to my sister [who had lived in East Leake previously]
and now there's the clinic and the library."

The third village is Kinoulton where only 59.1 per cent of the
respondents

approved of past development.

been a considerable

There had certainly

amount of new development

in this village

but the impression gained from the survey was that the larger
proportion
development

of 'disapprovers'

in Kinou1ton was related to an anti-

feeling in same households

versy in the village

caused by a bitter contro-

(discussed earlier in this chapter) concerning
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the construction

of an estate on the eastern edge of the village.

This analysis

suggests that there may be an association between

lower rates of approval in the villages and the extent of past development.

This is hardly a surprising

ted by the two South Nottinghamshire
context it is interesting

association but it is indicaselected centres.

In this

that although the difference

is only

slight it is Fakenham in North Norfolk, a selected village, which
has the lowest proportion

of approving households

In South Nottinghamshire

in that study area.

social status, stage in life cycle

and length of residence in the villages seem to have little bearing
on the opinion of individual households.

This is generally true

in North Norfolk although in these study villages there was a
limited association between respondents who disapproved
development

and established

comers to the settlements

residents.

of past

Only 1.9 per cent of the new-

disapproved, whilst this proportion rose

to 5.1 per cent in the established

respondents.

In perspective,

we should remember that the vast majority of established
still app~oved of the past residential

development

respondents

in their

villages.

The reasons for opinions were characteristically
coding sequence identified no fewer than forty-four

diffuse and the
separate reasons,

although many of these were given by only one or two respondents.
The principal reason for people approving past development was that
new housing had 'supplied homes for people to live in', which
accounted
Norfolk

for approaching

a half of all of the 'approvals' in North

(43.4%) and a slightly smaller proportion

Nottinghamshire.

(39.1%) in South

Housing provision was of particular

importance

the two large selected villages in the sample, Fakenham and East

in
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Leake, where the respective proportions were 63.2 per cent and
51. 7 per cent.

The only other important factor which was shared by both
study areas was that houses had 'generally been well designed and
sited'.

This was the second most important reason for approving

of past development

in the villages of South Nottinghamshire

(17.2% of the households),

although again there was a difference

between the importance of this reason in the larger selected
villages

and other settlements, with the proportion

Leake falling to 3.8 per cent.

in East

In North Norfolk, this reason was

of less importance than in the Nottinghamshire

study acea, accounting

for under ten per cent (8.0%) of the approving households,
it did represent the third most important factor.
the selected centre of Fakenham,the

although

Here also in

comparable proportion fell

to only 1.5 per cent.

In South Nottinghamshire
The perception

that 'housing

two other reasons were important.
had generally been well planned' was

given by 8.4 per cent of those respondents who approved of development since the mid-'sixties.

This was of similar importance in

all the study villages with the single exception of Barton where
no respondent mentioned this,

A similar proportion of these house-

holds (7.8%) considered that development had ~ncouraged the improvement of village facilities',

although as might have been antici-

pated this was mentioned only by East Leake residents.

The two other factors which were important in North Norfolk
were the apathetic response of 'it's not bothered me' (14.4%), the
significance

of which was most marked in the villages of Brinton
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and Sharrington,in which it accounted for about a third of all the
households who approved of past development.
smallest villages in this sample.although
differences

These are the two

there are sufficient

in their population structures, their community cohes-

iveness and rate of development

to prevent us from accounting

for why the settlements should be equally apathetic.
was rather less important in the South Nottinghamshire

This reason
study area

(6.5%) and there is no association between its incidence and the
smaller study villages.

The second factor which was important in

the remoter study area is that new housing 'facilitated an
ment in the community spirit' (7.3%).

improve-

This reasons was emphasised

once again in the two smallest study villages, accounting for
proportions

of 12.4 per cent and 27.0 per cent in Brinton and

Sharrington respectively.

This might be interpreted as a surprising

public testament, albeit not on a grand scale, of the value of
residential development as an agent in preventing social decay in
small

rural communities in the remoter regions of England.

To

this must be added the fact that in all of the North Norfolk
study villages, with the significant exception of Fakenham, a
small proportion of households

(average 7.1%) mentioned that past

housing development had 'stopped the village from stagnating'.

This is the general pattern
past development.

of why respondents approved of

There are of course, variations between villages

but when we allow for the influence of small cell sizes, in few
cases other than those mentioned above, are these differences pronounced.

There are two exceptions which are worth special comment.

A fifth of the 'approving' households in the Nottinghamshire
of Barton said that residential development
class of people into the village'.

village

'had brought a good

This was an interesting response
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not just because of its undertones

in the context of our previous

discussion

(see Chapter Nine~ but because

of 'socal polarisation'

this reason was mentioned in only two of the other study villages,
in Fakenham and Wysall, and there only by one household
case.

in each

The response in Barton is best seen as a reaction to an

unusual set of circumstances:

a social structure that is dominantly

made up of established working class residents, a significant

amount

of higher value property that has recently been built in the
village,

and a considerable

the village

degree of social interaction within

(as testified to by the discussion

tred recreation

of home village cen-

in Chapter Eleven).

The reasons for respondents

disapproving

of past development

can

be assessed only generally due to the small number of households
involved and the breadth of responses given.
bers are so small (five households)
In South Nottinghamshire

In Norfolk the num-

that no assumption

can be drawn.

the two most important factors are per-

ceptions that the villages new housing had 'generally been poorly
designed and sited' and 'caused the village to grow too large'.
Together

these reasons accounted for approaching half (41.6%) of

the disapproving

households.

will he encouraging
households

As an overall response, however,

it

for planners to note that there are many more

who consider that past development had gene~ally been

well designed and sited than those who express the opposite opinion.
This is true for all the study villages with the important exceptions of the two large selected villages ,where a roughly equal
proportion

of both Fakenham and East Leake residents support both

attitudes.

For the same reason of small cell sizes we are unable to consider in any depth the reasons given in the Norfolk study villages
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which are classified as 'mixed feelings'.

In South Nottinghamshire

we are able to identify two reasons of particular
both seem to be simple combinations
for approval and disapproval

of the most important reasons

who thought: "I't [new housing] has

in the village,but

existing property".

it would be better to convert

Fourteen per cent of those households who

expressed mixed feelings about past residential
villages

shared a common reason:

houses but too
respondents

development

in the

'The village needed some new

many have been built'.

This was confined to

in the selected centres of East Bridgford and East Leake.

To this could be added the smaller proportion
that 'Housing has been adequate,but
This serves to underline
past development,as

(7.8%) who considered

we prefer a smaller village'.

the principal

reason for disapproval

criticism of the scale of development

tian to the contemporary
but not many households
large.

and

rather than a unique 'mixed feeling'

such as the Thoroton respondents
stopped stagnation

significance

size of the villages.

of

in rela-

In short, a

few

consider that the villages have grown too

The second important factor causing mixed feelings in 10.9

per cent of the respondents

was that 'although the village needed

new houses, the ones bui It are poorly designed'.

It is worth noting

that this design criticism usually referred to the visual character
of the properties,

particularly

to those on medium and large estates,

where these existed in villages.

12.8 Attidues to the 'conversion' of residential property within
the villages

In planning terms, as we showed in Chapter Four, the conversian or modernisation

of cottages and other older property in settle-

ments in this country is just as much an aspect of development
building new houses.

In this sense it is appropriate

as

that we should
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consider

the attitudes of sample households

development.
development
conversion

This discussion
situation

is especially

to this aspect of
significant

to the

in smaller, non selected villages where the

and modernisation

of existing buildings

may be propor-

tionally much greater than in the larger settlements,

as shown for

the example of Barton in Plates 12.7 and 12.8, and where the development restrictions

on building new housing are (at laast in prin-

cipal) much greater than in the selected villages.

The term that we are uS1ng here to describe the modernisation
of village property has a very specific meaning
inology which is not the same as our use.
speaking

in planning term-

'Conversion'

technically

is the change of use of an existing building or plot of

land from one function to another.

Consequently,

sense, a village cottage that is renovated
pied is not 'converted',
function.

Nonetheless,

and subsequently

reoccu-

since it does not actually change its
in popular terminology,

pilot study of Wysall, the process of renovating
whether

in a technical

as was shown in the
older property

it involves a change of use from a shop, a cottage, a barn,

or a village school to a house, is commonly referred to as 'converting' village property.
in the study villages

Since this seemed to be the general usage

this was the term used in the questionnaire

schedule.

The attitudes of respondents
conversion
approval,
between

of prpperty is generally one of almost whole-hearted
as indicated in Table 12.8.

the two study areas.

proportion
housing

in the village surveys to the

of households

(Table 12.7).

There is little difference

In North Norfolk exactly the same

approve of conversions

In South Nottinghamshire

(90.8%) as of new
the proportion
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Plate 12.7

A modernised

farmhouse in Barton in Fabis

The building shows little external evidence of extensive modernisation.
The photographs illustrated here of Barton in Fabis, show how modernisation
and conversion of existing properties are a particularly important feature
of development, and of housing opportunities, in smaller villages.
Plate 12.8

Modernised

former agricultural

cottages at Barton in Fabis

~s with ma~y modernisations and conversions in the study areas, this has been
~~companied by the construction of an extension to the existing dwelling.
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approving of converSlon

of property

(88.3%) is considerably

higher than those who approved of new residential
Conseq~ently,

development

(64.4%)!

in this study area it would seem that conversion,

a form of housing development,

is rather more acceptable

as

than

building new houses.

There are some small differences
pondents

in the different

study villages,

do the distinctionsamountOto

age property

although in none of these

a major difference.

icantly higher proportions
and Barton who express

between the opinions of res-

of households

'mixed feelings'

There are signif-

in Sharrington,

Stiffkey

about conversion

of vil1-

(15.4%, 12.5% and 15.0% respectively).

there are higher proportions
ton and East Leake

of disapproving

households

(7.7 and 7.5% respectively),

cases the differences

although in these

as significant.

one village which does seem to be slightly different
with the highest proportions

of respondents

of conversion,

ter of the population

in Sharring-

are not very large and due to the influence

of small cell sizes should not be considered

or disapproving

Similarly,

The

to the others,

both with mixed feelings

is Sharrington

where nearly a quar-

do not approve of village conversions.

is no apparent reason why Sharrington

should be different.

There
The

attitude in this village is not associated with a particular
group

social

(this in fact reflects the general pattern in both study areas,

which shows that there are no significant

distinctions

class, age and length of residence groups).
unqiue environmental
Sharrington

social

This may point to a

cause, but here we have the anomaly that in

very little property has been converted due to the

leasing and house purchase
Sharrington

between

regulations

of the local landowner

36

•

is notable for the very poor state of repair of many of

the 'estate' cottages and houses, several of which are uninhabited.
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This does not point to an environmental

association between the

lower rate of approval for conversion and the physical morphology
of the village.

A possible cause of this phenomenon is simply that

a handful of residents object to the occupation and subsequent
conversion of 'Sharrington Hall', an impressive fifteenth century
building as shown in Plate 12.9, which was formerly the 'squire's
house', by a company director from Sussex who has little interest
in the village.

As such this situation in Sharrington

may be

largely related to unique local factors.

The reasons for respondents' opinions of conversions are hardly
less variable than those given for their attitudes to new housing
built over the previous ten years.
two separate reasons.

The coding identified thirty-

The relative importance of the principal

reasons was the same in both study areas.

Conversion was seen to

have 'made property more habitable~ which accounted for the majority of approving households
South Nottinghamshire
were substantially

in both North Norfolk

(60.6%).

(73.8%) and

The other two principal reasons

less important than this.

'Has generally been

in character with the village' was mentioned by 8.4 per cent of the
households

who approved of conversion in North Norfolk and 15.7

per cent in South Nottinghamshire.

'Has been preferable to pulling

down old property' was the third most important factor for North
Norfolk and South Nottinghamshire,

with respective proportions

of 7.7 per cent and 11.4 per cent.

The small number of households expressing either mixed feelings
or disapproval of conversion, means that we cannot consider the
reasons for these opinions in any depth.

Nonetheless,

it is worth

noting that the most important perception was that the conversion
had generally been 'out of character with the village'.

This is,
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Plate 12.9

Sharrington Hall

The occupation and subsequent modernisation of this impressive fifteenth century hall hoose (the former 'squires
house, as it is still refered to by some of the village
residents) in Sharrington, by a semi-retired couple from
the home counties, who seem to take little part in the
life of this small village, may be partly responsible for
an 'anti'conversion' attitude on the part of some of the
village households. The attitude is atypical of the North
Norfolk respondents.
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of course, a personal
respondents

assessment on the part of each respondent

with this opinion are in each village outnumbered

those with the opposite attitude.
per cent of all households

but

by

For example, in East Leake 11.3

consider that conversions

are in charac-

ter with the village, and only 3.8 per cent consider that they are
out of character.

This reflects the structure of opinion as to

the 'design and siting' of new housing in the two study areas.
is worth drawing attention
version

design.

consulting

to one source of dissatisfaction

This was a respondent

architect specialising

modernisation'

It

with con-

in Wysall who was himself a

in 'small scale renovation

and

:

"In this village they [the aesthetic quality of
converted housing]
are poor, not all but most anyhow. I was partly involved in one myself so I can't
absolve myself from blame. Actually many villages are
the same standard ••. quite unremarkable ••• It's the
result of several factors ••• costs, materials, legislation and clients themselves. Actually clients can be
the worst. To be fair it's the architects themselves
too, a general shortage of imagination or sometimes
too much licence."

One's assessment
this respondent
a considerable
situation,

of this opinion will depend largely on whether
is seen as an admittedly

knowledge

involved architect with

of the technical aspects, and of the local

or whether he is seen as a biased observer whose attitude

is dictated or influenced by his professional

role (as competing with

other architects).

12.9 Future development

in the villages

This section sought respondents'
a hypothetical

attitudes and reactions

situation in which further residential

on a considerable

scale took place in the villages.

to

development
Respondents
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were asked: 'Do you believe it would be right to build many more
new houses in this village?".

The results of this elementary

ysis are shown in Table 12.9, and indicate

a remarkable

anal-

divergence

of opinion between the two study areas.

In North Norfolk

approaching

approve of future development
situation,

over three-quarters

It is also notable that opinion tends to be

on this topic with relatively

areas responding

(60.3%) of households

as outlined in this hypothetical

whilst in South Nottinghamshire

(76.9%) disapprove.
polarised

two-thirds

few households

'Don't know' to this question.

In both study areas there are fewer households
'future development'
the previous

in both

than approving of residential

ten years.

far more pronounced

This apparently paradoxical

in South Nottinghamshire

approving of
development
situation

over
lS

where nearly a half

(45.7%) of the sampJe 'approve' of past residential

but

disapprove

of the hypothesised

proportion

in North Norfolk is about a third of the sampled population

(33.6%).

'future' development.

development

What does emerge from the households

is a general dislike of change in the village,
largely for this change of opinion.
aspects of a natural

conservatism

movement'.
households

in both study areas
and this may account

Alison has recently discussed

in the 'public psychology'

Britain, which seems to be manifested
and reaction

The comparable

37

of

in a spirit of anti-modernism

to change, which he has termed the 'English cultural
We may therefore interpret this large proportion

in the sampled populations

who hold conflicting

to the merits of past and future residential
ment of this broader phenomenon.
.
f or t h"
.
atlon
lS lnterpretatlon.

Certainly

development,

of

opinions
as an ele-

there is some justific-

M ak'lntos h 38 has stated:
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"In Britain part of the problem lies in the current
psychology of the public and particularly of those
sections of the public who set the prevailing intellectual atmosphere.
It is not too much to say that
there is a general distaste for change. Middle class
people, despite inflation ••••• have a very comfortable life so why alter or build anything. Yet it is
clear that if their standards are to be shared by
the rest of the community there will have to be more
new houses, larger sewerage schemes ••••. in short,
many distasteful developments".

This is an admittedly over-simplified

picture g1ven by Makintosh

and one which Allison has argued wrongly equates the 'cultural
spirit' with conventional
in this explanation

class issues, but nonetheless

we can see

the root cause for the reaction of many house-

holds in the sample, and particularly

in South Nottinghamshire,

against future development.

Table 12.9 shows that there are important differences between
the study villages
The differences

in household

attitudes to future development.

are most obvious in North Norfolk.

In both Sharring-

ton and Brinton, in complete contrast to the other three Norfolk
villages,

amajority

housing development

of the sample households

(61.5% and 64.7% respectively).

two smallest settlements
impression

disapprove of future
These are the

in this study area and it is the authors

that this local attitude is partly related to a general

fear that the construction of 'many more new houses' in the village
would

'swamp' the settlement.

different

is Kinoulton,

The other village which is rather

in South Nottinghamshire.

We have already

seen that in this study area a majority of the p~pulation
disapprove

of 'future' development

this rises to 90.~ per cent.
current ill-feeling

(76.9%)

in the villages but in Kinoulton,

This is largely a reflection of the

in the village about the construction

troversial new housing estate in the village.

of a con-

It may also be a
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general reaction to the scale of development
has developed considerably
extension

in Kinoulton which

since the mid~'sixties,

particularly

of mains sewerage facilities to the settlement.

after the

The

seale of growth itself has been much larger in the selected village of East Leake but here opinion against further housing is
less hardened

(with 77.4% disapproving)

some residents

partly because at least

associate new housing with improved community ser-

vices, a factor which was of some importance in the reasons for
'approval' given by the East Leake households.

The difference between the study villages should be interpreted within the context that in North Norfolk both the age and
length of residence of a householder

may influence their opinion,

whilst social class is an important factor in both study areas.
In North Norfolk analysis suggests that the likelihood of
,'disapproval' tends to increase with age, and nearly a half of
the 'over sixty-five'
development.

The disapproval

comer households
development

age group (44.9%) disapprove of future
rate is similarly higher in the new-

in the North Norfolk villages.

Opinion of future

is evenly split in this group,with 49.1 per cent approving

and the same proportion disapproving.
cant potential

However, the most signifi-

influence on residents' attitude is social class.

In both study areas there is a tendency for middle class households to have higher disapproval

rates than working class

holds, although there is still a considerable
between the two study areas.

Consequently,

per cent of the middle class households
22.6 per cent of the working class.
South Nottinghamshire

house-

absolute difference

in North Norfolk 50.7

disapprove

The respective

compared to only
figures in

are 83.4 per cent and 62.8 per cent.
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As with the previous
for people's
principal

opinions are quite varied.

reason for those households

housing development
have somewhere

to live'.

In both study areas the

which approved of future

This accounted for nearly a half (45.6%)
in North Norfolk,

ably less in South Nottinghamshire
associated with the relatively
of past residential

(20.4%).

although consider-

This reason may be

high proportion

development

people to live in'.

because

of households

approving

'it supplied homes for

It is clear that the need for housing is an

factor in influencing

the villages,

this chapter, the reasons

in the villages, was 'because people must

of this group of respondents

important

br

two sections

peoples attitude to development

although supplementary

rather more significant

analysis suggests that this

for working class households

their middle class counterparts

than

in
IS

for

39

in the survey

There is also a limited concern in both study areas with the
implications

of possible housing

of land within the villages.
Nottinghamshire

construction

Fourteen per cent of the South

'approving' respondents

of future development
A smaller proportion

on the development

said they would approve

'if there is available

land within the village'.

(7.6%) gave this factor in North Norfolk,

although this was the third most important reason for approving
future development

in both of the study areas.

The reasons

which were the second principal factors in the two study areas ,reflect
the rather different situations

in these areas.

IL North Norfolk

there was some concern over employment with 8:8 per cent of the
'approving' households
development

conditionally

agreeing to future housing

'if there are jobs available'.

In South Nottingham-

shire the concern was over the scale of development
per cent of the minority of respondents

so that 14.2

that approved of future
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development

gave as their 'reason' the conditional

provision of

'if too many houses are not built'.

One other reason~is of special significance.
Norfolk

7.6 per cent of the 'approving' households

reason the anticipation
families.

In North
gave as their

that new housing might bring in more young

This reflects limited concern in this study area over

trends in the age distribution
this reason was encountered

of villages.

It is interesting

tbat

in all of the Norfolk study villages

with the notable exception of the selected centre, Fakenham.
reason was not given in any of the South Nottinghamshire

This

study

settlements.

We noted earlier that there seemed to be a general dislike
of change in the study villages.
that households

This is reflected in the reasons

gave for disapproving

of future development.

Gen-

erally, specific factors such as 'there are no jobs available in
the village/area'

or 'there is no land left in the village and it

would be a shame to build on the fields' were relatively unimportant, whilst factors reflecting
much more important.

a dislike or even fear of change were

In South Nottinghamshire

an exception to

this were the 10.5 per cent of the 'disapproving' households who
commented

that future development

facilities'.
reservations

'would overburden

the village

This is a very spec~fic and valid reasons for holding
about future development,

although it is implicit

in this attitude that present facilities
in the near future.

are unlikely to improve

Since the majority of respondents

who gave

this reason lived in the selected village of East Leake this is less
likely

to be a valid assumption.

It is interesting

however, that it is the South Nottinghamshire

to note,

study village with
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the most extensive service provision
tion of respondents

disapprove

1n which the largest propor-

of future development

because of

..
f aCl·1··
.
a f ear th at th e eXlst1ng
1tles w1ll
be overburdened

The principal

factors for disapproving

in the villages were different

40

of future development

for the two study areas.

'Will

cause the village to loose its character' was mentioned by 19.0 per
cent of the North Norfolk households,

although the significance

of this factor is largely a statistical

distortion due to its

great importance

in the village of Brinton,where

the disapproving

households

shire the principal

gave this reason.

two thirds of
In South Nottingham-

factor was a simple reaction against physical

change in the village with nearly a third of the disapproving
pondents

saying that the village

right size now' (31.2%).
tive proportion

res-

'must not grow because it is the

This same reason accounted for a compara-

of 11.5 per cent in North Norfolk

(the third prin-

cipal factor).

The second most important reason for disapproving
housing development was the same for both areas.

of future

"A few more

houses would be acceptable, but many more would change/alter/spoil
the village' ,account for 17.3 per cent of this group of households
in North Norfolk and 12.6 per cent in South Nottinghamshire.

In the

latter study area 'would cause the village to loose its character'.
(8.6%), and 'would cause the village

to loose its identity'

(8.1%)

were also quite important.

Some of the major inter-village

differences

have already been

noted, but there are others which are also worth commenting
five households

in Norfolk

(6.3%) considered

on.

Only

that future development
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would ~ncourage

the provision

of better facilities',

but three

of these were located in the selected centre of Fakenham.
reinforces

the comment made earlier in relation to residents

East Leake, that it is the households

eration in the development

as a consid-

process.

In South Nottinghamshire

an interesting

difference between the

is apparent when we consider the distribution

ents who approved of future development
the housing

is of suitable value".

four of the households
Wysall sample,and

in

in the selected villages

which seem to be most conscious of service provision

villages

This

of respond-

with the provision

of 'if

This reason accounted for only

(8.2%), but three of these were from the

these were the only households

which did favour future development.

in this village

This seems to be related to

the high degree of social polarisation

in this village

(whose

situation was discu ssed in Chapter Nine) since all of these households made it clear that they would like to see a few 'high value
or luxury' new houses in the village.

In North Norfolk
with respondents
comment.

two inter-village

objecting to future development,are

There were four households

disapproving

differences

households)

worth special

in the sample (3.2% of the

which gave as their reason 'there are no/

not enough jobs available'.

All of these were located in Fakenham,

which suggests that employment
some of the residents.

associated

is an issue of some significance

This is probably a simple reflection

to

of

the concern that was caused in this settlement when it was rumoured
that one of the new employers
Fakenham.

It underlines

opportunities

onthe industural estate, might leave

the fact that the expanded employment

of such selected centres are often built on an unstable base.
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The second inter-village

distinction

in North Norfolk was

related to the four households who objected to future development
because:

'development is unnecessary

village are empty'.

since many houses in the

One of these respondents

but the others all lived in Sharrington.
Sharrington

is hardly surprising

lived in Fakenham,

This concentration

since, as we have already

on
noted,

several of the cottages in the village had not been leased by the
owner of the local estate due to his policy of retaining housing
for employees
surprising,

of the estate and their families.

however, that more households

It is a little

in Fakenharn did not pick

up this factor since here, too, there were numbers of unoccupied
houses, many of which were properties
which had not attracted

on newly built estates,

buyers.

In South Nottinghamshire

only a small proportion of households

gave reasons to explain their objections

to future housing that

were associated with what they perceived

as the poor record of

previous development,
accounted

in terms of planning or design.

Such opinions

for only 2.0 per cent of 'disapproving' households

although

this small proportion may be related to the small number of households which had objected to 'past development'
design or planning.

on the basis of poor

These factors of precedent were concentrated

in only three of the seven villages, East Leake, and Kinoulton where
a few households

objected to the quality of previous estates devel-

opment, and also Thoroton where the construction
Georgian'

of a small 'neo-

luxury estate was quite blatantly unsympathetic

to the

visual character of this small village.

Another factor in South Nottinghamshire
tant inter-village

distinction

which shows an impor-

is the objection

that development
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'would cause the village to loose its identity'.
fourteen households

that mentioned

Twelve of the

this reason were located in

East Leake and this seems to reflect a genuine concern in this village that the rapid rate of growth, if continued, might create,
in effect, an amorphous collection of estates with no common
identity.

There was no parallel feeling in the other large selec-

ted village in the sample, Fakenham, which may be related to the
much slower rate of recent development

This examination
mechanistic,so
respondents,

of respondents

opinions is, necessarily,

it is fitting to conclude with comments from two
one an elderly spinster living with her sister in an

old people's bungalow in Fakenham,

and the other a retired self-

employed builder in the Nottinghamshire
Leake,

in this centre.

selected centre, East

The Fakenham spinster said:

"Yes, I think it would be right .•• We think Fakenham
is a friendly place. Of course. being Norfolk folk
they sometimes keep themselves to themselves to start
off with. But it is a nice place and there's the
shops too, and I think the young families like it
here •••• There's room for more houses so I think
other people should come if they want to".

In contrast, the East Leake respondent had this to say about the
possible future development of the village:

"It would be a disaster to build more houses here .••
well anywhere in the village really. Look at all the
building that has gone on ••• I don't say that's bad
but ••• the village is a nice place so why do they
want to change it. I think it's a good size now".

These were not comments selected at random but in their 0wn way
each comment is representative

of the attitudes of future develop-
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ment 1n the two areas.

The Fakenham spinster approving of more

housing, with considerations

given to the vitality of the village and

to the provision of housing for new families.

In the pressure

area

the attitude of the East Leake resident seems to be largely determined by the rapid development

of this selected village in the pre-

vious years and by the associated fear that further development
will somehow change the settlement,
environment,
perceives

and therefore his social

into something that is less pleasant than he currently

it to be.

This resident's fears may well have some

foundation but given the attitudes of most households
Nottinghamshire

study area to previous development

in the South

in the villages,

one is left wondering that perhaps in ten years time even if there
has been further development

in East Leake, then this resident

will still be approving of the previous development
to any new housing.

Such projections,

and objecting

however, should not blind

us to the concern of residents in the pressure villages about further development.

12.10 Possible migration induced by future development in the study
villages

One further question was included in the interview schedule
relating to attitudes to development.in

the villages.

Following

the question on their reasons for opinions to future development,
respondents were asked: 'Would you move to another village or town
if more houses were built here".
questionnaire

This was inc~uded in the

more as a test of potential household

possible development

and the disturbing

reaction to

affect that this might have

on the community, than as an indicator of latent population movements.

In addition, we can determine

from

the response pattern

something of the strength of feeling about future housing develop-
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ment, although we should bear

in mind here that some households

more able to move away from the village at will ,than others.

are

In

this context there is an important difference between the owneroccupied sector and local authority tenants, the latter group being
rather more tied to their accommodation
tenancy arrangements

due to the structure of

and to local authority waiting

lists.

Table 12.10 shows that even in South Nottinghamshire,
majority

of households

a small proportion

where the

objected to possible future development,

of households

make them move elsewhere

to live.

only

said that such development would
There is some difference between

the two study areas, as might be expected since only about a third
(37.4%) of the North Norfolk residents disapproved
development
village

and might therefore have this motive for leaving the

compared to double this proportion

hamshire.

of future

(76.9%) in South Notting-

In fact, in the North Norfolk sample only one resident,

living in Fakenham,said

that he would move because of future devel-

opment, and another (in Brinton) said he could not anticipate his
reaction

(and therefore was classified as 'Don't know').

wise all of the respondents

Other-

thought that future development

of their

villages would not cause them to leave.

In contrast, in the South Nottinghamshire
proportion

in each settlement considered

them move elsewhere.

study villages a small

that development would make

With the exception of Wy~all, there was little

difference

in the relative size of this proportion

villages.

In the two selected settlements

between the study

the proportion was

slightly smaller (East Leake, 7.5% and East Bridgford,

3.0%), but

this was associated with local authority estates in these villages,
in which (as we earlier noted) residents perceive

that freedom to
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move

1S

. d 41 •
more restrlcte
The major exception is the village of

Wysa11, where thirty per cent of the sample considered that future
development would indeed make them leave the village.
classified

Wysa11 is

as a 'conservation village' by the planning authority

and, as we have noted in Chapter Nine, this has been associated with a
high degree of middle

class social polarisation

in the community.

One of the primary causes of this process is the measure of protection that this planning status affords to the market value of
property in the village.

Considerable residential development

in

the village might reduce this protection of houses values, but the
critical factor indicated by the survey was that several households
automatically

assumed that development would destroy this protec-

tion and cause a considerable reduction in their house values.

It

seems that the situation in Wysa11 is a reflection of the almost
paranoid concern of a few of the residents with house values and
the express intention of some of these to leave the village, in the
event of substantial development, before their house values 'plummet'
downwards.

12.11 Summary

This chapter is concerned with measuring and examining different aspects of social interaction in the study villages and the
attitudes to change and growth inthese settlements.

As an introduction to the subject area and as an essential
exercise in definition, the term'community'

is examined.

salient features of the work of previous researchers

Three

in the defini-

tion of local social systems are suggested as the basis for a common
interpretation

of the meaning of 'community'.

In the process of
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examining the definition we look at something of the spatial structure of communities in the light of experience of the study villages.
This suggests that the nature of the village community in England
has changed (and is still changing) considerably,

but that it is

generally incorrect to interpret this as social decay, which is a
value judgement that some writers have applied to this process
(although it is true that the social 'raison d'etre' of many very
small rural settlements, particularly
is indeed threatened by this change).
definition,

in the remoter rural areas,
In terms of the three point

this research is able to conclude that in only one

of the twelve study villages

(Thoroton) can we say that the local

community previously based on the village itself has now decayed
and this village is not seen as a social entity.

We are able to establish the complexity of studies of the
English rural community by also looking at the phenomenon of 'communities within communities' and the 'regional community'.
research suggests that whilst inter-village

This

social relationships

are

often very important features of rural social systems, the term
'community'

(in the context of the previous definition) cannot pro-

perly be applied to them.

The study goes on to examine perceptions

of 'friendliness'

in the individual study villages, and within this context to discuss the methodological

basis of this and subsequent discussions

based on the questionnaire

analysis.

The structure of responses

is very similar in both study areas although there are important
differences between the villages. In Brinton and Thoroton, the smallest villages in the sample, a slightly larger proportion of respondents consider their village to be friendly, but this does not
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reflect a general inverse association between perceptions
liness and village size.

of friend-

In fact, the least 'friendly' village

(Nor-

manton) is one of the smaller study villages, although even here
only about a third of the population

think of the settlement as

'not very friendly' and none as 'unfriendly'.

Attitudes to the significance

of conflict and tension to rural

communities vary amongst social scientists rather more than do the
perceptions

of its existence within the study villages.

from Popplestone's
in the maintainence

Opinions range

suggestion that conflict is an important agent
of village communities and should be encouraged

by planners concentrating housing on certain villages to promote
conflict between newcomer and established

resident groups, to Hall's

belief that social conflict is associated with social division in the
village, which may tend to break down the identity of the community.
Our study establishes

that most households

do not see signs of con-

flict or tension in their villages, although in five villages the
proportion which does detect signs of conflict,rises

to about forty

per cent and in one of these, again the village of Normanton, this
represents half of the village sample.

This study indicates that

social conflict is a complex subject and one which is often related
to specific local issues.

Furthermore, previous attempts to explain

the subject in terms of conflict between social class groups or
length of residence groups,are too simplistic to account for many
conflict situations.

Finally, there is no suggestion that conflict

is associated with the scale of new housing development

in the study

villages.

Social integration in the study settlements is measured in two
ways.

Firstly, by self-assessed

integration which found that the
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great majority of village households had fitted in to the village
'as much as they wanted to', with little difference between the
villages.

Secondly, by assessing respondent's perceptions of how

newcomers had integrated with the village.

The results show an

interesting contrast between the selected centres of East Bridgford,East
Leake and Fakenham, and the other villages.

with proportionately

few respondents in the three selected centres who consider that newcomers have fitted in the village 'inadequately', whilst in the
other villages the proportion rises

uv

to thirty per cent.

There

is, however, no inverse association between settlement size and how
well newcomers are seen to have fitted in the villages.
tion in the

three

The situa-

selected villages is related to the density

of voluntary associations, social facilities and the scale and
nature of new housing in these settlements.

Most household heads in the sample have fewer than a half of
their friends living in the village.
male and female heads of household.

This is apparent for both
There are important variations

between the study villages and this study

suggests that an impor-

tant factor in explaining why this proportion is particularly

low

in some villages, is the aspect of shape in the physical morphology
of the settlements.

This is in~erpreted in terms of Ambrose's con-

cept of 'social action space'.

If this is indeed a factor of

considerable importance in the social development of rural communities, it is one of which the local planning authorities are apparently unaware.

This study indicates that slightly higher propor-

tions of the households in the larger selected centres have over
half of their friends in the village itself.

This is interpreted

in terms of the factors mentioned in the context of newcomer integration.
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The attitudes to change and growth in the study villages show
some very interesting

features.

Opinions relating to development

that has occured in the last ten years are generally favourable,
although approval is more whole-hearted
South Nottinghamshire

significantly

holds have mixed feelings

in Norfolk, whilst in

higher proportions

of house-

(particularly in the selected villages).

The reasons for these opinions are various but generally housing is
a critical factor in households who approve of past development,
and the design and siting of development

in those that disapprove

(although there are still proportionally

more households who specif-

ically approve of design and siting than those that object).

Attitudes
villages

to the conversion of older property in the study

are reflected by almost whole-hearted

approval in both of

the study areas, although there are some differences between the
villages

themselves.

Attitudes

to 'future' developments

between the two study areas.
sample households

In Norfolk nearly two-thirds of the

approve, with housing again being an important

issue, whilst in South Nottinghamshire
approve.

show great differences

There are major differences

opinion in Brinton and Sharrington

about three-quarters

dis-

in the study villages, with

the two smallest Norfolk study

settlements being more in line with that of the other study area,
Village differences may be partly accounted for by the different
social composition

of village populations, since there are signifi-

cant differences between the opinions of different social class groups.
In South Nottinghamshire

there is some association between attitude

and the scale of development

in the village in the previous ten years,

but this is not a positive correlation.

The reasons for opinions
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are agam varied but in South Nottinghamshire

a general reaction to ,

or fear of changes, is particularly important.

It is interesting to

note that whilst opinion against future development is strong in South
Nottinghamshire

this is not associated with a general

feeling

that futher development would cause respondents to leave their
villages.

In fact, this reaction was apparent in only about one

in ten households in South Nottinghamshire
in North Norfolk.

and

is insignificant

The exception to this rule was the village of

Wysall where the much higher proportion was related to a local
neurosis, in some households, about house values, which seems to
be associated with the degree of social polarisation in this settlement.
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Table 12.1

Respondents perceptions of the frined1iness of the

study villages

Respondents'perception
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Brinton

-
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35.3

-

-

-

100.0

Fakenham

-

35.4

55.4

9.2

-

-

100.0

Great Ryburgh

-

55.0

40.0

5.0

-

-

100.0

Sharrington

-

30.8

53.8

7.7

7.7

-

100.0

Stiffkey

-

25.0

56.2

12.5

-

6.2

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

-

40.5

50.4

7.6

0.8

0.8

100.0

Barton in Fabis

-

35.0

60.0

5.0

-

-

100.0

East Bridgford

-

27.3

57.6

15.2

-

100.0

0.9

27.4

64.2

7.5

18.2

72.7

Normanton on Soar

-

15.0

Thoroton

-

Wysall

East Leake
Kinou1ton

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

-

-

100.0

4.5

-

4.5

100.0

50.0

30.0

-

5.0

100.0

53.8

42.3

3.8

-

-

100.0

-

45.0

45.0

10.0

-

-

100.0

0.4

30.8

58.7

9.3

-

0.8

100.0

Source: Questionnaire survey, 1974/5
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Tab le 12.2

Social conflict and tension within the study villages

Signs of tension or conflict in villages (%
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-
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-
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-
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46.2
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-
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-

25.0
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5.0
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-
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3.0
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2.8

18.9

77 .4

0.9
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-

22.7

77.3

-
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Normanton on Soar

5.0
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-
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Thoroton

3.8

-

96.2

-
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-

40.0

55.0

5.0
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SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

2.0

24.3

72.1

1.6

100.0

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5

East Leake
Kinoulton

Wysall
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Tab le 12.3

Satisfying

the househo1ds1objectivesl

for 'fitting in'

with the village

Perception

of integration

in the village
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1. For the purposes of this survey the households' objectives were
taken to be those of the household head who was the respondent. This
implies that opinion in the household was unified, which it need no~
have been, but for the purposes of this elementary analysis it was
considEJted that any error caused by this assumption was negligable.
2. Several 'newcomers' to the villages replied that they had not been
living in the village long enough to assess the situation.

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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The social integration

Table 12.4

of newcomer

households

~n the

study villages

Perception

of newcomers' integration
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the interview

schedule was included after the pilot survey ~n

this study village(see
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text for a detailed explanation

survey, 1974/5

,).

in
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Table 12.5

Friends ~n the village: Male heads of household

Proportion of personal friends that are
resident within the 'home' village (%)
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40.0
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18.2

36.4
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-
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24.8
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53.4

-
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13.4
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11.1

33.3

22.2

18.5

14.8

100.0

East Leake

14.7

38.0

13.7

19.8

13.7

100.0

Kinoulton

19.0

52.4

23.8

4.8

-

100.0

6.3

68.9

18.8

6.3
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Thoroton
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29.2
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-

31.6
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SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
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16.5

9.8

12.5

100.0

Sharrington

Normanton on Soar

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 12.6

Friends ~n the village: Female heads of household

Proportion of personal friends that are
resident within the 'home' village
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Table 12~ 7

Attitudes

to recent

1

residential

development

within the

study villages

Household response as % of all households
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-

-

5.9

100.0

Fakenham

87.7

6.2

4.6

1.5

100.0

Great Ryburgh

95.0

-

5.0

Sharrington

92.3

-

Stiffkey

93.8

NORTH NORFOLK

7.7

-

100.0

6.2

-

-

100.0

90.8

3.8

3.8

1.5

100.0

Barton in Fabis

70.0

10.0

20.0

-

100.0

East Bridgford

63.6

27.3

6.1

3.0

100.0

East Leake

60.4

24.5

9.4

5.7

100.0

Kinou1ton

59.1

9.1

18.2

13.6

100.0

80.0

15.0

5.0

-

100.0

Thoroton

69.2

15.4

7.7

7.7

100.0

Wysall

65.0

25.0

10.0

-

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

64.4

20.6

10.1

4.9

100.0

Normanton

on Soar

1. Recent residential

development was defined as that having taken place

in the last ten years (i.e. from 1964/5 in both areas).

Source: Questionnaire

100.0

survey, 1974/5
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Table 12.8

At t i1 t U d es t0 th'e

.,
converS10n

1 of older property 1n

the study villages

Household response as a % of total
Qj

>.
~

~

qS

'"'
Qj

~
Qj
t.!l

Cl)

OD

Qj

>0

'"'

c,

1;

I=l

'0 •..1
Qj,_,j
~
Qj
'..1 Qj

~44

>.>
~ 0

'Po."'

~qS

'"'Qj qS
Po.
~

Cl)

Qj'r1

t.!l'O

~

]

-~
I=l

0
A

~
qS
~
0
~

-

-

100.0

92.3

-

6.2

1.5

100.0

Great Ryburgh

90.0

5.0

5.0

-

100.0

Sharrington

76.9

15.4

7.7

-

100.0

Stiffkey

87.5

12.5

-

-

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

90.8

3.8

4.6

0.8

100.0

Barton in Fabis

80.0

15.0

-

5.0

100.0

East Bridgford

90.9

3.0

3.0

3.0

100.0

East Leake

80.2

3.8

7.5

8.5

100.0

Kinou1ton

100.0

-

100.0

-

-

100.0

Normanton on Soar

-

100.0

Thoroton

100.0

Brinton

100.0

Fakenham

Wysal!

95.0

-

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

88.3

3.2

-

-

100.0

-

5.0

100.0

4.4

4.0

100.0

1. The use of the term is fully defined in the text.

Source: Questionnaire survey, 1974/5
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Table 11.9

Attitudes to the construction

of morel new h ousl.ng
.

within the village

Household response as % of all households
~
Q)

:>

,..0

c,

~

5

0

~
~

~

~
~

1-1
p..
p..

....0
(j)

.-I

.j.J

~

.j.J

0

0
0

E-t

Brinton

29.4

64.7

5.9

100.0

Fakenham

64.7

30.8

4.5

100.0

Great Ryburgh

70.0

30.0

-

100.0

Sharrington

30.8

61. 5

7.7

100.0

Stiffkey

75.0

25.0

-

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

60.3

37.4

2.3

100.0

Barton in Fabis

20.0

75.0

5.0

100.0

East Bridgford

27.3

66.7

6.1

100.0

East Leake

19.8

77.4

2.B

100.0

9.1

90.9

100.0

Normanton on Soar

20.0

80.0

-

100.0

Thoroton

26.9

73.1

-

100.0

Wysall

15.0

80.0

5.0

100.~

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

20.2

76.9

2.8

100.0

Kinou1ton

1. The interview schedule established
amount of new residential development:

this as a substantial
"Do you believe it wOldd

be right to build many more new houses in the village?"

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5
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Table 12.10

Residential

mobility

and future residential

development

Perceived migration

response to subs-

tantial development

in the village

..

Q)

:>
o •
S

~
~

0
.j.J

Q)

.~ ::l
~'O

.j.J

o

···
·

Q)

::I

~'O

·

~ Q)
~ :>

.~

;3:

0

S

0
.j.J

~
0
~

.¥

-~

~

0

E-I

.j.J

0

Cl!
.j.J

0

Brinton

-

94.1

5.9

100.0

Fakenham

1.5

98.5

-

100.0

Great Ryburgh

-

100.0

-

100.0

Sharrington

-

100.0

-

100.0

Stiffkey

-

100.0

-

100.0

0.8

98.5

0.8

100.0

15.0

80.0

5.0

100.0

East Bridgiord

3.0

97.0

-

100.0

East Leake

7.5

92.5

-

100.0

13.6

86.4

-

100.0

15.0

80.0

5.0

100.0

Thoroton

11.5

88.5

-

100.0

Wysa11

30.0

70.0

-

100.0

SOUTH NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

10.9

88.3

0.8

100.0

NORTH NORFOLK

Barton in Fabis

Kinoutlon
Normanton

on Soar

Source: Questionnaire

survey, 1974/5

(%)
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

CONCLUSIONS: AN ASSESSMENT OF SELECTED
VILLAGE DEVEhOPMENT POLICIES

13.1

Introduction

This concluding
Initially

chapter is concerned with a number of tasks.

we present a ~implesummary

have established.

of what the research findings

This is particularly

the length of the previous

discussions,

Chapters Eight to Twelve. Consequently,
appropriate

particularly

an

but it is valuable

of the main findings here.

During the course of the discussion
the need for more research on particular
are summarised

those in

each chapter presents

summary at the end of the discussion,

to present a synthesis

in the previous chapter,
topics is apparent. These

in this chapter.

Most of this chapter, however,
of the significant
different

important when we consider

is concerned with an over-view

findings of this research

study.This

is rather

from the synthesis refered to above because here we shall

be concerned

largely with a selective development

of some of the

research findings which are seen to be of particular
an assessment

of selected village development

sion will be presented

policies.

planning:

to

This discus-

in three parts:

(a) The history of rural settlement
particular

importance

focussing

on the concept of selected village development

in
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and on alternative

approaches

(b) The planning mechanism:
of the discussions

to village planning.

Reviewing

the principa}

findings

in Chapter Four, Five and Seven, assoc-

iated with the research experience

in the study areas. These

are summarised by a number of specific recommendations.

(c) The impact of selected village development
the study areas: This is considered
(i)

Demogr~phy

(ii)

Social structure

policies in

in seven key subjects;

(iii) Employment
(iv)

Rural facilities

(v)

Rural communities

(vi)

Personal mobility

(vii) Attitudes

to development

Finally the discussion

in this chapter will be concluded

with a summary assessment of the utility of selected village
development

~

policies.

A summary of the principal

There are historical

research findings

precedents

for the planning of rural settle-

ment which can be traced back to the middle ages, but modern
planning is rather different,principally
all settlements

in terms of scale, since

in the country are now subject to planning controls.

In addition the modern planning process is associated with regulation of development

by public bodies, which is essentially

'negative' process. This contrasts

to the historical

a

precedents
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whose character

owes more to positive

planning

design and creation of wholly new villages)
out largely by individuals,
people

or more

(for example, monastic

(for example,

the

and which was carried

occasionally

by groups of

cells in the medieval

period). Modern

Town and Country Planning owes its origins essentially

to nineteenth

century urban orientated

parliamentary

developments
The {own

legislation

which are considered

and €ountry

and to subsequent

in some detail in Chapter Two.

Planning Act of 1947 is of particular

since this can be seen to mark a watershed
legislative

in the development

powers to plan rural settlement.

to this can be seen largely as refinements

importance,

Legislation

of

subsequent

of the principles

estab-

lished by the 1947 Act.

Compulsory
be dominated

planning

since 1947 has come to

by the concept of selected village development.

concept originates
Henry Morris,
Davidge

in rural settlement

from the ideas of the educational

This

philosopher

and it was first applied in an elementary

form by

in the cambridgeshire RegionaZ PZanning Report of 1934. The

contemporary
principle,

application

of selected village development

a comprehensive

solution to the planning problems of the

English village. This is considered

in more detail in Chapter Three.

It is likely that the almost universal
in the English

ofifers a convenient

governmen t can economically
existing

development

of the concept

a few selected

approaches

of new villages,

associated

(and

centres. We also

to rural settlement

planning,

and the even spread of residential

with principles

study suggests that neither

principle through which local

locate new services and utilities

services)on

examine two alternative
the development

application

counties owes much to the simple fact that selected

village development

reorganise

offers, in

of lateral servicing.

of these is a practical

This

alternative

to
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selected village development,
concluding

a point which is expanded

later in this

chapter.

In Chapter Four we examine the planning
four administrative

process and identify

levels in the planning hierarchy:

county; and district.

Development

delegated

authorities,

to district

have responsibility

control decisions

are now primarily

whilst both county and district

for formulating

suggests that more research

state; region;

plans and policies.

This research

is needed to assess the significance

of regional economic planning

to rural settlements,

and that consid-

eration be given to the need for a new planning unit at sub-regional
level, with comprehensive
just physical
established

planning.

planning

powers for rural areas wider than

The Town and Country Planning Act of 1968

a complex plan preparation

system but this is fundcmen-

tally related to the urban and strategic
obvious slot in which the preparation
can be encouraged.

formal requirement

to the Secretary

come problems

(which may be

The planning of English
village development

in the planning process through a

for plans to have a 'public airing' ,before they

are submitted

policies,

on selected villages

of State, does not seem to have over-

inevitable)

of public apathy.

rural settlement
represents

functioning'as

through selected

a hierarchical

system based

centres of rural provision

between smaller villages

tive of this principle
examined

and review of village plans

This analysis also shows that the recent intro-

duction of public participation

intermediate

context and there is no

and townso The spatial perspec-

owes much to central place theory. This is

in Chapter Five. In the two case study areas of South Nott-

inghamshire

and North Norfolk

there

are features

in the pattern of

use of selected services which conflict with the principle

of hier-
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archical provision. We have refered to this as lateral servicing,
and this is most evident in the use of recreational
between neighbouring
limited importance.
as compromising
policies,

villages,

facilities

although even here it is of

The existence of this phenomenon

the philosophical

is not seen

basis of rural settlement planning

but there is a need for this to be appropriately

acknow-

ledged in such policies.

Chapter Six discusses

the case study methodology

research. A particular problem
villages

was encountered

as used in this

in the selection of

for more detailed study. It was decided to look at a

representative

settlement

from each of the official settlement planning

categories

for both study areas. The use of a number of quantitative

techniques

to select the study villages was examined but found to be

inappropriate

to this study. Due to limitations

in the availability

of data that might be used to assess the most representative
ment of each category,

settle-

it was decided to use a fund.mentally

subjec-

tive method of selection.

In most of the English counties the principle of selected
village development

is implemented

policies which are interpreted
schemes. The classification
authod.~ies

are examined

through development

through settlement

schemes established

classification

and West Sussex. Whilst the
are seen to remain broadly

similar in these counties, the application
individual categorisation

by local planning

(now a part of Cambridgeshire);

Isle of Wight; Norfolk; Nottinghamshire;
of settlement

classification

in Chapter Seven by reference to five

special case studies: Huntingdonshire

principles

control

of the schemes through

schemes brings about considerable

ences in the spatial pattern of village selection.

differ-

In the process of
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categorisation
importance:

of settlements,four

provision

factors are seen as of over-riding

of educational

facilities

primary or first school level); provision
land availability;
physical

of relatively

to development.

differences

varying geographical

between counties

land from

of

in the five study counties but

scheme. This can be seen to limit

of the objectives

by institutionalising

in the density and distribu-

of the lack of an overall locational

in the classification

the attainment

that there are con-

This is seen to be largely a reflection

circumstances

it is also a reflection

development

sewerage;

Social and amenity factors are

in Chapter Seven indicates

tion of selected villages.

strategy

building

at

little importance.

The examination
siderable

of water-borne

and freedom of potential

constraints

(specifically

of selected village development

areas of facility deprivation

and limited

opportunitieso

The examination

of population

disttibution

and trends in

Chapter Eight, shows there to be a greater degree of concentration
of the rural population
Norfolk.

in South Nottinghamshire

This has consequences

areas, so we can establish
reinforce

the different

for social provision

that population

military

distorting

and related personnel

it difficult

to establish

in the study

complex and in North

influence

of the movements

of

in and out of the study area, make

the underlying

can be simply shown by population
1901 and 19710 North Norfolk

tends to

access to urban serviceso The popu1a~

tion trends in both areas are relatively
particu1ar,the

in the two

distribution

levels of social provision

areas created by differential

Norfo1k,in

than in North

trendo The general situation

change in the study areas between

has declined

from 22,056 population

at

JlY

the beginning
three-fold

of the century,

increase in South Nottinghamshire

An examination
parishes

to 19,800 in 1971, in contrast

of the demographic

further complicates

from 21,789 to 57,308.

fortunes of individual

the description

of population

since it is clear that in both study areas relatively
parishes

over the course of the century,and
civil parishes

showing continuous

in the civil parishes

apparent

advantaged
suggests

less than a quarter of all the

or near continuous

increase. There is

area for rates of depopulation

recent population

increase in South Nott-

are focussed on the selected villages. This is not

in North Norfolk where two of the selected centres lost

population

villages,

between
Fakenham,

1961 and 1971. In the third selected centre in
and in some of the South Nottinghamshire

there is evidence

that population

many of the neighbouring

concentration

civil parishes.

that selected village development

trend towards the concentration

tion, although

these planning policies have promoted

by residential

between physical

development,

and population

has dis-

This examination

of the rural popula-

in the relative scale of concentration.

tion to the distinction

selected

policies have perpetuated

a pre-existing

increase

depopulation

to be more moderate.

The highest rates of
inghamshire

each

in this study area mirror the trend for the area as

a recent trend in the North Norfolk

Norfolk,

few civil

period during this century. Even in South Nottinghamshire

about a third of the civil parishes have experienced

a whole,by

civil

trends,

follow the general trend for the area as a who1e,in

inter-censal

to a near

a dramatic

We also draw atten-

growth in villages,

evidenced

growth. Consequently,

in smaller villages

even if a trend towards depopulation

only moderate~tthen

a flexible

interpretation

is to be

of selected village
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development

policies

is needed

to permit a significant

amount of new

housing to be built.

In Chapter Nine a study of the composition
the study villages

in terms of age, social and socio-economic

and length of residence,
area differences.

of the population

of

class,

suggests a complex pattern of inter and intra-

Of particular

significance

is the observation

that

the expanded employment

base of the selected village of Fakenham,

seems to be encouraging

a more balanced

group in both areas is dominated

age structure.

by middle class households.

Fakenham where there has been a substantial
authority

housing,

suggested

that there is a fundemental

development

control policies

A general examination
villages, highlights

relationship

are essentially

of the socio-economic
the existance

for new local

by selected village development

The analysis of residential
shows the importance

between new housing

powerless
composition

and managerial

expansion

of

sectors of the
albeit indirectly,

mobility

in the study villages

'rural to rural' movements
migration

adjacent towns and suburbs, although still an important

out of the
feature, is

than one might have expected. Long distance

is significant

in North Norfolk.

of the study

policies.

in both study areas. In South Nottinghamshire

migration

to control.

focusses the popUlation

has been encouraged,

of short distance

rather less significant

It is

of a process of social polarisation

in the professional

middle classes. This processes

Only in

of villages, which local authority

in many of the villages which increasingly
these settlements

provision

is this group socially heterogeneous.

and changing social structures

The newcomer

in both study areas though of more importance

This may be partly a reflection

at the selected

centre of Fakenham,

of industrial

bringing

in specialised
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labour from outside the East Anglian

The analysis
of residential

in Chapter Nine indicates

development

may profoundly,

many aspects of the population
therefore,be

contemporary

that different

patterns

and very rapidly, affect

structure of villages.

seen as an important

control process

region.

consideration

This might,

in the development

in rural areas, but there is no mechanism

planning

in the

system to permit this. This is essentially

product of the physical planning
Town and Country Planning

and land use orientation

legislation.

a

of existing

This is considered

in more

depth later in this chapter.

The pattern of personal mobility

in the study villages

ated by a high degree of car ownership

per household.

However,

may tend to obscure much higher degrees of immobility
of the rural population,

notably

There is also a widespread
many housewives

in some sectors

phenomenon

of the 'daily immobility'
Public transport

routes is increasingly

extensive

although the quality of service on many

inadequate,

of all the rural settlements

but in North Norfolk

about a half

have no bus service at all. In part of this

area a community bus service has recently been established,
examined

in detail in Appendix

application

of this experimental

liable to be restricted
quality and distribution

Seven, but it is suggested

which is
that the

scheme to similar rural areas is

by important

limiting factors. The poor -

of public transport

degree of use for journey's
tion.

of

routes are

related to buses. These are relatively

in South Nottinghamshire,

this

in the elderly and the teenage groups.

in the study villages.

almost exclusively

is domin-

to work, shopping,

is reflected

in a low

services,

and recrea-
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The pattern of employment

in the study villages

in Chapter Ten ;~and shows that selected villages
less important

as workplaces

case in non-selected
in the Norfolk
initiatives

The situation

selected centre of Fakenham,

and capital investment

match between residential
which are mostly manual,
that if the situation

are generally

for their 'home' population

villages.

of jobs in this settlement.

is also exannned

than is the

is rather different
where local government

have greatly expanded

In addition

development

much

the number

there has been a better

and the type of new jobs,

in this settlement.

This research suggests

in South Nottinghamshire

is not atypical of

other 'pressure' rural areas, then local government

may need to

review whether

as employment

selected centres should be developed

foci (given the importance

of urban based employment

and if so then more attention
and to the association
residential

development

should be paid to capital investment,

between the type of new employment
in these and neighbouring

In Chapter Eleven the distribution
consumer services
centration

selected centres. This is interpreted

centres,but

concentration

also ofa process

villages.

of shops, public utilities

and in particular

and

of rationalisation
provision

This latter process is largely independant
The pattern of use of retail and consumer
the study villages,

shows a very different

in these

and reorganisation

in smaller settlements.
of planning

and North Norfolk, where selected villages
services.

influence.

services as examined in
pattern between

where urban centres are of considerable

in the pattern of use of specific

the'principal'

as partly a direct consequence of

of capital investment

of services which has decreased

Nottinghamshire,

and

in the two study areas shows a high degree of con-

on the selected villages,

local government

in such areas),

South

importance,

are an important element
In South Nottinghamshire
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use of the extensive
associated

facilities

with residents

neighbouring

villages

in the selected villages

of those villages,

focussing

is usually

with households

in the

on the very limited facilities

in

their own settlements pr using urban services.

The pattern of use of recreational
different.

facilities

For most of the study villages

by use of the limited

'home' village

the fact that most settlements
of the more specialised
in the selected

is rather

recreation

facilities.

was dominated

This was despite

had only a place of assembly. Most

facilities

for recreation

centres or the tm,ms. Variations

of use of home village facilities
local factors and in particular

were concentrated
in the intensity

may be largely explained
local leadership

by

and initiative.

In

this way some of the smaller study villages have a greater use of
their limited range of activities
the sample, which characteristically
facilities

and activities.

source of recreation
hamshire

development

village households

and activities

of new facilities

in neighbouring

has

to such an extent that in

may be partly dependant

are other examples of lateral provision
between neighbouring

are an important

in both study areas, altho~gh in South Notting-

there is evidence that the provision

some activities

in

have a much wider range of

Selected villages

lagged behind new residential

facilities

than do the selected villages

smaller villages.
of recreational

on
There

facilities

villages ,although this is most important

those study villages with either no, or a totally inadequate,

to
place

of assembly. The use of urban centres in both areas is limit~d aad
is mostly associated

with more specialised

recreaBion

and visits to

the cinema or theatre.

In Chapter Twelve we propose

a definition

of the term community,
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by reference

to background

literature.

whilst the nature of village

From this we establish

communities

has dramatically

there is little evidence from the study villages
communities
villages

have actually

decayed.

is an invariable

community

but there is no suggestion

is now no longer in
in the

that community

decay

feature of the smallest rural settlements,

since

the second smallest settlement
sign of a community

of our study, Brinton, shows every

identity which Thoroton

The analysis of community
whilst very elementary

lacks.

conflict within the study villages,

in nature, does show that conflict

very complex social phenomenon
divisions

that such

This is in one of the two smallest villages

sample, Thoroton,

changed,

In only one of the twelve study

can we say that the village

existance.

that

is a

which is not simply related to

between the middle class or working class populations

of the village,

or between newcomers
associated

and old established

residents.

Conflict

is generally

with local issues, and conflicting

opinions

and groups may cross social class and length of residence

groups. There is also no evidence,
that conflict in the village
residential

development.

may be an association

as some observers

is proportional

have suggested,

to the scale of

In the authors experience,

with the rate of development

however,

there

in a given

community.

There is some evidence from this study, which is by no means
conclusive,
associations
residential
of newcomers

that in selected villages
and social facilities,
development,

and the scale and nature of

may encourage

into the community.

the density of voluntary

relatively

greater integration

Also in the selected villages

is a tendancy towards having more friends within the community,

there
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although

this is not a feature exclusive

examination
households

suggests an association

principle

Tbis

between villages where the

draw less on the home village

physical morphology

to selected villages.

of the settlement.

for their friends, and the

This is related to the

of 'social action space', and this possible relationship

needs to be examined

in more detail than was possible

in this study.

In both of the study areas attitudes within the study villages
to recent residential

development were essentiallyof

approval,

although this was rather more intense in North Norfolk
South Nottinghamshire.

In many of the study villages
settlements,

than in

and in

particular

the non selected

the modernisation

and

conversion

of property was also an important aspect of development

and this seems to have met with almost whole hearted approval
amongst the households
major difference
to possible

between

proportion

but disapprove

in North Norfolk
development,

the study areas when we consider attitudes

future residential

are a significant
development

of both study areas. There is, however, a

development.
of households

of possible

aho~t six households

future building.

Consequently,

in ten approve of future

in South Nottinghamshire,

rate of approval seems to be associated

in the population.

commonly outwe~ghed

in terms of a natural

In North Norfolk

this is more

by what are seen as the advantages

development

this lower

with a genuine fear of

change in the village. This is interpreted

residential

who approve of past

in contrast to only two in ten in South Nottinghamshire.

In both areas, but particularly

conservatism

In both study areas there

that new

might bring to the study villages, specific-

ally in terms of new housing provision.
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13.3 The history of rural settlements planning

Contemporary
not exclusively,

planning

legislation

urban origin.

of this legislation

has a specifically,

The watershed

though

in the development

during the twentieth century, as we earlier

noted, was the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act, which although
largely repealed is still the foundation

for the current statutes.

The concept of selected village development,

however, pre-dates

the 1947 Act and is also largely independant

of urban influences.

It is difficult

to identify a single point of origin for a

concept such as selected village development
siderably modified by its application
for over a quarter of a century.
selected village development
educational

philosopher,

'regional community'
colleges'.

which has been con-

in various planning policies

Nonetheless,

the genisis of

can be credited to Henry Morris, the

and specifically

and the associated,

to his ideas of the
and better known, 'village

These ideas were first applied in the spatial context

by William Davidge in the CambPidgeshire RegionaZ PZanning Report
of 1934 1.

Substantial

contributions

to the concept were made in

subsequent years, largely in the context of 'central place theory',
and these developments

were particularly

important in moulding the

idea of the regional community into the concept of selected village development

as we now see it applied in rural settlement plan-

ning policies.

After the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act a
local planning
age development

authorities

adopted the principle

in the preparation

of the county

which were required under the new legislation.

few progressive

of selected villdevelopment
Throughout

plans,

the fifties
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and ~ixties,

as the practical

advantages

of the concept "(as disaus-

sed in Chapter Three) became more established

in local government,

the principle

was more commonly

of selected village development

applied in planning policies,
was almost universally

and by the early 'seventies the concept

applied in the English counties.

More recently there have been a number of criticisms
ted village development,and

some individual writers have suggested

that the concept should be abandoned altogether.
summarised

Ash has recently

discontent by asking whether the 'cure' (selected vill-

age development)
Weekly

of selec-

is not worse than the disease (rural problems)

345
,MacGregor

specific criticisms

,McLaughlin

,and

2.

others have also contributed

of the concept of selected village development.

Although not directly associated with these critiques there has also
been a more widespread

concern, particularly

bers of the planning profession,
legislation

that current planning practice

limits their activities

to 'protectionist'

This is not a new concern since Doubleday
1962 and Wibberley
ment planning.

among the younger mem-

6

and

policies.

was discussing

this in

7 in 1970, within the context of rural settle-

Concern about the protectionist

basis of village

planning has, together with the specific critici~

of selected vil-

lage development, put some pressure on local planning authorities
•
within rural areas to reconsider the basis of their village planning policies.

Whilst there have been a variety of both professional
academic critici~

of contemporary

village planning,

and

there have

been rather fewer attempts from either of these sources to suggest
new or revised ways by wmich the planning
contribute

to the physical,

authorities

may positively

social and economic development

of rural
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settlement

in the English countryside.

to selected village development
the even spread of development
dance (or lateral servicing)
of both of these ideas in
a practical

alternative

Two alternative

are apparent:

new villages,

associated with functional

of villages.

interdepen-

Chapter Three, indicates that neither is

to selected village development

selected village development

tion of the lack of practical

policies.

have actually

is probably as much a reflec-

alternatives

venience of their existing policies,

together with the con-

as of any real strength in the

concept of selected village development
authorities

and

A more detailed examination

Indeed, the reasons why so few planning authorities
abandoned

approaches

itself.

Nonetheless,

some

have recently reviewed their adherance to selected

village development

policies,

although none of these have formally

adopted settlement policies based on the construction

of new vill-

ages or on the even spread of development.

13.4 The planning mechanism

It was clear from the beginning
require a relatively
age development

of this research that we would

detailed knowledge, not only of selected vill-

policies and their application,

but also of the

framework within which such policies were formulated
operated.

In short, we needed to understand

of the town and country planning machine.
literature

and subsequently

the detailed workings

Indeed, the extensive

search which was an integral part of this study suggests

that a background

knowledge

of the planning mechanism

a more widely accepted qualification
and journalists

for many of the lay-writers

that seek to criticise

on English villages.

should be

the impact of planning policies
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Chapter Four presents

a general background

aspects of the planning mechanism
at the practical

and Chapter Seven looks at depth

operation of settlement

within local planning authorities.
designed

related contextual
ning officers)

studies

(particularly

of an intermediate

capabilities

coverage is larger than the admin-

in the Agricultural

powers wider than the

of the local planning authorities

This new tier is broadly analagous to the

'rural development

boards' which stemed from proposals

Act of 1967.

history of the evolution,and

Clout

subsequent

8

has documented

suppression,of

proposed boards (the Northern Penine Rural Development
for eighteen months).

to the need for agricultural

diversification

the two
Board actually

were principally

related

land use in these hill land areas to

and rationalised,

and also for an associated

of the regional economy.

planning unit would need to be wider~nd
plans and strategies

the short

The powers of the ROB's, over

which there was admittedly much controversy,

be both modernised

level in the

which should lie between

county,but which has administrative

(county and district).

functioned

with plan-

There is a need within the rural context for

a spatial unit whose geographical

physical planning

developed here.

in discussions

of planning authorities,

county and region.

but a few important

What has become clear from this research and

is the need for consideration

spatial hierarchy

systems

Neither of these chapters was

which are more appropriately

A new planning unit:

ill-fated

'categorisation'

as a critique of the planning mechanism

findings emerged

istrative

to the relevant

The functions of a new
might co-ordinate

the formulation of

for a complete and (given the conflicting

demands for rural land use) cohesive rural policy, of which rural
settlement planning is just one part.
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The need for a comprehensive
intermittently

throughout

and country planning.

More recently
lighted

the whole of the modern period of town

These conclusions

the Countryside

the apparent

activities

this need.

Review Committee
between

the aims and

approach to the problems of rural

and experience

the author to confirm the existence

in other rural areas, enables
of this unsatisfactory,

approach by local government

study has been specifically

need for co-orindation
where policies

between

affecting

to rural problems.

all local government

rural areas interact..

and different

in some local authorities,
has encouraged

prehensive

authorities,

departments

and consultation

and the development
techniques,

There is a genuine need, however,

in government

approach to the problems

of the importance

for

of a com-

of rural areas!

In the author's opinion a new administrative
or sub-regional

for

In some areas improve-

of corporate management

this process.

a more general awareness

This

leads the author to suggest the

ments have been made in terms of policy discussion
departments

rather

concerned with planning policies

rural settlement. but the research

between

9 has high-

of different bodies in both local and central government,

This research

sectional

underline

lack of co-ordination

leading to a rather piecemeal
areas.

rural policy has been discussed

tier at the regional

level would provide a more suitable geographical

basis for comprehensive

policies.

We should note that whilst many planning
the idea of a new unit of government,
to the existing hierarchy

support

it is seen not as an addition

but as a replacement

ning authority which they generally

officers

for the county plan-

see as having been made largely
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obsolete by the devolution
planning authorities.

of many planning

Needless

ular with officers working

powers to the district

to say this idea is rather more pop-

at district

level,than with those at

county level.

Village Plans:

The Town and Country Planning Act of 1968 set

three functional

groups of plans:

and Subject plans.

District plans; Action plans;

These were designed either as specific expressions

of local policies ,or for detailed presentation
contained
however,
plans.

out

in the county Structure plan itself.
is convenient

for the preparation

There is some controversy

of general policies
None of these plans,

of individual village

about whether

formal village plans

are an aid to rural settlement planning or whether by designating
certain areas as 'potential' development
age rapid development

of individual

land they actually encour-

settlements.

This research

suggests that in most villages a brief individual policy statement
is all that is required, but for certain villages, notably some
'conservation'

and selected centres, there is a need for a

villages

more detailed statement.
outlining

comprehensive

This might take the form of a written plan
policies

for the settlement.

would not be a spatial guideline to development
be counter-productive

As such this

control.

It may

if such plans were statutory instruments,

there is a need for a mechanism

to encourage

but

the selective production

and regular revision of written village plans.

Public participation:

It is beyond the scope of this research to

assess the success or otherwise of public participation

schemes in

the planning process, although, as we noted earlier, evidence suggests
that the problem of apathy in the context of public participation
schemes for Structure Plans, is as considerable

in rural areas as in
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urban.

We suggest that rural areas offer a unique opportunity

public participation

in planning

tively small; it is physically

since each local society is rela-

identifiable;

single unit of local administration,
suggests greater opportunities
jUdging from the household

and there is often a

the parish council.

(and possible

interviews

for community participation

for

This

greater motivation,

in the twelve study villages)

in local planning.

This situation has

been tapped by a few forward thinking local planning authorities
by encouraging

individual villages to conduct 'local appraisals'

of which the community survey
of Stocksfie1d

conducted in the Northumberland

is a remarkable example

cannot be statutory documents,

10

•

Clearly such appraisals

and their application

is not wide-

spread since only fairly large villages with sufficient
with the expertise
suitable.

for community participation
scale.

residents

and interest to conduct such projects,

This does, nonetheless,

village

are

provide a remarkable opportunity

which should be encouraged

on a wider

Such local appraisals might be easily related to, or per-

haps form the basis for, selective written village plans, as proposed in the previous section.

Social planning:

Development

planning mechanism.

control is an integral part of the

Planning decisions

for development

are based principally,

and often exclusively,

issues (and dominantly

land use factors).

applications

on physical planning

Development

also operates

within a framework of economic constraints. although these are associated with budgeting

limitations within organisations

and also often

the financial context of the property market, rather than direct control by the local planning authorities.

There is little room, how-

ever, for social concern in the decision making process.
not because planning officers are oblivious

This is

of the social conse-
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quences of their decisions,

but because

allows little room for consideration
Furthermore,

since planning

to the statutory
Department

authorities

making or development
'physical planning'

accountable

this gives very little scope for more

to introduce

social factors into the plan

control process.

We can therefore

speak of

and also, albeit in a slightly different

text, of 'economic planning',
elements

are ultimately

through the system of appeals to the

of the Environment,

imaginative

legislation

of purely social factors.

decisions

provisions

the existing

but not of 'social planning',

conas

in the planning mechanism.

This in itself would be of only academic importance
inevitably
quences

planning

decisions

often have important

social conse-

officers

are largely helpless

to control these

and planning

consequences.

but

A simple example of this is the operation

housing market ~n rural settlements.

In a given village

of the
the devel-

opment of high or medium value housing estates will inevitably
(in the current land market situation)
addition,
modernised
homes.

many of the older buildings
and consequently

These processes

drive up land prices.

in the village may have been

turned into relatively

create unequal housing

village which disadvantage

expensive

family

opportunities

in the

many young working class adults (and

elderly people) and may lead to an 'indirect' pushing
village

In

of many members of the y.ounger indigenous

out from the

population.

is the author's impression

that this disadvantage

important

than other 'pushing' factors such as

in many villages

limited employment

opportunities

a loss in the younger,

sequence of planning decisions
are largely powerless

may now be more

and poor facilities,

indigenous

population.

leading to

This is a social con-

but one which planning

to control.

It

authorities
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It would be quite wrong 1n the author's opinion to revise
legislation
establish

to allow planning

policies,

this planning

officers to regulate development,

on purely social criteria.

authorities

and

In order to do

would need to develop specific criteria

for what were normal social or age structures,

and what were not.

This might in turn lead to the need to classify villages as different social types,such
mining villages,

admittedly

villages,

etc. and to accordingly

these by considering
of planning

as agricultural

suburban villages,

regulate development

in

the social as well as the physical implications

applications.
simplistic

There would be a number of dangers in this

approach.

First,who should judge what

were the criteria for a 'normal' structure. The assessment would probably
vary with different social values and perspectives.

Secondly, the

system would tend not to give sufficient weight to the almost
infinite variety in rural local societies.

Also it is difficult

to see how the revision of legislation necessary
planning'

could be practically

This study nonetheless
greater consideration
social consequences

workable

indicates

and politically

'social

acceptable.

there is a very real need for

of the social context in decisions and of the
of proposed or existing policies.

rather different to introducing
the authors opinion

that

sufficient

use of the established

and local planning authorities.

This need is

direct social engineering.
consideration

factors could be achieved by an initiative
through

to implement

It is

of social

from the DoE, perhaps

planning circulars between DoE
It would, of course, become essen-

tial for DoE inspectors to back up local decisions where these
were submitted

to appeal, in favour of the local planning

where the key factor in the application
of social consequences.

authority,

related to consideration
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Settlement
policies

classification

indicates

and categorisation:

that in the great majority

the concept of selected village development
through a system of settlement
number of village categories
placed for the purposes
are differences
but generally

A review of existing
of English counties

is applied in practice

classification.

This designates

into which individual villages

of development

control decisions.

between the classification

a

are
There

systems of some counties

they follow a broadly similar model.

The same is

not true for the spatial pattern of selected village distribution
and density,as

shown in Chapter Seven.

The designation
more on development

of individual

selected villages relies rather

considerations

freedom from physical

constraints

such as land availability

and

such as flooding, than on consid-

eration of the standard of social provision,

employment

ications.

Generally,the

criteria which assume

importance

in the selection process are the provision of educational

facilities

(for which there is a statutory requirement)

and the

of sufficient spare capacity in a water-borne

sewerage

existence
system.

only socio-economic

Whilst these are fundamental

and commun-

basic requirements

for a

selected village it does mean that in the selection process planning
authorities

seem to be neglecting

selected village
facilities

the socio-economic

(as an intermediate

and employment)

centre for residential

role of the

centre of provision

for

in favour of its role as a minor growth

development.

It is a reflection

of this

process of selection that there is little attention paid to the
overall locational strategy for selected villages,
phenomenon

does vary between counties.

although this

In Huntingdonshire

(as it

then was), which was one of the counties studied in more detail, it
was apparent that some selected centres were almost grouped together
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whilst elsewhere

in the county there were large parts of the country-

side where none of the villages had been categorised
centres.

Given the fact that the distribution

as selected

of settlement

in

the English countryside

does not conform to a perfect central place

model, it is inevitable

that this will occur in classification

but we must nonetheless

underline

of the overall locational

systems,

the need for greater consideration

consequences

of settlement

categorisation,

if the selected centres are to be expected to perform their socioeconomic

'role'.

Given these deficiencies
classification

and inconsistencies

systems, we must question whether or not this is the

right way to approach the application
ment to rural settlement planning.
overcome by a return to Morris's
community' of villages.
a classification
villages

in the various

of selected village develop-

Many of the problems could be

original conception of a 'regional

Consequently,

instead of planners producing

system into whose designated

categories

individual

are placed, the local planning authority might first identify

groups of villages of which one centre, with adequate social provision and at least a minimum degree of accessibility
settlements
tre.

within the group, would be designated

Conceptually

it would be convenient

to the other

the selected cen-

if each group were rela-

tively small in size and could have some common social or economic
link between the individual villages,but
sider the over-riding

in practice, when we con-

physical needs for each group to contain a

centre suitable as a selected village,

it is unlikely that such

cohesive village groups could be designated

(even if it were possible

to identify them in the first place - see Chapter Twelve).

Devel-

opment control within villages would then be a matter for individual
policy statements,

or in the case of some villages written plans.
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It would, of course, be necessary
capacities

to allow for different

in the selected centres to absorb new building.

existing policies,

the new selected villages

individual
As with

should absorb all

m?jor estate development within the village groups, but since these
villages were selected on the grounds of social provision
ibility as well as physical
development

capacities.

factors, some may have relatively

similarly

depending on their development

Many existing classification

defined settlement

categories

systems already use

for selected centres.

this there would be no need for settlement categories
development

control decisions

village statements

limited

This might be overcome by designating

'major' and !minor' selected villages,
capabilities.

and access-

and consequently

could be made according to individual

and not to an arbitrary categorisation

This is only an elementary

Beyond

explanation

of this idea.

system.

The

basic premise of this approach is still selected village development,
but this system might overcome many of the spatial inequalities
that are currently
approach.

obvious in the existing settlement classification

An approach based on village groups with no categor-

isation beyond the selected and non-selected
particularly

suited to the recent planning

village distinction,
system where responsib-

ilities are largely devolved to the district authorities.
development

of village categorisation

development

control was essentially

authorities,

is

The

may have been inevitable
the responsibility

who were more 'distant' from individual

when

of county
villages, but

it is suggested that this solution is not related to the needs of
settlements

or to the revised system of planning responsibilities.

where most development
authorities.

control decisions are taken by district planning
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13.5 Demography

The remainder
considering

of this chapter is largely concerned with

the impact of selected village development

five key aspects of rural settlements:
Employment;

Rural facilities;

of mobility,

on

Social structure;

and Rural communities.

we shall review the principal
patterns

Demography;

policies

In additiun,

findings of this research regarding

and attitudes

to development

within the

study villages.

The most obvious demographic
development
settlement
because

is that such policies

centres, increasing

smaller villages
planning
ages.

development

This is brought about

is increasingly

pressure

in

their size, whilst the size of the

restrict development

The size range is intensified

opportunities

as local

in such vill-

in rural areas where there is

for development

since selected centres may

expand more rapidly in such situations.
authorities

concentrated

often remains roughly stable or declines,

authorities

considerable

of selected village

tend to increase the range of

size in a given rural area.

residential

selected

consequence

In fact, unless planning

impose an upper limit on the size of selected villages

they may expand to a very large,
have some South Nottinghamshire

perhaps

quasi-urban

selected villages.

size, as
In such settle-

ments there is concern that the village may be loosing its rural
status, although this attitude may be as much a result of the high
rate

of development

in such settlements,as

of its scale (a point

to which we shall later return).

It is apparent in South Nottinghamshire
geographical

concentration

of the P9Pulation,

that the degree of
which is proportion-
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ately much higher than in North Norfolk,
the distinctions
study areas.

is tending to reinforce

in the levels of social prevision

Selected village development

between

has been at least partly

instrumental

in this process although one must acknowledge

contribution

of the physical

has more settlements
and relatively

the two

the

advantage of South Nottinghamshire

suitable for designation

which

as 'selected villages',

intense pressure for residential

development

within

the area.

An

analysis of the demographic

North Norfolk

suggests that generally there is a persistent

towards depopulation
inter-censal

throughout the area~although

trend

the pattern of

changes between individual villages shows great varia-

tion in their fortunes throughout
development

fortunes of the villages in

this century.

Selected village

policies may be expected to stem or even eliminate

this trend (see Chapter Three).,but the evidence of the most recent
inter-censal
Norfolk.

period suggests that this is not happening

In fact, there is some indication in North Norfolk that

the expansion
contribute

in North

of local authority Qstates in selected centres may

to accelerated

decline in adjacent villages.

less, the rate of depopulation
the last inter-censal
village development

in North Norfolk has diminished

policies were applied.

result of selected village development
that the rate of depopulation
elderly

resident population.

in

period, which was the first in which selected
It is difficult to deter-

mine, however, whether or not this limited achievement

an increasingly

Nonethe-

itself.

is a direct

It is quite possible

has been ~imited by the trend towards

(and perhaps

less geographically

mobile)

This research can conclude only that these
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policies,and

1n particular

the development

ities in the selected centres
have been partly responsible
depopulation

for the reduction

estate) may

in the rate of

It is quite clear, however,

in North Norfolk

is to be further diminished

then the local authority must allow some flexibility
of development.

opportun-

(notably at the Fakenharotrading

in· the area as a whole.

that if depopulation

of new employment

Whilst the bulk of residential

in the location

development

may

still be focussed on the selected centres it is clear that there
is demand for limited development
research

in many smaller villages.

suggests that small scale residential

settlements

is of critical importance

development

This
in such

in stemming local depopulation

rates.

13.6 Social structure

It is a salient feature of contemporary
middle class households

are becoming

ant element of rural society.

rural studies that

a proportionately

more import-

There are many reasons which con-

tribute to this phenomenon.,but Pahl and others have highlighted
increasing

importance

the rural population,

of commuting

in journey to work patterns of

and also the social structure

to rural areas which is predominantly
have been examined
which contributes
settlement,

significant

in greater length elsewhere

11
•

to changes in the social structure

important

in expanding

villages

influence even in depopulating

North Norfolk
population

middle class.

is the scale and type of residential

is obviously

of the migrants
These points
One major factor
of English rural

development.

This

but may also have a

settlement

case study shows, many settlements

do have new housing built in them.

tion of any new housing

the

is subject to development

since, as the

that are loosing
Since the construccontrol,

and since
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virtually

all development

general policy framework

control decisions

of selected village development,

is clear that rural settlement
influence

are made within

the

then it

policies may have a substantial

on the changing social structure

of villages,

albeit

in an indirect process.

In practice

one of the principle

areas of influence

location of new local authority housing.
opment

(and local government

to concentrate

housing

such development

Selected village devel-

and financial policies)

in selected villages.

in the two study areas there have been virtually
housing
principle

built in non-selected
of development

is the

seek

Consequently,

no local authority

villages since the late 'forties. The same

location is applied to private housing,

but a limited amount of new private housing has been built outside
the selected villages.
inghamshire,where

In fact, in some

planning

decisions

situations

in South Nott-

appear to have been mismanaged,

or where the DoE's decision on appeal has gone against the local
planning

authority,

some non-selected

then the amount of new private housing
villages has been quite considerable.

in
The result

of this locational pattern of new residential

development

it has disadvantaged

seeking housing

non-selected

villages

working

(these may often be the 'home'villages

many young couples), whilst
tunities

class households

is that

creating proportionately

for middle class households

in

for

better oppor-

seeking to purchase

their own

property.

It may seem from this discussion
are likely to be more balanced

that housing opportunities

in selected villages,

of this research suggest that this is not necessarily
recently in the study area of South Nottinghamshire,

but the evidence
so.

More

particularly
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since the late 'sixties, there has been very little construction
local authority housing in the selected villages.
with a surge in private house construction
consequently

the very rapid expansion

of

This coincided

in these settlements,

and

of many selected villages has

been dominated by the private sector.

The questionnaire

survey

in the selected centre of East Leake indicates that the great majority of housing on the new estates has been taken up by middle class
families, which has correspondingly
of the settlement.
rather different.

The situation
Certainly

influenced

the social structure

in the remoter study area may be

in Fakenham,

the selected village studied

in detail, there has been a better balance between private and
local authority housing in recent residential

In perspective
authorities

ted villages.
difficulties

planning

this research suggests that local planning

might pay more attention to the social balance of

local authority

whether

development.

and private development,

particularly

We should also acknowledge
as to how this might be done.

in the selec-

there are considerable
All housing development

it be private or local authority can only be regulated by
departments

and not initiated

initiated by the housing department
and resources

committees).

in conjunction

Consequently,if

local authority development
then in order to maintain

(local authority housing

a development

with the finance

no applications

in selected villages

is

for

are outstanding,

balance with the private

sector the planning department would need to place a development
embargo on new private housing.
ting legislation,but

This is not practical under exis-

one might argue that it would also be undes-

irable since it would involve direct social engineering
planning

by the

authority, which would need to be based on some assumption

of what was the norm for the social structure

of a village.

Nonethe-
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less, we remain with the conclusion
development

that the existing

control may disadvantage

the working

in many rural areas, and this is an important
changing

social structure

system of

class households

influence

of many villages.

in the

As Hall 12 has pointed

out recently, this may be seen as indirect social engineering.
obvious

solution

to this dilema is that local government

more local authority
unlikely

housing projects.

However,

that this will be possible,partly

financial

pressure

should fund

it is generally

because of the current

restraint within local government,

of the political

The only

and partly because

that might be brought to bear on such a

decision.,since local authority

'waiting lists' are proportionately

longer in urban areas than in rural.

More recently
a new alternative
opportunities

the Lake District Planning Board has introduced
which may have application

for the indigenous

idea is for planning

authorities

population

to limiting poor housing
of smaller villages.

to arrange for restrictive

to be signed, before specific housing development
restrict

the house purchasers

that this idea has very limited application,
is apparently

some use to smaller settlements

covenants

is approved, which

in the sale or resale of the property

to local (say within a 20 mile radius) residents.

of such covenants

This

uncertain,

The author believes

and the legal position

but the technique may have

in areas where there is a large

local labour force.

This research
development

suggests that the operation

policies

such as the marketing
instrumental
This process

of selected village

in rural areas together with other factors
policies

in the development

of local estate agents, has been
of a process

of social polarisation.

has caused the social structure of the middle classes
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in several of the study villages
ative of the managerial

to be disproportionately

and professional classes

cribed by Socia-Economic

Classes I and II).

represent-

(collectively

The process and

the specific contribution

of selected village development~is

cussed in Chapter Eight.

Social polarisation

of how planning policies may indirectly

des-

dis-

is another example

infleunce

the patterns

and processes by which the social structure of rural settlements
may change.

The process also adds to the poor housing opportunities

for working

class households

note, however,
considerably

in non-selected

that social polarisation

to the conservation

mechanisms

in the study areas.

of social polarisation

We should

as a process has contributed

of the architectural

and the general physical environment,
sized settlements

villages.

heritage,

of many small and medium
Further research on the

and the role of planning policies

in the process, is needed.

We must conclude this section by stating that if we wish to
improve housing opportunities

for working

class households

rural areas and for the indigenous population,
the accelerated
settlement,

in

thereby limiting

rate of change in the social structure of rural

then we must look more to political

of local government

solutions

(in terms

finance) rather than to the planning departments.

13.7 Employment

It is a feature of most policies of selected village development as pursued by the English counties, that s~lected villages
should act not only as foci for new housing,
but also as rural employment

centres.

few selected village. development

and social provision,

This research suggests that

policies have approached

success
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1n this goal, principally

because whilst

the P9Pulation

centres has increased often quite dramatically,
little provision

for new employment

of selected

there has been relatively

at these centres.

This is

true for all of the selected centres in South Nottinghamshire
the rather special exception

of the colliery village of Cotgrave),

and also for the selected centres in North Norfolk
exception

of Fakenham,

(with

(with the notable

to which we shall later return).

As a direct result of this situation it is generally true for
the selected centres in the two study areas that a much smaller proportion of the resident population
than for the populations

are employed in their village

of non-selected

partly explained by the significance
the smaller settlements,
between

the provision

villages.

of agricultural

This is only
employment

and is partly related to the imbalance

of new jobs and new housing in selected

villages.

We should note that this imbalance cannot be directly

attributed

to the local planning

departments,

since, as we have com-

mented before, they have no powers to initiate development
tions,whether

this is for

villages

indicates that the provision

to encourage new employers

is very important.

applica-

new houses or new jobs.

The example of Fakenham in Norfolk
of facilities

in

In Fakenham

to come to the selected
this is represented

by a

trading estate which has subsequently

attracted new employers.

follows a simple and well established

principle

in Britain.

there has hot been similar local

government

In South Nottinghamshire
initiative

ical circumstances

to encourage employers,

and to the availability

ities in the nearby large urban centres.

This

of regional planning

due largely to polit-

of employment

opportun-
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Another feature of the situation
the mismatch between new housing
developed

in South Nottinghamshire

and new employment

in the selected centres.

where this has

In East Leake for example,

the limited amount of new employment
manual employment,

is

has largely been associated with

often semi-skilled

or unskilled, whilst as we

have already discussed new housing has recently been built almost
exclusively

in the private sector.

The position of the employment
would seem to be rather different
areas.

aspect of rural settlement policies

for 'pressure' and 'remoter' rural

In remoter areas there is a need for expanded employment

opportunities,

partly to counter shrinking local job opportunities

in, for example, the agricultural
to complement

and related sectors, and partly

the 'growth point' philosophy

selected villages
plete contrast,

and small towns.

applied to specific

In many pressure

areas, in com-

the local labour market is strongly associated with

the urban centres of employment.

In both types of area local employ-

ment plays a critical role in holding the indigenous popUlation
the area.

In South Nottinghamshire,

on urban based employment

a pressure area, the dependence

amongst the seven study villages

as great as might be expected.

of

is not

In this situation it may be unreal-

istic to consider talking of policies which seek actively to encourage new employment
government

in selected villages,

funding of trading estates.

perhaps through local
If this is the case then

it seems strange that settlement policies pay lip service to the principle
of expanded job opportunities

in selected villages.

is the problem that any new employment
the villages

(on past experience,

assembly work of a semi-skilled
unsuited

Added to this

that might be developed

specifically
or unskilled

manufacturing

in

or

nature) is increasingly

to the changing social structure of rural settlement.

This
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suggests that in pressure
reconsider

areas the local authorities

the status of their employment

One area of employment policies

may need to

'policies' for villages.

for both pressure

and remoter

rural areas, which requires more research, is the advantages
disadvantages

of the development

of employment

centres such as

small trading estates, outside the physical boundaries
Generally speaking rural industrialisation
not favourably

and

of villages.

outside the villages is

looked upon by local planning authorities,

and in

'green belt' areas there are strict policies against such development.

Whilst the author would not argue in favour of an agricultural

landscape being economically
by industrial

development,

could selectively

fragmented

pursue a more flexible interpretation

information

introduced

of develop-

But before such policies could be

it would be necessary

to have more

on the subject, with research looking in particular

the economic cost of such locations for certain industries,
scale of agricultural

and the problem of accessibility

(particularly

in respect of the

for rural areas" is the encouragement

in revised employment
of small scale employ-

However, this is also an area which requires further

research in terms of the practical
communities.

sewetage,

services).

A second area which might be considered

ment units.

the

to local communities,

network of public utilities: mains water, electricity,
and distribution

at

land loss and the effect on the farmer, the

actual advantages of such industrialisation

policies

blitzed

it may be that local planning authorities

ment control in this respect.
experimentally

and environmentally

advantages

of such units to rural

There is also a need to re-examine the mechanisms

might be used to encourage

the establishment

which

of small scale employ-
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ment centres, and to look at the function of the Development
and its associated body,The Council for Small Industries

Connnission

in Rural

Areas in this context.

Small scale rural employment
as important potential
areas.
suitable

Ash

13

centres have long been considered

contributions

to the economic

has recently suggested

life of rural

that such units are more

to a rural situation than the concentration

ment in trading estates on the outskirts
erally small scale rural employment
of rural workshops

able employment

sources (particularly
MacGregor

vice sector).

definition

to cover a wider group of suitto include those in the ser-

14 has recently criticised 'administrators'

engineer".

have provided evidence

are tied to considering

such small units

planning terms,in respect of the provision

public utilities,

restrictions

and building regulations.
aspects ~ght

Neither of the two case study areas

to support this idea, but we should note

departments

in conventional

to put up a factory for

for a small yard and workshop to start business

as an agricultural

that planning

A more flexible interpretation

centres,but

the development

of these

of small

it may be at the expense of environ-

mental and aesthetic considerations.

We need more information

the impact that this might have on rural settlement.
opinion is that planning authorities
permit development

of

governing change of use of buildings

well serve to encourage

scale employment

however,

Gen-

but it would seem profitable

for making it "easier to get permission
five hundred,than

of selected centres.

centres are thought of in terms

or craft industries

to expand this restricted

of new employ-

which may consider only physical

The author's

may be able to do more to

of small scale employment

they are largely constrained

on

units.

At the moment,

by a development

factors.

control system

If aspects of social
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consideration
suggested,

were introduced

into the precedure,

as we have previously

then there may be a limited extension

opportunities

of local employment

in small scale units, although this is unlikely to be

on such a scale as to provide a universal panaecea
economy.

However, even this limited extension

achieved by abandoning

for the rural

could only be

any attempts at locational direction of the

siting of such units (into, for example, selected villages
Environmentally

this may be too greater cost to pay.

more research initiatives

only).

Once again

are needed on this subject.

13.8 Rural facilities

Whilst there has been an extension of piped water to effectively
all villages

and hamlets in the two study areas, and a more restric-

ted expansion

of mains sewerage facilities,

rural social provision

is generally

dominated by the rationalisation

and reorganisation

many community services, retail and other facilities.
these processes have tended to disadvantage
and to favour the principal
completely misleading

non-selected

of

Geographically
villages

selected centres, although it would be

to suggest that selected village development

has directly contributed

to the reduction of facilities in many

smaller villages in the study areas.

In the two study areas there is still an irnportantdispersed
component

for some retail and community services, although it is

the principal
provision.

selected centres that geographically

In fact, the analyses in Chapter Eleven, indicate that

there is a considerable
selected villages.
historical

dominate social

degree of concentration

This distribution

of facilities

on

is largely a function of

advantage, since, for example, many of the principal
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selected
ated

centres were formerly small market

wide range of services,

centres, with an associ-

In addition,

growth at these centres has encouraged

it is clear thet population

further provision,

in some centres where the rate of residential
particularly

development

rapid, there has been a considerable

development

of housing

and the provision

in Chapter Eleven.
South Nottinghamshire
of considerable
contrast

are of consid-

jUdging by the pattern

and the use of consumer services,as

Generally,

however,

only to

discussed

this is not apparent in

where the facilities

importance

the

of facilities.

to the rural population,

of consumer behaviour

has been

lag between

In the remoter rural area the selected villages
erable importance

although

of selected villages

are

their resident populations.

is related to the relative proximity

This

of urban centres, and

their associated

range of facilities. to the South Nottinghamshire

study villages.

It may be, however,

that the South Nottinghamshire

rural area is atypical of many other pressure rural areas in this
respect, due to it's

proximity

to the very large urban centre of

Greater Nottingham.

Patterns

of use of recreational

in the case study villages

facilities

and organisations

assume a rather different perspective,

being strongly associated with the home village.
areas neither

selected villages nor urban centres, are of consider-

able importance
smaller villages.
reverse process,
residential

In both study

to the patterns

of recreation

of the residents

Indeed, in certain circumstances

of

there may be a

so that in selected centres where the rate of

development

isations or associated

has excQeded
facilities

the rate at which new organ-

are developed,

village residents may join organisations

then selected

in neighbouring

settlements.
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This survey also suggests that 1n many small villages which lack a
suitable place of assembly, it should be a priority
ment to assist with the provision
to the extension

of a village hall.

of existing places of assembly

it seems that local organisations

for local governThe same applies

(although in practice

and parish councils are rather more

effective

at raising finance for extending existing centres, than

providing

new ones).

vitality

Such a policy could do much to restore the

of local communities which inmany villages has been dampened

by the withdrawal
limitations

of many local facilities.

on local government

With the existing

finance it is unlikely that much money

could be made available for long term loans to village hall projects, let
alone to capital grants.

Nonetheless,

or non-existent

of places of assembly in some villages might

provision

it may be that the limited

be assisted by the local education

authority encouraging

village schools, during evenings,

for community purposes.

rural education

authorities

have already successfully

with this idea, although due to the.process

the use of
Many

experimented

of reorganisation

of

rural primary schools it is likely that this idea will have only
limited application.

McLoughlin

15 and others have recently talked of the lateral

servicing patterns between villages.
'functional interdependence'

This has been referred to as

of rural communities

This study suggests that such processes
in the patterns of consumer behaviour
vices.

(see Chapter Three).

are of limited importance

and the use of consumer ser-

However, lateral servicing is of some significance

pattern of

use of recreational

evident in the recreational

facilities.

behaviour

findings

16

This is particularly

of residents in those study

villages which have no place of assembly.
MacGregors

in the

This to some extent supports

but does not detra€t from the conclusion

that
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generally

the use of rural facilities

(although certainly rather different

is hierarchically

based

from a simple central place

model), rather than related to a system of lateral provisiop.

The general analysis of social provision

in South Nottinghamshire

and North Norfolk suggests three more observations.
this was not a topic specifically
for the sample population
that some

householders

in the provision
independently
is similarly
respondents

of the twelve study villages,

of rural facilities

strongly about deficiencies
it quite

to the questionnaire.

It

that the two items of most concern to these

were village schools and recreational

for voluntary

it is notable

that they mentioned

of the required responses

latter point must underline
facilities

included in the interview schedule

felt sufficiently

interesting

Firstly, although

facilities.

the importance of providing

The

adequate

organisations in rural society.

The second observation

concerns the principles

theory' when applied to rural facilities.

of 'threshold

These arise from the

°
°
°
1odea 17 th at certa1n
serV1ces
may b e conS1odere d as h aV1ng
a

required support population before this service can exist in a
given settlement.

This is a simplistic economic principl~ but it

may have its uses in the development

of new villages. or in situations

where

occurs on the site of small or

major residential

medium sized villages.
limited application

development

Generally, however,

since it ignores the very considerable

ance of historical background
of rural facilities.

the principle has

in the current geographical

Bracey 18 has also acknowledged

importpattern

the import-

ance of the hlstorical context in rural social provision.
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The third and final observation
mobile services in the villages.

concerns

the significance

We have found in this study that

mobile shops are an important aspect of rural retailing·in
the study villages.

of mobile library services amongst

smaller villages in Norfolk is being reorganisad.
mobile services may well be a relatively
of reorganised

ible for local government

Nonetheless,

convenient way of overcoming

rural facilities.

icies support fixed point provision

these services.

many of

Few other mobile services are widely available

and even the distribution

the problems

of

Current planning pol-

of services, but it may be poss-

to encourage

a mobile component in some of

This need not undermine the locational principles

of selected village development

since even mobile services would

need a base, perhaps a shop or a service yard, which might be best
located in a selected centre.

This possibility

research to clarify the mechanisms
mobile

needs much more

and the feasibility

of expanded

servicing patterns, but an example relating to rationalisa-

tion of village primary schools may serve to illustrate
ilities of not thinking exclusively

the possib-

in terms of fixed point provision

of facilities.

In Cambridgeshire,

the local education

authority has recently

introduced

a new policy in terms of the rationalisation

facilities

in rural areas.

of primary

The closure of units is being minimised

by adopting a flexible perspective

on manpower

teaching and back up resources mobile.

resources, by making

In one experimental

situa-

tion, for example, a number of small village schools (some of which
would need to be closed as unviable units if it were not for this
policy) are grouped under the authority of a single 'roving' headmaster.

Consequently,instead

of a conventional

fixed point policy

of each school having one or two teachers, one headmaster,

and its

own teaching and associated

resources,

the situation

is that each

school has its own teachers but shares with others in the group, both
a headmaster

and various resources

(such as a school minibus).

There is, of course, a rather better known example of this principle
of rationalisation

of rural facilities.

The Anglican Church has

adopted a policy of bringing the 'service' to the people rather than
vice-versa,
authority

through the system of grouped parishes under the
of a single incumbent.

This is a long established

policy,

and as the analysis in Chapter Eleven indicates it has encouraged
the preservation

of a more widely dispersed pattern of Anglican

churches in the two study areas.

13.9 Rural communities

It is a common comment in some literature and much journalism,
regarding

rural society and rural communities,

ities are generally decaying.
a fundamental misinterpretation
misinterpretation

that village commun-

This analysis suggests that this is
of contemporary

rural society, a

that has been fueled by a considerable

of opinion as to the meaning of the term community,
writers
ysis.

allowing personal value judgements

diversity

and by many

to cloud objective anal-

Certainly rural society is undergoing

dramatic social changes.

It is also true that many aspects of contemporary

rural communities

are less good than those that exi!ted at the beginning

of the century,

and it is understandable

how change in such features, notably the

close social integration

and interaction within the villages, may be

now interpreted
would

totally

as a decay in rural society.

Nonetheless,

this

ignore these changes which have improved social

and economic circumstances

in the villages.

These need not be

catalogued here, although it will serve to mention

the considerable
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improvements
housing

that have been made in the areas of rural poverty and

conditions.

In Chapter Twelve we have considered

subject in more detail, having established
of the term community.
one exception,
village

are decaying.

to imply that the geographical
changing.

to support the idea that

There is equally little evidence

basis of rural communities

is

MacGregor has recently suggested that increased social

and economic

interaction between neighbouring

may be creating joint village communities.
to support this hypothesis

in recreational

activities,

villages and hamlets
There is no evidence

in either of our study areas.

may be a limited degree of interaction

that the geographical

There

between villages, particularly

but it is quite inappropriate

sider this as a feature of inter-village
indicates

a composite definition

We conclude that in the study villages, with

there is little evidence

communities

this

communities.

to con-

Our study

basis of rural communities

is

still firmly entrenched with the individual villages.

We have also discussed in Chapter Twelve that there is little
evidence

from the two case studies that the degree of conflict within

the study villages is related to the scale of development
settlements.

Indeed, our analysis of community conflict suggests

that this is a very
simple mechanisbic

complex topic and one that does not bear any
relationship

ever, if housing development
the community,

with residential

development.

does influence social intersction

Howin

this research suggests that it is more related to

the rate of development
discussion

in those

than to the scale.

We shall return to this

later in this chapter.

The community studies in this survey do not indicate any major
difference between selected and non-selected

villages

in terms of
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village friendliness,

community conflict and social integration.

In fact, the study shows that the degree and nature of social interaction within a given village is related to a variety of local
factors, of which 'leadership' in the village and the range of voluntary associations

are particularly

important features.

tex~ it is not surprising to find that social
newcomer households

In this con-

integration

of

into the community may be slightly better in

selected centre~ due to the large range of social clubs and other
organisations

within these villages,

nature of residential

and also to the scale and

development.

One of the findings of the community studies may have direct
significance

for the aeve10pment

ning authorities.

control procedures

of local plan-

In two of the study villages there is evidence

to suggest that the physical morphology

of the settlement, partic-

ularly in terms of settlement shape, may influence the social
cohesiveness
in Chapter

of the villages.
Twelve.

This is discussed at greater length

This apparent relationship

A~brose 19 on soc1·al ne twor k ana 1·
YS1S

fiW

·th·1n
W1

supports the work of

rura 1 commun1·t·
1es.

ever, the results of this study are inconclusive

How-

in this respect;

indeed, we can only go so far as to suggest that in two of the
study villages the linear or relatively dispersed morphology
the settlements

seems to

of

exert an adverse influence on the propor-

tion of friends that sampled households have within the villages.
Clearly more research is needed on this subject and a much larger
sample of villages should be studied.

It is quite feasible, for

example, that if certain aspects of morphology

can adversely

affect social cohesion ..then other features, for example a highly
nucleated

form, may encourage cohesion within the community.

perspective,

In

however, it is unlikely that such physical considerations
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would over-ride factors such as leadership within

the community,

and

the range and strength of voluntary

associations.

We should also

note that one of the basic premises

of development

control in

villages,

infilling within the existing framework

of village devel-

opment, should be exerting a positive rather than a negative
ence on social
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cohesion within

influ-

the community.

Mobility

The pattern of personal mobility
independent

of contemporary

in rural areas is quite

planning controls, and also of direct

influence by selected village development
broader

context, local government

have some impact).

Nonetheless,

(although, in the

capital expenditure

schemes may

this is a factor of such importance

to the future of rural settlement,

and possibly to the way in which

villages may be planned, that it merits special consideration
in this chapter.

Our research on personal mobility in the study areas confirms
that there is a high level of car ownership per household
study villages,
Unfortunately,

and also a very high level of multi-car

groups, notably the elderly population
age groups and particularly

many households.

Consequently,

and also

the 'teenage' population.
of housewives

in

whilst the general level of car

in the rural households

is very high, there are certain

social groups within the communities
degree of immobility.

in ce~tain social

in the villages

There is also a problem of 'daily immobility'

ownership

ownership.

we conclude that this way of assessing car ownership

tends to obscure a low level of personal m~bi1ity

the youngest

in the

in which there is a persistent

loB

The level of provision of public transport facilities shows
some interesting

differences between the two study areas which are

examined in detail in Chapter Ten.
non-existent

in North Norfolk and restricted

Nottinghamshire.
inter-urban

Passenger

train services are
to one line in South

In both study areas the principal bus routes are

services, with little attention paid to linking the ~hops

and services of the selected centres to non-selected

villages. The provision

of services in the remoter study area is very poor, with many settlements being served only by a 'market day' service, whilst many
others have no bus service at all.
distribution

In South Nottinghamshire

the

of services is more widespread but the daily frequency

of those services which are off the inter-urban routes is very
limited.

Given this pattern of mobility, it is not surprising when we
discover that for most households

access to facilities outside the

home village, and also to work centres, is dominated by use of the
private car.

The rural bus services are of little importance,

the

only exception to this general pattern being access to schools, which
for children further than thp._general

local government limit of

three miles from their school, is dominated by school buses.

For the selected settlements

in the study areas, it would seem

that they generally have a slightly better level of rural bus service
provision

than many non-selected

and remembering

settlements.

Given this phenomenon,

that, with the exception of local employment,

selec-

ted centres have much better levels of facilities than most non-selected villages, it is quite clear that the poor level of bus provision
in rural areas must be working against the economic viability of most
non-selected

settlements.
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This study can suggest little in terms of a brighter
personal mobility

in rural areas, and dependence

future for

on the private car

is likely to increase, whilst the social groups inthe population
which have greater immobility
lation concerning
situation.

are likely to persist.

Recent legis-

the licencing of private vehicles may improve

the

Broadly, this will allow motor vehicle owners to give

lifts in return for payment, something which they were previously
unable to do without the appropriate

hackney carriage licence.

This may open up a new avenue for rural transportation
lines of the social car idea of Rhys

and Buxton 20, or as an exten-

sion of the social car service originally
(Lindsey), and subsequently

along the

introduced

in Lincolnshire

developed in other parts of rural England.

How one views this idea depends on whether the social car concept
is seen as increasing
it

1.S

dependence

on the private motor car, or whether

seen as a more complete use of existing transportation

In either case the influence of the new legislation

resources.

on rural trans-

portation will depend largely on personal goodwill, or the ability
of communities

to organise and maintain

'self-help' schemes based on

private cars. Neither of these factors can be predicted.

A second recent innovation
discussion

that has been introduced

into the

of rural transport problems, has been the 'community bus

service' scheme.

Fortunately,

this ideas was first put into practice

in a group of six North Norfolk villages,
our study area.

four of which lie within

Appendix Seven examines the operation of the scheme

and its application

to other rural areas in more detail.

community bus service is an attractive

innovation

in rural transport,

which may (according to the North Norfolk experience)
with a relatively

small local government

cation elsewhere seems limited.

Whilst the

be operated

capital investment,

its appli-

This is due partly to organisational
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problems, as discussed

in Appendix

Seven, but principally

tions from trade unions representing
services, and from the commercial
services.

drivers on existing rural bus

organisations

In effect, unless these objections

extension

to objec-

which operate these
can be overcome the

of the community bus service idea will be limited to

groups of villages with no bus services at all, which have no reasonable access to nearby services,
problems

and which can overcome organisational

and convince local government

to subsidise

(under section 34 of the 1968 Transport Act).
rural settlements

the poor provision

the project

Consequently

of rural transport

for most

will have

to worsen before a community bus service becomes feasible.

13.11 Attitudes

to development

In a democratic
should incorporate
ment.

the attitudes of village residents to develop-

elementary

An

society any review of settlement planning policies

analysis of this has been incorporated

study, within the framework of the existing questionnaire

into this
survey.

This is examined at greater length in Chapter Twelve but broadly in
both study areas a majority of the sampled population
previous

development

that had taken place in their villages within

the past ten years, althoughthere
in North Norfolk

was a considerably

larger majority

(91% compared to 64%) than in South Nottinghamshire.

In both areas a smaller proportion
development

support the

of households

supported future

of the village, but in North Norfolk this still repre-

sented a majority of all the sample (60%).whilst
trast, in South Nottinghamshire

in complete con-

this was only a small proportion

(20%) of the households.

These are not very surprising

findings.

They indicate a notable

difference between the two study areas Wh1'ch must largely re fl ect th e
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different pressure for development

in the two areas and the amount

of new housing that has been built within the last ten years.

In

fact, there was a common feeling recorded in the Norfolk villages
that new housing would be a great boost to these communities.

None-

theless, even in this remoter area one in three of the households
did not approve of considerable

The indication
is an important
development.

residential

development

in the future.

from this study is that a latent conservatism

feature in this reaction to large scale future

It is widely felt, perhaps quite rightly, that much

more new housing would cause the village to loose its identity or
otherwise

change its character.

The implication

just that the scale of development

in the villages should be limited

but also, and perhaps more significantly,
tia1 development

should be constrained.

issue has been mentioned

for planning is not

that the rate of residenThis rate of development

earlier in this chapter,and

it is clear

that it is important that new housing should be given time to be assimilated into the physical and social environment

of the village. It may be

best to consider that there is a critical rate of development,

which

will vary between individual villages and over time, which if exceeded
may be harmful to the physical,
age.

and social environment,

of the vill-

This study suggests that more research is particularly

to examine the nature of the relationship
ment and community interaction
very difficult,

of identity or village character.
discussion

Measurement

This compares with Gregory's

control process.

amenity considerations

problems

the need to consider rate of development
development

It is, of course,

to measure aspects such as loss

of the problems of measuring

the planning process.

between the rate of deve10p-

in rural settlements.

if not impossible,

needed

Doubleday

21
in

should not detract from

as a constraint

in the

(the former Chief Planning
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Officer of Hertfordshire)

reflected

need for the development
in village

development

rate to be considered

development

planning

of the existing planning

for local authorities

in villages

the development

to introduce

If a more forward thinking

application

villag~ but refused a planning

application

on appeal.

development

development

This situation

to introducing

also illustrates

what was an excessive

rate of development

rate of development

more, if this was left to a subjective
whose training focusses on physical

Perhaps

qualified

in that

to determine

and what was not.

decision,

then a planning

and land use planning,

Rural resource planning

which has received considerable
would be a simple extension

attention

may not

the issue

is a technique

from some planners.

New development

clearly needs building
redevelopment

than had previously

existed

arises between

land

often takes
at a given site)

and this is a component of both the urban and rural housing
However, a conflict

It

villages_ as a social resource for

(and we must remember that residential

ation.

officer,

of this approach to consider land within

the built up area of individual

place at lower densities

Further-

to assess the situation.

direction.

future housing needs.

this

as a factor in

the problem could be overcome by approaching

from analternative

on

the other

control; which criteria should be observed

be technically

local

on the basis that devel-

in the past, then the DoE would probably over-rule

major limitation

in

taking place in a particular

opment should be deferred because of intensive

decision

the rate of

decided that there were no other constraints

a specific development

village

legislation,

as one of the factors for consideration

control process.

authority

as a 'trickle charger'

processes.

Given the constraints
it is not practical

this view 22 when talking of the

situ-

the urban and rural situ-
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ation when land within rural settlements
similar to urban standards:

is developed on a scale

the estate being a housing form cornman

to all but the smallest settlements.

In this way the land resources

of a given village can be consumed very quickly,

leaving little

room for future housing needs unless

that occurs outside the

built up fringe of the settlement

development

is permitted.

suggest that the estate is a form of residential
is totally inappropriate

to the rural context,

This is not to
development

which

but it does under-

line the need to control the rate at which potential building
within individual

settlements

is developed.

equally to selected and non-selected

This principle

settlemants.

land

applies

This idea

would require an initiative by the DoE, to be effectively

imple-

mented by local planning authorities.

13.12 Selected village development

An overview

"Where a power station, an over-head transmittion line
or reservoir might have been, there is now pleasant
open countryside still intact and no less (but no more)
pleasant than before it was threatened.
Where atmospheric polution might have been higher, it is now
lower. Where there might have been noise and disturbance, there is now peace and quiet. These are real
and substantial benefits.
But not everyone appreciates
the absence of evils that failed to materialise." 23

This comment by Gregory about town and country planning in England,
is equal~y applicable

to the rather more specific examination

settlement

It is rather more easy to identify the limi-

planning.

tations and deficiencies
to acknowledge

of rural

of the village planning process than it is

its benefits and sucesses, since the latter (through

the nature of the system) are often notable only through their
absence.

Nonetheless,

although it is very important

for us to retain
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this perspective

it should not make us complacent

about the deficien-

cies of the existing system.

In the introduction

to this thesis we note that the principle

goals of this geographical

study are to examine:

(a)

The theory of selected village development.

(b)

The application

policies

(c)

and

of selected village development

the mechanisms

of rural settlement planning.

The impact of selected village development

policies

on rural settlement (in two case study areas).

(d)

To assess, within the limitations

methodology,

of the research

the utility of selected village development

policies.

This chapter has presented

some of the significant

findings of the

study in the context of the fourth research goal,and it remains
to make a summary assessment
development
England.

of the utility of selected village

policies in the process of rural settlement planning in

Even after we have acknowledged

Gregory's point about the

'unseen' sucesses of the planning process, it is clear that there
are deficiencies

in the village planning processes.

This should

not be taken as a criticism that is specific to the case study areas
of South Nottinghamshire

and North Norfolk.

The author's experience

of other rural areas, and the work of Ash, Hall, MacGregor,
McLoughlin,
deficiencies

and

referred to earlier in this chapter, suggest that the
in the planning processes

for rural settlement

are
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common to a greater or lesser degree, to most or all of the English
counties.

This chapter has attempted
limitations

to highlight

some of the major

and problems in the process of rural settlement planning,

as suggested by the research in the case study areas.
cies have a number of apparent sources.

Such deficien-

The town and country plan-

n1ng legislation may unfairly restrict the establishment
scale rural employment

centres, and larger employment

wishing to locate outside the villages.
government

Constraints

finance, and the administrative

buted to imbalance of housing opportunities
to delayed provision

of facilities

of small

activities
on local

organisation,have

contri-

in many villages,

in expanding settlements.

and
The

structure of the planning system itself is often the root cause of
many of the planning deficiencies,

principally

within the context

of development

control decisions which are bound largely to physical

considerations

alone.

In fact, only occasionally

can such deficien-

cies be directly related to the idea of selected village development
itself.

This is a rather different

conclusion from that reached

by other observers, who have tended to criticise directly selected
village development,

and often to call for its abandonment

settlement planning policies.
uable contributions

from

Such criticisms have often been val-

to a developing

awareness that village planning

policies in this country need to be reappraised,

but this research

suggests that the idea of selected village development

is not the

root cause of most rural settlement planning problems.

This should not detract from the finding that in some respects
selected village planning policies might have been more thoughtfully
applied. We have seen, for example, how planning

authorities

seem to
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be neglecting

the socio-economic

role of selected centres in favour

of their physical function as centres for residential
Furthermore,

this study suggests

selected village development
planning

authorities,

that the mechanisms

development.
by which

policies have been applied by local

settlement

classification

schemes, should be

reappraised.

These comments on the deficiencies
be interpreted

within the perspective

planning authorities.
for example,

Planners

of the limited role of local

and their policies

for not limiting the processes

reorganisation

of rationalisation

for these processes

if we are approaching

processes

or

to the planners.

a situation when the 'planners'

are being blamed for all the ills of contemporary
In practice

are often criticised,

in rural areas, and more extreme views amongst laymen

may even credit responsibility
One wonders

of the planning process must

rural settlement.

the degree of influence which planners have over such

is very small and without

a major, and probably undesire-

able, revision of the planning system this will remain so.
example, planners have little or no influence on the
village schools, since the reorganisation
is not a planning responsibility.
that planning authorities

For

closure of

of educat Lona'l facilities

In practice,

there is very little

can do to regulate such processes,

although

as we have earlier noted, it is important the local government organisations should institute effective
sultation,

between the planning department

ment departments
responsible
areas.

communication,

liason and con-

and the other local govern-

(both at county and district level) who are often

for decisions on rationalisation

of facilities

in rural

The re is a strong case, which has'.on Ly been briefly con-

sidered here, for a sub-regional
for comprehensive

rural planning

unit or board having responsibility
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The general conclusion
development

is a workable,

ment planning

of this study is that selected village
if imperfect

in this country.

A reappraisal

of the policy is needed, particularly
classification
impractical

of the application

in respect of settlement

schemes, but it is likely to be both unwise and

for planning authorities

improvements

system, for rural settle-

in the application

to abandon the policy.

Further

of selected village development

may

be brought about by a minor revision of the planning system (particularly in respect of social considerations
decisions).

in development

control

For which we have made a number of specific suggestions.

This revision is quite fundamental

to a reappraisal

of settlement

planning policies.,although it is likely that it could be brought
about without the need for amendment to existing legislation
the existing system of 'planning circulars' from the DoE).
village development

(via
Selected

is not a universal panacea for rural problems,

but suitably revised, it does offer the most practical framework
for settlement planning policies

in rural areas.

13.13 Summary of recommendations

The following recommendations

which are base d on the general examination

of the planning process, and its specific application
proposed for further consideration

in the study areas, are

by local and central government.

They are best interpreted not as a major revision of town and country
planning, but more as a refinement of the existing system.
recommendations

are based on the author's opinion derived from this

research that selected village development
offer a practical

The

policies,

framework for village planning

suitably revised,

in England.
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(a)

A new planning unit or board:

Based at the sub-regional

(or perhaps regional) level, with a remit to formulate comprehensive planning policies for rural areas.

(b)

Local government

initiatives

to improve the co-ordination

of policies affecting rural settlement:
achieved through the co-ordinating
sive policies of a sub-regional
(recommendation

(c)

influence of the comprehen-

or regional planning unit

a).

Central government

planning authorities

i)

This might best be

(DoE) should encourage district

to formulate:

Village policy statements:

brief statements of

planning policy for each separate nucleated
ment within their administrative

ii)

Written village plans:

settle-

area;

these would be produced

for selected villages wherein they would replace the
village policy statement.

They might take the form of

elementary reports of local services and utilities
together with an assessment of policy needs and further
strategies.

These plans might also be selectively pro-

duced for other villages, such as settlements with
special amenity consideratins,

where the district

planning authority considered that a fuller analysis
of the local situation was necessary.

These plans might best be non-statutory
continuouj., as opposed to periodic,

in status and subject to

review.
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(d)

Public participations:

Local government,

the parish councils, should encourage
'village appraisals'.

perhaps via

larger villages to produce

These may then be related to, or form

the basis of, written village plans.

Some concern would need

to be paid to the formulation of suchappraisals,to
reflect a variety of village opinions,and

ensure they

not those of one

sectional group.

(e)

Social planning:

rural settlement,

The subject of social planning in

in particular, needs to be given more exten-

sive consideration.

This study has shown how planning decisions

are based on essentially

phsyical planning factors.

a need for greater consideration

There is

of the social context of

planning decisions relating to rural settlements, and of the
social consequences

of planning and related policies.

suggested, almost paradoxically,

We have

that a revision of planning

law to allow direct social planning might not be in the best
interests of rural communities,

since it would institutionalise

undesirable

aspects of social engineering,

mechanism.

We propose that 'social planning' might best be

approached by a central government
local authorities to incorporate
development

control process.

change of approach~it

into the planning

initiative encouraging

social Consideratigns

into the

Although this would be a major

could be instituted within the existing

planning system.

(f)

Settlement classifications:

reviewed.

These should be extensively

We have suggested that classification

approached by effectively

abandoning

settlement

might be better
categorisation,

perhaps by focussing attention on village groups, where the

t :'
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only categorisation

of settlement

would be an elementary

tinction between selected villages
Development

and non-selected

dis-

villages.

control within village groups would then be

associated with village pol icy s t atemen t s s or written plans,
(recommendation

c) and not a categorisation

These recommendations

scheme.

are best seen as a package of proposals

which

are a step towards an improved planning framework for rural settlement
in England.

This is only a refinement

framework.
problems

We should remember

affecting

on decisions

that making real progress with the

rural settlements,

that are external

will still largely depend

to the planning system, particularly

1n respect of service rationalisation
and public initiatives

of the current regulatory

in rural areas, and private

for capital investment.

13.14 Further research

This study has highlighted
particular.

on the following

(a)
policies

An assessment

in

subjects:

of the basis and role of employment

and initiatives

i)

the need for further research,

in rural areas, and in particular:

The advantages

and disadvantages

centres of employment

of developing

outside the built up areas of

villages e.g. 'green field' trading estates.

ii)

An examination

disadvantages
development

of the practical

of a local initiative
of small scale employment

advantages
to encourage

and
the

units within villages.
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(b)

An examination of the potential and actual mechanisms

for local government encouragement

(c)

of 'mobile' rural servicing.

An assessment of the influence of settlement morphology

on community interaction in villages.

This might be approached

through an examination of the concept of "social action space".

(d)

Detailed examination of the relationships between the

rate of development,and

community interaction in rural settle-

ment.

(e)

Further examination of the mechanisms of social polar-

isation of the middle classes in rural settlement, with an
assessment of the contribution of planning policies and development control decisions to the process.
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APPENDIX ONE

INTER WAR REGIONAL PLANNING SCHEMES
(AND THEIR PRINCIPAL AUTHORS)

The existence of 'regional' planning reports published prior
to 1947, but largely in the inter-war period, is not widely acknowledged. These were not true regional plans in the sense that we would: now
refer to them, since their geographical

coverage varied from areas as

' d~v~
i idua 1 town 1 to studies which covered much larger areas
sma 11 as an ~n

on what we would now call a sub-regional

Eighty-One

2
scale •

reports were published before the Second World War3.

The earliest of these being the LiverpooZ study
Liverpool

Regional Survey Association,

a number of reports were published

prepared by the

and published

in 1920. In addition

during and after the Second World War,

partly in response to the call in the Barlow report

4

of 1940 for more

studies on this scale and partly because of the actual and perceived
demands of post war reconstruction.

Whilst such reports were not 'inter-

war' reports as such, they were nonetheless

very much the same in type

as their pre-war predecessors.

Regional planning
Chapter

scheme had little effective

2) and are best interpreted

statutory authority

(see

as studies rather than as plans which

they were often called. They were prepared by, but more usually for Joint
Town Planning Committees

and. occasionally

by individual

local authorities.

7~6

In this context the Housing and Town Planning Act of 1919 was of considerab1e importance, since it permitted local authorities
to form

Joint Town Planning Committees,

to join together

in order to prepare such

schemes. In a situation of limited finance and scarce resources this
was a particularly

important parliamentary

concession to the local

authorities.

Studies of rural areas were much less common than those of
metropolitan

areas. Generally reports concerning rural areas constituted

parts of urban studies.

This was largely because the Housing and Town

Planning Act of 1919 made the preparation of planning schemes compulsory
for only those authorities with more than 20,000 population

(see Chapter

Two). Consequentl~ without this impulse few schemes were prepared for
completely rural areas. A notable exception to this principle, and probably
the earliest scheme to analyse in detail specifically rural problems,
and to suggest constructive planning policy guidelines outside the usually
accepted, and largely ineffective,
5

report of 1934.

It is significant

zoning schemes, was the Cambridgeshire
that this was the first regional

planning report to be concerned with a fundamentally
theless as late as 1946 the Her~ordshire

rural region. None-

study was able to comment:

"Surveys of districts or regions such as thisQ..e. rura~
are at present rare enough for each new venture to have
the nature of a pioneer work" 6.

We can identify forty-nine regional planning reports published
before 1940 which are concerned wholly or partly (to a sufficient degree
to be of interest to this research) with rural areas. Ten of these were
produced by Joint Town Planning Committees,but

itwas more common for

these reports to be prepared by consultants employed by these committees
(since few Joint Town Planning Committees had sufficient resources or
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qualified staff to complete the work themselves). It is an interesting
feature of these reports that their preparation was dominated by a very
small number of consultants. These few individuals must have represented
a relatively large proportion of the very small total number of personnel
in the emerging planning profession.

Occasionally

the consultants

produced the regional planning reports by working on their own, but more
usually the reports were at~ributed to a small team of consultants
incorporating various combinations of these individuals. The following
authors worked on two or more of the forty nine reports concerning
rural areas (the number of actual reports is given in brackets):

T.Adams

(10)

F.L.Thompson

(10)

P.Abercrombie

(8)

W.R.Davidge

(8)

G.M.Fry (7)
S.A.Kelly (6)
S.D.Adshead (3)
W.H.Thmpson

(3)

Earl of Mayo (2)

The large number of individual reports is accounted for by joint
authorship of reports, with up to three or four consultants working
on some of the reports. Nonetheless this represents a remarkable
concentration of responsibility for these planning schemes. In fact
these nine authors were involved (in various combinations) in no less
than thirty of these rural or semi-rural reports.
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Inter-war planning
literature

concerning

tion of responsibility

reports were particularly

rural planning,
indicates

sible, albeit not collectively,
planning

important

to the

of that period. This concentra-

that a small group of men were responfor developing

and disseminating

rural

ideas before 1939. A study of these reports suggests that

Abercrombie,

Davidge, W.H.Thompson,

and the Earl of Mayo were especially

important.

The author would like to draw attention

to the collection of

inter-war reports contained in the Library of the Department
Environment.

of the

Access to these documents may be granted to scholars.

FOOTNOTES

1. For example see:

The Doncaster regional planning scheme (1921).

P.Abercrombie,

2. For example, see:
P.Abercrombie,

3. According

S.A.Ke11y, CUmbrian regional planning scheme (1932).

to the Ministry of Housing and Local Government bibliography

No. 116, RegionaZ pZanning schemes 1920-l939.
4. HMSO, Distribution of the Industrial population. Report of the Royal
Commission

(1940). Cmnd.6153.

5. W.R.Davidge,

cambridgeshire regional planning scheme (1934).

60 Herefordshire
war reconstruction

and District Joint Town Planning Committee

(for post

and planning), Herefordshire survey (1946).
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APPENDIX

A comparison

of the standards

TWO

of shopping and servicing

provision between the new villages
and Bar Hill, Cambridgeshire,

of New Ash Green, Kent,

and established

settlements

of a similar size

New Ash Green and Bar Hill are new villages whose very recent
origins have been examined

in Chapter Four.

tations in the classical sense of the word.

They are settlement planThis appendix seeks to

examine their relative standards of shopping and service provision.

Both of these settlements
standards.

are to be large centres by rural

New Ash Green in Kent is proposed to accommodate

to six thousand people, and Bar Hill about four thousand

The original,

detailed proposals

five

(initially).

for both of these new vill-

age sjp ropose-dshopp ing centres in the village and a full range of
community

facilities.

Span Developments

The report by the New Ash Green developers,

Limited, summarises

a fairly detailed examination

of the proposed village centre as:
"The shopping and social centre 18 directly related
to each residential area. It will comprise a well
serviced group of about twenty-five shops with flats
or offices over, pubs, banks, post office, cafe etc.
It is also proposed to provide a community building
which will include a mUlti-purpose hall and rooms
for the use of clinics, library, committee activities,
exhibitions
in addition to the estate administration
t
offices ".

In practise,

as both villages near completion neither has

obtained the original objectives
centre

for shops and services.

at New Ash Green is completed

and fully occupied.

The village
In all
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there are fourteen shops and eight service units. In Bar Hill there
2
are
only six shops and another six service units. When this village was visited,

two of the shops had recently closed down and two

more of the purpose built units still had no occupier.
acknowledge

We should

that the small number of outlets in Bar Hill is partly

associated with the proximity

and accessibility

of the village to

Cambridge.

The standards of shopping and service provision
settlements

of a similar size to the two new villages obviously

var~es quite considerably

amongst different

centres.

Leake, Steyning and Wells are good yardsticks
ative of a range of provision
Fakenham,

in established

in established

is less representative

can be found in a settlement

Bingham, East

because they are !epresentrural centres of this size.

but it does illustrate

the level that

of this size which serves an extensive

hinterland.

Table 1 shows the population
provision

of the five established

for New Ash Green and Bar Hill.
provision

size and the retail and service
rural centres, together with those
This simple comparison

in the two new villages

is relatively

this is a crude method of comparing
functional

the centres.

structure of the new villages

villages may be of more value.

poor.
An

Nonetheless,
analysis of the

and of the five established

Table 2 represents

which are common in large established

shows that

villages;

those functions

all of these are

found in at least three of the case studies and many are found in
all of them.

This list does not include a variety of ancillary

services such as plumbers,

decorators

and taxi services, when these

are run by just one or two people from a private house.
vices are a significant

Such ser-

element of the service structure of a com-
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munity but they are often difficult

to detect by normal field work

and research methods and consequently

The functional

structure

also detailed in Table 2.
Ash Green by (N).

sector.

at Bar Hill and New Ash Green is

Bar Hill is represented

Of the twenty-six

istic of the five established
Bar Hill seven.

they are not considered here.

retailing

by (B) and New

functions

villages New Ash Green has ten and

The situation is little better in the servicing

New Ash Green has nine of the twenty-five

listed functions

and Bar Hill, helped by its single multi-denominational
has ten.

character-

church,

In the new villages most of the basic shopping functions

are present but the various additional
other large villages are not.

functions

that characterise

The situation is similar with ser-

vices, but the absence of important services such as a doctor

(in

Bar Hill), a dentist, garage, police station and library is notable.
The other element which characterises

these new villages

is a lack

of range and choice amongst some of the more common shopping facilities.

For example, New Ash Green has two clothing stores and two

grocers; otherwise there is none of the duplication
that is a characteristic

In conclusions
facilities

attraction

it is clear

in the two new villages

ural' villages of a similar size.
ural villages have established

of most larger villages.

the shopping and servicing

that

are inferior to those of 'natThis is partly because the nat-

facilities

that are used, tradition-

ally, by residents of both the home village
smaller villages

of facilities

(although Steyning maintains

shopping facilities with only marginal

and of neighbouring
a wide range of

use by neighbour villages

New villages have neither a tradition of use nor an established
hinterland

and this must work against a full range of facilities.

3).
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An

additional

factor is that neither

reached its target population,
may discourage

an extensive

of the new villages has yet

although both are close, and this

range of shops and services being pro-

vided in the villages until they have attained their planned size.
Yet all the planned units for shops and services in New Ash Green
have been built and all are occupied.
further development

There is little provision

of the facilities.

It is possible that as the two new villages
they establish
expand.

for

themselves,

develop and as

facilities within the settlements

will

Should this happen there will be p~anning problems over

the location of new facilities

as neither of the centres seems to

have catered for later expansion.

The author is also of the opinion

that even should this occur it is likely to take a long time after
the two villages reach their full development

size.

The experience

of the British new towns is not strictly comparable,

but there are

commonly ten or fifteen year time lags between development
achievement

of adequate shopping and servicing facilities

and the
in these

centres.

If the experience

of New Ash Green and Bar Hill is a guide,

then planners

should realise that more new villages will not make

a significant

contribution

Instead, settlements

of the countryside.

would be 'created which will have the shopping

and servicing facilities
facilities

to the facilities

(and in all probability

also) of established

settlements,

the recreational

a third of their size

4

Whilst the existing facilities of New Ash Green and Bar Hill are
adequate

(in terms of every-day needs), it is quite probable that

residents will expect wider provision.

Unless a solution to this

can be found it is likely to prove one of the major draw backs of he
idea of new villages.
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APPENDIX 2.

Shop and service provision

Centre

County

Table 1

1n the study villages

Population

Number
of shops

Number
of service

Bingham

Notts.

5,053

38

48

East Leake

Notts.

4,720

27

35

Fakenham

Norfolk

4,467

72

47

Wells

Norfolk

2,345

32

Steyning

Sussex

3,245

55

12

New Ash Green

Kent

5,000 2

14

8

Bar Hill

Cambridgesh i.re

4,000 2

6

6

1.

1

2sl

The figures for Wells are adjusted to take account of its

status as a tourist centre (this is referred to in Chapter Five).
Gift shops, etc., are excluded,

but it is probable that the net

figures are still higher than would be the case if no summer tourist trade existed.

2.

These figures represent the initial target population

centres.

for these

In both cases this figure, at the time of writing, is

nearly obtained.

Sources:

The population figures for the five established

taken from the 1971 Census.

centres

are

The number of shops and services refer

to fieldwork in 1972 for Steyning, 1973/4 for Bingham and East Leake,
1974 for New Ash Green and Bar Hill and 1975 for Fakenham.
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The distribution

Table 2

of functions in the study villages

RETAILING FUNCTIONS

(a)

(Clothes con t ,)
Shoes*
Mens clothes

Food and drink
Baker** (N)
Butcher** (N)
Greengrocer**
Grocer**(N)
Confectioner* .(B)
Fishmonger*
Off Licence* (N)

(b)

(d)

Toys** (B) (N)
Newsagent** (B) (N)
General** (B)
Pets
Leather goods
Auto shop
Sports

Household
Hardware ** (B) (N)
Electric** (B) (N)
Florist* (N)
Gardening*
DIY Store* (J3)
Jewellers
Antiques
Stationers

(c)

Clothes
Ladies clothes** (N)
Childrens clothes*
SERVICING FUNCTIONS

(e)

Personal
Ladies hairdresser**
Barber**
Optician*
Dentist*
Doctor** (N)
Chiropodist

(f)

Household
Chemist** (B) (N)
Launderette** (N)
Bank** (B) (N)
Post Office** (B) (N)
Building Socie ty
Estate agents
Solicitors

Others

(B)
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SERVICING FUNCTIONS Cont
(g)

Education
Primary school** (B) (N)
Secondary school**
Library*

(h)

Religious
Anglican church** (B) (N)
Methodist church* (B)
Catholic church (B)

(i)

Other
Filling station**
Motor engineers**
Restaurant/Take away** (B) (N)
Public house** (B) (N)
Police*
Licenced betting office

**:
*
B
N

Found in all the established centres
Found in four of the established centres
Present in Bar Hill
Present in New Ash Green

Source:

Fieldwork

(see 'source' note on previous table),
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FOOTNOTES

1.

Span Developments Limited, New AshGreen:

A new village near

Hartley~ Kent (1965), section 6.

2.

This information was accurate at the time of the survey: Bar

Hill, 28th September 1974 and New Ash Green, 14th August 1974.

3.

D. Parsons, The functional evolution of Steyning~ Sussex. Unpub-

lished B.A. Dissertation

4.

(1973), p. 24.

Research in South Nottinghamshire

and North Norfolk villages

and experience of many other parts of the country suggests that the
level of provision in New Ash Green and Bar Hill is on a par with
medium order villages with between one and two thousand inhabitants,
i.e. settlements about a third a size of the two new villages.
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APPENDIX

3

Counties surveyed in the detailed examination
formal adoption

of the period of

of selected village development

Administrative

counties relate to boundaries

policies.

prior to the

revision of April 1st, 1974, associated with the Local Government
Act of 1972.

Berkshire
Cambridgeshire
Cheshire
Co. Durham
Cornwall
Devon
East Sussex
Hampshire
Huntingdonshire
Isle of Wight
Kent
Lancashire
Lincolnshire

: 'District' of Lindsey

Lincolnshire

: 'District' of Kesteven

Lincolnshire

: 'District' of Holland

Norfolk
Northumberland
Nottinghamshire
Somerset
Surrey
West Sussex
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For each of these counties the following plans and reports
were examined

(where prepared):

of county development plans

county development

(and subsequent

quinquennial

special policy documents and reports concerning
plans.

plans; 1st review
reviews;

rural settlement

County structure plans and related 'Local or Area' plans

were not formally consulted since these related to the local
government boundaries post 1974, and because few county planning
authorities were beyond the draft preparation
examination.

stage at the time of
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APPENDIX FOUR

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

SURVEY

Introduction

The questionnaire
research methodology.

survey was a fundamental
Consequently,

element of the

the successful

the survey in both South Nottinghamshire

completion

of

and North Norfolk was

integral to the overall sucess of the research scheme.

The initial step in the design of the questionnaire
the definition
discussed

of the objectives

of the survey.

survey was

Oppenheim has

the importance of survey goals:

"A questionnaire is not just a list of questions or
a form to be filled out. It is essentially a scientific instrument for measurement and for collection
of particular kinds of data. Like all such instruments, it has to be specifically designed according
to particular specifications and with specific aims
in mind, and the data it yields are subject to error.
We cannot judge a questionnaire as good or bad,
efficient or inefficient, unless we know what job
it was meant to do. This means that we have to think
not merely about the wording of particular questions,
but first and foremost about the design of the investigation as a whole."l

The principal

characteristic

goal investigation.
which was essential
satisfactorily

of this survey was that it was a multi-

The questionnaire

was to collect information

to the research scheme but which could not be

obtained from other sources.

naire was to collect information

Broadly the question-

in four main areas:
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(a)

Demographic

and related data, such as length of

residence, previous place of residence, reason for moving to
the village, etc.

(b)

Socio-economic

data.

information on employment,

(c)

These included a wide variety of

consumer behaviour and recreation.

Details on conflict, tension and friendliness

in

the village communities.

(d)

Attitudes to development

and change 1n the respective

villages.

In addition, specific information on household composition, social
class, age and car ownership was also collected.

It was possible

to collect these latter details from other sources but these were
included in the questionnaire

schedule because they were required

for the analysis of the questionnaire

results and for an assessment

of the error of the survey.

The design of the questionnaire

This was a complex task.

form

Five draft questionnaire

forms were

produced before a format suitable for the pilot survey was decided
on.

Observations

from the pilot survey suggested a few minor mod-

ifications to this fifth draft.

The final format is illustrated

by a specimum form enclosed as the Annex to this Appendix.
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The method of designing
less systematic
research,

a questionnaire

form uses a rather

approach than other aspects of social survey

such as sampling,

for example. Nonetheless,

mon sense alone is an inadequate basis for design.
of literature has been published
survey techniques

attempted.

A great deal

in the last twenty years on social

and aspects of questionnaire

review of this literature

simple com-

design.

An extensive

is essential before a survey design is

The author found the following

texts to be of particular

use in the context of this survey: Payne 2, Selltiz et al
and Cannel

456
Oppenheim,

and Lininger

objectives

and Kalton

7

and Warwick

design is involved with two fundamental

and accuracy.

Relevance

is a simple refinement

issues,
of the

of the survey in association with a clear knowledge

the detailed requirements.
of minimising

of

Accuracy in the survey is a function

possible sources of bias and error.

of questionnaire
questions

,Moser

,Kahn

8

Questionnaire
relevance

Hyman

3

design the principal

In the context

causes of bias are misphrased

and poorly structured questionnaires.

The references

ready quoted discuss the subject of question wording.

al-

These sources

combined with common sense and thorough testing were found to be
adequate in minimising
standing questions.

the possibility

of respondents

Associated with the wording

to define certain operational

misunder-

issue was the need

terms.

The sequence of the questions had an important function to
play in maintaining
eration.

the interest of the respondent

This was especially

mat of this length.

and their co-op-

important with a questionnaire

for-
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For the most part intellectual
procedures,

form.

However,

for the development

of bias going unrecognised
Firstly, the development

of Geography.

person was

of the form the chance of some sources

was high. Two safeguards were adopted.
of the questionnaire

form was reviewed

Dr. Wheeler, of the

The final form was additionally

to Mr. Lawson, the rural planning
Planning

of design

in a situation where one

draft by draft by the author's supervisor,
Department

knowledge

and common sense were adequate to minimise bias on the

questionnaire
responsible

honesty,

Studies at Nottingham

specialist

University,

submitted

at the Institute of

for professional

The second safeguard was rigorous testing of the form.

comments.

The pilot

survey would normally perform this task, but as it was hoped that
the results of the pilot survey might be used in the final analysis
along with those of the other survey villages, it was necessary
have ironed out major causes of bias and misunderstanding
form before it was so tested.
sultation'

in the

This was achieved by a simple 'con-

survey of six households

Southwater in Sussex.

in the authors home village

These households

of

were interviewed normally

and then asked their opinions of the use of the form, whether
had been any misleading

to

there

questions or others they had not understood.

In addition, the ~uthor had some knowledge

of what the replies should

be on subjects such as consumer behaviour,

village conflict, etc.

and was consequently

able to review the use of the survey in some

of the more sensitive areas of the form which would be expected to
be subject to a greater degree of bias or error than other sections.

The consultation

test was an experimental

The author could not find evidence of parallel
other social surveys.

It was considered

testing procedure.
tests being used in

that interviewer

bias or

respondent bias might be caused through the author's association
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with the village.

In addition, the possibility

of areal distor-

tions caused by testing the form in a different part of the country
to those in which it would be applied, could not be discounted.
In practice, however, this consultation
sucessful.

test seemed to be very

Two design faults were indicated in the consultation,

and these were subsequently

corrected before the questionnaire

had its final testing in the pilot survey.

The structure of the survey

The method by which the questionnaires

would be completed was

chosen from the two alternatives of a mail/postal
interview survey

9

survey, or an

The use of the telephone as an interviewing

medium in recent social surveys in the United States was considered
to be financially impracticable

and was therefore not considered

as a third alternative.

Self-administered
over interview surveys.
parable interview-based
(or representative)

mail surveys have two principle advantages
Firstly they exhaust less time than comsurveys.

Secondly, as the survey organiser

does not come into direct contact with the

respondent the possibility of interviewer bias is greatly reduced.
The principle problems of postal surveys are the falloff

of res-

pondent interest in the survey, even when reminder letters are
used and the questionnaire

is accompanied by an explanatory

letter, and the generally lower response rate.

covering

Scott has discussed

the use of mail surveys at length and provides a full account of
operational advantages and disadvantages

10

Interviewer based surveys allow greater flexibility than those
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based on postal response.
coding assessments,
hold.

A suitably qualified

can make

for example, of the social class of the house-

A skilled interviewer

of the respondent

interviewer

is also able to maintain the interest

and this partly accounts for the much higher

response rates characteristic

of these surveys.

Unfortunately,

interviewer based social surveys introduce the element of interviewer bias.

This method of survey was chosen for this research.

The choice was determined principally

because of the greater flex-

ibility it facilitated, particularly

in connection with the various

attitude questions.

The interviewing
This was principally

for the survey was undertaken by the author.
determine.d by the size of the survey and by the

lack of financial resources to recruit interviewers.
other advantages to this choice.
viewer recruitment
supervision,

There were

There were no problems of

inter-

and selection, no training programme or field

no need to edit returned ~orms as this was done in

the field, and no significant

quality differential

interviews were completed by one person.

as all the

In addition, undertaking

the interviewing himself had the big advantage of developing

a

~pirit of place' in the author. This may seem a fairly abstract concept but it had real advantages when assessing the results of the
survey, and also in collecting a wide variety of additional

infor-

mation from the respondents.

Once the survey method was established,

it was necessary

to

select those villages that were to be surveyed and to decide what
samples of the respective village populations
viewed.

were to be inter-

Both village selection and sampling procedures have been

discussed at length in Chapter Six.
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The pilot survey

The village of Wyaa1l in South Nottinghamshire

was selected

as the community in which the pilot survey was to be carried out.
In accordance with the sampling parameters mentioned
Six, a thirty-five per cent sample was selected.
total of twenty-six households

in Chapter

This gave a

to be interviewed:

Where sample size S is a function of the total
number of households

Ht in the village, as re-

corded by the 1971 census, and the sampling
proportion P.
Then,

=

35

S =

26 households

25.55 households

(rounded off)

The pilot survey was designed to test both the validity of
the questionnaire
parameters.
factory.

form and also the survey method and the sampling

The questionnaire

form was found to be very satis-

Only minor problems of presentation

were discovered

and

these were not thought to be significant enough to bias the
results of the pilot survey.

This survey did show the need for

one question to be added to the final questionnaire
households

in the village commented that newcomers

format.

Many

to the village

did not attempt to establish themselves in the community.

Conse-

quently, it was thought that this attitude should be tested in other
villages.
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The survey method showed no problems

in Wysall although on the

basis of the response rates in Wysall and the collection
4.3 completed questionnaires

per day, it was decided to reduce the

minimum number of visits per household
evening visit if the householder
day).

The sampling procedures

to three

(including one

could not be contacted during the

were also considered

twenty of the twenty-six householders
one refused

rate of

to be a success;

replied to the questionnaire;

(the lowest refusal rate of all the villages),

five could not be contacted.

This represented

and

a completion

rate

of 76.9 per cent which was much higher than had been anticipated.

The pilot survey also had the function of introducing
author to the practical

complexities

variety of organisational

problems.

drawing a sample from the electoral
addresses

of interviewing
For example,

the

and to a

it was found that

register led to inadequate

for many of the outlying village households.

In such

cases it was found that an inquiry at the village sub-post office
would save much wasted time searching

for the. relevant household.

Fieldwork

The pilot survey was completed

in June, 1974.

this were compared with similar information
(see Chapter Nine for a full discussion)
degree of error was acceptable
survey had been a success.
survey commenced
shire.

The results of

from the 1971 census

to establish whether

the

and therefore whether or not the

This having been established,

the full

in the remaining six villages in South Nottingham-
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The survey in South Nottinghamshire
1974, and continued until February,
total of fifty-nine
Christmas

interviewing

of the perceived

This represented

for the
inter-

No fieldwork took place on weekends because

risk of higher refusal rates.

are examined

a

and a rate of 5.9 completed

tion rate in South Nottinghamshire
response

1975.

days, after accounting

recess and bad weather,

views per working day.

stated in early November,

The overall comple-

was 71.8 per cent.

Rates of

in more detail in Table One.

The North Norfolk survey started in late August, 1975, and was
finished

towards the end of the following month, a total of twenty-

three working
interviews
slightly

days.

This represented

a rate of 9.6 completed

per day, a much higher rate which was a function of a
lower response rate, a greater degree of experience on

the part of the author and considerably
The over-all

response rate in Norfolk was 60.0 per cent.

less satisfactory
nonetheless

better weather conditions.

than in the Nottinghamshire

considered

to be satisfactory

cross section of the surveyed villages.
two case studies was considered
Norfolk householders

This was

case study but was

in providing

a reasonable

The difference between the

to be accounted for by many of the

being absent on holiday and perhaps marginally

by second home ownership in that county (resulting in weekend occupation of some households).

The problem of non-response
in South Nottinghamshire,
non-response

was more important in Norfolk

but it was significant

than

here also because

in social surveys is rarely a product of strictly

random factors.

In this context it was thought to be important

collect some information

about households

that did not respond.

to
In
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practice,

however, only the most basic details were obtainable

for all non-response

households.

These are shown in Table Two.

Coding in the questionnaire

Pre-coding

of the questionnaire

form was limited through the

need to economise on space in the format.
of the questionnaire

In addition, the nature

itself also restricted

the use of pre-coding.

Since the survey was to be analysed by computer, using the facilities
at the Cripps Computing Centre at Nottingham University,
necessary

it was

to code most of the responses after completion of the

survey.

Coding only presented
response'

a significant problem on the 'open

sections of the questionnaire,

respondents

those sections in which

were asked their reasons for their attitudes to housing

and the conversion of property in the villages.

It was clear from

the interviewing

that many of these responses could be grouped as

common replies.

However, defining a list of coded categories to

cover all the different attitudes proved a considerable problem.
It was initially hoped that attitudes would fall into a few categories and that the exceptions
an 'other reasons' category.
were restricted
however,

to the pattern could be coded into
In practice, the majority of responses

to a small number of categories; the remainder,

covered a wide range of attitudes and it was considered

that

too much data would be lost by coding all of these in one category.
Consequently,

the open response sections of the survey gave rise to

an exceptionally
social psychology,

large number of categories.

Without training in

it was considered inadvisable to attempt to

reduce this number by amalgamating

similar attitude categories.
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Coding inevitably

led to some error in the presentation

to the computer for analysis.
of error when transferring

of data

Firstly, there was the possibility

information

from the individual quest-

ionnaire forms to the coding sheets.

An

additional source of error

was the punching of computer cards from these coding sheets.
minimise

To

these sources of erro~ editing checks were used at both

of these stages.

Analysis

of the questionnaire

survey

The bulk of the survey was analysed with the aid of the lCL
1906A computer at the Cripps Comuting Centre at Nottingham
versity.

Some of the data, howeve~

was presented

structure

that it did not lend itself to worthwhile

Uni-

in such a
computation

(using the chosen package) and it was decided that it would more
efficient

to analyse these sections manually.

a small proportion

of all the data.

Three sections of the questionnaire
of shopping;
information

This represented

servicing; and recreation.

were analysed manually

patterns

In addition, some

on household employment was not suitable for computation

along with the remainder of the survey data.

Discussion with

Mr Ebdon of the Department of Geogrpahy indicated that these three
sections were not suitable for analysis through the SPSS procedures
• der of the data 11
w h'1Ch were to b e use d for the rema1n

Additional

advice from Dr Mather of the Department of Geography, Nottingham
University,

indicated that programmes

could be written or adapted

to compute these sections but that this would be impracticable
as it would be far quicker to analyse these manually.

In addition
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the flexibility

of manual analysis led to less data loss than would

have been the case had computer analysis been used.

Finally, none

of the three sections required the use of any advanced statistics,
and so they were statistically

suitable for manual analysis.

It was decided to use the statistical package for the Social
Scientists

for the analysis of the survey.

The options available

for the SPSS system on the ICL 1906A made this the ideal package
for analysing the questionnaire.

One particular

feature of the

initial version of SPSS (version 5.0, ICL ammended) to be used, was
the facility to construct and define (through simple adjusted Fortran
statements)
procedure
statistics

a subfile structure in the data records.
statements

Subsequent

then allowed the tabulation exercises and

to be presented

for either:

the whole survey, the

two case study areas, or individual villages.

This enabled the

results to be analysed by the individual villages.

In subsequent

runs the subfile procedure card recoded the subfiles into aggregate subfiles for the two case study areas, thereby computing
results at the case study level as well as for the individual vi1lages.

The analysis was conducted by defining and creating a 'system
file' of fifty-six variables.

These were subsequently analysed by

a variety of simple run programs, according to different needs by
12
the appropriate procedure as defined in the SPSS manua 1
• For
example, the Condescriptive
statistics

procedure computed basic descriptive

for continuous variables and was used to analyse inform-

ation such as length of residence in the communities.
the most useful procedure,
the production

Codebook was

defining simple statistics relating to

of frequency tables for ordinal data.

Finally the
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Crosstabs

procedure was used to cross-tabulate

variables

and to test the significance

through computing chi-square

a wide range of

of certain

relationships

for each cross tabulation.

Some of the final stages of the analysis were carried out
using a more advanced version of SPSS (version 6.5, CDC ammended)
available

at the University of London Computer Centre

the University
necessitated
magnetic

of Manchester

~CC)

Regional Computing Centre.

and

This

the systems file 'PARSFILE' to be recreated on

tape storage using a temporary allocation of permanent

file space to re-structure

the file.

As previously mentioned the input medium for the programme was
computer cards.
The subsequent

The data cards we~e punched over a one week period.
generation of the initial systems file was carried

out over a six week period of program running and

amendment.

This

was followed by the analysis procedures which lasted a further month,
with

Qcassional

supplementary

runs to ULCC over the next eighteen

months.

Summary

Figure One represents a flow diagram which summarises the procedures involved in the design of the questionnaire

survey.

The

diagram is related to this survey but might be equally employed in
any other multi-objective

social survey of similar scale.
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Figure 1

!he survey process

Define the objectives of
the survey.

t
Ascertain the information
,'required from the survey

t

Design: Formulate the specific ouestions and strueture these into a presentable ouestionnaire form,
with respect for issues of
bias~sequence and analysis.
Error ~n the design
or structure of the
IConsultationJI-----+-~----_f questionnaire form.

t

r-------~--_,

t
Modification as
suggested by the
pilot survey.

bstablish the appropriate
sample size(s) for the survey.

_1
Decide on the method of the
survey establishing a uniform procedure for return
visits, non response, field
coding etc. Hecruit interviewers.

t

~-~~~-~

Conduct a pilot survey so
as tp test the questionnaire design, sampling procedures and the method of
the survey.

t

Fieldwork: Collection of
completed questionnaires,
field supervision of interviewers and editing of ths
forms if necessary.

t
Coding of responses, with
consideration for the needs
of the method of analysis.

t

Analysis, followed by the presentation of the
results.

~
~_~_~_~
,
Postal surveys may reQuire a Vlrl~er samp I.c
than survey by interview.
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APPENDIX FOUR

ANNEX

The format of the questionnaire as
used in the household survey in
South Nottinghamshire and North
Norfolk.
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THE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT

CONFIDENTIAL

OF NOTTINGHAM
OF GEOGRAPHY

Household code No ••••••••
House type ••••••••••••••
RURAL SETTLEMENT

1.

SURVEY

Is this house your permanent home? IF SO, is it:
(a) owner occupied

----

(b) rented

----- (c) a

tied cottage

_

IF NOT, is it a holiday home that is:
(a) owned by yourself

----- (b) rented

(please tick)

IF OTHER, please specify:

2.

How long has your immediate family, that is yourself,
and any children, lived in:
(a) this house

3.

----- (b) this vi llage

_ (c) this county

----

If your immediate family has not lived in this village all its life,
in which town or village did you last live (give county also). If
the respondents 'family' has lived here all its life enter 'NONE':

4. Have you or your husband/wife
Yes
5.

your husband/wife,

----

No

ever lived in a town?

-----

Why did you move to this village?
(a) For the village community spirit

---- (b) To a job or to be within

commuting range of a job

__ (c) Property cheaper than in nearby town

(d) Liked the particular house

----

(f) Wanted to be near friends

------

(h) Offered accommodation
(j) For retirement

(e) Wanted to be near relatives

by the council

--------

(k) To be in the countryside

(1) Other reason (please specify)

--------

(g) Moved to a spouse on marriage

--- (i) Born here -----------

__

----
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6.

Could you please glve me the following simple details for all the
people living in this house.
(Take a separate line for each person
in the house: see notes below the table for marital status and age
group codes).
Relationship to the
head of Household

Single - S
Married - M
Widowed - W
Divorced - D
7.

Marital status

Sex

years old = 1
0-4
4 -14
"
" = 2
15 -24
"
" = 3

Age Group

25 - 44 years old = 4
45 - 64
"
" = 5
65 and over
= 6

Please give me the following information for any of the above who are
working full time. (Take a separate line for each person and put an 'X'
against the line relating to the head of the household).
Sex of
worker

Name of town, village
or farm where they work

Occupation

Usual method of
travel to work

N.B. Usual means of travel to work: Walking (W), Private car (C),
Public transport (P), Works bus (WB), Cycle (B), Motor cycle (M)
taxi (T).
8.

Are there any retired people in the immediate family? IF SO,
(a) How many are there?

_ (b) What was their last full-time Occupation?

(c) Where did they last live (Give town/village

and county
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9.

If there ~re any members of this household engaged in full-time education
whether in school or college, could you please say for each of them:
'
which town or village they go to school/college in, whether this is a
primary or secondary school or college, and how they usually travel to
school/college.
(Take a separate line for each person).
Locat1.on of school!
college

Pr1mary!Secondary!
college

10. How many cars are there in this household?
How many motor cycles are the~

Usual means of travel

------

in this household?

------

N.B. This includes any cars etc. which are not owned by the family but which
they regularly use e.g. company cars and vans, cars being purchased under
Hire purchase agreements etc. The term 'household' refers to those members
of the family defined before as 'immediate family' plus any other person
living in the house e.g. lodgers.

11. The following questions concern your usual shopping habits:
General Hardware, DIY &
Daily groceries e.g.
garden goods
bread, eggs & cheese
_utensils etc
In which towns or villages
do you normally buy these
three different types of
shopping?

Roughly how often do you
go to buy these?
How do you usually travel
to the shops when you go
to buy these,

Expensive
Household e.g.
furniture
cookers etc.

12.
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Would you please answer the three following questions
shopping questions:

Post Office

in the same way as the

Dentist

Bank

In wh1ch towns or v111ages
do you most use these?

Roughly how often do you
use these?
~ow do you usually travel
~hen you go to use these?

13.

14.

How often do you use mobile shops or vans: (a) Rarely
(b) Less than once a week

(c) About once a week

(d) More than once a week

(e) Never

How many different travelling shops do you use

and what are the goods

you usually buy from them
N.B. By travelling shops I mean both the mobile shops and vans which travel
through the villages and also any tradesmen who deliver such goods as
groceries, meat and fish etc.
15.

We would like to know what recreation village people participate in, even
if only occasionally, outside the home. This includes clubs and societies
such as the Womens Institute, Guides and Scouts, outdoor activities such as
sailing, fishing and golf, and attendance at church etc. For every activity
that members of the household participate in or attend, please give brief
details on: what the activity is, where it is normally held or attended,
how often it is attended and how the family member usually travels to it.
{~Qn~,..~t:~

l:in~

~ame of Activity

fn,.. "'AC'.h ::at't"ivitv'

Usual location
of the activity (town
village or area)

Household
member (s)
participa ting

Frequency
of
Attendance

Mode of
Travel
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16.

Roughly how often do members of this household go to the cinema/theatre?

IF NEVER, omit Q's 17 & 18.
17. How do you normally travel whep you go to the cinema/theatre

18.

In which towns do you usually go to see the cinema/theatre, and
do you go to one of these more often than the others? (Underline
any town more often attended).

19.

In general do you find this village~.
(a) over friendly, i.e. too much 'dropping in' or :goasiping'
(b) very friendly
friendly

_

(c) quite friendly

----

-----

(d) not very

--- (e) unfriendly --- (f) don't know -----

20~ Do you feel you have fitted into the life of the village:

_
--- (b) not as fully as you wished
(c) much less than you wished
--- (d) newcomer, not had time to assess
the situation
---- (e) don't know ----(a) as fully as you wished

21.

you feel there are any signs of tension or resentment between
long-standing residents and recent arrivals in the village?

Do

(a) clear signs
(d) don't know

_ (b) some signs

(c) no signs

_

_

----

22. Of all of your friends roughly how many would you say live in this

village. (Separate answer for husband and wife, if husband not
present ask wife to estimate - stressing that he may have friends
at work).
Husband

Wife

None

.
Under i
From

1- i

From

i-i

Over f
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23.

In the last 10 years there have been many/several new houses
built in this village. How do you feel about these?
(a) generally
disapprove

approve

----

(b) mixed feelings

(d) don't know

----

----

(c) generally

-----

FOR WHAT REASONS do you hold this opinion on new housing in the
village?

24.

Also in the last 10 years some of the older buildings in the village
have been converted to modern cottages. How do you feel about this?
(a) generally
disapprove

approve

----

----

(b) mixed feelings

(d) don't know

----

(c) generally

----

FOR WHAT REASONS do you hold this opinion on converting old houses?
25.

How do you feel newcomers have fitted into the village?

26.

Do you believe it would be right to build many more new houses in this
village?
YES

_

NO

-------

Why do you believe

DON'T KNOW

----

this?

Would you move to another village or town if more houses were built here?
YES

27.

------ NO ------

DON'T KNOW

-----

Do you think you might move from this village in the future?
If

80,

what do you think might be the reason for you moving?

__
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APPENDIX

FIVE

MAP S OF THE STUDY VILLAGE S

This appendix contains maps of the study villages refered to
in the text. The settlement plans are based on the 1: 10,560
series of the Or'dr.nance
photographically

Survey (six inches to the mile) but are

reduced where appropriate.

In some cases the most recent revision of the 1: 10,560
series is quite considerably

out of date, and for this reason all

of the village maps, with two notable exceptions,
housing built since the last revision

have incorporated

(as indicated by the field

surveys of the individual villages carried out between 1974 and
1975). The two exceptions

are the large selected villages of East

Leake in South Nottinghamshire

(Map 8) and Fakenham in North Norfolk

(Map 2). Here the scale of new development
areas of recent development

The population

is such that only the

are included on the maps.

size (in 1971) of the appropriate

and the planning status of each of the settlements
on each of the maps.

civil parishes,

is also included

o,
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Appendix 5: Map 1
Brinton, North Norfolk
Village without a ~vi11age development area' - nucleated
settlement (Category (iv»
Population in 1971: Approx. 90 (This is a joint enumeration
ditrict together with the village of Sharrington. The composite
population being 187 in the 1971 census).
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Appendix 5: Map 3
Great Ryburgh, tVo<-I'h
1'00(\c\~
Village with a village development area which may function as local
centres, and where estate development may be appropriate (Category (i/ii»
Population in 1971: 415
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5: Map 4

Sharrington,

North Norfolk

Village without a 'village development
settlement

Metres 3fO

area' - non-nucleated

(Catgeory (iv»

Population in 1971: Approx. 97 (This is a joint enumeration
district with the village of Brinton. The composite
population being 187 in 1971).
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Stiffkey, North Norfolk
Village with a 'village development
development
(Category
population

area' but where estate

of housing would normally be inappropriate

(iii»
in 1971: 292
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Barton in Fabis, South Nottinghamshire

Restricted

development

Population

in 1971: 225

village within the green belt (Group 1)
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Appendix 5: Map7
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Normanton

500
I

Metres

5:

Map

10

on Soar, South Nottinghamshire

Restricted

development

Population

in 1971: 377

village beyond the green belt (Group 5)
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Thoroton,South

Nottinghamshire

Restricted

development

Population

in 1971:. 90

village beyond the green belt (Group 5)
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Wysall,

Yards

500

5: Map 12

South Nottinghamshire

Special amenity

Population

(conservation)

in 1971: 207

village

500
,

(Group 6)
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APPENDIX SIX

SOCIAL POLARISATION : SOME
PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT

This appendix examines
measurement

highlighted

some of the methodological

problems of

by the analysis of social polarisation

this study, and in the subsequent

developments

in

of this subject by

1

the author •

2

The report by Harris and Lyons , referred to in Chapter Nine,
suggests

techniques

lar phenomenon
However,

that might be used to measure

in the social geography

the structure

and availability

and wards is rather different
sequently,because
published
individual

and examine a simi-

of parts of Greater London.
of data for urban districts

to that for rural civil parishes.

of this recurrent

Con-

problem of a lack of suitable

data in rural areas at the level of the civil parish or
village,

few of the methods

suggested by Harris and Lyons

are of use to rural studies of social polarisation.

Hamnet has suggested

that local authority

may be used as an indicator
nowledges

the limitations

the influence

of the process

of this approach

grants

in Inner London, but ackfor measuring

in detail

3
of this process •

In measuring

the socio-economic

sion and suburbanisation

characteristics

of fringe expan-

. ham, G'
around Greater Nott1ng
1995 4 h as use d

four indicies:

Proportion

Socio-Economic

Classes I and II; households

dwellings;

improvement

of household

heads in the Registrar

Generals

with cars; owner occupied

and exclusive use of all household

amenities.

These factors
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are a useful measure of general socio-economic
the last three indexes
polarised

are unlikely

rural po~uhation

tion village,
developing

characteristics

to distinguish

between

in, for example, a fashionable

but

a socially

conserva-

and a more broadly based middle class popUlation

'key' village with a large adventious

component

in a

in its

popUlation.

Three other techniques
polarity

may be of value as indicators of social

in rural populations.

interesting

possibility.

The use of rating assessments

Local authority

in other areas of geographical

research,

is an

rating books have been used
but not in this context.

Field work in the two case study areas of South Nottinghamshire
North Norfolk

suggests that there is a broad relationship

the extent of social polarisation
villages

there is a high degree of polarity

the less popular
property),
buildings
housing,

conversion

of former non-residential
and barns) to

Where new development

has occurred

the new housing

is almost exclusively

detatched,

In practice,

however,

caution because,

to socially
in such settle-

relatively

high

rateable value is a genuine reflecproperty

then rating books may be

used to compare the degree of polarity in comparable

property

or terraced

this process is obviously not exclusive

tion of the standard of residential

in which

(including

century semi-detatched

Consequently.if

in

in the middle classes are character-

settlements.

value properties.

extreme

Villages

(chapels, former schools, large outbuildings
although

polarised
ments,

and also widespread

property.

of older village housing

late nineteenth

between

of the middle class population

and the standard of residential

ised by extensive modernisation

and

rural settlements.

this technique would need to be used with

firstly, the rateable value of a given

is not a straight forward function of the standard of that
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propertY,but

includes valuation

cal amenities

of the settlement

'other'factors

for other factors such as the physiin which it is situated.

could be compensated

for in this technique,

that they would distort any analyseso
broad relationship
residential

between

propertY,we

Secondly,

social polarisation

of a modernised

house, is taken as conclusive
director

although

there is a

and the standard of
this.

of this relationship

that

cottage, or of a high value detatched
evidence that a bank manager,

or social peer, lives in that property.

social polarisation

it is clear

must be careful about how we interpret

There is an obvious danger in the application
the existance

Unless these

company

In settlements

of the middle classes this assumption

with

is quite

likely to be correct, but clearly if it is to be used as the basis of
a statistical
supported

indicator of the degree of polarity, it would need to be

by more direct evidence.

Field surveys may also be a useful general assessment
impact of social polarisation
such physical

of village property,

modernised

residential
However,

and notably

property,

and the valuation

to this approach,
is based on

standards.

social structure

ication

to non-

of the degree of social polarity by reference

classes in rural populations

framework

limitations

and

of recently built

that as with the use of rating assessments,it

The most direct method of analysing
middle

One could measure

the ratio of modernised

there are important

an indirect measurement
to property

villages.

factors as the extent and type of modernisation

conversion

property.

on individual

of the

of individual

for this approach

social polarisation

is obviously

settlements.

to examine the

In practice the most useful

is the seven fold socio-economic

defined by the Office of population

of the

Censuses

classif-

and Surveys

(shown
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in Table One). However,
structure

the required informa~ion

(of the chief economic supporter of each household)

individual

villages

in the published

information

for the

(or the related census unit the enumeration

district) which is needed to develop
included

on the occupational

this classification,

reports of the national

is not

census. Consequently,

on the social structure of individual villages must be

found by household

questionnaire

survey.

The social survey is a less convenient research technique than
the other methods that we have examined. But even when we consider the
problems

of bias and error that must occur even in the most rigorously

designed

and tested questionnaire

as the most effective
in rural settlement.
lication

tool with which to examine social polarisation
This was the approach adopted in this study. Its app-

and the results

Chapter Nine. Technical
household
in Appendix

survey, the social survey can be seen

are discussed, more appropriately,
details of the development

survey for the study villages
Four.

in

and design of the

are given in Chapter Six,

and
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Village development in England:

D.J.Parsons,

An examination

of the proaess of soaial polarisation. Paper presented to the
conference

of the Institute of British Geographers

Group, University

of Lancaster,

Rural Study

1977.

Also, shortly to be published,

SoaiaZ polarisation:

D.J.Parsons#

The influence of ru~l

settlement planning poZiaies. Discussion paper. Department of
Geography.

2.

University

MoHarris

of Sussex.

and JoLyons,

'Social polarisation'.

No. 324. Department of Planning and Transportation
and Intelligence

3.

C.Hamnet,

Unit), Grea.er London Council

'Improvement

Researah Memorandum
(Strategy Branch

(1971).

grants as an indicator of gentrification

in Inner London' Area 5 No.4 (1973), pp.252-261.
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around Nottingham'

East MidZand Geographer 33 (1970), pp.9-18.
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'Better than no place' N~
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C.Ha1l,

Soaiety 17 15th April (1971).

"A street in London' New Soaiety 17, 14th January

(1971).

'Village growth and strife' The Guardian March 1st (1976).
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Table 1
Socio-Economic
Censuses

Classes as defined by the Office of Population

and Surveys

Socio-Economic

Class I (I)

(a)

Professional Workers - own account.

(b)

Professional Workers - employees.

Socio-Economic
(a)

Class II (II)

Employers and managers in central and local government, industry and commerce.

(b)

Farmers - employers and managers only.

Socio-Economic
(a)

Class III (III-NM)

Intermediate non manual workers - ancillary to the
professions.

(b)

Junior non manual.

Socio-Economic

Class IV (Ill M)

(a)

Foreman and Supervisors - manual.

(b)

Skilled manual workers.

(c)

Own account workers

(d)

Farmers - own account.

Socio-Economic

(other than professional).

Class V (IV)

(a)

Personnel service workers.

(b)

Semi-skilled manual workers.

(c)

Agricultural workers.
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Socia-Economic
(a)

Class VI (V)

Unskilled manual workers.

Socio-Economic

Class VII (VI)

(a)

Armed forces.

(b)

Occupation inadequately described.

(c)

Others

(not classified) in economic activity.

For the purposes of this study the Socia-Economic Class of
a given household was determined by the occupation of the household head, or in the case of retired households by the last
full time occupation.
.

The class suffix in brackets refers to the S.E.,Class labels used in
in the OPCS classification.
division

To eliminate confusion over the

between Classes III (NM) and III (M) I have used

separate roman numerals for each of the classes.

Source:

HMSO, Classification of Occupation.

Office of

Population Censuses and Surveys. (1970).
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APPENDIX

THE COMMUNITY

SEVEN

BUS SERVICE SCHEME

Introduction

"Hunworthy, Stody, Sharrington, Brinton, Gunthorpe,
may sound like a large old established firm of solicitors; they ~re in fact six isolated villages in North
Norfolk which last week became the scene of an experiment in public transport which, if extended, would
improve communications in similar rural areas across
Britain".
1
The article

from which this quotation was taken gives a fairly optim-

istic view of the future of the community
applied

to these Norfolk

villages,

The six villages

tal scheme are a few miles south-west
ments,

Sharrington,

boundaries

Brinton, Gunthorpe

is now an important

in the experimen-

of Holt, and four of the settleand Bale, lie within the

of our study area. For many households

this service
mobility

bus service scheme, as

in these villages

feature in the pattern of local

since none of these villages has an existing regular bus service.

For this reason alone the service deserves special mention even though
at the time of the questionnaire
villages
started

(Sharrington

survey, which included two of the

and Brinton),

the community service had not

stage services and was only operating

end excursions.

a few evening and week-

The fact that some transport economists. (such as Cook,

as quoted in the passage above) see the community bus service scheme
as a prototype
of mobility
particularly

for a service concept that could improve the pattern

in many other rural areas, makes the Norfolk
worthy of attention.

scheme
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The organisation

The original
Madgett,

of the scheme

idea for the scheme has been attributed

the traffic manager

It is not surprising,

for the Eastern Counties

therefore,

tant role in the development

to John

Bus Company.

to find that ECBC has had an impor-

of the community

bus service, by prov-

iding the Ford Transit twelve seater 'bus', and by training the
volunteer

drivers for the Public Service Vehicles Licence. The

service started in November,

1975, although delays in getting suff-

icient drivers through the PSV licence examination
formal opening. However,

had put back the

for some time prior to this date the

service had been used for excursions

from the villages.

The basis of the service is a core of twenty-four
drivers who have all passed the PSV licence
organises

volunteer

(for which the group

training via ECBC) and who commit an average of four hours

each week to driving the bus. The services provides daily stage
services to both Holt and Fakenham,
service is constrained

although

the route used by the

by the ECBC regulation

that the community bus

must not operate on roads that are part of the existing ECBC stage
services.

In addition,

the bus can be hired

(for approximately

per evening at the start of the service) by villagers
societies,

for visits during the evenings

towns, notably Norwich.

This structure

demands on the organisation
ponsibility

of a committee

six villages,
Consequently

or village

to more distant major

innevitably

places great

of the service which is largely the resdrawn from interested

although executive
this is a genuine

responsibiltiy
'community'

individuals

from the

remains with ECBC.

bus service, not only

driven by local drivers but largely organised
committee.

£8.00

by a inter-village
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The economics

of the service introduces

Council, without whose backing
been developed.

the Norfolk

County

the service would probably never have

The community bus itself was bought by ECBC via a

County Council grant (under section 34 of the 1968 Transport
In addition,

the County Council has agreed to underwrite

Act).

the losses

of the service. Press articles have reported that a limit of £2,000
has been given by the Council on the extent to which they will write
off losses, although according

to the Secretary

of the bus scheme no

figure haa been fixed as a limit for the first year2. This difference,
however, may be of little relevance
first few months of operation
is unlikely

since the indications

of the service,

from the

suggests that the scheme

to make a loss of much more than a few hundred pounds.

The scheme uses unpaid labour and consequently
are very low, about £1,500 is estimated

operating

overheads

for the first year. By the

middle of 1976 the average weekly takings were between twenty and
twenty-five

pounds each week. In terms of operating

scheme may be seen to be approaching
takes no account of the original
necessary

for the eventual

is an interesting

break-even

costs alone the

point (although this

cost of the bus and of investment

replacement

of the existing vehicle).

feature that a substantial

amount of the income is

derived from hirings for weekend and evening excursions,
be seen as supporting
so important

It

so these may

the less economic daily stage services which are

to the social value of the scheme.

The community bus service scheme is relatively

cheap in terms of

the County Council subsidy and we can see that it may be approaahing
a point when it requires no subsidy on its operating
trast ECBC have estimated

that a conventional

with a paid driver/conductor,wou1d

costs. In con-

forty-two

seater bus

cost them about £15,000 a year

to run over the same route. It is doubtful

if this figure is strictly
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comparable

to that for the operating

service, but nonetheless

costs alone on the community

this indicates

a major difference

relative running costs. There are consequently
advantages

to community

in the

major financial

schemes. The social advantages

are rather

more obvious:
"There is a simple choice for areas such as this,
either they run a community bus service themselves
or they have no service at all. There is no question
of us being able to support a service which would be
so uneconomical if all the normal running costs had
to be covered".
3
This statement

from the chairman of the Norfolk

port Committee

draws attention

County Council Trans-

to the fact that prior to the

community

bus scheme, there was no public transport

villages.

In Brinton,

in these

for example, a village where we have already

seen that nearly one in ~ery
this may actually understate
Chapter Ten), the nearest

three households

has no car and where

the real degree of immobility

(see

bus service was nearly two miles walk from

the village. This would be a very considerable
elderly people and young children.

distance

for both

It is not surprising,

then, that

the reports on the community bus scheme have stated that services
are quite well supported.

Given the widespread
in central government
transport,

concern amongst the rural population

about the increasing

inadequacy

and the lobbying of local government,

that the Norfolk

of rural public

it is not surprising

scheme has led to interest in the possible

cation of the scheme in other rural areas. This research,
suggests that there are a number of specific problems
extension

of the scheme as applied in Norfolk,

to consider

these here.

and

dupli-

however,

in the

and it is appropriate
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The extension

of the community

At the time of writing
been operating
project

in Norfolk

bus service concept

the community

for over two years and as an experimental

it has been successful.

scheme operating

However,

projects

in other parts of the country

to test the concept of community

locations.

Consequently,proposals

examination

services in different

for the extension

must draw largely on the experiences

(a)

apart from a similar

in the Cuckmere valley in East Sussex, there have

been no similar experimental
designed

bus service scheme has

of this concept

of the Norfolk project. Our

suggests that there are a number of important

Drivers

Volunteer

limitations:

drivers form the basis of the scheme,

and as a result training costs are not high. In the six Norfolk
villages

there has been no difficulty

drivers but the situation

in recruiting

trainee

in these villages may be atypical.

Many of the volunteer

drivers are middle class retired residents,

with the interest,and

sufficient

driving experience)

to devote to initial training and to the

daily. stage services.
proportion

spare time (to say nothing of

This is a simple reflection

of this sector of the population

of the high

in these villages

(as indicated by the village studies in Brinton and Sharrington).
Whilst this is not an exceptional
the application

of community

transport

without a similarly high proportion
households,

(b)

to other rural areas

of retired middle class

may reveal problems of recruiting

Organisation

overcome

feature it does suggest that

suitable drivers.

One solution that might be developed

to

the previous problem would be to recruit a larger

number of volunteers

who would be required

to commit propor-
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tionately

less time to the scheme. In this way more housewives,

and possibly self-employed

villagers

and other residents with

flexible working hours, might be encouraged

to join as trainee

drdve rs , Howeve r , this might create new problems which are
essentially

organisational.

Firstly,

~here would be the problem

of arranging a training schedule for volunteers
limited time commitment.

with a very

There would also be simple problems

of scale which should not be underestimated.

As the Secretary

of the Norfolk project has summarised:
"If they [the driver~
were paid, the organisation committee could say - Mr. Smith drives the
bus at such a time. Mrs. Brown at another, but
these are volunteer drivers and you cannot arrange
things as simply as that. In practice to overcome
this, you need a large number of drivers and this
creates further problems of organisation by virtue
of the actual numbers involved".
4

If this was said of the Norfolk

scheme using only twenty-four

drivers, one can easily imagine the considerable

difficulties

in a scheme using a larger number of drivers.

(c)

Trade union and commercial objections

These may seem to

be unusual bed-fellows but in this case both act as a strong
lobby, both locally and nationally,

against the extension of

community transport schemes. The commercial objections would
come principally
small independant

from the National

Bus Company and from those

operators of stage services affected by

proposed extensions of community based schemeso The community
bus service operated over existing stage service routes, or only
parts of such routes, would be a threat to the livelyhood of
bus operatorso

One may find it surprising that a bus operator

would actually object to having an uneconomic

bus service taken

off their hands, but the attitude of the Eastern Counties Bus
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Company

(who were after all instrumental

experimental

in setting up the

project) makes it quite clear that such objec-

tions would be strongS.

Objections

from the trade unions are based on concern

for the jobs held by the conductor/drivers
In North Norfolk
concerRed

the Transport

on rural routes.

and General Workers Union was

about the threat that the community

scheme posed

to the jobs of regular bus drivers. Negotiations
Union reached a compromise
the community

agreement

with the

based on the fact that

bus scheme was in no way intended

to replace

any existing services. We should remember that the good-will
of the unions is particularly

important

since it is their

members which provide the training for volunteers.

In North Norfolk
an agreement

the scheme was able to go ahead through

that the service would be restricted

and settlements

to roads

not covered by existing service routes. This

applied equally to the village with a once-a-week

market day

service, as to those with several daily return services each
day. If this formulae were applied to other potential
it is clear that it would severely restrict
community

(d)

transport

Communication

Norfolk

the extension

of

to other English villages.

An

interesting

problem encountered

project, was the communication

to residents.

schemes

In these villages

of the service timetable

the most convenient

a written timetable, posted on an appropriate
side the village hall or sub-post office
1002). Two of the Norfolk

in the

agent was

notice board out-

(as shown in Plate

villages had no village hall or
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sub-post office and in each of the villages not all households
visited either the hall or sub-post office, particularly
outlying households.

the

This was a problem which could be over-

come by time with the stage services of the scheme, but which
represented

a persisting

difficulty

for the important weekend

and evening excursions.

In North Norfolk
nucleated

each of the villages

settlement.

dispersion

In other areas with a greater d~gree of

it is quite possible that this problem of communi-

cation might be a considerable
community

(e)

is a strongly

tran~port

Finance

limitation

on the use of

schemes.

We have seen that the Norfolk

ing self-financing

in operating

costs, but nonetheless

subsidy is required. More significant
is the capital required

scheme is approach-

to establish

as a financial

a small
limitation

the scheme, not the least

being the purchase of the vehicle which

(at 1978

prices)would

require a capital input of about £4,000. In the Norfolk
scheme this was provided by a grant from the County Council
under section 34 of the 1968 Transport
local authorities

Act, which provides

that

may:

" •••afford assistance to any person by way of a
grant, loan, or both, for the purposes of securing
the provision, improvement or continuance of any bus
service ••• if it is in the opinion of the council
••• that the service is, or will, be for the benefit
of persons residing in rural areas".
6
Section 34 payments are more commonly used for providing
7

sidies for existing services
support of new services
quent1y,

an immediate

and their application

is comparitively

problem of whether

sub-

to the

rare. There is, conselocal authorities
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would follow the example established
Council.

In the current situation

on local government

by the Norfolk

of severe economic

spending this becomes a critical

tion to the extension

to bus organiserso

already noted, the replacement
encounter

constraints
limita-

of the concept, unless the new scheme was

to replace an existing service and therefore
on direct subsidies

County

great pressure

reduce spending

However,

of existing

as we have

services would

from trade unions and bus organisers.

The financial problem assumes a further dimension when we
~ealise that the community bus would eventually
ment. Yet it is unlikely

that a community

haps in the most favourable
sufficient

investment

this reason provision
quinquennial

service, except per-

of circumstances,

to purchase

require replace-

could generate

a replacement

vehicle. For

would need to be made for perhaps a

local government

grant to purchase

a new vehicle.

Conclusions

This has been a brief study of the North Norfolk

Community

Bus

Scheme, but we are able to indicate several problems which might act
as limitations

to the extension

ofi principles

to other rural areas. More research
subject to review its potential
examination

considers

the most difficult

their opinions are understandable

transport

is needed on this important

application.

of trade unions and bus organiseEs

of community

The problem which this

to overcome

to community

is the attitude

transport.

they do represent

Whilst

a parochial

attitude which is not in the best interests of all rural residents.
Nonetheless

it is difficult

could be developed without

to see how community

transport

schemes

their consent and active support. If the
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active support of trade unions and bus organisers

is to be obtained

then without a change in their attitudes this can only be at the
expense of the more general applicability

of the community bus ser-

vice idea, since it would restrict the community services (as in
Norfolk) to groups of villages and to routes which have no form of
existing public transport provision.
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Appendix

Seven

Footnotes

1.

C.Cook,

'Drive your own bus' The Guardian, November

2.

This was certainly the case in September,

6th, 1975.

1975, when I discus-

sed the scheme with the Secretary of the local committee.

3.

Part of a statement issued at a press conference

to mark the formal commencement

of the service.

4.

From the discussion

5.

In the case of the smaller independant

with the Secretary of the Norfolk

may be due partly to the financial

bus operators

scheme.

this

importance of local government

subsidies granted to certain uneconomic
organisations

in Norwich

routes. With the larger

the reasons are more complex. The Eastern Counties

Bus Company, for example, sees these smaller uneconomic
as feeders to the main road and inter-urban

routes

routes. As such their

policy is to keep open rural services to the more isolated villages
wherever

economically

possible. There can be little doubt that

subsidies are important in this approach and there may also be
substantial

tax advantages.

As such one might comment that the

current policy of subsidisation
discouraging

the establishment

of rural bus routes may be actively
of community

forming one of the bases of bus organisers

6.

transport schemes, by
objections.

HMSO, Transport Act of 1968. Section 34 (i). See also provision

for rural bus service support under section 30 and section 34(ii)o

7.

See for example the study of rural hus service subsidies

in
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Northumberland:
A.DoMennear, Northumberland County Council's experience of

implementing section 34 (subsidies) of the Transport Act~ 1968.
Paper presented to the rural transport seminar, Central London
Polytechnic, November 3rd 1972.
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APPENDIX EI(;HT

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
FURTHER READING MATERIAL

As was mentioned in Chapter One, a considerable amount of literature was consulted 1n the course of this research study. This appendix
present a selected bibliography of some of this material, as suggestions
for further reading on and around the subject matter of the thesis. As
such, this does not attempt to be a comprehensive bibliography

and for

more detailed assessments of related literature readers are directed
to the following bibliographies:

Centre for Urban Studies, Land use pLanning and the social sciences:

A selected bibliography,

1930-l963 (1964).

Centre for Urban Studies, Land use planning and the social sciences: A

supplementary bibliographYJ

1964-l970 (1971).

Department of the ~nvirQnment.Green

belts. Bibliography series of the

Headquarters Library of the DoE, No. 117 (1974).

Department of the Environemnt, Town and country planning: A select list

of pub l.ioatrione, Bibliography

No. 70 (1972).

Department of the Environment. Settlement in the countryside: A select

bibliography; Appendi~ Z97l-Z972. (1973). This bibliography is updated
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by supplementary appep~ices.

The selected bibliography presented here is divided in ten subject
areas. These are not, of course, mutually exclusive, but for the
purposes of simplicity those references which are applicable to more
than one section are refered to only in the subject area to which they
are most significant. There are, however,

a number of 'general' texts,

and these are considered seperate1y.

GENERAL TEXTS

J.Ashton and W.H.Long (Ed's), The remoter rural areas of Britain. Agricultural Adjustment Unit: University of Newcastle upon Tyne (1972).

H.E.Bracey, PeopZe and the countryside (1972).

G.E.Cherry, Ru~Z

pZanning probZems (1976).

H.D.C1out, Rural geo graphy: An introoduatory survey (1972).

R.E.Pahl, ~se
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POSTSCRPIPT

Due largely to the the length of this thesis and to the
nature of its written preparation

through part-time work, there

has been quite a large time gap between the preparation

of the

first draft and submittion. During this period there have been
two particularly

important developments

relevant to our study

of selected village development.

Recently
University

(1978) Cloke

1

has presented

a Ph.D thesis to the

of London which examines the use of 'key settlement'

policies in village planning.

Cloke's work isnot a parallel

study to this thesis since it adopts a rather different perspective by examining

in greater detail the philosophical

of selected village development

basis

policies, particularly

in respect

of regional economic growth centre theory. However, Cloke does
examine the validity of these policies and arrives at the same
conclusion

as this study, that selected village development

policies,suitably
alternative
importance

modified,

represent

the most practical policy

for rural settlement planning in this country. The
of this parallel

finding is emphasised by the fact that

Cloke examines two different case studies to those of this thesis.

The second recent development
ment of the Environment

is the intention ~of the Depart-

to sponsor a study of the implementation

and effects of the operation

of key settlement policies within

the context of the 'concentration

versus dispersal'

This ~tudy, if it survives major public expenditute

controversy.
cuts, is a

872

welcome development

from the DoE, and it is hoped that the study

may fulfil the need for a review of rural settlement planning
policies,

and a DoE initiative on revision of certain processes

and procedures,

as suggested in the conclusions

of this thesis

(section 13.12 and 13.13).
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2.From a personal
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School of Architecture
April 1979.

with Professor Smart, Bartlett

and Planning,
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